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TO THE RIGHT REVEREND

F ATHER

IN

GOD

E D W AR D,
LORD BISHOP OF ELPHIN.

MY LORD,

YOURLordſhip’s known regard for theſacred in
tereſts ofVirtue and true Religion, isſuficient to
enſure your favourable reception of any work which
tends to promote thoſe great and important ends. The
following has yet a farther claim to your Lordſhip's
favour. The Author, my excellent Father, ( your Lord

Ship knows I exceed not the truth in calling him fo )
was formerly honouredwith aplace in your friendſhip .
As this was a ſource of the higheſt pleaſure to him
while he lived, ſo it muſt reflectparticular honour upon

bis memory. It is with pleaſure I embrace this public
opportunity of declaring myſelf, with the higheſt re
spect and gratitude,
MY LORD,
Your Lordship's moſt obedient,
and moſt humble Servant,
DUBLIN
Jan. 25,1755 . S

FRANCIS HUTCHESON ..
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P R E F A CE ,
Giving ſome Account of the LIFE, WRITINGS,
and CHARACTER of the AUTHOR .

!

R. FRANCIS HUTCHESON was born on the 8th of
DR.
Auguſt, A. D. 1694. His father, Mr. John
Hutcheſon , was miniſter of a diffenting congregation
in the North of Ireland; a perſon ofgood underſtand
ing, conſiderable learning, and reputation for piety,
1

probity, and all virtue. His ſon Francis, when about

eight years of age, was ſent to be educated along with
his elder brother, under the eye and direction oftheir
grandfather Mr. Alexander Hutcheſon, who was alſo

a worthy diſſenting clergyman in the ſame part of the
country, but had come from Scotland. He was ſe

cond ſon of an ancient and reputable family in the
ſhire of Ayr in that kingdom .

A ſuperior capacity, an ardent thirſt for knowledge,
and the feeds of the fineſt diſpoſitions ſoon began to

ii
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ſhew themſelves in Francis: particularly a ſingular
warmth of affection and diſintereſtedneſs of temper ,

for which he was diſtinguiſhed thro' his whole life, ap
peared in many inſtances in this early period of it.
The innocence and ſweetneſs of his temper, his great

capacity and application to his learning ſoon procured
him a diſtinguiſhing place in his grandfather's affec

tions. But ſuch was his love for his brother, that his

grandfather's fondneſs gave him no joy while his bro
ther did not equally ſhare it : nay the preference that

was ſhewn him gave him real concern , and put him
upon employing all means and innocent artifices in his
power to make his brother appear equally deſerving of

his grandfather's regard. And when his grandfather
in his laſt will had made an alteration of a prior ſettle

ment of his family-affairs in his favour , tho' many
arguments were uſed by his relations to prevail with
him to accept of it, he peremptorily refuſed, and
inſiſted to the laſt that the firſt ſettlement ſhould

take place. Theſe, and many other inſtances of the

like kind which might be related, were promiſing pre
ſages of remarkable diſintereſtedneſs in more advan
ced years.

:
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When hehad gone thro'the common courſeofſchool

education he was ſent to an Academy at ſome diſtance
from his parents to begin his courſe of Philoſophy :
he was taught there the ordinary Scholaſtic Philofo
phy which was in vogue in thoſe days, and to which

he applied himſelf with uncommon aſſiduity and di
ligence.
In theyear 1710 he removed from the Academy,
and entered a ſtudent in the Natural Philoſophy claſs

in the Univerſity of Glaſgow, and at the ſame time
renewed his ſtudy of the Latin and Greek languages :
and in all parts of literature, to which he applied him
ſelf, he made ſuch proficiency as might be expected

from a genius like his cultivated with great care and
diligence.
After he had finiſhed the uſual courſe of philofo

phical ſtudies, his thoughts were turned toward Di
vinity, which he propoſed to make the peculiar ſtu

dy and profeſſion of his life. For proſecution of
which deſign he continued ſeveral years more at the

Univerſity of Glaſgow ſtudying Theology under the

direction of the reverend and learned Profeſſor John
Simſon .
a
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Among the manifold theological enquiries which
occurred to him as deſerving his moſt ſerious exami
nation ; he chuſed to begin with the grand fundamen
tal one concerning the being, perfections, and provi
dence of God. The reverend Dr. Clark's learned and

ingenious book on this ſubject, publiſhed a ſhort time
before, fell into his hands. Tho’he moſt heartily ap

proved of all the Doctor's concluſions, and had the
higheſt ſenſe of his ſingular abilities and virtues, yet
after the moſt ferious and attentive conſideration of

his arguments, he did not find that conviction from
them which he wiſhed and expected. In order to pro

cure more ſatisfaction on this ſubject, and particularly
with regard to the force and folidity of the arguments
priori (as they are commonly called) he wrote a let

ter to him, about the year 1717, urging his objecti
ons, and deſiring a further explication. Whether the
Doctor returned any anſwer to this letter does not ap

pear from Dr. Hutcheſon's papers. After all the en
quiry he could make, he ſtill continued extremely

doubtful of the juſtneſs and force of all the metaphy
fical arguments, by which many haveendeavoured to
demonſtrate the exiſtence, unity, and perfections of
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che Deity. He not only thought that theſe kind of

arguments were not adapted to the capacity of the
bulk of mankind, but even that they could afford no
folid and permanent conviction to the learned them

ſelves. It was his opinion in this early part of his life,
and he never ſaw cauſe to alter it, that as ſome ſub

jects from their nature are capable of a demonſtrative
evidence, ſo others admit only of a probable one ; and

that to ſeek demonſtration where probability can only
be obtained is almoſt as unreaſonable as to demand

to fee founds or hear colours. Beſides he was perſua

ded that attempts to demonſtration on ſuch ſubjects as
are incapable ofit were ofvery dangerous conſequence

to the intereſts of truth and religion : becauſe ſuch
attempts inſtead of conducting us to the abſolute cer
tainty propoſed, leave the mind in ſuch a ſtate of

doubt and uncertainty as leads to abſolute fcepti
ciſm : for if once we refuſe to reſt in that kind of evi

dence, which the nature of the ſubject only admits of,
and go on in purſuit of the higheſt kind, ſtrict demon
ſtration,weimmediately conclude there is no evidence,
becauſe we do not meet with that kind of it which

ve expected: and thus the mind remains in a ſtate of

A을
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abſolute uncertainty, imagining there is no evidence,
when all that the nature of the caſe admits of is laid

before it, and enough to ſatisfy every one whoſe un
derſtanding is not diſordered with an unnatural thirſt
for ſcientifical knowledge on all ſubjects alike. This

opinion of the various degrees of evidence adapted to
various ſubjects firſt led Dr. Hutcheſon to treat mo
rals as a matter of fact, and not as founded on the ab

ſtract relations of things. But of this more particu
larly hereafter.

After he had ſpent ſix years at the Univerſity of
܀

Glaſgow, he returned to Ireland, and ſubmitted to

trials, in order to enter into the miniſtry, and was li
cenſed to preach among the Diſſenters. He was juſt
about to be ſettled a miniſter in a ſmall diſſenting con

gregation in the North of Ireland, when ſome gentle
men about Dublin, who knew that his abilities and

virtues qualified him to be more extenſively uſeful
than he could poſſibly be in that remote congregation ,
invited him to take up a private academy there. He

complyed with the invitation, and acquitted himſelf
in that ſtation with ſuch dignity and ſucceſs as gave
entire ſatisfaction to all thoſe who committed their
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children to his care ; and ſoon drew the attention of

the public upon him. He had been fixed but a ſhort
time in Dublin when his ſingular merit and accom

pliſhments made him generally known : men of all
ranks, who had any taſte for literature, or eſteem for

learned men, ſought his acquaintance and friendſhip.
Among others he was honoured with a place

the

eſteem and friendſhip of the late Lord ViſcountMolef
worth , who took pleaſure in his converſation, and af
ſiſted him with his criticiſms and obſervations to im

prove and poliſh the Inquiry into the Ideas of Beauty
and Virtue, before it came abroad. The reverend

Dr. Synge, now Lord Biſhop of Elphin, whoſe friend

ſhip Dr. Hutcheſon always regarded as one of the
greateſt pleaſures and advantages of his life, likewiſe

reviſedhis papers, and aſſiſted himin thegeneralſcheme
of the work.

The firſt edition came abroad without the author's

name, but the merit of the performance would not
ſuffer him to be long conceald: ſuch was the reputa
tion of the work, and the ideas it had raiſed of the
author, that Lord Granville, who was then Lord Lieu
tenant of Ireland, whoſe diſcernment and taſte as to

viii
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works of genius and literature is univerſally acknow
ledged , ſent his private ſecretary to enquire at the
bookſellers for the author , and when he could not

learn his name, he left a letter to be conveyed to him,

in conſequence of which he ſoon became acquainted
with his Excellency, and was treated by him all the
time he continued in his government with the moſt
diſtinguiſhing marks of familiarity and eſteem .

From this time his acquaintance began to be ſtill
more courted by moſt men of diſtinction either for

ſtation or literature in Ireland. Archbiſhop King, the

author of the book De Origine Mali, held Dr. Hutche
fon in great eſteem , and his friendſhip was ofgreat uſe
to him in an affair which might otherwiſe have been
very troubleſome to him, and perhaps ended in put
ting an entire ſtop to his uſefulneſs in that place .
There were two ſeveral attempts made to proſecute
Mr. Hutcheſon , in the Archbiſhop's court , for daring

to take upon him the education of youth, without

having qualified himſelf by ſubſcribing the eccleſia
ſtical canons, and obtaining a licence from the Biſhop .
Both theſe attempts were effectually diſcouraged by
duis Grace ,with expreſſions of hearty diſpleaſure againſt
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the perſons who were ſo forward as to commence
them . And at the ſame time he aſſured him that he

needed be under no apprehenſion of diſturbance from

that quarter, as long as it continued in his power to
prevent it.

He had alſo a large ſhare inthe eſteem of the late
Primate Bolter, who, thro' his influence, made a do

nation to the Univerſity ofGlaſgow, ofan yearly fund
for an exhibitioner, to be bred to any of the learned
profeſſions. This is only one inſtance among many
ofthatprelate's munificent temper. Mr. Weſt, a gen
tleman of great abilities, and of known zeal for the

intereſts of civil and religious liberty, was particularly
fond of Dr. Hutcheſon, and lived in great intimacy
with him , while he continued in Ireland.

A few years after the Enquiry the Treatiſe on the
Paſſions was publiſhed : as both theſe books have been
long abroad in the world and undergone ſeveral im
preſſions, a ſufficient proof of the reception they have

met with from the public, it would be needleſs to ſay
any thing concerning them . About this time he wrote

ſome philoſophical papers accounting for Laughter,
in a different way from Mr. Hobbs, and more honour
b

Y
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able to human nature : theſe papers were publiſhed in
the collection called Hibernicus Letters. Some letters

in the London Journal 1728 ſubſcribed Philaretus,
containing objections to ſome parts of the doctrine in
the Enquiry, occaſioned Mr. Hutcheſon's giving an
ſwers to them in thoſe public papers : both the letters
1

and anſwers were afterwards publiſhed in a ſeparate

pamphlet. The debate was left unfiniſhed, Philaretus's
death having put an end to the correſpondence, which
was propoſed to have been afterward carried on in a
more private manner.

After he had taught the private Academy in Dub
lin for ſeven or eight years with great reputation and

fucceſs; in the year 1729 he was called to Scotland to
be a Profeſſor of Philoſophy in the Univerſity of Glaf
gow. His eſtabliſhed reputation for literature and
worth was the only conſideration that induced the U

niverſity to elect him into the place vacant by the death
of the learned and worthy Mr. Gerſhom Carmichael.

The public approved of their choice, and the event
abundantly juſtified the wiſdom ofit. The Profeſſors
were ſoon ſenſible, that his admiſſion into their body
had good effects both upon the reputation and inte
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reſts of the ſociety. Several young gentlemen came
along with him from the Academy, and his juſt fame
drew many more both from England and Ireland. But
it will probably be rather matter of ſurprize to the rea
der, that he accepted of the place, than that the Uni
verſity unſolicited made him the offer of it. If any
one ſhould ask, as it is natural to do, how it came

to paſs that a man of Dr. Hutcheſon's accompliſh
ments and virtues, and who could count ſuch liſts of

honourable perſons, and many of them of great au
thority and influence, in the number of his friends,
ſhould continue to teach a private Academy for ſeven

or eight years in the heart of a country where there
were ſo many beneficial places proper to be beſtowed
on men of genius and merit. Or if any one ſhould
ask, how it came to paſs that he was permitted , to
leave his country, break off all connections with his
relations and friends, and in the midſt of life remove

to another kingdom to accept a place in an Univerſi
ty far from being lucrative and very laborious ? It is
fufficient to anſwer to theſe queſtions: that it was not
the want either of inclination or power in his friends
to ſerve him that was the ſtop to his preferment. He
b 2
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kad private reaſons which determined him neither to

feek promotion, nor to encourage the moſt probable
fchemes propoſed to him for obtaining it. It is but
juſtice to his character to ſay, that he was uſeful and
contentedin that ſtation in which it hadpleaſed Di
vine Providence to fix him, and that neither the love

of riches, nor of the elegance or grandeur of human

life prevailed ſo far in his breaſt as to make him offer
the leaſt violence to his inward ſentiments. To which

it may be added, that the ſilent and unſeen hand of
an all-wiſe Providence which over -rules all the events

of human life, and all the reſolutions of the human

will, conducted him to that ſtation in life, which tho'

far from being the higheſt in external diſtinction, yet
was perhaps of all others the moſt ſuited to the ſingu
lar talents with which he was endowed, and gave him

theopportunity of being more eminently and exten
ſively uſeful than he could have been in any other.
After his ſettlement in the College he was not obli
ged (as when he kept the Academy) to teach the lan

guages and all the different parts of Philoſophy, but
had leiſure to turn his chief attention to his favourite

ſtudy Human Nature: he had high -thoughts of ics,
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original dignity, and was perſuaded, that even in this
corrupt ſtate, it was capable of great improvements
by proper inſtruction and afſiduous culture. The pro
feſſion of Moral Philoſophy was the province aſſigned

him in the College. In cultivating this ſcience he
purſued the ſame method in which he began, ſetting
aſide all reſearches into the abſtract relations and e

ternal fitneſs and unfitneſs of things, and directing his

enquiries into what is more obvious and immediately

known from obſervation and experience, viz. What
is in fact the preſent conſtitution of human nature ;
what is that ſtate of heart , and courſe of life which

is moſt correſpondent to the whole frame.

He had obferved, that it was the happineſs and glo
ry of the preſent age, that they had thrown off the
method offorming hypotheſes and ſuppoſitions in na

tural philoſophy, and had ſet themſelves to make ob
ſervations and experiments on the conſtitution of the
material world itſelf, and to mark the powers and

principles which are diſcerned operating in it: he ſaw
plainly that it was by adhering ſtrictly to this method
that natural philofophy had been carried to a greater
degree of perfection than ever it was before, and that

)
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it is only by purſuing the ſame method that we can
hope to reach higher improvements in that ſci
ence. He was convinced that in like manner a true

ſcheme of morals could not be the product of genius
and invention, or of the greateſt preciſion of thought

in metaphyſical reaſonings, but muſt be drawn from
proper obſervations upon the ſeveral powers and prin
ciples which we are conſcious of in our own boſoms,
and which muſt be acknowledged to operate in ſome
degree in the whole human ſpecies. And that there

fore, one proper method at leaſt to be followed in
the moral ſcience, is to inquire into our internal ſtruc
ture as a conſtitution or ſyſtem compoſed of various
parts, to obſerve the office and end of each part, with
the natural ſubordination of thoſe parts to one ano

ther, and from thence to conclude what is the deſign
of the whole, and what is the courſe of action for

which it appears to be intended by its great Author.
He thought there was ground to hope, that from a
more ſtrict philoſophical enquiry into the various natu
ral principles or natural diſpoſitions ofmankind, in the
ſame way

that we enquire into the ſtructure of an ani

mal body, of a plant, or of the ſolar ſyſtem , a more
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exact theory of morals may be formed, than has yet
appeared : and a theory too built upon ſuch an obvi
ous and firm foundation as would be ſatisfactory to
every candid enquirer. For we can be as certain of the

ſeveral parts of our internal frame from inward per
ception and feeling, as we are of the ſeveral parts of
an animal ſtructure from ocular inſpection: and we
can as little doubt of the ends for which the principal
parts at leaſt ofourinternal conſtitution are intended,
as we can doubt of the ends for which the members

of our body, or our external ſenſes were framed : and
whatever evidence we have for the exiſtence and per
fections of the Supreme Being, we have the ſame evi
dence that the moral conſtitution of our nature is his

work, and thence we conclude, that it is moſt certain
ly his will, that we ſhould cultivate that temper of
mind, and purſue that courſe of life, which is moſt
correſpondent to the evident ends and purpoſes of his

divine workmanſhip ; and that ſuch a ſtate of heart
and plan of life, as anſwers moſt effectually the end
and deſign of all the parts of it, muſt be its moſt per
fect manner of operation, and muſt conſtitute the du

ty, the happineſs, and perfection of the order of be
ings to whom it belongs..
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Our author has attempted in the following work ,
firſt to unfold the ſeveralprinciples ofthe human mind
as united in a moral conſtitution, and from thence to

point out the origin of our ideas of moral good and
evil, and of our ſenſe of duty, or moral obligation ;
and then to enquire what muſt be the ſupreme happi

neſs to a ſpecies conſtituted as mankind are ; and then
he proceeds to deduce the particular laws of nature,
or rules neceſſary to be obſerved for promoting the
general good in our common intercourſes with one
another as members of ſociety. How far he has ſuc

ceeded, muſt be left to the judgment of the attentive
and candid reader.

Whatever corrections or improvements his ſcheme

may be ſuppoſed to admit of, after longer obſervati
on and further examination into the frame and ope

rations of our minds, one thing is certain that the re
ſult of his obſervations and reaſonings muſt meet with

entire approbation, as it places the higheſt virtue and
excellence of a human character, where all found Phi

loſophy and Divine Revelation has placed it, viz. In

fuch habitual and prevailing exerciſe ofall theſe good
affections to God andman , as will reſtrain all other ap
petites, paſions, and affections withinjuft bounds, and
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carry us out uniformly to purſue that courſe ofaction,
which will promotethe happineſs ofmankind in the moſt
extenſive manner to which our power can reach *. And
it muſt alſo be acknowledged, that our Author's doc
trine, which afferts that we are laid under a real in

ternal obligation , of a moſt ſacred kind, from the very
conſtitution of our nature t, to promote the good of

mankind, tho' at the expence of ſacrificing life itſelf

and all its enjoyments, coincides, or at leaſt is no way
inconſiſtent with theſe precepts of Chriſtianity, by
which we are enjoined to lay down our lives for the
* Some ſeem to have miſtaken cur Au-

thor's doctrine ſo widely, as to imagine
that he placed virtue in the mere ſentiment
or perception of moral beauty and defor.

mity in affe &tions and actions, which it is
owned the worſt of mankind may retain in

a very conſiderable degree. Whereas he
always places it in the exerciſe of theſe af.

and in another world were ſuperſeded. No
thing could be farther from his thoughts ;
nor is it a conſequence of his ſcheme. He
was fully ſenſible of the importance and
neceſſity of inforcing the practice of virtue
upon mankind from all poſible conſide
rations, and eſpecially from theſe awful
ones of future rewards and puniſhments.

fections and actions flowing from them If any one ſhould ſay, that there is a natu
which the moral faculty recommends and ral ſenſe of equity implanted in the human
enjoins. Or in other words, virtue does mind, which will operate in ſome degree
not lye in the mere ſentiment of approba- even on thoſe who know not that there is
tion of certain affections and actions, but a God or a future ſtate: it could not juſtly
be concluded from thence, that ſuch a per
in acting agreeably to it.
+ Some ſeem to have miſtaken Dr.
Hutcheſon ſo far on this ſubject, as to ima-

ſon alſo maintained, that this natural ſenſe

of equity alone, was ſufficient to enſure

gine, that when he ſays we are laid under
a moſt real and intimate obligation by the

the uniform practice of juſtice, in all man

moral ſenſe to act virtuouſly , he meant to

leſs ſtrong temptations to depart from it.
The application is ſo obvious, that it is
needleſs to inſiſt upon it.

kind, even when meeting with number

aſſert that all other obligations from the
conſideration of the will of God, and the

effects of his favour or diſpleaſure in this
с
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bretheren ; while at the ſame time it gives us morejuſt,
more amiable and worthy ideas of human nature, as

originally intended to be actuated by more diſintere

fted principles, than theſe philoſophers are willing to
allow, who labour to reduce all the motions of the
human mind to ſelf-love at bottom, however much.
they may feem to be different from it at firſt appea

rance. According to our Author's views of human na

ture, tho’theſe generous principles may be born down
and over-powered in this corrupt ſtate, by ſenſual and
felfiſh paſſions, ſo asnot to exert themſelves with ſuf
ficient vigour, even when there is proper occaſion for
them ; yet the intention of the Author of Nature is a

bundantly manifeſt from this important circumſtance,
that the moral ſenſe is always ſo far true to its office,

that it never fails to give the higheſt and warmeſt ap
probation to every inſtance of truly diſintereſted vir
tue. The leſs ſuſpicion there is of any view even tó
future fame in the behaviour of the martyr, the pa

triot, or hero, when he yields up his life in a worthy
cauſe, ſo much louder and ſtronger is the applauſe of
all ſpectators, and ſo far as any intereſted conſiderati

ons are ſuppoſed to influence him, the approbation
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given tohim is proportionably diminiſhed :according
to this repreſentation of things, the ſoul of man , not
only bears a reſemblance of the Divine Intelligence
in its rational faculties, but alſo of the Divine diſin

tereſted benignity in its ſocial and public affections:
and thus too our internal conſtitution , formed for

purſuing the general good, beautifully tallies with the
conſtitution of the univerſe: we ſee thro' the whole of
Nature what admirable proviſion is made for carry

ing on the general intereſts of all the ſpecies of living
beings. So that it is quite agreeable to the analogy of
Nature, that mankind, the higheſtörder of creatures
in this lower world, ſhould be formed with diſpoſiti

ons to promote the general good of their ſpecies, and
with a diſcernment that it is their duty to part with

life itſelf, when a public intereſt requires it.
But Dr. Hutcheſon's character, as a man of parts

and learning, does not depend merely on the peculi
arities of a ſcheme of morals. His knowledge was by

no means confined to his own ſyſtem : that he was

well acquainted with the writings both of the anci
ents and moderns relative to morality, religion, and

government will appear evident to every one who per
C 2
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uſes the following work. Nor did the ſtudy of morals,
even in this extenſive view, engrofs his whole time
and attention. An ardent love of knowledge was na

tural to him. He loved truth, and fought after it with
impartiality and conſtancy. His apprehenſion was

quick and his memory ſtrong: he was not only patient
of thought and enquiry, but delighted in it. His mind

was never ſubject to that languor which frequently iri
terrupts the ſtudies of worthy men : his faculties were
always at his command and ready for exercife. A mind
endowed and diſpoſed in ſuch a manner, and employ

ed in ſtudy for a long courſe of years, muſt have been
furniſhed with a large compaſs of knowledge.
In the earlier part of his life he entered deeply in
to the ſpirit of the ancients , and was ſoon ſenſible

of and admired that juſtneſs and ſimplicity both of
thought and expreſſion which has preſerved and di
ſtinguiſhed their writings to this day. He read the

hiſtorians, poets, and orators of antiquity with a kind
of enthuſiaſm , and at the ſame time with a critical ex

actneſs. He had read the poets eſpecially fo often , that
heretained largepaſſages of them in his memory,which

he frequently and elegantly applied to the ſubjects he

1
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had occaſion to treat in the courſe of his prelections.
His knowledge and taſte in Latin appears from what
he has wrote in it. His Synopſis ofMetaphyſics, Pneu
matics, Natural Theology, and his Compend of E
thics are written with a ſpirit and purity of ſtyle ſel

dom to be met with in modern Latin compoſitions .
He had ſtudied all the parts of Philoſophy with

ſuch care as to have attained clear and comprehenſive
views of them . He compoſed a ſmall treatiſe of Lo

gic, which tho' not deſigned for the public eye, yet
gives ſufficient proof how much he was maſter of that
ſcience. It appears from his treatiſe of Metaphyſics,

that he was well acquainted with the logomachies,
meaningleſs queſtions, and trivial debates of the old
Scholaſtics, which had thrown a thick darkneſs on that

part of Philoſophy: he has ſet that branch of know
ledge in a clear light, and rendered it inſtructive and

entertaining. Heunderſtood Natural Philoſophy as it
is now improved by the aſliſtance of Mathematics and

experiments, and applied his knowledge of it to the
noble purpoſes of eſtabliſhing the grand truths of the
exiſtence, the perfections, and government of God.

He was well acquainted with the hiſtory of the arts.
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and ſciences: he had carefully traced them from their

origin, thro' all their various improvements,progreſſes,

interruptions, and revolutionsand marked the charac
ters of the moftremarkable Philoſophers,and thediſtin

guiſhing'doctrines and peculiar genius oftheir Philoſo
phy. Beſides he knew the civil and eccleſiaſtical hiſtory
both of ancient and modern times with an exactneſs

that was ſurprizing in one ſo much converſantin deeper
and ſeverer ſtudies. He had ſtudied too the original

language of the Old Teſtament, and tho' his other
neceſſary ſtudies had not permitted him to become a

critic in it himſelf, yet he knew the moſt important
criticiſms of the learned in that way.

His great capacity appeared in the ſtrongeſt light,
in his converſation with his friends; there he diſco
vered ſuch a readineſs of thought, clearneſs of expreſ
fion, and extent of knowledge, on almoſt every fub

ject that could be ſtarted, as gave delight to all who
heard him . There are ſome men who have amaffed

great ſtores of learning, but it is repoſited as it were

in ſome corner of the mind, and requires time to re

collect it and bring it forth . In others you ſee their
great erudition ſeems to darken their conceptions and
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diſturb their views of things, by the different ideas
which crowd into their minds at once. But the whole

compaſs of his knowledge lay as it were always before
him , and was at his command at all times; and he
faw at once whatever was connected with his preſent

ſubject, and rejected what did not belong to it. He

ſpoke on the moſt difficult and abſtruſe ſubjects with
out any labour and with a degreeof perſpicuity which
would have coſt other men of no mean parts repeated
efforts, without equal ſucceſs: he expoſed and cook

to pieces deceitful reaſonings with the greateſt faci
lity ; and diſtinguiſhed at once, betwixt true learning
and falſe, betwixt ſubjects which admit of demonſtra

tion, and ſuch as do not, and betwixt queſtions which
are uſeful and important, and ſuch as are only curious
and amuſing. He gave an habitual accention to the
real uſes to which knowledge could be applied in life.

He did not chuſe to amuſe with inſignificant ſpecu
lacions, but in all his enquiries having the real good
and utility of mankind in view, he took occaſion even

from metaphyſical diſputes, (of which no other uſe:
could be made) to repreſs that pride and vanity that

is apt to puff up young minds from a notion of their
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fuperior knowledge, by ſhewing how uncapable the
acuteſt of mankind are of penetrating into the inti
mate nature and eſſences of things.
Theſe ſingular abilities and talents were united in
Dr. Hutcheſon with the moſt amiable diſpoſitions and
moſt uſeful virtues : the purity of hismanners was un

ſpotted from his youth : as he always expreſt the high
eſt indignation againſt vice, he kept at the greateſt
diſtance from it, avoiding even the ſmalleſt indecen
cies of conduct: but this ſeverity of virtue was with
out any thing of that fourneſs, ſtiffneſs, or unſociable

neſs which ſometimes accompanies it, and renders
characters, otherwiſe valuable, in ſome reſpects diſa

greeable, and prevents the good effects that the exam

ple of their virtues might produce upon others. His
integrity was ſtrict and inviolable : he abhorred the

leaſt appearance of deceit either in word or action :
he contemned thoſe little artifices which too frequent
ly paſs in the world for laudable arts of addreſs, and
proofs of ſuperior prudence : his nature was frank, and
open, and warmly diſpoſed, to ſpeak what he took to

be true : you ſaw at firſt ſight his ſincere and upright
ſoul, and in allfurther intercourſe with him you found
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him always the ſame. He was all benevolence and af
fection ; none who ſaw him could doubt of it ; his air

and countenance beſpoke it. It was to ſuch a degree
his prevailing temper, thaç it gave a tincture to his
writings, which were perhaps as much dictated by his
heart as his head : and if there was any need of an a

pology for the ſtreſs that in his ſcheme ſeems to be
laid upon the friendly and public affections, the preva

lence of them in his own temper would at leaſt form
an amiable one.

His heart was finely turned for friendſhip; he was
ſparing indeed of the external profeſſions of it, but
liberal of its moſt important offices: he was the refuge
of his friends for advice and aſſiſtance in all caſes of

perplexity and diſtreſs. The ardor of his affection for
his friends got the better of a natural reluctance he
had to ask favours, which no regard for his own inte
reſts could have overcome : his kind offices were far

from being confined to the circle of his particular
friends and relations ; his heart overflowed with good
will to all around him, and prompted him to embrace

every opportunity of doing kind and obliging things.
Tho' there are but few to be found who had ſuch a
d
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keen thirſt for knowledge, or who purſued it with ſuch
unremitting attention and vigour; yet even this caſte
yielded on all occaſions to the more important one of

doing good. Among many other acts of beneficence,
he took a peculiar delight in aſſiſting worthy young
men, in ſtraitened circumſtances, to proſecute their

ſtudies with his money, and admitting them to attend
his colleges without paying the cuſtomary fees.
A remarkable degree of a rational enthuſiaſm for
the intereſts of learning, liberty, religion, virtue, and

human happineſs, which animated him at all times,
was a diſtinguiſhing part of his character: he was vi

ſibly moved by ſome of theſe noble principles in what
ever he ſaid or did. They had ſuch an aſcendency over

him as gave a peculiar caſt to his whole converſation
and behaviour, and formed in him a public ſpirit of

a very extenſive kind. Public ſpirit in him was not a
vague and undetermined kind of ardor, for ſomething
unknown or not diſtinctly underſtood; but it was an

enlightened and univerſal zeal for every branch of hu

man happineſs, and the means of promoting it. His
love of valuable knowledge, his unabating activity in

purſuing it and ſpreading a taſte for it, fitted him , in a
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very ſingular manner, for that ſtation which Provi
dence had aſſigned him. And perhaps very few men,

even in ſimilar ſtacions, have diſcovered equal zeal, or
had equal ſucceſs, in promoting a taſte for true lite

rature : but his zeal was not confined to what peculiar
ly belonged to his own profeſion,but extended to eve
ry thing that could contribute to the improvement of
human life. When he ſpoke, you would have imagi
ned that he had been employed in almoſt all the dif

ferent ſtations in ſociety, ſo clearly did he appear to
underſtand the intereſts of each, and ſuch an earneſt

deſire did he expreſs for promoting them. His bene
volent heart took great delight in planningſchemes for
rectifying fomething amiſs, or improving fomething
already right, in the different orders and ranks of
mankind . Theſe ſchemes were not airy and roman

tic, but ſuch as were practicable, and might have de
ſerved the attention of thoſe whoſe power and influ

ence in ſociety could have enabled them to carry them
into execution . This warm zeal for public good ap

peared uppermoſt in his thoughts not only in his more
ſerious, but alſo in his gayer hours. But while he a

bounded in projects for the intereſts of others, none
d 2
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ever heard of one which centered in himſelf. It has

already been obſerved, that in the earlier part of life,
when the taſte for external enjoyments is commonly
ſtrongeſt, he did not liſten to propoſals which offered

proſpects of riſing to wealth and preferment: in a
more advanced age, but when he was ſtill in ſuch a vi

gorous ſtate of health, as he might have hoped for ma
ny years longer of life, he had offers made of remov

ing him to the Univerſity of Edinburgh, to be Pro
feſſor of Moral Philoſophy there, which might have
been a more lucrative place to him, and given him bet

ter opportunities of forming connections with people
of the firſt rank and diſtinction in this country, but

he was contented with his preſent ſituation, and diſ
couraged all attempts to change it.
Theſe ſingular accompliſhments and moral endow
ments rendered his converſation, eſpecially among his
friends, ſo entertaining and inſtructive, that it was a
ſchool of wiſdom to thoſe who had che happineſs to

enjoy it. It muſt have been an undiſcerning company
which did not receive both pleaſure and improvement
from him. A remarkable vivacity of thought and

expreſſion, a perpetual flow of chearfulneſs and good
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will, and a viſible air of inward happineſs, made him

the life and genius ofſociety, and ſpread an enlivening
influence every where around him. He was gay and
pleaſant, full of mirth and raillery, familiar and com
municative to the laſt degree, and utterly free from
all ſtatelineſs or affectation. No ſymptoms of vani

ty or ſelf-conceit appeared in him. He fought not - af
ter fame, nor had he any vain complacency in the un

ſought poſſeſſion of it. While he was viſibly ſuperior
to others about him , he was the only one that was

quite inſenſible of it. His own talents and endow

ments were not the objects on which his thoughts
were employed : he was always carried away from at

tending tohimſelf, by the exerciſe of kind affections,
zeal for ſome public generous deſigns, or keen enqui
ries after truth. This was ſuch an acknowledged part
of his character, that even thoſe who were leaſt diſpo
fed to think well of him, never inſinuated that he was

proud or vain : the natural modeſty of his temper was

heightened and refined by his religious ſentiments.
He had a full perſuaſion and warm ſenſe of the great

truths of natural and revealed religion, and of the im

portance of juſt and rational devotion to the happ
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neſs of human life, and to the ſtability and purity of
a virtuous character. The power of devout ſentiments
over his mind appeared in his converſation : in his

public prelections he frequently took occaſion from

any hints which his ſubject afforded him , as well as
when it was the direct ſubject itſelf, to run out at great
length, and with great ardor, on the reaſonableneſs

and advantages of habitual regards to God, and of
referring all our talents, virtues, and enjoyments to
his bounty. Such habitual references appeared to him

the ſureſt means of checking thoſe emotions of pride,
vain complacency, and ſelf -applauſe, which are apt to

ſpring up in the minds of thoſe, who do not ſeriouſly
and frequently reflect, that they did not make them
ſelves to differ from others, and that they have nothing
but what they received .Such ſentiments deeply rooted

1

in the mind, he looked upon as the proper foundati

on of that ſimplicity of heart and life, which is the
higheſt perfection of a virtuous character.

Such abilities, ſuch diſpoſitions, and ſuch ſtores of
knowledge,as have been mentioned accompanied with

a happy talent of ſpeaking with eaſe, with propriety
and ſpirit, rendered him one of the moſt maſterly and

In
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engaging teachers that has appeared in our age. He
had a great fund of natural eloquence and a perſua
ſive manner : he attended indeed much more to ſenſe

than expreſſion, and yet his expreſſion was good : he
which is neceſſary in philoſophical enquiries. But he
did not look upon it as his duty, either in his prelec
tions, or in his writings upon moral and religious ſub
jects, to keep up ſtrictly at all times to the character of

the didactive teacher, by confining himſelf to all the
preciſion requiſite in accurate explication and ſtrict

argument. He apprehended that he was anſwering
the deſign of his office as effectually, when he dwelt
in a more diffuſive manner upon ſuch moral conſide
rations as are ſuited to touch the heart, and excite a

reliſh for virtue, as when explaining or eſtabliſhing
any doctrine, even of real importance, with the moſt

philoſophical exactneſs : he regarded the culture of
the heart as a main end of all moral inſtruction : he

kept it habitually in view , and he was extremely well

qualified for ſucceeding in it, ſo far as human means can
go : he had an uncommon vivacity ofthought and ſen

ſibility of temper, which rendered him quickly ſuſcep

1
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tible of the warmeſt emotions upon the great ſubjects
of morals and religion : this gave a pleaſant unction
to his diſcourſes, which commanded the attention of

the ſtudents, and at the ſame time left ſtrong impreſ

fions upon their minds : "he filled their hearts with a
new and higher kind of pleaſure than they had any
experience of before, when he opened to their view,
in his animated manner, large fields ofſcience ofwhich
hitherto they had no conception : when, for inſtance,
he pointed out to his pupils, in his lectures on Natu
ral Theology, the numberleſs evidences of wonderful

art and kind deſign in the ſtructure of particularthings,
and the ſtill more aſtoniſhing evidences of the wiſeſt

contrivance, and of the moſt benign intention, in the
whole material ſyſtem conſidered as one thing, it is
eaſy to conceive that their tender minds, warm with
the love of knowledge, would be greatly ſtruck. Such
views of nature were new diſcoveries to them, which

filled them with delight and aſtoniſhment, and gave

them at the ſame time the moſt joyful and ſatisfying
conviction of the being and perfections of the great
Author of all. In like manner, when he led them from

the view of the external world to the contemplation of

1
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the internal one, the ſoul of man, and ſhewed them

like inſtances of Divine wiſdom and benignity in the

contrivance of its moral conſtitution, they were filled
with freſh delight and wonder, and diſcerned new and
encreaſing proofs of the glorious perfections of the
Father of our ſpirits. And when he deſcribed the ſe
veral virtues exerciſed in real life, as beautiful in

themſelves, as the nobleſt employment of our ratio

nal and moral powers, as the only ſources of true dig
nity and happineſs to individuals and to communities,
they were charmed with the lovely forms, and panted
to be what they beheld. The pleaſure ſpringing from
the light of truth and beauty of virtue breaking in
upon ingenious and well-diſpoſed minds, excited ſuch
a keen deſire of knowledge, and ſuch an ardor of pur
ſuing it, as ſuſpended for a time thoſe impulſes of

youthful paſſions which are apt to hurry young men
away , in that period of life. But that it may not be
imagined theſe ſtrong effects are entirely to be aſcri
bed to the charms of novelty, it deſerves to be taken
notice of, that ſtudents advanced in years and know

ledge chuſed to attend his lectures on Moral Philoſo
phy, for four, five, or ſix years together, ſtill finding
e
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freſh entertainment, tho' the ſubject in the main was
the ſame every ſeaſon .

It was a great addition to the uſefulneſs of his lef

ſons, that they were not confined to high ſpeculations,

and the peculiarities of a ſcheme, but frequently de
ſcended to common life, ſometimes pointing out and
expoſing faſhionable vices and follies in the

upper

part of the world, departures from real juſtice and
equity in the buſy and commercial part of it, and the
dangerous rocks on which youth is apt to ſplit and
make ſhipwreck both of virtue and happineſs ; and

at other times inſiſting upon matters acknowledged
by all, to be of the higheſt importance . The grand
maxims he dwelt upon, and laboured to inſtil into the

minds of his pupils, were to rejoice above all things
in the firm perſuaſion of the univerſal Providence of a
Being infinitely wiſe and good, who loves all his works,

and cannot be conceived as hating any thing he hath
made. This he conſtantly inculcated in the warmeſt
as a ſteady foundation of entire truſt and
“ confidence in him, and chearful ſubmiſſion to his

manner,

“ will in all events. That ſufferings may be conſidered
as our greateſt bleſſings, by giving us an opportu
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“ nity of practiſing the moſt ſublime virtues, ſuch as

“ reſignation to the will of God, forgiving of injuries,
returning good for evil, and by leading us to form

juſt notions of the vanity of all things, except the
“ love of God, and the love and practice of univerſal

goodneſs: that all our advantages, of all kinds, are
things which ought never to be aſcribed to ourſelves,
“ but to God the giver of all. That love and gratitude
aſcribing to him the glory of all that is excellent,
joined to a vigorous zeal of doing good, ſeems to

“ be the height of human perfection.” He delivered
himſelf on theſe grand topics in that ſimple but ſtrik
ing manner which immediately touches the heart, and
preſents the imagination with the moſt beautiful and
engaging forms.
As he had occaſion every year in the courſe of his

lectures to explain the origin ofgovernment, and com

pare the different forms of it, he took peculiar care,
while on that ſubject, to inculcate the importance of
civil and religious liberty to the happineſs ofmankind:
as a warm love of liberty, and manly zeal for promot

ing it ,were ruling principles inhisown breaſt, he always
inſiſted upon it at great length, and with the greateſt
e
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ſtrength of argument and earneſtneſs of perſuaſion :
and he had ſuch ſucceſs on this important point, that

few, if any, of his pupils, whatever contrary prejudi
ces they might bring along with them, ever left him
without favourable notions of that ſide of the que

ſtion which he eſpouſed and defended .
Beſides his conſtant lectures five days of the week,

on Natural Religion, Morals, Juriſprudence, and Go.
vernment, he had another lecture three days of the

week, in which ſome of the fineſt writers of antiquity,
both Greek and Latin, on the ſubject of Morals, were

interpreted, and the language as well as the ſentiment

explained in a very maſterly manner.
Beſides theſe ſeres of lectures he gave a weekly one

on the Sunday-evening, on the truth and excellency
of Chriſtianity, in which he produced and illuſtrated,

with clearneſs and ſtrength, all the evidences of its
truth and importance , taking his views of its doc

trines and divine ſcheme from the original records of
the New Teſtament, and not from the party -teners

or ſcholaſtic ſyſtems ofmodern ages : this was the moſt
crowded of all his lectures, as all the different forts

and ranks of ſtudents, being at liberty from their pe
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culiar purſuits on this day, chuſed to attend it, being
always ſure of finding both pleaſure and inſtruction.

A Maſter, of ſuch talents, ſuch aſliduity in the du
ties of his office, with the accompliſhments of the

gentleman, and fond of well-diſpoſed youth, entering

into their concerns,encouraging and befriending them
on all occaſions, could not fail to gain their eſteem and
affections in a very high degree. This gave him a great
influence over them, which he employed to the excel

lent purpoſes of ſtamping virtuous impreſſions upon
their hearts, and awakening in them a taſte for litera

ture, fine arts, and every thing that is ornamental or
uſeful to human life. And he had remarkable ſucceſs

in reviving the ſtudy of ancient literature, particular
ly the Greek, which had been much neglected in the

Univerſity before his time : he ſpread ſuch an ar
dor for knowledge , and ſuch a ſpirit of enquiry every
where around him, that the converſation of the ſtu

dents at their ſocial walks and viſits turned with great

keenneſs upon ſubjects of learning and taſte, and contri
buted greatly to animate and carry them forward in the
moſt valuable purſuits. He did not confine his attenti
on to the pupils immediately under his care, but laid
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himſelf out to be uſeful to the ſtudents in all the diffe

rent faculties, whenever any opportunity offered : and
he was eſpecially ſolicitous to be ſerviceable to the ſtu

dents ofdivinity,endeavouring,amongotherimportant
inſtructions, to give them juſt notions of the main de
ſign of preaching. High ſpeculations on difputable
points, either of Theology or Philoſophy, he looked

upon as altogether improper for the pulpit, at leaſt on
all ordinary occaſions. He particularly inſiſted upon
the uſeleſſneſs and impropriety of handling in the pul

pit ſuch ſpeculative queſtions, as, whether human na
ture is capable of diſintereſted affections, whether the

original of duty or moral obligation is from natural
conſcience, or moral ſenſe, from law, or from ratio

nal views of intereſt, and ſuch like enquiries. Tho’
ſuch diſquiſitions might be proper and even neceſſary
in a ſchool of philoſophy *, yet in his view of things
* According to our Author's ſcheme

it is only vindicating the Divine Wif-

to them . Is the law of God duely promul
gated the ſupremeobligation on all intel

dom and Goodneſs, maniſeſted in the con- ligent beings in this view of obligation,
ſtitution of our nature, to aſſert the exi-

the internal law will co - operate with the

ftence and binding authority of the mo-

external one, when we are attentive to its

ral ſenſe ; becauſe whatever other obliga- authority ; and when we are not, it will
tions we may be under, this internal one

will co -operate with them , when the mind

be a rule of action, in ſome degree at leaſt,
without it . Belides it may be obſerved,

rity without them, when thro'a variety of

that if the obligation of the moral ſenſe be
admitted to be a real one, men of the moſt

cauſes we may be hindered from attending

ſceptical turn of mind muſt be conlidered

perceives them and will exerciſe its autho-
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they did not fall within the province of the preacher,

whoſe office is not to explain the principles of the
human mind, but to addreſs himſelf to them, and ſet

them in motion : beſides, as to the philoſophical queſti

on concerning moral obligation, all the different ways

of explaining it conſpire to preſs the ſame virtuous
courſe of action , which is the main thing the ſacred

orator ſhould be concerned about. The general plan
ofpreaching which he recommended was to this pur
poſe: As mankind are weak,ignorant,guilty creatures ,
altogether infuſficient for their own happineſs, and eve
1

ry moment expoſed to many unavoidable calamities,
let them be called upon to reflect upon themſelves as
ſuch , and let theſe doctrines of natural and revealed

religion, which will impart confolation to them un

der theſe humbling views of themſelves, be ſet be
fore them in the ſtrongeſt light : As they are apt to
as remaining under its authority when

and muſt be conſcious that he deſerves

they have ſet themſelves at liberty from all

puniſhment, and that it awaits him , if

other ties. Let us ſuppoſe a perſon ſo un- there is a judge and puniſher. If we ſup
happy as not to believe that there is a Goj , poſe that the ſenſe of right and wrong is
or a future ſtate of rewards and puniſh- entirely erazed , then on our Author's
ments, or that it is his intereſt upon the ſcheme, as well as that of others, he is ſtill
whole in this life to act the virtuous part; accountable at leaſt for the previous ſteps
even ſuch a perſon is ſtill under the power he had taken to bring himſelf into this

of the internal ſentiment, that one thing ſtate of total inſenſibility as to all moral
is right and another wrong. If he acts con-

trary to it he violates a known obligation,

perceptions and views,

1
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be ſeduced both from their duty and happineſs by ſel
fiſh and ſenſual paſſions, let both the awful doctrines
of religion, which may ſtrike a dread and check the im

pulſes of bad paſſions, and thejoyful ones, which may
excite and encourage to the practice of purity, ſince
rity, and all goodneſs, be diſplayed before them in all
their force. And as they are prone to reſt in the ge

neral knowledge of their duty, without ſeriouſly ap
plying it to the government of their hearts and lives,
let the religious inſtructor take care not to dwell too

much upon ſuch general topics as the beauty, excel
lency, and reaſonableneſs of the Divine Laws, buč

commonly deſcend, in a minute and particular man
ner, to direct their conduct in all the relations and

ſtations of life, even the loweſt, and in the ordinary
buſineſs and intercourſes of it. And let all theſe things
be done without laboured elevation of language, in

that plain and ſimple manner which touches the heart,

and brings things home to the conſcience and imme
diate feeling of every one .
To all which it is but juſt to add, that he was a
moſt valuable member of the Univerſity in all other

reſpects as well as that of an inſtructor of youth, his
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great talents qualifying him, and his unwearied zeal
prompting him on all occaſions to promote all its ci
vil as well as literary intereſts.
Such was the life of this worthy perſon, ſpent in a

courſe of aſſiduous but not painful ſtudy, in continu
ally doing good to the utmoſt of his power, and pro
pagating truth, virtue, and religion among mankind.
To conclude, he had uncommon abilities, uncommon

virtues, and ſmall failings,and theſe ariſing from good
qualities; if he was at any time too much or too ſoon
heated, it was owing to the quickneſs of his parts
and ſenſibility of his temper ; if his -indignation was
ſtrong, it was only provoked by ſuch baſeneſs or ma

lignity as his heart abhorred ; if at any time he was o
pen, when reſerve might have been more proper, it
!

proceeded from an honeſty and ſincerity of heart un
accuſtomed to diſſemble. Some were diſpleaſed with

his honeſt freedom , fome might emulate his reputa
tion, ſome traduce him thro' prejudice, fome thro' bi
gotry ; but his parts, his ſpirit, and his worth, will

be remembered ,when any prejudices that were raiſed
againſt him will be entirely forgotten .
A firm conſtitution and a pretty uniform ſtate of
f
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good health, except ſome few flight attacks of the
gout, till ſome months before his death, ſeemed to

promiſe the world much longer enjoyment of fo valu
able a life; but it pleaſed all-wiſe Providence to cut
him off, after a few months of an uncertain ſtate of

health , and a few days ofa fever, in the fifty -third year

of his age, and about ſixteen years after his coming
to Glaſgow , to the great regret of the lovers of lear

ning and virtue, and the irreparable loſs of the ſociety
of which he had been a moſt excellent member, and

of all who were connected with him , either by blood,
friendſhip, or acquaintance.
He was married, ſoon after his ſerelement in Du

blin, to Mrs. Mary Wilſon, a daughter of Francis
Wilſon , Efq; a gentleman of eſtate in the county of
Langford, who diſtinguiſhed himſelfat the Revolution

as a Captain in the ſervice of the late King William
of glorious and immortal memory. He ſhowed the

ſame liberal and generous principles in this tranſacti
on, which appeared in all the other ſteps of his life .He
had an abhorrence of that ſpirit of traffick which of
ten mingles ſo deeply in forming this alliance : he was

determined ſolely bythe good ſenſe ,lovelydifpofitions,
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and virtuous accompliſhments of the lady: and the

uniform happineſs of their whole conjugal ſtate juſti
fied the wiſdom and virtue of his choice : he has left

behind him one ſon, Francis Hutcheſon, Doctor of

Medicine, who gave early marks of genius , and is
the publiſher of this work. If any one ſhould
wiſh to know any thing about Dr. Huccheſon's ex
ternal form ; it may be ſaid it was an image of his
mind. A ſtature above middle ſize, a geſture and man

ner negligent and eaſy, but decent and manly, gave
a dignity to his appearance. His complexion was fair

and fanguine, and his features regular. His counte

nance and look beſpoke ſenſe, ſpirit, kindneſs and joy
of heart. His whole perſon and manner raiſed a ſtrong
prejudice in his favour at firſt ſight.
It only remains to be added, that it has been in

tended, in any thing that is ſaid of the Author's Phi
loſophy, to deliver his ſentiments without any regard
to what may be the writer's own views of theſe fub
jects. The Author was a lover of truth and freedom
of thought, and did not wiſh that any one ſhould e
ſpouſe his opinions, farther than the evidence with

which they were ſupported, determined him. There
f 2
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appears thro' the work ſuch a 'manifeſt aim of pro
moting piety and virtue, and the good of mankind,
that it is hoped the main of it muſt be approven of
by all unprejudiced and well-difpofed perſons, how
cver the writer of theſe memoirs or others may differ
from the Author, as to particular ſentiments, or the

deciſion of particular queſtions.
Some very good judges may think, and perhaps not

without reaſon, that by any thing yet ſaid, juſtice has
not been done to Dr. Hutcheſon's character as an au

thor : “ That he has been repreſented only as en
quiring into the mind of man as a moral conſtitu
“ tion, and aſſerting a diſtinct order of affections in

“ it terminating ultimately on the good of others,and
" a Moral Senſe, by which we inſtantaneouſly perceive
« a certain ſet of affections, characters, and actions

“ as good,and a contrary one as bad ; all which is com
monly done by that whole order of Philoſophers

“ who agree with him in admitting generous princi
ܘܟ

ples in human nature : whereas he juſtly deſerves to .
“ be exhibited to the public in the light of an ori
ginal, original in the moſt capital of all articles re
lative to the ſcience of human nature and morality :

1

1
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« for tho'all the diſciples of the generous philoſophy
aſſert, in the ſtrongeſt manner, a diſtinct order of
6 affections in our nature, having the happineſs of

“ others for their ultimate object, yet when the agent
” is put upon determining the moſt important mea
“ ſure of human conduct, Why am I to gratify this

preſent deſire ? or why ſhould I rather chuſe to con:
« troul it in favour of another ? the anſwer which this

“ order of philoſophers has given, is

very different

“ from that which is and muſt be given by Dr. Hut

“ cheſon : according to the former the agent is refer
“ red to the conſideration of his perſonal happineſs
( ariſing indeed from the prevalence of virtuous af

“ fections) as the determiner of his choice ; taking it
“ for granted, that there can be but one ultimate
“ end of the agent's cool and deliberate purſuit, viz .
his own higheſt intereſt or perſonal happineſs: but

Dr. Hutcheſon's doctrine is far otherways ; accord
ing to him, there are three calm determinations in
our nature, namely, the calm deſire of our own
happineſs, the calm deſire of the happineſs of other

beings, and the calm deſire of moral perfection ,
+ Shaft. Ing. from p. 77 to 1 74, and p. 69 middle fet. Lond. Ed.

.
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« each of them alike ultimate; that betwixt the re

si cond and third decermination there can ſcarce hap

pen any oppoſition, but that it is quite otherwiſe
" betwixt the firſt and the other two, where an appa

“ rent oppoſition at leaſt may often fall out, and in
« all ſuch caſes it is ſo far from being intended by the
“ conſtitution of our nature, that the deſire of pri
* vate happineſs ſhould controul the other deſires,that
" the Moral Senſe never fails to dictate to the agent
" the voluntary facrifice of the firſt, to either of the

« other two t : the whole is a queſtion of fact, and
“ every one muſt judge ofit for himſelf: but the diffe

“ rence is the greateſt imaginable, whether the deſire
6 of moral excellence, or the deſire of private happi
* neſs is deſtined to be theſupreme controuling prin
ciple according to the actual conſtitution of our na
“ ture : and none of the Philoſophers before our Au
- thor has ever hinted at ſuch a repreſentation of our

“ nature as pleads for the former as the juſt account
“ of the matter : nature has formed the union be

“ tween the latter two of the three great ultimate de

“ terminations of the human mind ; but it is religion
of Book I. chap. iv. § 12. of this work.
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“ alone, according to him , that can render all the

« three invariably harmonious, and incapable of ac
ting in different and oppoſite directions."
It may be acknowledged that Dr. Hutcheſon has

taught this doctrine more fully and explicitly than
any of the Philoſophers either antient or modern $ ;
but that none of them have ever hinted at it, tho' it

ſhould be ſo, cannot well be poſitively afferred with
out a very extenſive, and at the ſame time a very par
ticular ſurvey of their works. Our Author has indeed
made no pretenſions to new diſcoveries, but rather

expreſsly diſclaimed them * : but this may be owing
to the particular modeſty of his genius and diſpoſici
on : it was probably owing, in ſome degree, to this
amiable turn of mind, that he chuſed to conſidermo
rals rather in the humbler way of a matter of fact,,

than in the more pompous one of ſcientifical know

ledge: and this too made him always more ſolicitous
that his doctrine ſhould in the main coincide with

that of other good Moraliſts, than that it ſhould be

different or oppoſite: thus he endeavoured to ſhew ,
I Book I. chap. iv. $ 12. of this work .
• Pref. to Eſtay on the Pall. p. 18 and 19.
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that once admitting the generous affections into hu.
man nature and the Moral Senſe, the doctrine of the

eternal fitneſs and unfitneſs of things, and of immu

table moral truths was very juſt and folid. But it is
time to leave the candid reader to the peruſal of the

Work itſelf, and to form ſuch judgments of the Au

thor's doctrine in all reſpects, as upon ſerious exami
nation ſhall appear to him to be well founded.
W. LEECHMAN .
GLASGOW -COLLEGE,
Dec. 24. 1754 .
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Concerning the Conſtitution ofHUMAN NATURE,
and the SUPREME GOOD .
CHAPTER

1.

Ofthe Conſtitution of Human Nature and its Powers,
andfirſt the Underſtanding, Willand Paſſions.
I.

HE INTENTION OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY IS TO Moral Philoso .

direct men to that courſe of action which phy, what.
IT:
tends moſt effectually to promote their greateſt hap

pineſs and perfection ; as far as it can be done by obſer
vations and concluſions diſcoverable from the conſti

tution of nature, without any aids of fupernatural re
velacion : theſe maxims, or rules of conduct are there

fore reputed as laws of nature, and the ſyſtem or col
lection of them is called the Law of Nature ,

As human happineſs, which is the end of this art, Knowledge of

cannot be diſtinctly known without the previous know -töebuman
to
ers neceflarypow.
ledge of the conſtitution of this ſpecies, and of all its it.
perceptive and active powers, and their natural ob

jects ; (ſince happineſs denotes the ſtate of the foul ari
VOL . I.
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Book I. ſing from its ſeveral grateful perceptions or modifica
tions;) the moſt natural method in this ſcience muſt
be firſt to inquire into the ſeveral powers and diſpoſi
tions of the ſpecies, whether perceptive or active, into

its ſeveral naturaldeterminations,and the objects from
whence its happineſs can ariſe; and then to compare

together the ſeveral enjoyments this ſpecies is capable
of receiving,that we may diſcover what is its ſupreme
happineſs and perfection, and what tenor of action is
ſubſervient to it .

In this inquiry we ſhall but briefly mention ſuch
parts of our conſtitution, whether in body or mind, as

are 'not of great conſequence in morals; avoiding un
neceſſary controverſies, and often referring to other au

thors for thoſe points which have been tolerably well
explained by them. Thus we paſs over many ingeni
ous anatomical obſervations upon the advantages and

dignity of the human body above that of other ani
mals. The reader may find them in the anatomical
authors, and Dr.Cumberland .
Suriy infirmities

II. Conſider mankind from their birth, you ſee a

of men.

ſpecies at firſt weaker and leſs capable of fubſiſting,
without the aid of the adult, than any other; and con

tinuing longer in this infirm ſtate. Animals of ſeveral
other kinds attain to their full vigour and the perfect
uſe of all their powers in a few months; and few re

quire more than four or five years to their maturity..
Ten or twelve years are neceſſary to mankind before

they can obtain ſubſiſtence by their own art or labour,
even in civiliſed ſocieties, and in the fineſt climates af

in HUMAN NATURE .
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ter they have been cleared ofall beaſts of prey. Many Chap. 1.
other animals are both cloached and armed by nature,

and have all that is neceſſary for their defence or con
venient ſubſiſtence without any care or contrivance of
their own : the earth uncultivated offers them their

food, and the woods or rocks their ſhelter. Mankind

are naked and unarmed ; their more falutary and agree

able food is more rare, requiring much art and labour:

their bodies are leſs fit to reſiſt the injuries ofweather,
without more operoſe contrivances for cloathing and
ſhelter. Their preſervation therefore, in their tender
years, muft depend on the care of the adult ; and their

lives muſt always continue miſerable if they are in
folitude, without the aids of their fellows.

This is no unreaſonable ſeverity in the Author oftheir final caxá
Nature to our ſpecies. We ſhall ſoon diſcover the fes.

natural remedy provided for this laſting imbecillity
of our younger years, in the tender parental affec
tion of a rational ſpecies; and the final cauſes of it,
in the ſeveral improvements we are capable of recei

ving. The means of ſubſiſtence to our ſpecies re
quire much contrivance and ingenuity: we are ca
pable of many noble enjoyments unknown to other

animals, and depending on uſeful and delightful
arts, which wecannot attain to without a long educa
tion, much inſtruction and imitation of others. How

much time is requiſite for learning our mother

tongues ? how much for dexterity even in the com
moneſt arts ofagriculture, or in domeſtic ſervice ? full

ſtrength ofbody, without a mind equally advanced in
A 2
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Book I. knowledge and arts and ſocial habits, would make us
ungovernable and untractable to our parents or in
ſtructors. Since we need to be ſo long in ſubjection,

we ſhould not ſoon be able to ſhake off the neceſſary
and friendly yoke.
Powers which

III. The natural principles which firſt diſcover

appearfir/t.

themſelves are our external ſenſes, with ſome ſmall

powers of ſpontaneous motion, an appetite for food,
and an inſtinct to receive and ſwallow it. All theſe

powers exert themſelves in a way too dark for any of
us ever to apprehend completely : much leſs have the

brutes any knowledge to direct them to the tears of
their dams, or notion of the preſſure of the air upon

which ſucking depends. At firſt indeed we all alike act

by inſtincts wiſely implanted by a fuperior hand.
Our external ſenſes foon introduce to the mind

ſome perceptions of pleafure and pain : and along with

theſe perceptions there immediately appears a natural
conſtant determination to deſire the one and repel the
other ; to purſue whatever appears to be the cauſe or
occaſion of pleaſure, and to ſhun the cauſes of pain.

Theſe are probably our firſt notions of natural good
or evil, of happineſs or miſery.
Proper ideas of

The external ſenſes are thoſe - determinations of

Senſation .

“ nature by which certain perceptions conſtantly ariſe
“ in the mind, when certainimpreſſions are made upon
“ the organs of the body, or motions raiſed in them .”

Some of theſe perceptions are received ſolely by one
ſenſe, others may be received by two or more. Of the
former claſs, are theſe five forts, viz. colours, founds,
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taſtes, ſmells, cold or heat ;. fome ingenious authors Chap. 1.

reckon more : theſe we may call the proper ideas of
fenfation.

Theſe ſenſations, as the learned agree, are not pic

tures or repreſentations oflike external qualities in ob
jects, nor of the impreſſion or change made in the bo
dily organs. They are eitherſignals, as it were, ofnew

eventshappening to the body, ofwhich experience and
obſervation will ſhew us the cauſe; or marks, ſettled by
the Author of Nature, to ſhew us what things are ſa

lutary, innocent, or. hurtful; or intimations of things
not otherways diſcernable which may affect our ſtate;
tho' theſe marks or ſignals bear no more reſemblance

to the external reality, than the report of a gun, or the
flaſh of the powder, bears to the diſtreſs of aſhip. The

pleaſant ſenſationsoftaſte, ſmell, and touch, general
ly ariſe from objects innocent or falutary, when uſed
in a moderate degree; the diſagreeable or painful ſen
ſations, from ſuch as are pernicious or unfit for com
mon uſe. But ſight and hearing ſeem not to be im
mediate avenues of pain ; ſcarcely is any viſible form
or any found the immediate occaſion of it ; tho’the vi
olent motion of light or air may cauſe painful feel

ings; and yet by ſight and hearing the exquiſite plea
ſures of beauty and harmony have acceſs to the ſoul,
as well as the ideas of magnitudes, figures, ſituation ,
and motion. It is by the former ſenſes, and not by

thoſe, that we receive the pleaſures commonly,called
ſenſual.
The ideas of two or more ſenſes are Duration, num --Concomitantide
as of fenfation .
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Book I. ber, extenſion , figure, motion, reſt. Duration and
number are applicable to every perception or action of
the mind, whether dependent upon bodily organs or
not. The ſimpler ideas of this claſs, which ſome call
the Concomitant ideas of ſenſation, are not generally
either pleaſant or painful. It is from ſome complex

modes of figure and motion that pleaſure is perceived:
beauty, from ſome proportions of figure with colour:
harmony, from ſome proportions oftime as well as of
tones or notes. The proportions of numbers and fi

gures are the field in which our reaſoning powers have
the moſt free and vigorous exerciſe. Of theſe here
after.
Ideas of conſci

IV. There is another natural power of perception,

ortfneſs or reflec
tion .

always exerciſed but not enough reflected upon, an in
ward ſenſation, perception, or conſciouſneſs, ofall the
actions, paſſions, and modifications, of the mind ; by
which its own perceptions , judgments, reaſonings, af
fections, feelings,may become its object: it knowsthem
and fixes their names ; and thus knows itſelf in the

ſame manner that it does bodies, by qualities immedi
ately perceived , tho' the ſubſtance of both be un
known .
judging and roa .
foning .

Theſe two powers of perception, ſenſation and con

ſciouſneſs, introduce into the mind all its materials of
knowledge. All our primary and direct ideas or noti
ons are derived from one or other of theſe fources. But

the mind never reſts in bare perception ; it compares
the ideas received, diſcerns their relations, marks the
changes made in objects by our own action or that of

1
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others ; it inquires into the natures, proportions, cau- Chap. I.
fes, effects, antecedents, conſequents, ofevery thing,
when it is not diverted by ſome importunate appetite.

Theſe powers of judging and reaſoning are more
known and better examined by all philoſophers than

any other, and therefore we paſs themover.All theſe ſe

veral powers,of externalſenſation, conſciouſneſs, judg
ing, and reaſoning, are commonly called the aéts of

the underſtanding
V. Tho' there are many otherforts of finer percep - th: a?sof the
will.

tions to be conſidered as natural to men, yet as ſome
of them have the acts of the will, the affections, and

paſſions, for their objects, it is neceſſary to take a ſhort
view of the will and its natural determinations, before

we proceed to theſe finer perceptions .
Here it is plain, as ſoon as any ſenſe, opinion, or
reaſoning, repreſents an object or event as immediate

ly good or pleaſant, or as the means of future plea
1

fure, or of ſecurity from evil, either for ourſelves or
any perſon about whom we are follicitous, there ariſes
immediately a new motion of the ſoul, diſtinct from

allſenſation,perception, or judgment, a deſire of that
object or event. And upon perception or opinion of
an object or event as the occaſion of pain or miſery, or

of the loſs of good, ariſes a contrary motion called

averſion ; on all occaſions of this fort, theſe primary
motions of the will naturally ariſe without any previ
ous choice or command, and are the general ſprings of
action in every rational agent .
Four general
To the will are commonly referred alſo two otherclaſſesof
theails
of the will.
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Book I. modifications, or new ſtates, ariſing from our appre
henſions of objects or events, as obtained or not ob

tained , according to our previous deſire ; or repel
led and prevented , or not , according to our previ
ous averſions; which are called joy and ſorrow. But
as they do not immediately move the ſoul to acti

on, they ſeem rather newfeelings or ſtates of the ſoul,
than acts of the will, more reſembling ſenſations than
volitions . Theſe words however are often uſed pro

miſcuouſly, as are many other names of the actions

and paſſions of the ſoul. Thus delight or joy, is often
uſed for the deſire of any event which when it befals
will give delight; ſo is ſorrow, for fear and averſion.
Thus we have the * old diviſion of the motions of the

will into four general ſpecies, Deſire, Averſion, Joy;
and Sorrow. Nor can we eaſily imagine any ſpirit with
out theſe modifications and motions of Will of one

ſort or other. The Deity indeed, as he is poſſeſſed of
all power and all perfection, muſt be incapable of every
modification implying pain.
Theſe ſelbfi or
benevolent .

The acts of the will may be again divided into two
claſſes, according as one is purſuing good for himſelf,
and repelling the contrary, or purſuing good for o
thers and repelling evils which threaten them . The

formerwe may call ſelfiſ), the later benevolent. What
ever ſubtile debates have been to prove that all moti
* Sce Cicero's Tufcul. lib . iii . & iv .
and yase, in the perfectelt character, even
Hinc metriunt, cupiuntque, dolent, gaudent- the Deity ; but all thoſe of an higher ſort
que. Virg .
than the turbulent pallions; of which di

The Stoics , the avowed enemies of the
事

paſſions, allowed the Beamers and tirdosa,

Itinction hereafter .
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ons of the will ſpring from one fountain, no man can CHAP. 1 .
deny that we often have a real internal undiſſembled or
deſire of the welfare of others, and this in very diffe
rent degrees.
VI. There are two calm natural determinations determinations
The twocalmeof
of the will to be particularly conſidered on this occa-will.Self- love,
ſion. Firſt, an invariable conſtant impulſe toward one's

own perfection and happineſs of the higheſt kind. This
f inſtinct operates in thebulk of mankind very con
fuſedly; as they do not reflect upon, or attend to, their
own conſtitution and powers of action and enjoyment;
few have conſidered and compared the ſeveral enjoy

ments they are capable of, or the ſeveral powers of ac
tion . But whoſoever does ſo will find a calm ſettled

deſire of the perfection of all our active powers, and of

the higheſt enjoyments, ſuch as appear to us, upon
compariſon, of the greateſt importance to our happi
neſs . Thoſe who have not made ſuch reflections and

compariſons, naturally deſire all ſorts of enjoyments
they have any notion of by their ſenſes or any higher
powers they have exerciſed, as far as they are conſi
îtent with each other, or appear to be ſo; and deſire the
perfection of ſuch powers as they attend to. Where
ſeveral enjoyments appear inconſiſtent, the mind,

while it is calm , naturally purſues, or deſires in prefe
rence to others, thoſe which ſeem of the greateſt im
portance to its happineſs.

So far all agree.

The other determination alleged is toward the Benevelenke .
+ We need no apology, for uſing the petite is in our language much confined to
word inſtinct for our higheſt powers , to lower powers ; but in Latin the word is
thoſe who know the Latin language. Ap- applied to the higheſt.

Vol . I.
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Book I. univerſal happineſs of others . When the ſoul is calny
and attentiveto the conſtitution and powers of other

beings, their natural actions and capacities of happi
neſs and miſery, and when the ſelfiſh appetites and paſ
ſions and deſires are aſleep, 'tis alleged that there is
a calm impulſe of the ſoul to deſire the greateſt hap

pineſs and perfection of the largeſt ſyſtem within the
compaſs of its knowledge. Our inward conſciouſneſs
abundantly teſtifies that there is ſuch an impulſe or

determination of the ſoul, and that it is truly ulti
mate, without reference to any ſort of happineſs of
our own . But here again, as few have conſidered the
whole ſyſtem of beings knowable by men, we do not
find this determination exerted generally in all its ex

tent ; but we find natural deſires of the happineſs of
ſuch individuals, or ſocieties, or ſyſtems, as we have
calmly conſidered, where there has intervened no pre

judice againſt them, or notion that their happineſs is
any way oppoſite to our own.

As the notion of one's own higheſt happineſs, or

fiveorlinie .the greateſt aggregate or ſum ofvaluable enjoyments ,
is not generally formed by men, it is not expreſsly de
ſired or intended. And therefore we cannot ſay that

every particular calm deſire of private good is aim
ing directly at that fum , and purſuing its object un
der the notion of a neceſſary part of that fum . Men

naturally deſire, even by calm motions of the ſoul,
ſuch objects as they conceive uſeful or ſubſervient to

any valuable enjoyment, ſuch as wealth, power, ho
nour, without this conception of their making a part

Calm Desires and PASSIONS.
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of this greateſt ſum . In like manner we have calm be- Chap. I.
nevolent affections toward individuals, or ſmaller ſom

cieties of our fellows, where there has not preceeded

any conſideration of the moſt extenſive ſyſtem , and
where they are not conſidered formally as parts of this
largeſt ſyſtem , nor their happineſs purſued as condu
cing to the greateſt ſum of univerſal happineſs. Such
are our calm benevolent affections to friends, coun

tries, men of eminent worth, without any reference
in our thoughts to the moſt extenſive ſyſtem . We
can make theſe references of allſelfiſhenjoyments pur
ſued by us to the greateſt ſum of private happineſs,
whenever we pleaſe; and we can in like manner refer

all our calm particular kind affections to the general
extenſive benevolence; and 'tis of great conſequence
to have theſe large conceptions, and to make theſe re
ferences. But’tisplain the ſeveral particular affections,
whether ſelfiſh or benevolent, operate, and that too

without turbulent or pallionate commotions,where no
ſuch references have preceeded.
VII. But beſide all theſe calm motions of the will Turbulent par

more orleſs extenſive, there are many particular par-ciembrede laor be
ſions and appetites which naturally ariſe on their pro

per occaſions, each terminating ultimately on its own
gratification, without further reference; and attended
with violent, confuſed, and uneaſy ſenſations, which
are apt to continue till the object or gratification is ob
tained . Of theſe turbulent paſſions and appetites ſome
are ſelfiſh, ſome benevolent, and ſome may partake of

both characters. Of the ſelfiſh are hunger, thirſt, luſt,
B 2
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Book I. paſſions for ſenſual pleaſure, wealth, power, or fame:
Of the benevolent kind are pity, condolence, congra

tulation, gratitude, conjugal and parental affections,
as often as they become violent and turbulent com
motions of the ſoul. Anger, envy, indignation, and

ſome others, may be of either kind, according as they
ariſe either on account of ſome oppoſition to our own

intereſts, or to thoſe of our friends or perſons loved
and eſteemed . Theſe all ariſe on their natural occa

ſions, where no reference is made by the mind to its

own greateſt happineſs, or to that of others.
The difference between the calm motions of the

will and thepaſſionate, whether ofthe ſelfiſh or bene
volent kinds, muſt be obvious to any who conſider

how often we find them acting in direct oppoſition.

Thus anger or luſt will draw us one way;and a calm
regard, either to our higheſt intereſt thegreateſt-fum
of private good, or to fome particular intereſt, will

drawthe oppoſiteway: ſometimesthepaſſionconquer
ing the calm principle, and ſometimesbeing conquer
ed by it. The calm deſire of wealth will force one, tho’
with reluctance, into ſplendid expences, when neceſſa
ry to gain a good bargain or a gainful employment;
while the paſſion of avarice is repining at theſe ex
pences . The ſedate deſire of a child's or a friend's vir
tue and honour and improvement, will make us ſend
them abroad amidſt dangers; while the parental and

friendly paſſions are oppoſing this purpoſe. Grati
tude, pity, and friendly paſſions, ſolicite to one ſide;
* See this well deſcribed in Plato. Rep.l. 9. and Ariſtot. Em . Nicola
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and love ofa country, or a yet more extenſive benevo- CHAP. I.

lence, may befoliciting on the other ſide. We cor
rect and reſtrain our children , we engage them in un

eaſy ſtudies and labours, out ofcalm good -will, while
this tender paſſion is oppoſing every thing that is un

eaſy to them. Deſire of life perfuades toabſtinence,
to painful cures and naufeous potions, in oppoſiti
on to the appetites deſtined to preſerve life in the

0

order of nature.

As there belong to the underſtanding not only the
lower powers of ſenſation , common to us with the

brutes, but alſo thoſe ofreaſoning, conſciouſneſs, and

pure intellect, as ’ tis called ; ſo to the will belong not
only the bodily appetites and turbulent paſſions, but
the ſeveral calm and extenſive affections of a nobler
order.

VIII. To the Will we alſo aſcribe the power ofSpon- Powerstionofmo
.

taneous Motion ; ſince ,in conſequence of our willing it,
we find many parts of the body move as we incline.
parts are not thus ſubjected to be moved as we
pleaſe ;but only ſuch as ’tis neceſſary or uſeful in life

All its

for us to have thus ſubjected . The inward parts go on ,,
in thoſe motions upon which the continuance of life

immediately depends , without any acts of ourwill;nor
can we directly, by any volition , accelerate or retard
them . To ſuperintend motions continually neceſ
ſary would engrofs the mind perpetually, and make

it incapable ofany other buſineſs . Nor does every mo
tion or impreſſion on the parts of the body excite ſen
ſations in the foul. There is no ſenſation of the inter

14
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Book I. nal motions on which life immediately depends, while
Uthe body is in good order. Such ſenſation would be
an uneaſy uſeleſs diſtraction of the mind from all va
luable purpoſes; as weexperience,when a diſeaſe makes
the contraction of the heart,or beatings of the pulſe,be

come ſenſible. Senſations indicate only ſuch changes,
and new events, or objects, as 'tis convenient we ſhould

be apprized of. Thus volitions move the head, theeyes,
the mouth, the tongue, the limbs, and, that exquiſite
inſtrument of a rational inventive and artful ſpecies,
the hand. All theſe are plain indications of the wiſe
and benign counſel of our Creator. Nay our limbs are
moved immediately in conſequence of the contracti
on of muſcles, and of ſome power ſent down by nerves

from the head. But in our ſpontaneous motions we
neither know nor will theſe intermediate ſteps: we in
tend the laſt motion ; and thoſe other motions are per

formed without any knowledge or will of ours. Sen
fation in like manner immediatly enſues upon ſome
motion in a nerve continued to the brain : we perceive
no motion in the brain ; but have a ſenſation immedi

atly referred to the extremity of the body where the

impreſſion was made, and ſeeming to occupy that

place; in a manner quite inexplicable. Theſe conſi
derations have led ſome ingenious and piousmen to

conclude that a ſuperior Being, or the Deity himſelf,
is the ſole phyſical cauſeof all our motions; according
to certain general laws ; and the ſole efficient cauſe of
all our ſenſations too , in the like manner.

;

[
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II.

Concerning thefiner Powers ofPerception.
the general account of the perceptive
1.AFFter
powers, and of the will, we proceed to conſi

I.

der ſome finer powers of perception, and ſome other
natural determinations of will, and general laws of
the human conſtitution .

To the ſenſes of ſeeing and hearing, are fuperad- Pleaſures ofi
ded in moſt men , tho’ in very different degrees, cer magination ,
tain powers of perception of a finer kind than what

we have reaſon to imagine are in moſt of the lower a
nimals, who yet perceive the ſeveral colours and fi
gures, and hear the ſeveral ſounds. Theſe we may call

the ſenſes of beauty and harmony, or, with Mr. Ad
diſon, the imagination . Whatever name we give them ,
'cis manifeſt that, the ſeveral following qualities in ob

jects, are ſources of pleaſure conſtituted by nature ;
or, men have natural powers or determinations to per
ceive pleaſure from them.
1. Certain forms are more grateful to the eye than
others, even abſtracting from all pleaſure of any live
ly colours ; ſuch complex ones, eſpecially, where, uni

formity, or equality of proportion among

Beauty.

the parts, is

obſervable; nor can we, by command of ourwill, cauſe

all forms indifferently to appear pleaſant, more than
we can make all objects grateful to the taſte.

2. As a diſpoſition to imitate is natural to man-

Ir.itation.
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Book I. kind from their infancy, ſo they univerſally receive

pleaſure from imitation*. Where the original is beau
tiful, we may have a double pleaſure; but an exact
imitation, whether of beauty or deformity, whether
by colours, figures, ſpeech, voice, motion or action ,
gives of itſelf a natural pleaſure.
Harmony.

3. Certain compoſitions of notes are immediatly
pleaſant to the generality ofmen, which the artiſts can

eaſily inform us of. The ſimpler pleaſures ariſe from
the concords; but an higher pleaſure ariſes from ſuch

compoſitions as, in ſound and time, imitate thoſemo
dulations of the human voice,which indicate the ſeve

ral affections of the ſoul in important affairs. Hence
Plato F and Lycurgus I obſerved a moral charac

ter in muſick, and looked upon it as of ſome conſe

quence in influencing themanners of a people.
Design.

4.

As we are endued with reaſon to diſcern the fit

neſs ofmeans for an end, and the ſeveral relations and

connexions of things; ſo ,there is an immediate plea
ſure in knowleget, diſtinct from the Judgment itſelf,
tho'naturally joined with it. We have a pleaſure alſo
in beholding the effects of art and deſign, in any in
genious machinery adapted to valuable purpoſes, in
any utenſilwellfitted for its end ; whether we hope to
have the uſe of it or not. We have delight in exer

ciſing our own rational, inventive, and active powers ;
we are pleaſed to behold the like exerciſes of others,
and the artful effects of them . In ſuch works of art
* Ariſlot. Poet. C. 4. calls man saev M.llentixáratov. + De Repub. I. 3.
Lycurgo + Inquiry b. i . c. 3. and Ariſtot. Ethic. there cited .

Plut, in
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we are pleaſed to ſee intermixed the beauty of form , Chap. z.
and imitation, as far as it conſiſts with the deſign; butv
the ſuperior pleaſure from the execution of the de

fign makes us omit the inferior when it is inconſiſtent. Cauſe of variety
II. Granting all theſe diſpoſitions to be natural, we of taftes.
may account for all that diverſity of fancies and taſtes

which we obſerve; ſince ſo many qualities are natural
ly pleaſing, ſome of which may be chiefly regarded by
one, and others by others. The neceſſitous, thebuſy,
or the floathful, may neglect that beauty in dreſs, ar
chitecture, and furniture, which they might obtain,

and yet not be inſenſible to it. One maypurſue only
the ſimpler kind in the uniformity of parts; others
may alſo interſperſe imitation of the beautiful works
of nature ; and, of thefe, ſome may chuſe one ſet of

natural objects, and others may chuſe other objects
of greater beauty or dignity: the manner too of imi
tation may be more or leſs perfect. Again, ſome in

their works may chiefly regard the pleaſure from ap
pearance of deſign, and uſefulneſs, admitting only the
pleaſures of beauty and imitation as far as they con
fiſt with it . In the moſt fantaſtick dreſſes there is uni

formity of parts, and fome aptitude to the human
ſhape, and frequently imitation . But our modern dreſ
fes are leſs fitted for eaſy motion, and the diſplaying
of the human ſhape, than the antient. Spectators who
regard theſe ends may prefer the ancient dreſſes ;thoſe
who do not think of them, or regard them, may pre
fer the modern .

In like manner as to architecture; they who dif
VOL . I.
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Book I. cern the imitation of the proportions of the human

body in certain parts, may reliſh one manner on that
account. Others, who know the uſes of which cer-

cain parts preſent the appearance, may reliſh this de

ſign ;others, without theſe views,may be pleaſed with
the uniformity of the parts : others may like or dif
like through ſome * aſſociations of ideas ; of which
hereafter.
not reducible to

One who would reduce all ſenſe of beauty in forms

uſefulneſs.

to ſome real or apparent uſefulneſs diſcerned, will ne
ver be able to explain how the ſpectator reliſhes thoſe
uſeful forms from which he gets no benefit, nor ex

pects any beyond the pleaſure ofbeholding them ; nor
how we are pleaſed with the forms of flowers, of birds,
and wild beaſts, when we know not any real or appa

rent uſes indicated by them ; nor how any ſpectator,
quite a ſtranger to the views of the architect, ſhall be

pleaſed with the firſt appearance of the work ; nor
whence it is that we are all pleaſed with imitations of

objects,which were they really placed where theirima
ges are, would be of no advantage ; one may as well
affert that, before we can be pleaſed with a favour, we

muſt know the figures of the minute particles, and
ſee their inoffenſive nature to our nerves .
of great conſe

The pleaſures of theſe † finer ſenſes are ofno ſmall

quenc : in life.

importance in life. How much foever they ſeem ne
* See the Inquiry into Beauty. b. i.

perception,may as well aſſert that the plea

fures of geometry, or perſpective, are fen
+ One who would make all theſe to be ! ſual, becauſe 'tis by the ſenſes we receive
perceptions of the external ſenſes, and de- | the ideas of figure.
ny that we have any didinct powers of
Co 7. § . 4.
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glected by the vocaries of wealth and power, they are Chap. 2.
generally much in their view for themſelves, in ſome
future period of life, or for their poſterity: as for o

thers who have a more elegant taſte, they are the
end of a greatpartof their labours : and the greateſt

part of men,when they are tolerably provided againſt
the uneafy cravings of appetite, ſhewa reliſh for theſe

pleaſures: no ſooner are nations ſettled in peace than
they begin to cultivate the arts ſubſervient to them , as
all hiſtories will inform us .

To theſe pleaſures of the imagination may be ad- Religforgraxa
ded two other grateful perceptions ariſing from no- 19.

velty and grandeur. The former ever cauſes a grate
ful commotion when we are at leifure; which perhaps

ariſes from that curioſity or deſire of knowlege which
is deeply rooted in the ſoul; of which hereafter. Gran

deur alſo is generally a very grateful circumſtance in
any object of contemplation diſtinct from its beauty
or proportion. Nay, where none of theſe are ob

ferved,themind is agreeably moved with what is large,
ſpacious, high, or deep, even when no advantage ari
ſing from theſe circumſtances is regarded. The final
cauſes of theſe natural determinations or ſenſes of

pleaſure may be feen in ſome * late authors.
III. Another important determination or ſenſe of thesympatheticki
1

the ſoul we may call theſympathetick ,differentfrom all companies.
the external fenſes; by which, when we apprehend the
ſtate of others, our hearts naturally have a fellow -feel

ing with them. When we fee or know the pain, diſ
* See Spectator N. 412. and the Inquiry into Beauty, lalt ſection.
C 2
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Book I. treſs, or miſery of any kind which another ſuffers,

and turn our thoughts to it, we feel a ſtrong ſenſe of
pity, anda great proneneſs torelieve, where no con
trary paſſion with -holds us. And this * without any
artfulviews of advantage to accrue tous from giving
relief, or of loſs we ſhall ſuſtain by theſe ſufferings.
We ſee this principle ſtrongly working in children,
where there are the feweſt diſtant views of intereſt; ſo

ſtrongly ſometimes, even in ſome not of the ſofteſt
mould, at cruel executions, as to occaſion fainting and
fickneſs. This principle continues generally during
all our lives .
Congratulation.

We have a like natural diſpoſition to Congratula

tion with others in their joys; where no prior emulati
on, imagined oppoſition of intereſt, or prejudice, pre
vents it. We have this ſympathy even with the brute
animals ; and hence poets ſo ſucceſsfully pleaſe us
with deſcriptions of their joys. But as our own ſel

fiſh paſſions which repel evil, ſuch as fear, anger, re

ſentment, are generallyſtronger commotions of ſoul
than the paſſions purſuing private good ; ſo picy is a

ſtronger benevolent paſſion than congratulation . And
all this is wiſely contrived, ſince immunity from pain
ſeems previouſly neceſſary to the enjoyment of good.

Thus the ſtronger motions of the mind are directed
toward that which is moſt neceſſary. This ſympathy
ſeems to extend to all our affections and paſſions.

They all ſeem naturally contagious. We not only for
row with the diſtreſſed, and rejoice with the proſpe
* See Inquiry into Virtue fect. 2.
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rous; but admiration, or ſurpriſe, diſcovered in one, Chap. 2.
raiſes a correſpondent commotion of mind in all who

behold him . Fear obſerved raiſes fear in the obſerver
before he knows the cauſe, laughter moves to laugh,

love begets love, and the devout affections.diſplayed
diſpoſeothers to devotion. One eaſily ſecs how direct

ly ſubſervient this fympathy is to that grand determi
nation of the ſoul toward univerſal happineſs.
IV. Before we mention ſome other finer ſenſes, Anatural pro

which have actions of men for thcir objects, we muſt mojtanimais,

obſerve one general determination of the ſoul to exer
ciſe all its active powers. We may fce in our ſpecies,

from the very cradle, a conſtant propenſity to action
and motion ; children graſping, handling , viewing,
taſting every thing. As they advance they exert other

powers,makingall tryals poſſible; obſerving all chan
ges, and inquiring into their cauſes; and this from an

impulſe to action and an implanted inſtinct toward

knowledge,even where theyare notallured by any pro
{pects of advantage. Nay we ſee almoſt all other ani

mais, as ſoon as they come to light, exerciſing their ſe
veral powers by like inſtincts, in the way that the Au
thor of Nature intended ; and by this exerciſe, tho'of
ten laborious and fatiguing, made happier than a
ny

ſtate of Nothful ſenſuality could make them. Scr

pents try their reptile motions; beaſts raiſe themſelves

and walk or run ; birds attempt to raiſe themſelves

with their wings and ſoar on high ; water-fowl
take to the water as ſoon as they ſee it. The colt is
practiſing for the race, * the bull is burcing with his
* Dente lupus, & c. Hor. lib . i. Sat. 1. l . 52.
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Book I. horns, and the hound exerciſing himſelf for the chace.
Children are everin motion while they are awake,nor
chiefly in meil .

do they decline wearineſs and toil : they ſhew an aver
ſion to ſleep till it over-powers them againſt theirwills :
they obſerve whatever occurs, they remember and in
quire about it ; they learn the names of things, in
quire into their natures, ſtructures, uſes, and cauſes;
nor will their curioſity yield to rebukes and affronts.

1

Kind affections foon break out toward thoſe who

are kind to them ; ſtrong gratitude, and an ardor to
excel in any thing that is praiſed; in vying with their
fellows they are tranſported with ſucceſs and victory,
and exceedingly dejected when they are out-done by

others. They are foon provoked to anger upon any
imagined injury or hurt; are afraid of experienced
pain , and provoked at the cauſe of it ; but foon

ap

peaſed by finding it undeſigned, or by profeſſions of
repentance . Nothing do they more reſent than falſe
accuſation or reproach. They are prone to ſincerity ,
and truth, and openneſs of mind, until they have ex

perienced ſome cvils following upon it. Theyare im
patient to relate to others any thing new or ſtrange,,
or apt to move admiration or laughter ; ready to gra

tify any one with what they have no uſe for them
ſelves; fond of pleaſing, and void of fufpicion , till
they have had experience of injuries.
This impulſe to action continues during life, while
High pleaſures
in adion.

we retain the uſe of our powers. The men who are
moſt worthleſs and flothful yet are not wholly idle;
chey have their games, their cabals and converſation:

PROPENSITY to ACTION.
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to employ them , orſome mean ingenuity about ſen- Chiap . 2.
ſual pleaſures. We ſee in general that mankind can
be happy only by action of one kind or other; and
the exerciſe of the intellectual powers is one ſource

of natural delight from the cradle to the grave. Chil

dren are tranſported with diſcoveries of any thing
new or artificial, and impatient to ſhew them to o
thers. Publick ſhows, rarities, magnificence, give

them high entertainment : but above all, the impor
tant actions of great characters; the fortunes of ſuch

men, and of the ſtates where they lived, whether re

lated, read, or repreſented by action, are the delight
of all ages . Here the pleaſure is heightened by our ſo
cial feelings of joy, and the keeneſsof inquiry increa

ſed by ourimpulſe to compaſſion, and our concern a
bout the perſons we admire.

When men have the proper genius, and acceſs to
more laborious knowlege, what ardour of mind do

ſome ſhew for geometry, numbers, aſtronomy, and
natural hiſtory? All coils and watchings are born with

joy. Need we mention even fabuloushiſtory, mytho
logy, philology : 'Tis manifeſt there is an high natu
ral pleaſure in knowledge without any allurements of
other advantage. There is a like pleaſure in practical
knowlege about the buſineſs of life, and the effects of

actions upon the happineſs of individuals, or that of
ſocieties. How contrary are all theſe appearances of

Nature to that Philoſophy which makes the ſole
impulſe or determination of the ſoul to be a deſire of

A MORAL SENSE.
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Book I. ſuch pleaſures as ariſe from the body and are refer
Vred to it, or of immunity from bodily pain !
V. Action is conſtituted to mankind the grand

Amoral ſenſe.

fource of their happineſs by an higher power of per
ception than any yet mentioned ; namely,thatby which
they receive the moral notionsof actions and charac
ters. Never was there any of the human ſpecies, ex
cepe idcots, to whom all actions appeared indifferent.
Moral differences of action are diſcerned by all, even
when they conſider no advantage or diſadvantage to
Fedound to themſelves from them. As this moral

fenſe is of high importance, it ſhall be more fully con
fidered in a ſubſequent chapter. It may ſuffice at pre
fent to obſerve what we all feel, that a certain tem

per, aſet of affections, and actions conſequent on them,
when we are conſcious of them in ourſelves, raife the

moſt joyful ſenſations of approbation and inward fatis
faction ; and when the like are obſerved in others, we

have a warm feeling of approbation, a ſenfe of their
excellence, and , in conſequence of it, great good -will
and zeal for their happineſs. If we are conſcious of
contrary affections and actions, we feel an inward re

morſe, and diſlike to ourſelves ; when we obſerve the

like in others, we diſlike and condemin their diſpoſici
ons , reputing them baſe and odious.
The affections which excite this moral approbati
on are all either directly benevolent, or naturally con
nected with ſuch diſpoſitions; thoſe which are diſap

proved and condemned , are either ill-natured, by
which one is inclined to occaſion miſery to others; or

-
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ſuch ſelfiſh diſpoſitions as argue fome unkind affecti- CHAP. 2.
on , or the want of that degree of the benevolent af
fections which is requiſite for the publick good, and

commonly expected in our ſpecies.
This moral diſcernment is not peculiar to perſons univerfic.in
of a fine education and much reflection . The rudeſt

of mankind ſhew ſuch notions ; and young minds,
who think leaſt of the diſtant influences of actions u

pon themſelves or others, and have ſmall precaution
about their own future intereſts are rather more moved

with moral forms than others. Hence that ſtrong in
clination in children , as ſoon as they underſtand the

names of the ſeveral affections and tempers, to hear

ſuch ſtories as preſent the moral characters of agents
and their fortunes. Hence that joy in the proſperity
of the kind, the faithful,and the juſt; and that indig

nation and ſorrow upon the ſucceſſes of the cruel and
treacherous. Of this power we ſhall treat more fully
hereafter.

VI. As by the former determination we are led to A ſenſe of bre,
approve or condemn ourſelves or others according to
ncur ,

the temper diſplayed, ſo by another natural determi
nation ,which we may call a ſenſe of honour and ſhame,

an high pleaſure is felt upon our gaining the approba
tion and eſteem of others for our good actions, and
upon their expreſſing their ſentiments of gratitude;and
on the other hand, we are cut to the heart by cenſure,

condemnation, and reproach. All this appears in the
countenance. The fear of infamy, or cenſure, or cona

tempt, diſplays itſelf by bluſhing.
Vol . I.
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Воок І.
"Tis true, we may obſerve from our infancy, that
Numen are prone to do good offices to thoſe they approve
principle." and honour. But we appealto the hearts ofmen ,whe

ther they have not an immediate pleaſure in being ho
noured and eſteemed, without thinking of any future
advantages, and even when they previouſly know that
they can receive none. Are not we generally ſolicitous
about our characters after our death ? And whence is

it that bluſhing accompanies this ſort of fear, and not

the fears of other diſadvantages, if this is not an im
mediate principle ?
* Aristotle's account of this pleaſure, tho' more

elegant, is not juſt : “ that we reliſh honour as it is a
“ teſtimony to our virtue, which we are previouſly
conſcious is the greateſt good.” This conſiderati
on may ſometimes make honour very grateful to
men who are doubtful and diffident of their own con

duct. But have not alſo the men of greateſt abilities,

who are perfectly aſſured of the goodneſs of their con

duct, a like natural joy in being praiſed , diſtinct from
their inward felf-approbation ?
The kind intention of God in implanting this prin
ciple is obvious . "Tis a ſtrong incitement to every
thing excellent and amiable : it gives a grateful re
ward to virtue : it often ſurmounts the obſtacles to

it from low worldly intereſts : and even men of little

virtue are excited by it to ſuch uſeful ſervices as they

avouldhaveotherways declined. Theſelfiſh are thus,be
yond their inclination, made ſubſervient to a publick
intereſt; and ſuch are puniſhed who counteract it.
* Ethic, ad Nicom . 1. i . c. 5.
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What may further prove that this ſenſe of honour CHAP.2 .
is an original principle, is this ; we value the praiſe of u
others, not inproportion to their abilities to ſerve us,

but in proportion to their capacity of judging in
ſuch matters. We feel the difference, between the in
tereſted deſire of pleaſing the man in power who can

promote us; and the inward joy from the approbation
of the judicious or ingenious, who cannot do us any
other good offices. The deſire of praiſe is acknow
leged to be one of the moſt univerſal paſions of the
foul .

VII. Tho'it is by the moral ſenſe that actions be--4feaſeof
decen
cy and dignity.
come of the greateſt conſequence to our happineſs or
miſery ; yet'tis plain the mind naturally perceives ſome
other ſorts of excellence in many powers of body and

mind; muſtadmire them ,whether in ourſelves orothers;
and muſt be pleaſedwith certain exerciſes ofthem ,with
out conceiving them as moral virtues. We often uſe

words too promiſcuouſly, and do not expreſs diſtinctly
1

the different feelings or ſenſations of the ſoul. Let us
keep moral approbation for our ſentiments of ſuch diſ

poſitions, affections, and conſequent actions, as we re

pute virtuous . We find this warm approbation avery
different perception from the admiration or liking
which wehavefor ſeveral other powers and diſpoſiti

ons ; which are alſo reliſhed by a ſenſe of decency or
dignity. This ſenſe alſo is natural to us, but the per
ceptions very different from moral approbation. We
not only know the uſe of ſuch valuable powers, and

of their exerciſe, to the perſon pofſeffed of them ; but
D 2
1
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Book I. have agreeablecommotions of admiration and liking,
and theſe in ſeveral degrees. Thus beauty, ſtrength,
ſwiftneſs, agility ofbody, are more decent and eſteem
able than aſtrong voracious ſtomach, or a delicate pa
late. The manly diverſions ofriding, or hunting ,are
beheld with more pleaſure and admiration than eat

ing and drinking even in a moderate degree. A taſte
for theſemanly exerciſes is often valued; whereas pur

ſuits of mere ſenſuality appear deſpicable even when
they do not run into exceſs, and at beſt are only in

nocent. Nay there is ſomething graceful, in the very
hape geſture and motion, and ſomething indecent
and uncomely ; abſtracting from any indications of
advantage diſcerned by the ſpectators.
in

ent des

But this is ſtill more obvious about the powers of

grees .

the mind and their exerciſe. A penetrating genius,,

capacity for buſineſs, patience of application and la
bour, a tenacious memory, a quick wit, are naturally
admirable, and reliſhed by all obſervers; but with a
1

quite different feeling from moral approbation. To

every natural power thereſeems to be a correſponding
ſenſe or taſte, recommending one ſort of exerciſe, and

diliking the contrary. Thus we reliſh the exerciſe of
all the ingenious arts, machinery of every kind, imi
tation in painting, ſculpture, ſtatuary, poetry ; garde
ning, architecture, muſick . We not only behold the
works with pleaſure, but have a natural admiration of
the perſons in whom we diſcern a taſte and genius
for theſe arts . Whereas the exerciſe of our lower

powers, merely ſubſervient to ſenſual gratification, are
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at beſt beheld with indifference, are often matter of Chap . 2 .

ſhame, and the cauſe of contempt.

Thus according to the juſt obſervation of Ari- Happineſsof ac
STOTLE ,

“ The chief happineſs of active beings muſt aftion.

“ ariſe from action ; and that not from action of eve

ry ſort, but from that ſort to which their nature is

adapted, and which is recommended by nature .”
When we gratify the bodily appetites, there is an im
mediate ſenſe of pleaſure, ſuch as the brutes enjoy,
but no further ſatisfaction ; no ſenſe of dignity upon

reflection, no good-liking of others for their being
thus employed. There is an exerciſe of ſome other

bodily powers which ſeems more manly and graceful.
There is a manifeſt gradation ; ſome fine taſtes in the
ingenious arts are ſtill more agreeable ; the exerciſe is

delightful; the works are pleaſant to the ſpectator,

and reputable to the artiſt. Theexerciſe of the high
er powers of the underſtanding, in diſcovery of truth,
and juſt reaſoning, is more eſteemable, when the ſub

jects are important. But the nobleſt of all are the vir
cuous affections and actions, the objcets of the moral
ſenſe.

Some other abilities and diſpoſitions of ſoul , which 4.0idnadideas.

are naturally connected with benevolent diſpoſicions,
and inconſiſtent with the higheſt ſelfiſhneſs and ſenſu

ality, ſeem to be immediatly approved by the moral

ſenſe itſelf. Theſe we refer to another place. We
ſhall only take notice here, that by certain aſſociati
ons of ideas, and by frequent compariſons made in fi
milies and metaphors, and by other cauſes, ſome ina

1
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Book I. nimate objects have obtained additional ideas of dig
nity, decency, ſanctity; ſome appear as mean and de
ſpicable ; and others are in a middle ſtate of indifference. Our reliſh for imitation and obſerving reſem
blances has made all languages full of metaphors :
and ſimilitudes and allegories give no ſmall pleaſure

in many compoſitions: hence we cloath many objects
with additional ideas of qualities they are not natu

rally capable of; ſome of theſe ideas are great and ve
nerable, others low and contemptible. Some attempt
to explain the natural cauſe or occaſion of laughter,
a commotion of mind generally agreeable, of which
all are ſuſceptible, from a natural ſenſe of the ridicu

A

lous in objects or events .
Asociation of i
deas very necef
fary.

VIII. Before we paſs to the diſpoſitions of the will,
we may obſerve a natural involuntary determination

to aſſociate or bind together all ſuch perceptions as
have often occurred together, or have made at once a

ſtrong impreſſion on the mind, ſo that they ſhall ſtill

attend each other, when any object afterwards excites
any one or more of them. As this is experienced in

ſmaller matters, ſo it affects our apprehenſions ofgood
and evil natural and moral. When the ſtrain of con

verſation and popular maxims have long repreſented
certain actions or events as good, and others as evil; we
find it difficult to break theaſſociation , even after our
reaſon is convinced of the contrary. Thus certain ac

tions are confuſedly imagined honourable, others dif
honourable; certain ſtations miſerable, and others

happy; as ſpectres are imagined in church -yards. Tho’

!
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many miſeries and vices ſpring from thisfountain, we Cap. I.
)

may ſee

the abſolute neceſſity of this determination .

Without it we could have little uſe of memory , or
recollection , or even of ſpeech. How tedious would
it be to need a particular recollection , upon each word
we hear or deſire to ſpeak, to find what words and

ideas are joined by the cuſtom of thelanguage? it muſt
be as tedious a work as decyphering after we had found
an alphabet. Whereas, now, the ſound and idea are
ſo aſſociated, that the one ever is attended with the

other. Nay, how is it we remember ? when we are ex
amined about a paſt event, the time, or place, ſome
circumſtance, or perſon then preſent, is ſuggeſted in

the queſtion, and theſe bring along withthem the
whole train of the aſſociated ideas. The ſubject of a

debate is ſuggeſted ; a man converſant in it finds, pre
vious almoſt to volition, the principal reaſonings on
both ſides ariſing in his mind. To this diſpoſition

in a great meaſure is owing the power of education,
which forms many aſſociations in our early years ; and
few have the patience or courage to examine, whether
they are founded in nature, or in the weakneſs of our
inſtructors.

The twill and
IX. Many of the natural determinations of the habits.

will are abundantly explained by ſuch as treat deſign
edly upon that ſubject, and point out the natural oc
caſions of the ſeveral paſſions and affections. To theſe

authors we may refer much of this ſubject. We con

ſidered, above, the ſtrong natural propenſity to action.
We may

alſo obſerve another determination, or law
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Book I. of our nature, by which the frequent repetition of

actions gives not only a facility in performing them ,
by encreaſing our active powers, but makes the mind

more prone to them for the future, or more uneaſy
when it is by violence reſtrained from them. And this

is called an Habit. In our paſſive ſenſations the plea
fures and pains are rather abated by frequent feelings:
and yet the uneaſineſs under the want of pleaſures is
increaſed by our being long enured to them. If we
find much detriment from habits ofvice, equally great

is the advantage of the habits of virtue. It is of ge
neral advantage to a rational ſpecies, that it thus can
increaſe any of its powers as it chuſes, and make them

more ſtable and vigorous. It is ſtill in our power, too,
to wear out any habits, by abſtaining from their acts,
or reſolutely acting in oppoſition tothem. Could we
acquire no habits, our powers muſt remain miſerably
weak, and all artificial action continue as uneaſy as
No hal it of cuf
som gives 1.c W
ids2s .

we found our firſt eſſays.
But all theſe aſſociations, habits, cuſtoms, or pre

judices, recommend objects to our liking, or raiſe a
verſions to them, under the notion of ſome quality or
ſpecies perceivable by the ſenſes we are naturally en
dued with, nor can they raiſe any new ideas. No ſen
timents therefore of approbation or condemnation,

no liking or dilliking, are fufficiently explained by at

tributing them to prejudice, cuſtom , or education,or
aſſociation of ideas ; unleſs we can fully ſhew what

theſe ideas or notions are, and to what ſenſe they be

1
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bng, under which theſe objects are approved or con- Chap. 2.
demned , liked or diſliked .

andpo
X. At a certain age ariſes a new deſire between the conjugal
rental affect:

ſexes, plainly deſtined for the continuance of our

race ; which, as it would be pernicious or uſeleſs in
our firſt years, before we had acquired knowledge and
experience ſufficient for the preſervation of offspring,
is wiſely poſtponed in the order of nature. This de
fire in mankind does not terminate merely on ſenſu.

al pleaſure, as in the brutes ; nor is it in mankind on
ly a blind impulſe, ſuch as excites the brutes, previ
ouſly to experience of pleaſure. There is a natural

liking ofbeauty as an indication ofa temper andman
ners . A character is apprehended, and thence good
will and eſteem ariſes, and a deſire of ſociety for life,
with friendſhip and mutual love, and united intereſts.
Thus theſe ſentiments and deſires, in mankind, al

ways accompany the natural impulſe. They have al
ſo univerſally a deſire of offspring, where no ſtronger
inconſiſtent views reſtrain them .

Toward offspring there is in man, as in other ani
mals, a peculiar ſtrong affection , and a tender folici

tude for their preſervation and happineſs. In man
kind this affection continues during life, as parents

may always do ſome good to theirpoſterity. It de
ſcends to grandchildren, and their children, almoſt
undiminiſhed.

In the brutes it is found where the

young need aſiſtance; where they don't, it is not

found. It laſts till the young can ſupport themſelves,
and then generally ceaſes. All this carries withit ma
VOL . I.
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Book I. nifeſt evidences of deſign in the Author of Nature.
NLike affections, but weaker, are found generally to
attend the tyes of blood among collaterals. Theſe
tender affections are the ſprings of more than one

half of the labours and cares of mankind : and, where

there is any ability, they rouſe the mind to diligence
and induſtry, and to things great and honourable.
By means of them the heart is made more fufcep
tible of every tender kind and ſocial affection .
Men ſocial, and
fit for civil so
ciety.

XI. One can ſcarce deny to mankind a natural im

pulſe to ſociety with their fellows, as an immediate
principle, when we ſee the like in many ſpecies of
animals ; nor ſhould we aſcribe all aſſociating to
their indigence. Their other principles, their cu
rioſity, communicativeneſs, deſire of action ; their
ſenſe of honour, their compaſſion, benevolence, gai

ery, and the moral faculty, could have little or no
exerciſe in ſolitude, and therefore might lead them
to haunt together, even without an immediate or

ultimate impulſe, or a ſenſe of their indigence. The
tyes of blood would have the ſame effect, and have

probably firſt united large numbers for mutual aſ
ſiſtance and defence, upon a common apprehenſion
of their indigence in folitude. When many were
thus aſſociated, the ſuperior goodneſs, prudence, or
courage of ſome, would naturally procure them a fu
perior eſteem and confidence from all around them .

Controverſies would ariſe; the miſchief of deciding

them by violence would ſoon appear. They would
foon ſee the danger of divided counſels, either about

3
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improving their condition, or common defence; tho' Chap.2.
all agreed in the general end. The moſt eſteemed in
would ſoon be choſen arbitrators of their controver

fies, and directors of the whole body in matters con

cerning their common intereſt; and, as their prudence
ſuggeſted , laws and political inſtitutions would be
eſtabliſhed. The reſt, finding the ſweets ofgood order,

ſafety, and laws, would have a veneration for the ſo
ciety, and its governors, and conſtitution. The fi

ner ſpirits would feel patriotiſm and the love of a
country in their breaſts : and all, in ſome meaſure,

by bonds of acquaintance, and intercourſe of buſineſs,

and the enjoyments of protection for themſelves and
their fortunes, would acquire a love to the communi
ty and zeal for its intereſts .

XII. As the order, grandeur, regular diſpoſitions Religion natural,
and motions, of the viſible world, muſt foon affect the
mind with admiration ; as the ſeveral claſſes of ani

mals and vegetables diſplay in their whole frame ex
quiſite mechaniſm , and regular ſtructure, evidencing
counſel, art, and contrivance for certain ends ; men of
genius and attention muſt ſoon diſcover ſome intelli

gent beings, one or more, preſiding in all this comely

order andmagnificence. The great and the beauti
ful ſtrikes themind with veneration, and leads us to

infer intelligence as reſiding in it, or directing it : a
careful attention to the ſtructure of our own nature

and its powers leads to the ſame concluſion. Our

feeling moral ſentiments, our ſenſe of goodneſs and

virtue, as well as of art and deſign; our experience of
E 2

1
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Book I. fome moral diſtribution within, by immediate happi
Vneſs or miſery conſtantly attending virtue and vice,and
of a like diſtribution generally obtaining even in ex

ternal things by a natural tendency, muſt ſuggeſt that
there is a moral government in the world : and as

men are prone to communicate their knowledge, in
ventions, conjectures, the notions of a Deity and pro
vidence muſt ſoon be diffuſed ; and an eaſy exerciſe of
reaſon would confirm the perſuaſion. Thus ſome de
votion and piery would generally obtain, and there

may juſtly be called naturalto a rational ſyſtem .
An early revelation and tradition generally anticipa

fore

ced human invention in this matter: but theſe alone

could ſcarce have diffuſed the belief ſo univerſally,
without the aids of obvious reaſons from ſtrong ap
pearances in Nature. Notions of Deity and ſome fort

of worſhip have in fact as univerſally obtained among
men , as living in ſociety, the uſe of ſpeech, or even
propagating their kind; and thus may be counted as
natural.

The ſeveral powers diſpoſitions or determinati
ons above-mentioned are univerſally found in man
kind, where ſome accident hath not rendered ſome in

dividual monſtrous, or plainly maimed and deficient

in a natural faculty. But, in the different individuals,

theſe diſpoſitions are not in the ſame proportion as to
Arength ; one being prevalent in one, and another in

another: and hence the great diverſity of characters .
Yet, upon a proper occaſion, when there is no oppofi

1
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tion from ſome ſtronger principle,each of theſe powers CHAP. 2 .
i

will exert itſelf, and have its effect.

XIII. Notwithſtanding that all theſe nobler powers Thecauſes of
vice .

we mentioned are natural to us, the cauſes of that vice

and depravity of manners we obſerve, are pretty ob
vious. Not to ſay any thing of cauſes not diſcover

able by the light of nature, mankind ſpend ſeveral of

their firſt years, where there is not a careful educati
on, in the gratification of their ſenſual appetites, and
in the exerciſe of ſome lower powers , which, by long
indulgence,grow ſtronger : reflecting on moral notions,
and the finer enjoyments, and comparing them with
the lower, is a laborious exerciſe. The appetites and

paſſions ariſe of themſelves, when their objects occur,
as they do frequently: the checking, examining, and

ballancing them , is awork of difficulty.Prejudices and

groundleſs aſſociations of ideas are very incident to
men of little attention. Our ſelfiſh paſſions early gain

ſtrengthby indulgence. Hence the general tenor of
human life is an incoherent mixture of many ſocial,

kind, innocent actions, and of many ſelfiſh , angry, ſen
ſual ones ; as one or other of our natural diſpoſitions
happens to be raiſed, and to be prevalent over o
thers..
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CH A P. III.

Concerning the Ultimate Determinations of the Will,
and Benevolent Affections.
Tierultimate de I.

Afterthis longenumeration ofthe feveralſen

terminations of

the foul.

ſes or powers of perception, by which a great
multitude of objects may be the occaſion of pleaſure

or pain, or of ſome ſorts of happineſs or miſery; and a
like enumeration of many diſpoſitions of will, or de
terminations of deſire; human nature muſt appear a
very complex and confuſed fabrick, unleſs we can dif

cover ſome order and ſubordination among theſe

powers, and thus diſcern which of them is naturally

fit to govern. Ofthis we ſhall treat in ſomefollowing
chapters. In the firſt place the Underſtanding, or the
power of reflecting, comparing, judging, makes us
capable of diſcerning the tendenciesofthe ſeveral
ſenſes, appetites, actions, gratifications, either to our

own happineſs, or to that of others, and the com
parative values of every object, every gratification .
This

power judges about the means or the ſubordi

nate ends: but about the ultimate ends there is no rea

ſoning. We proſecute them by ſome immediate dif
poſition or determination of ſoul, which in the order
of action is always prior to all reaſoning ; as no opini
on orjudgment can move to action , where there is no
prior deſire of ſome end.
The ſelfiſh gene

Were there no other ultimate determination or de

ral determina

sioa allegedthe fire in the human ſoul than that of each one toward
Guly one.

1
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his own happineſs; then calm * ſelf-love would be the Chap. 3 .
fole leading principle, plainly deſtined by Nature to
govern and reſtrain all other affections, and keep them
fubfervient to its end ; having reaſon for its miniſter

or counſellor, to ſuggeſt the means. But the end
would be conſtituted by that ultimate determination ,
without any reaſoning.
This is a favourite tenet of a great many authors, Puriousof it.accounts

and pleaſes by its ſimplicity. But very different and
contrary accounts are given, by theſe authors, of the
private enjoyments or happineſs purſued in the of
fices we commonly repute virtuous. Some make the
fole motive to all offices or actions even the moſt ho

nourable, the fole end ultimately intended by them,

to be ſome worldly advantage, ſome bodily pleaſures
or the means of them . This was the tenet of the Cy

renaicks, and probably of the Epicureans too, and of
ſome moderns. Others ſay, thatwedeſire the good of
others, or of ſocieties, merely as the means of our own

ſafety and proſperity; others, as the means of ſome
fubtiler pleaſures of our own by ſympathy with others

in their happineſs: others make our end to be the
pleaſures we enjoy in being honoured, or ſome re
wards we expect for our ſervices, and theſe either
from God , or men .

But there is ſtill an higher ſcheme; allowing in
deed no other calm ſetleddetermination of foul but
* By ſelf-love we mean, one's defire of
bis own happineſs, and this only. By a frc quent uſe of the word love, for eſteem ,
ſome have imagined an univerſal ſelf-eſtecin , {

or preference of our moral character and
accompliſhments to thoſe ofothers,which
is contrary to what the model and ſelf
diffident continually experience.

i
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Book I. that in each one toward hisown happineſs; but grant

ving that we have a moral faculty, and many particu
lar kind affections truly diſintereſted, terminating u
pon the happineſs of others, and often operating when
we have noreference of it in our minds to any enjoy

ment of our own. But, ſay they, “ the fole original
66

ſpring ofall calm deliberate purpoſes of cultivating

“ theſe generous affections, and of gratifying them
“ in oppoſition to any ſelliſh affections, is this; we ex

“ perience the ſublimeſt joys of ſelf-approbation in
gratifying theſe generous motions ; theſe joys are a
“ nobler happineſs than any other; and the deſire of

them, flowing from the calm ſelfiſh determination,
" is the view of all deliberate purpoſes of virtue ; tho
“ the kind paſſions themſelves often hurry us into

friendly and generous actions without this thought.”
This confezient

This laſt account gives a lovely repreſentation of

zvith manydifi
aftellis human nature and its affections, and leaves a great
tereſted
deal of room for moſt of the generous virtucs of life ;
but it does not pleaſe us with ſuch ſimplicity as the
other ſchemes, which directly deduce every motion of
01: S .

the heart from ſelf-love. This is not to be reckoned
among the ſelfiſh ſchemes, ſince it makes all the emi

nent virtues flow from diſintereſted affections, natu
ral to the heart, however in our calmer hours they
may be corroborated by the calm views and deſires of
our own happineſs. But our buſineſs is to find the

truth, let the ſchemes, or their authors, be claſſed as

they will : and, for this purpoſe, 'tis neceſſary to confi
der well, both theſe affections alledged to be diſinte

ULTIMATE BENEVOLENCE.
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reſted, and the moral faculty by which we judge of Chap. 3.
all the motions of the will ; that we may ſee, whe
ther there be in the ſoul, as we alledged above, ano
ther calm determination , beſide that one toward our

own happineſs; as well as many particular affections,
terminating upon the good of others,as their imme
diate and ultimate object, without reference to private
intereſt of any kind.

II. The calmſelf-love, or the determination ofeach In defires, the
individual toward his own happineſs, is a motion ofuneasineſsdifers
from the mo
the will without any uneaſy ſenſation attending it.tives.
But the ſeveral ſelfiſh deſires, terminating on particu

lar objects, are generally attended with ſome uneafy
turbulent ſenſations in very different degrees : yet
theſe ſenſations are different from the act of the will

to which they are conjoined; and different too from
the motives of deſire . The motive is ſome good ap

prehended in an object or event, toward which good
the deſire tends ; and, in conſequence of deſire, ſome
uneaſineſs arifes, till the good is obtained. To averſi
on , the motive is ſome evil apprehended or feared ,

and perhaps not yet felt. Uneaſineſs too attends
the averſion, untill the evil is repelled. Proſpects of

the pleaſures or powers attending opulence are the
motives to the deſire of wealth, and never the uneaſy
feelings attending the deſire itſelf. Theſe feelings are,
in nature, ſubſequent to the deſire.
Again, when we obtain the thing deſired ; beſide

the pleaſures to be obtained from this object, which
were the motives of the deſire, and often before we
Voi , I.
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Book I. enjoy them , there is one pleaſure immediatly ariſing
Wfrom the ſucceſs, at leaſt in thoſe caſes where there

was any difficultyin the purſuit, orfear of diſappoint
ment. It would be abſurd to ſay that this joy in the
ſucceſs was the motive to the deſire. We ſhould have

no joy in the fuccefs, nor could we have had any de
ſire, unleſs the proſpect of ſome other good had been
the motive. This holds in all our deſires, benevolent

or ſelfiſh, that there is ſome motive, ſome end inten

ded, diſtinct from the joy of ſucceſs, or the removal of
the pain of deſire; otherways all deſires would be the

moſt fantaſtick things imaginable, equally ardent to
ward any trifle, as toward the greateſt good ; ſince
the joy of ſucceſs, and the removal of the uneaſineſs
of deſire, would be alike in both forts of deſires. " Tis

trifling therefore to ſay that all deſires are ſelfiſh,
becauſe by gratifying them we obtain the joy of fuc

ceſs, and free ourſelvesfrom the uneaſy feelings of die
fire.
Subordinate

III. "Tis owned by all, that many actions, benefi

goodwill is not cial to others, may directly ſpring from ſelfiſh deſires
of rewards, ofreturns of good offices, of honour. One

may ſerve others from fear of unjuſt violence, or of
juſt puniſhment. Nay, from the deſire of our own
happineſs we may have an inward undiſſembled de
fire of another's happineſs, which we conceive to be
the means of our own. Thus, one deſires the ſucceſs

of a partner in managing the common ſtock ; the pro
fperity of any country or ſociety upon which his for
tunes depend ; the advancement of a friend from
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whom we expect promotion; the ſucceſs and good Chap. 3.
1

conduct of a pupil, which may redound to the ho
nour of the maſter or tutor. Theſe real deſires of the

welfare of others may all be fubordinate to one's own
ſelfiſh deſires.

Here 'tis agreed by all, that deſires of the welfare whetherkindaf
of others, ſubordinated to one's deſires of his own feitions
timates are al
worldly advantages, without any other affection, have

nothing virtuous in them . A change of outward cir
cumſtances, without any change of temper, would
raiſe deſires of the adverſity of others, in the ſame
manner. The main queſtion is, whether the affections
reputed benevolent are ſubordinated to ſome finer in

tereſts than worldly advantages, and ultimately ter
minate upon them: or, if there are not kind affecti
ons-ultimately terminating on the good ofothers;and
theſe conſtituted by nature, ( either alone, or perhaps
ſometimes corroborated by ſome views of intereſt.)
the immediate cauſe of moral approbation. Now'tis
plain,
IV. 1. That all hopes or fears from men, whetherthey donotter
about wealth or poverty, honour or infamy, bodily wards from mens
pleaſure or pain, can only be motives to external acti

ons or ſervices, and not to any inward good -will or de
fire of their happineſs; ſinceweall know that our in
ternal affections are hid from others. External deport

ment alone can be the means of obtaining what we
hope from them , or of avoiding what we fear.

2. As ſelf-love can make us deſire only what ap-nor on thoſefrom
pears the means of our own happineſs, one can ſcarce self-approbati
F 2.
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Book I. alledge that even the ſubtileſt intereſts are the ſprings
Vof real good-will to others. If one is aware of the

high pleaſures of ſelf-approbation, ariſing upon con
ſciouſneſs of inward good -will and kind affections,
or is convinced that the Deity will confer rewards ua

pon men of ſuch tempers ; theſe two motives may
make one deſire to have that uſeful ſet of affections,

in order to obtain happineſs. Now, could we by com
mand of the will directly raiſe what affections we de
fire, from theſe motives we would raiſe kind affecti
ons. But a temper or ſet of affections cannot thus be

raiſed . As eſteem cannot be raiſed, by any act of the

will, toward an object in which no excellence appears,
nor fear where there is nothing formidable, nor anger
where there is nothing hurtful, nor pity where there
is no ſuffering, nor gratitude where there has been no

evidence of prior benevolence ; ſo neither can a mind
wholly determined toward ſelfiſh good raiſe in itſelf

kind affections, by a command of its will. The natu

ral cauſe muſt bepreſented before any affection can be
raiſed .
How divine laws

operate to make

If indeed our hearts are fo conſtituted , as the aſſer
tors of diſintereſted affections alledge, that upon pre

men virtuous .

ſenting the ſtate of any ſenſitive beings to our calm
thoughts, when no oppoſition of intereſts or evil dif
poſitions apprehended in them obſtruct the natural

motion of our ſouls, a kind good -will naturally arifes;

then the motives of gaining the nobler pleaſures of
ſelf-approbation, or rewards from God, will incline us
to turn our calm attention to the ſtate of others ; will

Some AFFECTIONS truly DISINTERESTED.
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ſurmount little interfering intereſts, and remove even Chap . 3 .

the obſtacles of anger *. The ſame motives will make
us inquire alſo into all fuch qualities excellencies or
good offices of others as are the natural occaſions of
the warmer and more endearing affections. And thus
it is that the ſanctions of the divine laws can influence
our affections. But,

3.Fromſelf -love we deſire only themeansofourown
happineſs. Now the actualhappineſs of others is nei
ther the cauſe nor means of obtaining ſelf-approbati
on, nor rewards from God . Our hearts approve us;;

and God promiſes rewards to us, not becauſe other3
are in fact happy, but becauſe we have ſuch kind dif

poſitions, and act our parts well in their behalf, whe
ther in the event they are happy or not. Our deſire

therefore of the pleaſure of ſelf-approbation, or of
divine rewards, can only make us deſire to have theſe
affections, and to act a ſuitable part. But theſe affec
tions cannot be directly raiſed by the will: and where

ever they are, they plainly terminate upon the good
of others, as the ultimate end'intended by them ; tho'
in our previous conſultations with ourſelves, or deli
berations about the inward culture of the mind, we

may have reſolved , with a view to our own perfection
* This is the reference to our own high-

« the lower intereſts of this life.” Not that

eft and molt noble enjoymenis and inte reſts, whích ' we ſee made in ſome of the
beſt writings of the antients, and in Lord
Shaftesbury ; “ That, conſcious of the in
“ ward delights and dignity of virtue fur-

.they imagined we can raiſe any new affece
tion , by command of the will,which na
ture had not planted and connected with
its proper cauſes : nor that all generous

affections have private good in view. This

“ paling all other enjoyments, we reſolve notion they oppoſed with th : greateſt zcal
to follow all the noble and generous

« motions of our hearts in oppoſition to

and ſtrength of reaſon ..
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Book I, and ſublimeſt happineſs, to incourage all ſuch affec
cions in ourſelves, and to turn our attention to all

ſuch conſiderations as are naturally apt to raiſe them ;

and to deſpiſe all the mean interfering intereſts of this
preſent world. Theſe generous affections often ope
rate where there have been no ſuch previous delibera
tions and purpoſes of cultivating them ; and where

there have been ſuch purpoſes, ſtill the generous af
fećtion terminates and reſts upon its natural object,
the good of others ; and muſt have had its exiſtence

in the ſoul previous to all deſires and intentions of
cultivating it.
There is nothing ſtrange or unuſual in this that
not ariſe imme
viaily upon ourone ſhould want certain tender generous affections, of
wiſhing to have
love, eſteem , gratitude, picy, repentance for offen
ces ; while yet he earneſtly wiſhes to have them. An

The affeflions do

tbein .

inward temper and a ſet of affections do not ſtart up at
once upon a wiſh or command . Men who have been
careleſs about virtue and piery are often obſerved,

upon approach of danger, and on other occaſions,
heartily wiſhing, from ſelf - love or fear ofpuniſhment,

that they had love and gratitude to God, warm cha
rity and goodwill to their neighbours , meekneſs and

a forgiving temper, and ſorrow for their fins; and yet
they have a diſtreſſing conſciouſneſs that theſe diſpo
ſitions do not ariſe in them. In good men theſe af

fections operate without any intentions of intereſts,
without views of ſelf-approbation , or future rewards.

Nay, are not ſome of theſe kind affections ſtrongeſt
wherewe leaſt expect honour from men, rewards from

Some AFFECTIONS truly DISINTERESTED..
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1

God, or even any conſiderable ſelf-approbation ; as Chap. 3.

the conjugal and parental affections, friendſhip, and

gratitude ? However the want of them is much con
demned, theſe affections are reputed but a lower kind

of virtue, ſome of them ſcarceany virtue at all.
V. Some plead that our moſt generous affections All011s kindoffeli
are not from
are ſubordinate to private intereſt by means of ſympa- sympathy.

thy, which makes thepleaſures and pains, the happi
neſs or miſery of others, the conſtant cauſes of pleafure or pain to ourſelves. We rejoice in feeing others
happy, nay in knowing that they are happy thoʼat a
diſtance. And in like manner we have pain or forrow
from their miſery. To obtain this pleaſure therefore
and to avoid this pain, we have from felf-love, ſay
they, an inward deſire of their happineſs, undiſſem
bled, tho' ſubordinate to our deſire of our own . But

this ſympathy can never account for all kind affecti.
ons, tho 'it is no doubt a natural principle and a beau
tiful part of our conſtitution. Where it operates alone,

it is uniformly proportioned to the diſtrefs or ſuffer
ing beheld or imagined without regard to other cir
cumſtances, whereas our generous affections are in ve

ry different degrees and proportions ; we may have a

weaker good -will to any perſon unknown ; but how
much ſtronger is the affection of gratitude, the love
with eſteem toward a worthy character or intimate
friend, the parental affection ? This ſympathy, if it is
the cauſe of all love,muſt be a very variable diſpoſition,

increaſing upon benefits received ,moralexcellence ob
ſerved, intimacies, and tyes of blood : for the inward
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Book I. good -will, the kind affection, is plainly increaſed by
n

theſe cauſes.

Grant it naturally varied from theſe cauſes, yet this
ſympathy could never account for that immediate ar

dour of love and good -will which breaks forth toward
any character repreſented to us as eminent in moral

excellence, before we have had any thoughts, or made
any inquiries into his ſtate in point of happineſs or
miſery. Suppoſe him in the remoteſt parts of the
earth, or in ſome other planet. Sure we can know the
intention of the ſoul in its purſuits or affections. Is our

own future pleaſure in ſome ſympathetickjoys the ob

ject upon which every kind affection and every friend

ly wiſh terminates? Does parental care, patriotiſm ,
even when it is deliberately ſacrificing life for its coun
try, terminate upon ſome private joy ofits own ? when
and where is it to be obtained only a moment or
two, before death is to carry us off from all human

affairs, and few of us think of knowing the ſtate of
our ſurvivors. Should God intimate to a brave man

that his death is approaching next moment, and that
he ſhould have no longer fellow -feeling with mortals
or memory of them , but that he would grant his laſt

wiſhes about his children, his friends, his country ;
would he not as ardently deſire their proſperity as in

any former period of life, tho' his joyful ſympathetick
imagination would ceaſe next moment ? how will
one account upon this ſcheme for thoſe anxieties, ten
der recommendations, advices, and ardent prayers of

men a-dying for thoſe who were dear to them, tho'
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they are perſuaded that they ſhall preſently be remo- Chap. 3 .
ved from this ſtate and know no more of human af - u
fairs ?

Our compaſſion too toward the diſtreſſed, 'tis plain , Compriſion
jelji, اo ر. not
terminates upon their relief, even when we have no
attention to our own pain . Nor is the termination of
any deſire merely upon the removal of the uncaſineſs
which accompanies it. Thus tho' there may be in na
ture ſome connections of intereſt between us and the
1

objects of our tender affections, yet the affection ter
minates on their good , is previous to this connexion,

and is the cauſe of it. We therefore rejoice in the
1

happineſs of our child, our friend, our country, be
cauſe we previouſlyhad an ultimate good -will to them .
Nor do we therefore love them or with them well be

cauſe we have obſerved that we would derive joy from

their happineſs, and ſorrow from their miſery. Hence
it is that, the ſtronger our previous love and eſteem
was , the greater

fhall our joy be on account of their

happineſs, and our ſorrow for their miſery.
Tiems
Some aftediinte.
This may ſuffice to eſtabliſh that important point, entirely

that our nature is ſuſceptible of affections truly diſin -relea.
tereſted in the ſtricteſt fenſe, and not directly ſubordi

nated to ſelf -love, or aiming at privateintereſt of any
kind. The tyes ofblood, benefits received, moral ex
cellence diſplayed, tho' we apprehend no advantage
redounding to ourſelves from it, are the natural cauſes

of thcſe particular kind affections; many ofthem ariſe
unmerited ; all terminate on the good of others ; and
all of them often operate in the ſoul when it has no
VOL.I.
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Book I. views, or rational ground of hoping for any private
advantage; nay when they are involving it in trouble
and anxiety.

VI. As we obſerved formerly that the particular
axt pafians. motions of the will toward private good are, either the

Cain affilions

calm ſtable affections, or turbulent paflions; fo arc
the particular motions of the generous kind : ſome of

them are calm, fedate, and ſteddy; aiming atthe hap

pineſs of theirobject, whether an individual or a ſo
ciety, attended with no turbulent ſenſations, and on
ly cauſing uneaſineſs when they are defeated in their
intention; others are turbulent,and attended with un
cafy ſenſations. We may proceed further in this
compariſon.
As there is found in the human mind , when it re

unveriod bene.
1581 * ce .

collects itſelf, a calm general determination toward

perſonalhappineſs of thehigheſt kind it has any notion
of; ſo we may find a like principle of a generous kind ..
When upon recollection we preſent to our minds the

notion ofthegreateſtpoſſibleſyſtem of ſenſitive beings,
and the higheſt happineſs it can enjoy, there is alſo a
calm determination to deſire it, abſtracting from any

connection with or ſubferviency to our private enjoy
ment. We ſhall find theſe two grand determinations,
one toward our own greateſt happineís , the other to-

ward the greateſt general good, each independent on:
the other, each capable of ſuch ſtrength as to reſtrain

all the particular affections ofits kind, and keep them
fubordinate to itſelf.
Whether foould

tbe feltlh yield to

But here ariſes a new perplexity in this complex
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ſtructure, where theſe two principles ſcein to draw dif- CHAP. 3 .

ferent ways. Muſt the generous determination, and
all its particular affections, yield to the ſelfiſh onė, and principie orno.
the

benevolent

be under its controll? muſt weindulge their kindmoti

ons ſo far as private intereſt admits and no further ? or
muſt the ſelfiſh yield to the generous ?' or can we ſup
poſe thatin this complex ſyſtem there are two ultimate
principles which may often oppoſe each other, with
out any umpire to reconcile their differences ? or ſhall
we deny any original calm determination toward a

publick intereſt; allowing only a variety of particular

ultimate kind affections; not indeed ariſing from ſelf
love, or directly aiming at private good astheir natu
ral termination, and yet in all our deliberate counſels

about the general tenor of our conduct, ſubjected, in
common with all the particular appetites and paſſions
of the ſelfiſh kind, to the original impulſe in each one

toward his own perfection and happineſs? This laſt
ſeems to be the ſcheme of fomeexcellent authors both
antient and modern .

Toalledge here that,byourreaſon and reflection,we This determi
may ſee what was the intention of God the Authorralsense
of our Nature in this whole fabrick of our affections ;

that he plainly intended the univerſal happineſs, and
that of each individual, as far as it is conſiſtent with

it ; and that this intention ſhould be ourrule: that we

ſhould therefore reſtrain and controll, not only all
ſelfiſh affections, but even all generous particular af
fections, within ſuch bounds as the univerſal intereſt

requires: this is true in fact, but does not remove the
G2

}
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nation of ſoul, from what motive , are we to comply
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with the divine intentions? if from a deſire of reward ,

then the ſelfiſh calm determination is the ſole ultimate

principle of all deliberate counſels in life: if from a

perception of his moral excellence , a deſire of imitat

ing him , and from love and gratitude, then the deſire
of moral excellence muſt be the ſupreme original de
termination. But this deſire of moral excellence, how

ever an original principle, muſt preſuppoſe ſome an
tecedent determinations of the will as its object. And
among theſe there muſt be ſome one in which the fu

preme moral excellence conſiſts, otherways our very
ſenſe and deſire of moral excellence, ſince it may re

commend many particular affections, which may in
terfere with cach other, will again lead us into a new .

labyrinth of perplexity .

The ſolution of theſe dif

ficulties muſt be found by conſidering fully clíaz mo
ral faculty above-mentioned, to which , in the next
place, we proceed ; briefly touching at thoſe reaſons
which ſhew this moral faculty to be an original deter

anination or ſenſe in our nature, not capable of being
referred to other powers of perception.

1
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IV .

Concerning the Moral Senſe, orfaculty of perceiving
moral excellence, and its ſupreme objects.
LTHO ' we have kind affections ultimately aim- The notion of
1. AI
ing at the good ofothers, the ſucceſs ofwhich moralgoodneſsis

is joyful to us , yet our approbation of moral conduct pa:hy
picutireby
sivm
;

is very different from liking it merely as the occaſion
of pleaſure to ourſelves in gratifying theſe kind affeca

tions. As we do not approve all conduct which gives
us this pleaſure, fo we approve ſometimes ſuch con
duct as does not give it; and our approbation of the

good conduct which gives this pleaſure is not propor
tioned to the pleaſure it gives us. Thus many in
ventions, and much art and induſtry which does good
to the perſons or country we love, is not approved as
virtuous: we approve generous attempts tho’ unſuc

ceſsful; we approve the virtues of enemies, which may
hurt the chief objects of our love.We equally approve

the virtues or generous deſigns of good men in for
mer ages toward their contemporaries, or in the re
moteſt nations, toward their countrymen , for whom
our affections are very faint and weak, as if the like

were done to our friends, or country, the objects of
our ſtrongeſt affections.

pleafingour
Again----Tho’the approbation of moral excellencevormoral
fence.
is a grateful action or ſenſation of the mind, 'tis plain

the good approved is not this tendency to give us a

1
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Book I. grateful fenſation. As, in approving a beautiful form ,
we refer the beauty to the object ; wedo not ſay that

it is beautiful becauſe we reap ſome little pleaſure in
vicwing it, but we are pleaſed in viewing it becauſe it

is antecedently beautiful. Thus, when we admire the
virtue of another, the whole excellence, or that quali

ty which by nature we are determined to approve, is
conceived to be in that other; we are pleaſed in the

contemplation becauſe the object is excellent, and the
object is not judged to be therefore excellent becauſe
it gives us pleaſure.
nor that of use.
fulus to the
age!16 ;

II. Much leſs is it the approved ſpecies of virtue,
that it is an affection or action which gives pleaſure

to the agent. It always may indeed givehim pleaſure
upon

reflection, by means of this moral faculty : but

'tis plainly then that we moſt admire the virtue of a

nother when we attend to its labours, dangers, diffi
culties, pains ; and have no thought of any preſent or
future pleaſures of the agent..
'Tis ſtrange that men ſhould be at a loſs to dif
or to the appro
ver ;

cern what fornı, or conception , or ſpecies it is, under
which they approve eſteem or admire their own af

fections and conduct, or that of others; and diſap
prove and condemn the contrary. One would think

it manifeſt that the notion under which one approves
virtue, is neither its tendency to obtain any benefit or
reward to the agent or to the approver. The appro
ver never expects a reward for the virtue of another;
he approves where he ſees no intereſt of his own pro
moted: and he would leſs approve ſuch actions as are

1

1
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beneficent, the more he conſidered them as advanta- Chap. 4.

geous tu the agent, and imagined him influenced by
the views of hisown advantage. Actions are conceived
rewardable becauſe they are good , not good becauſe

they are to be rewarded. Both the ſpectator and the
agent value good actions the more in point of virtuc,
the more expenſive or diſadvantageous they are to the
agent ; and both will diſapprove as immoral ſome'ac
tions which the one will allure to by bribes, and che

other undertake; both conceiving them in this man
ner advantageous.

Now, if direct explicite opinions of tendencies tomor iragination:
the advantage ofthe approver or agent do not raiſe of advantage.

moral approbation, much leſs can weſuppoſe that any
confuſed imaginations, or vague aflociacions of ideas,

about ſuch advantages to the approver or the agent,
can be the form under which virtue is approved.
'Tis alſo obvious that the notion under which we

approve virtue is not its tendency to procure honour.
A proſpect of honour may be a motive to the agent,
at leaſt to external actions: but the tendency of an ac

tion to procure honour cannot make another approve
it, whoderives no honour from it. Our very deſire of

gaining honour, and the diſpoſition in ſpectators to
confer it, muſt preſuppoſe a moral ſenſe in both. And
any views an agent may have to obtain ſelf-approba
tion muſt alſo preſuppoſe a moral ſenſe. We cannot
therefore ſay an action is judged good becauſe it gains
to the agent the pleaſure of ſelf-approbation; but it

gains to him this pleaſure becauſe it was antecedent

1
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Book I. ly good,or had that quality which by the conſtituci
on of this ſenſe we muſt approve. Our preſent que
ſtion is , what is that quality , and how perceived ?
Nct conformity

III. The primary notion under which we approve

10 lats ;

is not merely a conformity to the divine will orlaws.
Weſeriouſlyinquire about the moral goodneſs,juſtice,
holineſs, rectitude, of the Divine Nature itſelf, and

likewiſe of his will or laws ; theſe characters make up
our common praiſes of them . They ſurely mean more

than that his will or laws are conformable to thein

ſelves.This we might aſcribe to an artful impure De
mon. Conformity to his nature is not conformity to
immenſity, eternity, omnipotence. 'Tis conformity

to his goodneſs , holineſs, juſtice. Theſemoralper
fections then muſt be previouſly known, or clſe the
definition by conformity to them is uſeleſs.
nor conformity to
truth .

Neither is the notion of moral goodneſs under

which we approve it well explained by conformity of
affections and actions to truth, reaſon, true propoſiti
.

ons, reaſon of things; as in the common acceptation
theſe characters agree to every object of the mind, a

bout which it judges truly, animate or inanimate, vir
tuous or vicious. Conformity to moral truth, or true
propoſitions about morals, equally belongs to virtue
and vice ; as the mind diſcerns truth about both ;

and , as every true propoſition is conformed to its ob

ject, ſo is the object to the propoſition. If 'tis ſaid
that theſe moral truths intended are only ſuch as ſhew
what actions are good, what we are obliged to do, what

09ght to be done. Theſe words mean nomore than the
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word moral goodneſs; and then thedefinitionisno bet- Char. 4.
ter than this, the moral goodneſs of an action is its
(6

conformity to ſuch true propoſitions as ſhew the
“ action to be good ;" or, good actions are ſuch a
« bout which 'tis true that they are good .”

In general, all deſcriptions of moral goodneſs by

conformity to reaſon if we examine them well, muſt
lead us to ſome immediate original ſenſe or determi
nation of our nature. All reaſons exciting to an ac
tion will lead us to ſome original affection or inſtinct

of will ; and all juſtifying reaſons, or ſuch as ſhew an
action to be good, will at laſt lead us to ſome origi
nal ſenſe or power of perception .
In like manner all deſcriptions of it by fitneſs, coil or fitneſs, casio

gruity, agreement, muſt lead us to theſe original de- gruity,Go
terminations. The fitneſs of means or ſubordinate
ends, does not prove them to be good, unleſs the ulti
mate end be good. Now fitneſs of an end truly ulti

mate muſt be an abſurd expreſſion; as it is referred
to nothing, or is fit for nothing further. All ultimate

ends are ſetled by ſome of the original determinati
ons of our nature.* .

”Tis in vain here to alledge inſtruction, education,
cuſtom , or aſſociation of ideas as the original ofmoral

approbation. Astheſecan give nonewſenſes, let us exa
mine whatthe opinion or what the notionis upon which
we approve, and to what ſenſe it belongs, whatever
way the notion may have been conjoined, or whatever
* A compleat examination of theſe cha- preſent deſign ; we muſt therefore refer to
racters would call us off too much from the ) the illuſtrations on the moral ſenſe.
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Book 1. have been the cauſes of our getting this opinion that
ſuch a quality is inherent in or connected with the
action and this will lead us to an original principle.
IV. There is therefore, as each one by cloſe at

There is a mo
zad lense.

tention and reflection may convince himſelf, a natu
ral and immediate determination to approve certain
affections,and actions conſequent upon them ; or a na
tural ſenſe of immediate excellence in them, not refer

red to any other quality perceivable by our other ſen
fes or by reaſoning. When we call this determination

a ſenſe or inftinet, we are not ſuppoſing it of that low

kind dependent on bodily organs, fuch as even the
brutes have. It may be a conſtant ſetled determinati

on in the ſoul itſelf, as much as our powers ofjudging
and reaſoning. And 'tis pretty plain that reaſon is on
ly a ſubſervient power to our ultimate determinations
either of perception or will. The ultimate end is ſetled

byſomeſenſe, andſome determination ofwill : by ſome
fenſe we enjoy happineſs, and ſelf - love determines to

it without reaſoning. Reafon can only direct to the
means; or compare two ends previouſly conſtituted

by ſome other immediate powers.
This plainly a

In other animal-kinds each one has inſtincts to

zalogous to other
parts of nature .

ward its proper action , and has the higheſt enjoyment

in following them, even with toil and ſome pain. Can
we fuppoſe mankind void ofſuch principles ? asbrutes
feem not to reflect on their own temper and actions,

orthat of others, they may feel no more than preſent
delight in following their impulſes. But in men , who
canmake their own tempers and conduct the ab
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jects of reflection, the analogy of nature would make Chap. 4.
one expect a ſenſe, a reliſh about them, as well as a

bout other objects. Toeach of our powers we ſeem to
have a correſponding taſte or ſenſe, recommending

the proper uſe of it to the agent, and making him re

1

liſh or value the like exerciſe of it by another. This

we ſee as to the powers of voice, of imitation, de

ſigning, or machinery, motion, reaſoning; there is a
ſenſe diſcerning and recommending the proper exer
ciſe of them. It would be anomalous in our ſtruc

ture if we had no reliſh or taſte for powers and acti

ons of yet greater importance; if a ſpecies of which

i

each one is naturally capable of very contrary affecti

ons toward its fellows, and ofconſequent actions, each
one alſo requiring a conſtant intercourſe of actions

with them, and dependant on them for his ſubſiſtence,
had not an immediate reliſh for ſuch affections and

actions as the intereſt of the ſyſtem requires. Shall an
immediate ſenſe recommend the proper uſe of the in
ferior powers, and yet ſhall we allow no natural re
liſh for that of the ſuperior ?
V. As ſome others of our immediate perceptive Thisſenſe re

powers are capable of culture and improvement, ſo is and improves
this moral ſenſe, without preſuppoſing any reference ment.
to a ſuperior power of reaſon to which their percepti
ons are to be referred . We once had pleaſure in the
ſimple artleſs tunes of the vulgar. We indulge our
ſelves in muſick; we meet with finer and more com

plex compoſitions. In theſe we find a pleaſure much
higher, and begin to deſpiſe what formerly pleaſed us.
H

2

1
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Book I. A judge, from the motions of pity, gets many crimi
nals acquitted : we approve this ſweet tenderneſs of

heart. But we find that violence and outrages abound;
the fober, juſt, and induſtrious are plagued, and have
no ſecurity. A more extenſive view of a publick in
tereſt ſhews ſome ſorts of pity to occaſion more exten

ſive miſery, than ariſes from a ſtrict execution of juf
tice. Pity of itſelf never appears deformed; but a

more extenſive affection , a love to ſociety, a zeal to

promote generalhappineſs, is a more lovely principle,
and the want of this renders a character deformed .

This only ſhews, what we ſhall preſently confirm , that
among the ſeveral affections approved there are ma
ny degrees : ſome much more lovely than others. 'Tis
thus alone we correct any apparent diſorders in this

moral faculty,even as we correct ourreaſonitſelf. As we
improve and correct a low taſte for harmony by enur

ing the ear to finer compoſitions; a low taſte for beau
ty, by preſenting the finer works, which yield an high
er płeaſure; ſo we improve our moral taſte by preſent
ing larger ſyſtems to our mind, and more extenſive
affections toward them ; and thus finer objects are ex

hibited to the moral faculty, which it will approve,
even when theſe affections oppoſe the effect of ſome

narrower affections, which conſidered by themſelves
would be truly lovely. No need here of reference to

an higher power of perception, or to reaſon.
Is not our reaſon itſelf alſo often wrong, when we

raſhly conclude from imperfect or partial evidence ?
muſt there be an higher power too to correct our rca

.
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fon ? no; preſenting more fully all the evidence on CHAP.4.
both ſides, by ſerious attention, or the beſt exerciſe

of the reaſoning power, corrects the haſty judgment.
Juſt ſo in the moral perceptions .
VI. This moral ſenſe from its very nature appears the moralſenſe
dejtined to go

to be deſigned for regulating and controlling all our
powers. This dignity and commanding nature we powers.
are immediatly conſcious of, as we are conſcious of

vern our other

the power itſelf. Nor can ſuch matters of immediate

feeling *be otherways proved but by appeals to our

hearts. * It does noteſtimate the good it recommends
as merely differing in degree, tho' of the ſame kind
with other advantages recommended by other ſenſes,
ſo as to allow us to practiſe ſmaller moral evils acknow

ledged to remain ſuch , in order to obtain ſome great

advantages of other forts; or to omit what we judge
in the preſent caſe to be our duty or morally good,

that we may decline great evils of another fort. But as
we immediatly perceivethe difference in kind, and that
thedignity of enjoyment from fine poetry, painting,
or from knowledge is ſuperior to the pleaſures of the

palate, were they never fo delicate ; ſo we immediatly
diſcern moral good to be ſuperior in kind and dig

nity to all others which are perceived by the other per
ceptive powers.
In all other grateful perceptions, the leſs we ſhall
reliſh our ſtate, the greater ſacrifice we have made of
* Thus the Stoick in Cicero de Fin . aeſtimatio genere valet, non magnitudine ..
I. ï . c. 10. Bonum hoc, de quo agimus, ejl
- Alia eſt aclimatio virtutis , quae gene

illud quidem plurimi aeftimandum, fed ea Iré, non creſcendo valet.

1
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Book I. inferior enjoyments to the ſuperior; and our ſenſe of
the ſuperior, after the firſt flutter of joy in our ſucceſs
is over, is not a whit increaſed by any ſacrifice we have

made to it : nay in the judgment ofſpectators, the ſu

perior enjoyment, or our ſtate at leaſt, is generally
counted the worſe on this account, and our conduct
the leſs reliſhed. Thus in facrificing eaſe, or health,
or pleaſure, to wealth, power, or even to the ingenious

arts;their pleaſures gain no dignity by that means; and
the conduct is not more alluring to others. But inmo
ral good, the greater the neceſſary ſacrifice was which
wasmadeto it,themoral excellenceincreaſes the more,

and is the more approved by the agent, more admired
by ſpectators, and the more they are rouſed to imitati
on. By this ſenſe the heart can not only approve itſelf

in facrificing every other gratification to moral good
neſs, but have the higheſt ſelf-enjoyment, and appro

bation of its own diſpoſition in doing fo : which plain
ly ſhews this moral ſenſe to be naturally deſtined to
command all the other powers .
The chief oljeils

VII. Let us next conſider the ſeveral powers or dif

of approbation

are kind afili- poſitionsapproved or diſapproved by this faculty.And
here ' tis plain that the primary objects of this faculty
ons .

are the affections of the will, and that the ſeveral af

fections which are approved, tho' in very different de
grees, yet all agree in one general character, of ten
dency to the happineſs of others, and to the moral

perfection of the mind poſſeſſing them. No actions,
however in fact beneficial to ſociety, are approved as

1

virtuous if they are imagined to flow fromno inward

by the MORAL SENSE.
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good -will to any perſon ,or from ſuch diſpoſitions as Chap.4.
do not naturallyſuppoſe good -will in the agent, or
aț leaſt exclude the higheſt ſelfiſhneſs. The deſires of
glory, or even of rewards in a future ſtate, were they

ſuppoſed the fole affections moving an agent in the
moſt beneficial fervices,without any love to God,eſteem

of his moral excellencies, gratitude to him , or good
will to men,

would not obtain our approbation as mo

rally good diſpoſitions: and yet a firm belief of future

happineſs to be obtained by Divine appointment , u
pon our doing beneficent actions, might be as ſteddy
and effectual a cauſe of or motive to ſuch actions as

any other. But mere deſire of one's own happineſs,
without anylove to God, or man, is never the object
of approbation. This itſelf may ſhew us how diſtinct

moral approbation is from a perſuaſion of the ten
dency ofactions to the intereſt of the approver, ſince

he might hope equally great advantages from ſucha

ſteddy intereſted diſpoſition to actions in fact benefi
cent, as from any kind affection .
eviderit
That ſome ſort of benevolent affections, or fome fromThisexperience.

diſpoſitions imagined to be connected with them, are
the natural objects of approbation ; and the oppoſite

affections, or the want of the kind ones, the objects
of condemnation , will be plain from almoſt all our
reaſonings in praiſing or cenſuring, applauding or con
demning the characters and actions of mankind. We
point out ſome kind or beneficent intention, or ſome
beneficent purpoſes propoſed by the agent in what we

praiſe, or would vindicate from cenſure. We thew

1
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approved in ſeveral Degrees
o
n
s to others, either intended or
Book I. fome detriment enſuing
Wknown, or what eaſily might have been known by one

who had any tender regard for the intereſts of others,
as the evidence either of ill-nature in the agent, or
fuch ſelfiſhneſs, or ſuch ſelfiſh paſſions as over-power
all kindneſs and humanity.
y
3 decenc and
VIII. There is a plain gradation in the objects of
o dignity diſtinct
Irum virtue. our approbation and condemnation, from the indif

ferent ſet of actions afcending to the higheſt virtue,
or deſcending to the loweſt vice. It is not eaſy to ſetle
exactly the ſeveral intermediate ſteps in due order,
but the higheſt and loweſt arc manifeſt. The indiffe
rent affections and actions are ſuch as purſue the in
nocent advantages of the agent without any detriment
to ſociety, and yet without any reference made by the

agent to any good ofothers. Such are the neceſſary and

>

moderate gratifications of appetite, and many trifling
actions. To explain the different degrees, wemuſt ob
ſerve, what was hinted at formerly, that beſide the mo
ral approbation of virtue, there is alſo another reliſh or
ſenſe of a certain dignity or decency in many diſpoſi
tions and actions not conceived as virtuous . Thus we

value the purſuits of the ingenious arts, and of know
ledge , nay even ſome bodily perfections, ſuch as
ſtrength and agility, more than mere brutal ſenſuali
ty. We in like manner value more in another activi

ty, patience of labour, fagacity, and ſpirit in buſineſs,
provided they are not injurious, tho’we conceive them

ſolely exerciſed for his own promotion to wealth and
honour, than a lazy inactive indolence.

1
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by the Moral SENSE.

The calm deſire of private good, tho' it is not ap- Chap. 4.
proved as virtue, yet it is far from being condemned
as vice. And none of the truly natural and ſelfiſh ap-. Qualities nei
cor.
virtue,nor
petites and paſſions are of themſelves condemned as demne
d as vice
evil, when they are within certain bounds, even tho’

they are not referred by the agent to any publick in
tereſt. It was neceſſary for the general good that all

.

1

ſuch affections ſhould be implanted in our ſpecies; and
therefore it would have been utterly unnatural to

have made them matter of diſapprobation even while
they were not hurtful. Nay, as theſe ſelfiſh affections

are aiming at an end neceſſary to the general good,
to wit thegood of each individual, and as the abilities
of gratifying them are powers which may be very

ufe

fully employed in ſubſerviency to the moſt generous

affections, it was highly proper and benign in the Au
thor of Nature to invite us to the culture of theſe

powers by an immediate reliſh for them wherever we
obſerve them, in ourſelves or in others ; tho this re

liſh is plainly different from moral approbation .

We all have by conſciouſneſs and experience a no
tion of the human conſtitution, and of a certain pro

portion of affections requiſite to an innocent cha
The ſelfiſh affections are then only diſap
proved when we imagine them beyond that inno

racter.

cent proportion, ſo asto exclude or over -power the

amiable affections, and engroſs the mind wholly to
the purpoſes of ſelfiſhneſs, or even to obſtruct the pro
per degree ofthe generous affectionsin the ſtation and
circumſtances of the agent .
Vol . I.
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IX. But there is another ſet of diſpoſitions and abi
lities ſtill of a finer nature, tho' diſtinct from both
Degrees of vir
sae;firstfomea-the calm univerſal benevolence and the particular
Bilities and dialookind affections; which however are naturally connec
Book I.

froin kind affic. ted with ſuch affections, natural evidences of them,
and plainly inconſiſtent with the higheſt ſorts of ſel
fiſhneſs and ſenſuality; and theſe ſeem immediate ob

jects ofthe moralſenſe, tho' perhaps not the higheſt.
They feem to be approved immediatly, even before
we think of this connexion with diſintereſted affecti

ons, or imagine directly that the agent is referring
them to beneficent purpoſes. Of theſe moral dif

poſitions there are ſeveral forts, all immediatly ap
proved, unleſs the mind directly diſcerns that they are
employed in vicious purpoſes. Thus is fortitude ap
proved, as it imports that ſomething moral is more
valued than life, and as plainly inconſiſtent with the
higheſt ſelfiſhneſs: if indeed it be ſeen employed in ra
pine, and merely ſelfiſh purpofes, fuch as thoſe of luſt
or avarice, it becomes the object of horror. Candour,
and opennefs of mind, and ſincerity, can ſcarce ever be
unattended with a kind honeſt heart; as 'tis virtue

and innocence alone which need no diſguiſe. And
theſe diſpoſitions too are immediatly approved , per
haps before we think of this connexion ; ſo is alſo a
ſtedfaſt principle of veracity whenever we ſpeak .
Then veracity
às approved.

I know not if Cicero's account of this be exact;
.

“ that we naturally deſire knowledge, and are averſe
“ to ignorance, and error, and being deceived ; and
1

" thence reliſh theſe diſpoſitions which are the natu
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- ral means of knowledge, and the preſervatives a- Cap. 4.
gainſt deceptions.” Veracity ſeems to be immediat

ly and ſtrongly approved, and that from our infancy;
as we ſee the firſtnatural impulſe of the young mind
is to ſpeak truth, till by experiencing ſome inconvenien
cies itis taught to counteract thenatural impulſe. One
needs not mention here courteſy and good manners :

they are the very dreſs of virtue, the direct profeſſion

ofkindaffections, and are thus approved. As all theſe
abilities and diſpoſitions are of great importance in
life, highly beneficial to mankind when exerted in

conſequence of kind affections, and are naturally con.
nected with them, or exclude the oppoſite extreme,'tis

with the higheſt goodneſs and wiſdom that they are
immediatly recommended to our approbation by the
conſtitution ofour moral faculty.
But of all ſuch diſpoſitions of our nature, different deſire
The relin
an:
of moral
from all our kind affections, none is ſo nearly connec- excellence.
ted with them , none ſo natural an evidence of them,

noneſo immediatly and neceſſarilyſubſervient to them ,
as an acute moral ſenſe itſelf, a ſtrong deſire of mo
ral excellence, with an high reliſh ofit wherever it is
obſerved . We do not call the power or ſenſe itſelf vir

tuous ; but the having this ſenſe in an high degree na

turally raiſes a ſtrong deſire of having allgenerous af
fections; it ſurmounts all the little obſtacles to them,
and determines the mind to uſe all the natural means

of raiſing them. Now, as the mind can make any of

its own powers the object of its reflex contemplation,
this high ſenſe of moral excellence is approved above
I 2

)
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Book I. all other abilities. And the conſequent deſire of mo
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ral excellence, the conſequent ſtrong love, eſteem , and
good-will to the perſons where it is found, are imme

diatly approved, as moſt amiable affections, and the
higheſt virtues.
The degrees re

X. Having premiſed theſe conſiderations, we may
obſerve the following degrees ofapprobation, as they

cited.

ariſe above what is merely indifferent.

1. One may rank in the firſt ſtep, as the object of

Cortuin abilities

of dignity. ſome ſort of eſteem or good liking, the exerciſe even
of thoſe more manly powers, which have no neceſſa

ry or natural connexion with virtue, but ſhew a taſte
above ſenſuality and the lower ſelfiſhneſs : ſuch as the
purſuits of the ingenious arts, of the elegance oflife;
and ſpeculative ſciences. Every one ſees a dignity in

theſe pleaſures, and muſt reliſh the deſires of them ;
and indeed they are far leſs oppoſite to virtue, or the
publick intereſt, than keen taſtes or appetites of a

.
.

lower kind .

2. 'Tis plain however, that our moral ſenſe puts a

much higher value upon abilities and diſpoſitions im
mediatlyconnected with virtuous affections,and which
exclude the worſt ſorts of ſelfiſhneſs. Thus candour;

veracity, fortitude, and a ſtrong ſenſe of honour, have
a moral eſtimation above other abilities.
Calm kind affec

But to come to the more immediate objects of
proved than moral approbation, the kind affections themſelves ;
Pilions.
'tis certain that, among affections of equal extent, we
more approve the calm ſtable reſolute purpoſes of
3.

tions more ap

heart, than the turbulent and paſſionate. And that,

1
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of affections in this reſpect alike, we more approve Chap.4.
thoſe which are more extenſive, and leſs approve yExtenjive more
thoſe which are more confined. Thus, the ſtable con- approvedthan
the narrow .

jugal and parental love, or the reſolute calm purpoſe
of promoting the true happineſs of perſons thus rela
ted to us, is preferable to the turbulent paſſionate dif
poſitions of tenderneſs. And the love of a ſociety, a

country, is more excellent than domeſtick affections.
We ſee plainly the ſuperior dignity in theſe caſes from

this, that, notwithſtanding the ſtruggle felt in our
breaſts, and the oppoſition made by the paſſionate or
more limited affections, yet, when we reſolutely fol

low the calm and extenſive notwithſtanding of this
oppoſition, the foul in its calmeſt hours and moſt de
liberate reflections approves of its own conduct; and
fcarce ever fails to approve the like conduct in others
at once ; as in the caſe of others its paſſions are not
raiſed to give oppoſition. On the contrary, when we
have yielded to the paſſion or the limited affection, in

oppoſition to the calm or more extenſive principle,
the ſoul upon reflection is diſſatisfied with itſelf, and
at firſt view it condemns the like conduct in others.

That diſpoſition therefore which is moſt excellent, Thecbiefmoral

and naturally gains the higheſt moral approbation, isverfulgood-wil,
che calm, ſtable, univerſal good -will to all, or the moſt
extenſive benevolence. And this ſeems the moſt di

ſtinct notion we can form of the moral excellency of
the Deity .

Another diſpoſition inſeparable from this in men , and love ofthis
and probably in all beings who are capable ofſuch ex - afection.

1
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Boos I. tenſive affection, is the reliſh or approbation of this
affection, and a naturally conſequent deſire of this,
moral excellence, and an eſteem and good -will of an
higher kind to all in whom it is found. This love of
moral excellence is alſo an high object of approbati
on, when we find it in ourſelves by reflection, or ob

ſerve it in another. It is a pretty different affection
from benevolence or the deſire of communicating
happineſs; and is as it were in another order of affec
tions; ſo that one cannot well determine whether it

can be compared with the other. It ſeems co-ordinate,

and the higheſt poſſible of that kind; neverin oppofi
tion to benevolence, nay always conſpiring with and
aſſiſting it. This deſire of moral excellence, and love
to the mind where it reſides, with the conſequent acts

of eſteem , veneration, truſt, and reſignation, are the
eſſence of true piety toward God.

We never ſpeak of benevolence toward God ; as

that word carries with it ſome ſuppoſal of indigence,
or want of ſome good, in the object. And yet, as we
have benevolence toward a friend when he may need
our aſliſtance; ſo, the ſame emotion of foul, or the
ſame diſpoſition toward him , ſhall remain when he is
raiſed to the beſt ſtate we can wiſh ; and it then exerts

itſelf in congratulation, or rejoicing in his happineſs.
In this manner may our ſouls be affected toward the

Deity, without any ſuppoſition of his indigence, by
the higheſt joy and complacence in his abſolute hap
pineſs.
The degrees of
vie.

XI. 'Tis eaſy to obſerve the like gradation from the
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indifferent ſtate of the ſoul through the ſeveral de- Chap. 4 .

grees of moral turpitude. The firſtmay be the want
of theſe more reputable abilities; whichindeedimplies

1

no evil affection, and yet plainly makes a character
deſpicable, tho' not immoral. Thus we diſlike the
imprudent conduct of any man with reſpect to his
own intereſt, without thinking of any detriment to
ariſe to fociety from it. Thus negligence, raſhneſs,
floth, indolence, are naturally diſliked, abſtracting

6

from their effects upon ſociety. So is a mind inſen

ſible to the more manly pleaſures of arts and genius.
When indeed imprudent conduct, in point of private
intereſt , is conſidered alſo as affecting a publick, or
ſome other perſons than the agent, whoſe intereſts he
ought to have regarded, as it generally does ; then it
may be matter of high moral condemnation and re

!

morſe: ſo may the meanneſs ofour talents or abilities,
1

when occaſioned by our immoderate ſloth and ſenſua

lity, and a defect of generous affections.
1. The objects of the gentleſt moral diſapprobati- several degrees
on or cenſure are thoſe caſes “ where one in gratify
recited .

ing ſome lovely narrower affection has inadvertent
“ ly omitted what would have moſt tended to the

publick good .” Such is the promoting a good friend
or benefactorin oppoſition to a competitor of ſuperi
or merit and abilities. The preferring, in ſuch caſes, a

leſs worthy friend to one's ſelf, may be cenſured in
deed as a want of due proportion among theſe lovely af
fections, when a more extenſive one yields to the more

limited; but the moral beauty of ſome limited affećti

1
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Book I. ons is ſo great that we readily overlook fome defects
in the more extenſive.

The ſame is the caſe if one

has ſerved a friend at a trouble or expence to himſelf

much above the value of the good he has done his
friend; perhaps too incapacitating himſelffor ſome wi
fer ſervices hereafter. Where indeed one preferred to

himſelf a friend of equal merit, the publick intereſt
is as well promoted this way, and a beautiful affecti

1

on of friendſhip is diſplayed. And yet the contrary
conduct,when there are no ſpecial circumſtances plead
ing for a friend , could not be cenſured as immoral.

2. Other objects oflighter cenſure are thoſe actions
detrimental to the publick which a perſon is forced
to do to avoid death torture or ſlavery; when yet the
publick detriment is ſtill greater than thoſe evils he
avoids. Here the agent may have noill-will; nay may
have many generousaffections,tho’not of that heroick
ſtrength which the moral ſenſe would recommend.

Theguilt is exceedinglyextenuated by the greatneſsof
the temptation, which few have ſufficient ſtrength of
foul to reſiſt. In order to retain the character of inno

cence, we expect, not only the abſence of all malicious

diſpoſitions,but many good affections, and thoſe too
of an extenſive nature ; with much caution about the

intereſts of others. The preciſe degrees cannot well

be determined ; nor is it neceſſary. But the ſtronger
and the more extenſive the generous affections are, fo
much the better is the temper ; the lower they are,
and the more that any oppoſite or narrower ones pre

1

xail againſt them , ſo much the temper is the worſe.
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' Tis our buſineſs to aim at the higheſt moral excel- Chap . 4.
lence, and not content ourſelves with merely avoiding

infamy or cenſure.

3. Another degree of vice are the ſudden paſſionate
motions of anger, reſentment, and ill-will, upon pro
vocation either falſely apprehended, or aggravated be

yond any real ground. Such paſſions when they lead
to injury arevicious, tho'notin the higheſt degree.
When indeed by indulgence they turn into habitual

rancour and ſettled malice or revenge, they form a
moſt odious character.

4. A more deformed ſort of vice is when the ſelfiſh

paſſions and ſenſual appetites lead men into like inju
ries . Theſe are worſe excuſes and weaker extenuati

ons of guilt than the angry paſſions.
5. A degree more deformed is when calm ſelfiſh

neſs raiſes deliberate purpoſes of injury known to be
ſuch . In theſe caſes the moral faculty muſt be quite
over-powered, and deprived of all its natural force in

the ſoul, and ſo muſtall humanity. The like is the caſe
when men from mere felfiſhneſs, without any grievous

temptation, or without any motives of publick inte
reſt, counteract their moral ſentiments by falſehood,

treachery, ingratitude, a neglect of honour, or low

cowardice dreading to loſe ſome poſitive advantages,
even while there is no ſuch evil impending as could
much affect a brave and good man.
6. In this claſs, or rather in a worſe one, we muſt

rank impiety, or the want of all due affections to the

Deity, when he is known and conceived to be good,
Vol . I.
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Book I. Our moral faculty muſt be ſtrangely alleep where the
U deſire of knowing the Supreme Excellence is a-want
ing, or love to it when it is known : or where there is
no care to cultivate devout affections of gratitude
where there have been the greateſt benefits received,
and where they are repeated every moment .

There is a diſpoſicion ſtill worſe, conceivable in the
abſtract, but ſcarce incident to mankind , or the crea

tures of a good Deity ; a fixed unprovoked original
malice, or a deſire of the miſery of others for itſelf,

without any motives of intereſt.
The moral ſenſe
reduces all our

XII. Without a diſtinct conſideration of this moral

cwers into or faculty, a ſpecies endued with ſuch a variety of ſenſes,
and of deſires frequently interfering, muſt appear a
complex confuſed fabrick, without any order or re

gular conſiſtent deſign. By means of it, all is capable
of harmony, and all its powers may conſpire in one di
rection, and be conſiſtent with each other. 'Tis al

ready proved that we are capable of many generous
affections ultimately terminating on the good of o
thers, neither ariſing from any ſelfiſh view, nor termi

nating on private good. This moral faculty plainly
Thews that we are alſo capable of a calm fettled uni

verſal benevolence , and that this is deſtined, as the ſu

preme determination ofthe generous kind,to govern
and controll our particular generous as well asſelfiſh
affections; as the heart muſt entirely approve its do
ing thus in its calmeſt reflections : even as in the order

of ſelfiſh affections, ourſelf-love, or our calm regard
to the gre..ceſt private intereſt controlls our particu

1
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lar ſelfiſh paſſions; and the heart is ſatisfied in its do- Chap.4.
ing ſo.
To acknowledge the ſeveral generous ultimate af- notCalmthe felf-love
fpreine
fections of a limited kind to be natural, and yet mainprinciple.

tain that we have no general controlling principle
but ſelf-love, which indulges or checks the generous
affections as they conduce to, or oppoſe, our own no

bleſt intereſt; ſometimes allowing theſe kind affecti
ons their full exerciſe, becauſe of that high enjoyment

we expect to ourſelves in gratifying them ; at other
times checking them , when their gratification does
not over -ballance the loſs we may ſuſtain by it ; is a

ſcheme which brings indeed all the powers of the
mind into one direction by means of the reference

made of them all to the calm deſire of our own hap

pineſs, in our previous deliberations about our con
duct: and it may be juſtly alledged that the Author
of Nature has made a connexion in the event at laſt

between our gratifying our generous affections, and
our own higheſt intereſt. But the feelings of our heart,
reaſon, and hiſtory, revolt againſt this account : which
ſeems however to have been maintained by excellent
authors and ſtrenuous defenders of the cauſe of virtue.
1

This connexion of our own higheſt intereſts with

the gratifying our generous affections, in many caſes
is imperceptible to the mind ; and the kind heart acts

from its generous impulſe, not thinking of its own in
tereſt. Nay all its own intereſts have ſometimes ap
peared to it as oppoſite to, and inconſiſtent with the

generous part, in which it perſiſted. Now were there
K 2
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Book I. no other calm original determination of ſoulbut that
toward one's own intereſt, that man muſt be appro

ved intirely who ſteadily purſues his own happineſs, in

oppoſition to all kind affections and all publick in
tereſt. That which is the ſole calm determination ,

muſtjuſtify every action in conſequence of it, however
oppoſite to particular kind affections. If it be faid

" that 'tis a miſtake to imagine our intereſt oppoſite

“ to them while there is a good providence :” grant it
to be a miſtake; this is only a defect of reaſoning: but

that diſpoſition of mind muft upon this ſcheme be ap
proved which coolly ſacrifices the intereſt of the uni
verſe to its own intereſt . This is plainly contrary to
the feelings of our hearts.

1
1

Acider ulti

Can that be deemed the ſole ultimate determinati

ate determina

zion
of will to-on , the fole ultimate end, which the mind in the ex
Ward publick

erciſe of its nobleſt powers can calmly reſolve, with
inward approbation , deliberately to counteract? are

1

there not inſtances of men who have voluntarily ſacri
ficed their lives, without thinking of any other ſtate
ofexiſtence, for the ſake of their friends or their coun
temp
heart approve this te
mper
er and
try? does not every heart

conduct , and admire it the more , the leſs preſumpti
on there is of the love of glory and poſtumous fame,
or of any ſublimer private intereſt mixing itſelf with
the generous affection does not the admiration riſe
higher , the more deliberately ſuch reſolutions are for
med and executed ? all this is unqueſtionably true ,
and yet would be abſurd and impollible if ſelf- intereſt

of any kind is the ſole ultimate termination of all

1
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calm deſire. There is therefore another ultimate de- CHAP.4.
termination which our ſouls are capable of, deſtined to u

be alſo an original ſpring of the calmeſt and moſt deli
berate purpoſes of action ; a deſire of communicating

happineſs, an ultimate good-will, not referred to any
private intereſt, and often operating without ſuch re
ference.

In thoſe caſes where ſome inconſiſtency appears be Which the mos
tween theſe two determinations , the moral faculty at ralfaculty poems

once points out and recommends the glorious the a-trollallothers.
miable part ; not by ſuggeſting proſpects of future in

1
1

tereſts of a ſublime ſort by pleaſures of ſelf-approba

tion, or of praiſe. It recommends the generous part

1

by an immediate undefinable perception; it approves
the kind ardour of the heart in the facrificing even
life itſelf, and that even in thoſe who have no hopes
of ſurviving, or no attention to a future life in ano

!

ther world . And thus, where the moral ſenſe is in its

full vigour, it makes the generous determination to
publick happineſs the ſupreme one in the ſoul, with

that commanding power which it is naturally deſtin
ed to exerciſe.

It muſt be obvious we are not ſpeaking here of the
ordinary condition of mankind, as if theſe calm de

terminations were generally exerciſed, and habitual
ly controlled the particular paſſions; but of the con
dition our nature can be raiſed to by due culture; and

of the principles which may and ought to operate,
when by attention we preſent to our minds the ob
jects or repreſentations fit to excite them . Doubtleſs

1
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Book I. ſome good men have exerciſed in life only the parti
cular kind affections, and found a conſtant approba
tion of them , without either the moſt extenſive views

of the whole ſyſtem, or the moſt univerſal benevolence.
Scarce any of the vicious have ever conſidered where

in it is that their higheſt private happineſs conſiſts,
and in conſequence of it excrted the calm rational

ſelf -love; butmerely follow inconſiderately the ſelliſh
appetites and affections. Much leſs have all good
men made actual references of all private or generous
affections to the extenſive benevolence, tho' the mind
can make them ; or bad men made references of all
Comparing ,rea
soning, laws, re
ligion , ſtill ne
ce'ary,

their affections to calm ſelf-love.
XIII. But as the ſelfiſh principles are very ſtrong,

and by cuſtom , by early and frequent indulgences, and
other cauſes , are raiſed in the greateſt part of men

above their due proportion, while the generous prin
ciples are little cultivated, and the moral ſenſe often

aſicep ; our powers of reaſoning and comparing the ſe
veral enjoyments whichour natureis capable of,thatwe
may diſcover which of them are of greateſt conſequence
to our happineſs; our capacity, by reaſoning, of arri

ving to the knowledgeofa Governing Mind preſiding
in this world, and of a moral adminiſtration , are of

the higheſt conſequence, and neceſſity to preſerve our
affections in a juſt order, and to corroborate our moral
faculty: as by ſuch reaſoning and reflection we may dif
cover a perfect conſiſtency of all the generous motions
of the foul with private intereſt, and find out a cer

tain tenor of life and action the moſt effectually ſub
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fervient to both theſe determinations. This ſhall be Chap. 5.

the ſubject of ſome following chapters, after we ſhall
have ſubjoined ſome further confirmation of theſe
moral principles, from the ſenſe of honour ; and ob

ſerved the univerſality ofboth, and how far they ſeem
uniform principles in our ſpecies.
CH A P. V.

The Senſe of Honour and Shame explained. The uni
verſal influence of the Moral Senſe, and that of
Honour,and their uniformity.

I. IF we conſult our own feelings we muſt acknow- Senfe ofhonour
ledge that as there are certain affections and acti-principle.
ons which we naturally approve, and eſteem ,and praiſe,
fo there is an immediate grateful ſenſation felt when

we are approved and praiſed by others, and generally
a moſt uneaſy one when we are cenſured ; without the

expectation of any other advantages or diſadvantages
which may thence accrue to us . A more diſtinct con
ſideration of this ſenſe ofhonour and ſhame will much

confirm the preceding account of our moral faculty.

They who refer all the motionsof the heart to ai praledfrom
private intereſt, and would reduce all our perceptive for you
powers to a very ſmall number, by one artful refe

rence or another, depart exceedingly from nature in
their accounts of thoſe determinacions about honour

and íhame, which are acknowledged to appear uni
verſally among men .

!
1
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The SENSE OF HONOUR

They tell us“ our honouring a man is merely reput
“ ing him uſeful to us either explicitely, and thus we
“ honour the generous and beneficent, with whom we

“ have intercourſe, and by whoſe offices we are profi
“ ted ; or implicitely, and by ſome confuſed imagina
« tions, and thus we honour heroes who lived in prior

ages, or remote nations, imagining they are our
66

contemporaries or countrymen ; or thinking that
“ they would be very uſeful to us if we had intercourſe
“ with them. And thus our eſteem is only an opini
“ on of a character or conduct as uſeful to us, and a
66

liking it on this account.” And, ſay they, “ we de

“ ſire to be honoured, or reputed uſeful to others, not
“ from an immediate ſenſation, but becauſe we know
“ that men are ſtudious of ſerving ſuch as they ho
nour and repute uſeful to them ; nor indeed from
“ ultimate love to them , but as a further allurement

“ to continue thus uſeful; and we, in hopes of ſuch
“ ſervices from thoſe to whom we are reputed uſe

ful, deſire to obtain this reputation of being uſeful
“ to others.” "Tis a pain to dwell upon ſuch ſchemes
as contradict the immediate feelings of the heart ſo
manifeſtly.
This proved by

feveral reaſons.

Upon this ſcheme, the man who honours an agent,
and the agent himſelf who approves his own conduct,
muſt have notions of the fame honoured action the

moſt different imaginable. The honourer muſt only
value it as tending to his eaſe, wealth, pleaſure, ſafety;
and the agent values it as the artful, and neceſſary, but

diſagrecable means of obtaining ſome remote advan
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tages from others, who will probably invite him to Chap. 5.
continue ſuch conduct by making him ſome returns
of uſeful ſervices. But 'tis plain there are many tem

pers and actions uſeful to us, nay to a whole commu

nity, which we don't honour ; ſuch as uſeful treachery,
a ſelfiſh inventive induſtry in improving manufactures;
a promiſcuous profuſeneſs. Nay we honour fome

times what we conceive directly to be detrimental ; as

patriotiſm or courage, in a foreigner, or an enemy.
Shall confuſed imaginations of uſefulneſs be regarded
here, againſt the moſt direct opinions of detriment to
ourſelves ? Who finds theſe imaginations reſpecting
his own intereſts, in reading antient hiſtories, or dra
matick writers, when the foul is ſo ſtrongly moved
with the ſeveral moral forms ?

And then, ſurely, this notion of my own temper and
conduct as beneficial to others can upon their ſcheme

have nothing immediately grateful to me. Theſe cool
uncertain proſpects of returns of advantage from the

ſelfiſh arts of others can have nothing alluring amidſt
certain expences, labours, wounds , and death ? whence

the ardour for a ſurviving fame? this is all monſtrous
and unnatural . Is all our admiration , our high zeal
for the brave, and merciful, and generous, and mag

nanimous, all our ambition and ardour for glory, this
cool traffick , this artful barter of advantageous fer
vices without an expreſs bargain ? We appeal to eve

ry human heart in this matter ; to the hearts of the
young, who are moſt ardent in praiſing, and moſt de
lighted with praiſe; and have little felt thoſe artful
Vol . I.
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Book I. mean deſigns of intereſt. Is all eſteem and honour a
mere cool opinion that from ſome actions and affec

tions we ſhall reap ſome advantage? Is all the con
founding ſenſe of ſhame, and bluſhing, only a fear of
ſome future uncertain loſſes, which we know not well
what they ſhall be, or how they will befal us ? Are

not men conſcious of their own deſigns in the pur
ſuits of honour ; of their own apprehenſions in their

avoiding of what is ſhameful; and of the occaſion of
their ſorrow when they are aſhamed ? ſurely theſe art

1

1

ful views of our own intereſt could not be unknown
to us .
This ſenſe appears very early .

II. There is therefore an immediate ſenſe of ho

nour and ſhame, often operating where there are no
ſuch views ofintereſt, and plainly preſuppoſing a mo

ral ſenſe. It generally appears very early in life, be
fore any conſiderable reafoning or reflection can ſettle
well the notions of morality; and thus before we can

judge for ourſelves we are wiſely and benignly ſub
jected to the direction of others, are rewarded for our

compliance by a moſt grateful ſenſation, and by a
moſt uneaſy one deterred from frowardneſs and obſti

nacy. The ſelfiſh accounts of this principle make all

theardour for glory the ſame baſe temper with that
of a traitor or informer, who deſires to appear uſe

ful to others in hopes of a reward. No better no

tion can they give of modeſty, the ſenſe of ſhame,
the abhorrence of any imputation of moral turpitude,

that pudar of the ROMANS, the fineſt ſtroke in a cha
racter .

I
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We ſee this ſenſe of honour admits ſeveral de- CHAP. 5.

grees in conformity to the moralſenſe on which it is
founded . But firſt, in conſequence of that natural de- raldegreesofthe

fire or impulſe toward the perfection ofall our powers,frameful.
and a ſenſe of dignity and decency in ſome of them

above others, we find a natural pleaſure in diſcovering
to others the perfection of any manly powers, and in

being valued in that reſpect. Hence a taſte for the
ingenious arts of muſick, ſculpture, painting, and
even for the manly diverſions, is reputable. The gran

deur and elegance of living, in dreſs, architecture,
furniture, gardens, are in certain circumſtances mat

ter of glorying and of praiſe: much more ſo are the

abilities yet higher, a ſtrong genius in acquiring know
ledge, the high lively imagination of the poet or ora
tor. This laſt indeed plainly includes an high moral
!

ſenſe.

But to come directly to our ſenſe of pleaſure in ob

taining moral approbation. Allactions which proceed
from any friendly or kind affection, and arenot op
poſite to ſome more extenſive one, are attended with
aſſurance, and openneſs of behaviour, and we glory
in them . The ſenſual paſſions, and ill-natured affecti
ons of anger, malice, envy, and even cool ſelfiſhneſs,
we naturally conceal ; and are aſhamed of them .

made in of
III. One cannot well paſs by that peculiar branch theThesexie's
WoW6cm

of modeſty ſo conſpicuous in all agesand nations, a-' .
bout venereal enjoyments. As there is a very violent
appetite implanted for the moſt neceſſary purpoſes of
the ſyſtem , requiring however, in order to anſwer theſe
L 2
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Book I. ends more effectually, a great deal of nice regulation,
by our reaſon and conſideration of the common in

tereſt of ſociety. "Tis with great wiſdom and good

neſs that ſuch an early check is provided for this ap
petite by a natural principle of modeſty. Children un
inſtructed would not foon diſcover to us this modeſty,

nor have they for ſome years a notion of the object
or deſign of it, as the appetite does not ariſe in our

firſt years . Should we whimſically ſuppoſe ſavages

come to maturity in ſolitude, without theſe objects

1

occurring to them which could excite ſocial affecti
ons or moral notions ; in this unnatural ſtate fome na

1

1

tural principles might not appear. But were they
brought into ſociety, and had the actions and ſenti
ments of others preſented to them, their moral facul

ty, and their ſenſe of honour and ſhame, would ſoon

diſcover themſelves; and particularly their natural

modeſty of this peculiar kind would quicklyappear.
As they would approve all humanity and kindneſs,
even when practiſed toward others, and abhor the con

trary diſpoſitions, they would ſoon deſpiſe ſenſuality
and ſelfiſhneſs. As ſoon as they knew how the race of
mankind is preſerved, they would deſire marriage and
offspring; and when the occaſion of this natural mo

deſty was felt, and the intention of the appetite known,
this natural check of ſhame would diſcover itſelf.

When the necellity of ſtrict marriage-laws for the
aſcertaining to the fathers their own offspring was
once obſerved, new reaſons would appear for modeſt

behaviour, and for creating an early habit of it in the

1
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education of both ſexes. But, beſides, there ſeem to be Chap. 5.
ſeveral natural diſpoſitions and ſenſes peculiarly rela
tive to this affair, diſtinct from the general ſhame of
all immoderate ſelfiſhneſs, particularly that of mo
deſty, which begins at that period when the appetite
which needs its controll ariſes, and ſeems to abate in

old age along with the appetite.
IV . Having a natural capacity for moral notions, affcflcd
This fenfebowe
by educa
we may be aſhamed of actions without knowing the
tion .

true reaſons why they are immoral. By education we
may contract groundleſs prejudices, or opinionsabout

the qualities perceivable by any of our ſenſes, as if
they were inherent in objects where they are not. Thus
we are prejudiced againſt meat3 we never taſted : but

we could not be prejudiced on account of favour, or
under that notion, if we had not the natural ſenſe.

Thus it is always under fome ſpecies recommended
by the moral faculty that we praiſe or deſire to be prai:
ſed, cho' we frequently have very imperfect views of
the tendencies of actions, and of the affections from

which they proceeded ..
What we obſerved about the moral faculty, hold :
alſo in our ſenſe of honour, that we are highly delight:

ed with the approbation of others, not only for the
good affections themſelves, but for all thoſe abilities

and diſpoſitions which are their natural concomitants,
or which exclude the contrary affections. Thus we

glory in fortitude,veracity, candour, openneſs of mind,
and the deſire of honour itſelf; tho' the pleaſure of

receiving praiſe is known to be ſo ſtrong, and there are

The Sense of HONOUR and SHAME
Book I. ſuch ſuſpicions of our being envied for it, that men
are averſe to let any impatience for this pleaſure ap
pear, or to diſcover their high delight in it, leaſt it
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1

ſhould argue too much ſelfiſhneſs.
The moral ſenſe
V. The force of the moral ſenſe, and that of ho
and that of ho

nour oft e mi nour, is diffuſed through all parts of life. The very
partsof life. luxury of the table derives its main charms from
ſome mixture of moral enjoyments, from communi

.

cating pleaſures, and notions of ſomething honour
able as well as elegant. How univerſally deſpicable is
the character of one who in ſolitude purſues eager

ly the pleaſures of the palate without ſociety or ho
|

ſpitality
The chief pleaſures of hiſtory and poetry, and the
powers of eloquenceare derived from the ſame ſources.
Hiſtory, as it repreſents the moral characters and for

tunes of the great and of nations, is always exerciſing
ourmoral faculty,and ourſocial feelings ofthe fortunes
ofothers.Poetry entertains us in a way yet more affec

ting,bymore ſtrikingrepreſentations oftheſameobjects
infictitious characters,and moving our terror,and com
paſſion, and moral admiration. The power of the ora
tor conſiſts in moving our approbation or condemna

tion, and the enſuing affections of eſteem or indigna
tion, by preſenting fully all the moral qualities of ac
tions and characters, all the pityable circumſtances
which may extenuate or excuſe, to engage our favour;

or all the aggravating ones, to encreaſeour indigna
tion ; diſplaying all the high colours on both ſides, as
he is either praiſing or making invectives.

an IMMEDIATE PRINCIPL E.
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Thevery arts ofmuſick ,ſtatuary, and painting,beſide Char. 5 .
the natural pleaſures they convey by exact imitations,

may receive an higher power and a ſtronger charm
from ſomething moral inſinuated into the performan
ces .

The chief beauties of countenance, and even of
behaviour, ariſe * from indications of ſome ſweet af

fections, or morally eſteemable abilities, as it appears
by almoſt all the epithets of commendation. 'Tis al
ways ſome real or imagined indications of ſomething
vicious which chiefly cauſes our diſlike, as we ſee from
the qualities cenſured and condemned. Hence it is

that ſuch deformity is t obſerved in the countenan
ces of the angry , the envious, the proud, and the fel

fiſh ; and ſo much alluring ſweetnefs in thoſe which
diſplay the tender gentle and friendly affections..
We ſee how theſe moral indications affect the na:

tural deſires between the ſexes. Could one attain to

maturity without having any moral notions, which
however ſcarce ever happened in one inſtance, except .
in ideots ; he might be moved by this inſtinct as the

brutes are. But we find that beauty raiſes firſt ſome :
favourable notions of an inward temper ; and, if ac

quaintance confirms them, we feel an high eſteem and
a deſire of mutual friendſhip. Thus we are admiring :

wit, good -nature, prudence, kindneſs, chaſtity; a com
mand over the lower appetites, while the inſtinct is
* See Inquiry into Beauty &c. S vi.

pora. Licet ora ipfa cernere iratorum , aut

+ See Cicero de Offic. 1. i. c. 29. Appe- eorum qui libidine aliqua, aut metu commoti
titus qui longius evagantur -- a quibus non funt, aut voluptate nimia geſtiunt & c. and
modo animi perturbantur, verum etiam coro often in his other works ..

1

The extenſive INFLUENCE of
Book I. alſo exciting to its natural purpoſe. Hence it is that
this paſſion is often obſerved to make conſiderable im
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provements of the temper in ſeveral amiable virtues.
"Tis in like manner ſome moral worth apprehen

ded, ſome juſtice or goodneſs of intention in perſons
and cauſes, which occaſions moſt of that keen zeal for

certain parties and factions, and thoſe ſtrong attach
ments to them, in people who have no hopes of thoſe
advantages which the leaders of them may have in

!

Our intimacies view .
9100 from inte
.

To alledge that our chuſing perſons of know
ledge, courteſy, and good-nature for our intimates,

andour avoiding the ignorant, themoroſe,or ſelfiſh,
argues all our intimacies to ariſe from ſelfiſh views,

is plainly unjuſt. ' Tis true the one ſort of compani
ons are improving, pleaſant, obliging, fafe; and the
other uſeleſs, unpleaſant, dangerous. But are all

friendſhips and intimacies mere grimace and hypo
criſy ? does one feel no inward eſteem of certain cha

racters, and good-will to the perſons? does one only
deſire his own improvement or pleaſure or gain, as
when he hires a maſter to teach him a mechanick art,
or a muſician to entertain him, or a labourer to do a

piece of common work ? do we only intend a fair out
ward appearance with our beſt friends, that we may

not loſe theſe advantages ? On the contrary does not
everyone feel an inward eſteem and good-will toward

any virtuous acquaintances, which ſhall remain when
we are ſeparated, and hope not to meet them again?'
Were there no ſuch moral ſenſe and ſenſe ofhonour
# Sze Hobbes, Bayle, Mandevil, in many places, after Rochefocault.
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in our conſtitution, were we as entirely ſelfiſh as ſome Chap. 5.
refiners alledge, human life would be quite different

from what we feel every day, ajoyleſs, loveleſs, cold,
ſullen ſtate of cunning andſuſpicion.
" Tis worth our notice here that however by the things in fenfibie

early prejudices of the external ſenſes we are apt to are most real.
imagine little reality in any thing which is not the ob
ject of one or other of them, and to conceive what is
not thus ſenſible to be fictitious and imaginary ; yet if

we attend to the inward feelings of our hearts, the
greateſt realitics, our very happineſs and miſery, that
dignity or worth in which alone we can have the moſt
entire ſatisfaction with ourſelves, or for which we love,
eſteem , and admire another, and count him excellent

or happy, or chuſe him for a friend, are qualities en
tirely inſenſible, too noble and excellent to fall under

the cognizance of theſe powers which are chiefly de
ſtined for the ſupport of the body.
VI. Many ſuſpect that no ſuch fenfes can be natu- Thejefenesuni
foran
ral, becauſe there are ſuch different and oppoſite no

tions of morality, among different nations . But grant
ing that their reliſhes were different, that different
men and nations approved and condemned actions
upon different accounts, or under different notions ;

this only proves that their ſenſes are not uniform ;
and not that no ſuch principles are natural. Men's
palates differ as much ; but who thence denies a ſenſe
of taſting to be natural ?

But the uniformity is much greater in our moral
faculty than in our palates. The different reaſons gi
Vol.I.
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Book I. ven by different perſons for their approving or con
Udemning will all lead us at laſt, when we examine
them, into the ſame original ſpecies or notions ofmo
ral good and evil.

In approving or vindicating of actions, in all nati

ons, men generally alledge ſome tendency to the hap
pineſs of others, ſome kind intention more or leſs ex

tenſive, ſome generous affections, or ſome difpofiti
ons naturally connected with them. When we alle

viate any imprudent conduct, we ſay, the agent in
tended well; did not foreſee the bad conſequence; or
had ſuch provocation as might have tranſported even

a kind temper, or a man of juſtice. When we inveigh
againſt bad conduct, we ſhew that all the contrary af
fections or diſpoſitions were evidenced by it, ſuch as

cruelty, wrath, immoderate ſelfiſhneſs, or a want of
fuch kind affections as we generally expect in our fpe
cies. Ifwe blame imprudent conduct, without this re
ference to evil affections, or to the want of the good

ones, 'tis ſometimes from our good -will and pity to
ward the agent, with fome contempt of his mean abi
lities, his ſloth , ſtupidity, or indolence. And yet how

are we ſoftened by the thought that“ thepoor creature
“ intended no harm, or occaſioned none to others.”
This is often indeed a falſe excuſe, as the publick ſuf

fers by any one's making himſelf leſs capable of ſer
ving it, as well as his more peculiar friends.
The immedinte

Nay we ſhall find that men always approve upon

objet approved

is generally the ſome opinion, true or falſe, that an action has ſome of
thoſe qualities or tendencies, which are the natural

fanc

1
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objects of approbation. Wemay indeed often ima- CHAP. 5.
gine without ground, that actions have good effects
upon the publick, or that they flowed from good af
fections, or that they are required by the Deity and

acceptable to him ; and then under theſe appearances
we approve them . ' Tis our reaſon which preſents a
falſe notion or ſpecies to the moral faculty. The fault
or error is in the opinion or underſtanding, and not
in the moral ſenſe : what it approves is truly good ;tho'
the action may have no ſuch quality. We ſometimes
chuſe and like, in point of intereſt, what is in event
detrimental to ourſelves. No man thence concludes

that we are not uniform in ſelf- love or liking of our
own intereſt. Nor do like miſtakes about the moral

qualities of actions prove either that we have no moral

ſenſe, or that it is not uniformly conſtituted. The paſ
Tions of ſpectators, as well as thoſe of agents, prevent
a mature examination of the moral natures of thoſe

actions which are ſubſervient to the deſigns of the paf
ſions; as luſt,rage,revenge, will hurry men into what a
calm man would diſcern to be ruinous.

But theſe

things do not prove that men are diſſimilar to each

other, either in their moral faculty, or their ſelf-love.
To prove that men have no moral faculty, or very
diſſimilar ones ; we muſt ſhew either that nations or

great numbers of men hold all actions to be indiffe
rent which don't appear to them to affect their own
private intereſt; or that they are pleaſed with cruelty,

treachery, ingratitude, unprovoked murders, and tor
cures, when not practiſed toward themſelves, juſt as
M 2
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Book I. much as with their contraries : they ſhould in ſome

Unations be deemed as reputable and lovely as huma
nity, compaſſion, liberality, faith : the action of Sex
tus Tarquin, or Claudius the decemvir, lhould be

approved as much as that of Scipio with his Spaniſh

!

captive. But ſuch nations havenot yet been diſco
vered to us, not even by the invention of the boldeſt
traveller.

VII. The chief cauſes of different approbations

The canſes of

diferentapproare theſe three. 1. Different notions of happineſs and
füres, diferentthe means of promoting it. Nations unacquainted

notions ofkappiewith the improvements which life receives from art
and induſtry, may ſce no occaſion for incouraging
them by ſecuring to each man a property in the fruits
1

of his labours, while the bare neceſſaries of life are ea

1

ſily obtained . Nay they can ſee no harm in depriving
men of their artificial acquiſitions, and ſtores beyond

their preſent uſe, or of fuperfluities tending to dif
ſolve them in pleaſure and ſloch : hence no evil may

1

appear in theft. If any nation faw no ufe in the afcer

taining of their offspring to the fathers, or had no
deſire of it ; they might diſcern no moral evil in prac
tices which more civilized nations fee to be deſtruc

tive to ſociety. But no nation has yet been found in
ſenſible to theſe matters .
The cauſes of

In fome civilized ſtates laws have obtained which

Barbarous laws.

we repute barbarous and impious. But look into the
1

reaſons for them, or the notions under which they

were approved, and we generally find ſome alledged
tendency to ſome publick good. There may no doubt

!

1
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be found ſome few inſtances where immoderate zeal Chap . 5.

for their own grandeur, or that of their nation, has

made legiſlators enact unjuſt laws, without any mo
ral ſpecies recommending them. This only proves
that ſometimes a different principle may over-power

our ſenſe of juſtice. But what fooliſh opinions have
been received! what fantaſtick errors and diſſimili

tudes have been obſerved in the admired power of rea

ſoning, allowed to be the characteriſtick of our fpe
cies ! Now almoſt all our diverſities in moral fenti

ments ,and oppoſite approbations and condemnations,
ariſe from oppoſite concluſions of reaſon about the
effects of actions upon the publick, or the affections

from which they flowed . The moralſenſe ſeems ever
to approve and condemn uniformly the ſame imme

diate objects,the ſame affections and diſpoſitions; tho’
we reaſon very differently about the actions which evi
:

dence certain diſpoſitions or their contraries. And yet
reaſon, in which all theſe errors happen is allowed to

be the natural principle ; and the moralfaculty is not,
becauſe of the diverſities of approbation ; which yet
ariſe chiefly from the diverſity of reaſonings.
2. A ſecond cauſe of different approbations are the Diferent
fyftemet
regarded.

larger or more confined ſyſtems which men regard in

conſidering the tendencies of actions; ſomeregarding
only their own country and its intereſt, while the reſt
of mankind are overlooked ; and others, having yet

narrower ſyſtems, only a party, ſect, or cabal. But if
we enlarge our views with truth and juſtice, and ob
ſerve the ſtructure of the human ſoul, pretty much
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Book I. the ſame in all nations; none of which wants multi

tudes of good men, endued with the ſame tender af
fections to kindred , friends,benefactors ;with the ſame

compaſſion for the diſtreſſed, the ſame admiration
and love of eminent virtue, the fame zealous con

cerns for their countries which we think ſo lovely a
mong ourſelves; we muſt find a ſacred tye of nature

binding us even to foreigners, and a ſenſe of that juf
tice, mercy and good-will * which is due to all. To
men of ſmall attention their own countrymen or par

tiſans are the only valuable part of mankind: every

i

thing is juſt which advances their power, tho'itmay
hurt others. The different approbations here ariſe a
gain from different opinions about a matter of fact.
Were certain nations or ſects entirely impious, cruel,

and fixed upon ſuch meaſures as would involve all men
in eternal as well as temporal miſery, and poſſeſſed of

ſuch arts of faſcination as no reaſonings could effec
tually withſtand ; one could ſcarce blame any violent
deſtruction made of ſuch monſters by fire or ſword .

Under this very notion all perſecutors out ofprinciple

behold ſuch as they call hereticks; under it they raiſe a
general abhorrence of them . The like notions many
little ſects form of each other ; and hence loſe the
ſenſe of moral evil in their mutual hatreds and

per

ſecution.
Different opinia

3 . A third cauſe of different ſentiments about ac

0125 obout God's
commands

tions, as frequently occurring as any one, are the dif
ferent opinions about whatGod has commanded .
* See this often inculcated in Marc. Antonin .
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Men ſometimes from deſire of rewards, and fear of Chap.5.

puniſhments, counteract their moral ſenſe, in obedi- V
ence to what they conceive to be divine commands ;

as they may alſo from other ſelfiſh paſſions: they may
have ſome confuſed notions of matters of duty and
obligation, diſtinct from what their hearts would

ap

prove were the notions of divine commands removed.
Habits and aſſociations of ideas affect men's minds in

this matter. But where there are different opinions

in different nations about the objects of the divine
command, there are ſuch ſtrong moral colours or forms
in obedience and diſobedience to God, that they muſt

neceſſarily cauſe very different approbations and cen
ſures, even from the moſt uniformly conſtituted moral
faculties. God is generally conceived to be good and
wiſe, to be the author of our lives, and of all the good
we enjoy. Obedience muſt be recommended to our

approbation generally under the high ſpecies of gra
titude, and love of moral excellence, as well as under

the notion ofadvantageous to the publick: and diſo
bedience muſt appearcenſurable, under the contrary
notions. Diſobedience therefore to what one believes

God has commanded, from any views of ſecular ad
vantages or ſenſual pleaſure, or the inveigling others
into ſuch diſobedience, muſt appear groſsly ungrate
ful, ſenſual, ſelfiſh or cruel. Where different opini

ons about God's commands prevail, 'tis unavoidable

that different approbations and cenſures muſt be ob
ſerved in conſequence of theſe opinions, tho' the na
tural immediate objects of praiſe and cenſure were the
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of worſhip, different notions of fanétity and prophani
ty, and for the great abhorrence ſome nations may
have of ſome practices in which others can diſcern no

pernicious tendency, and reputeindifferent, having
no opinion of their being prohibited.
Different rita's
of religion and

Theſe conſiderations account ſufficiently for the

motionsofimpic approbation of human ſacrifices and other monſtrous
rites: tho' 'tis probable they have been often practi

ſed merely from fear, without moral approbation, by
ſuch as ſcarce were perſuaded of the goodneſs of their

gods : they likeways ſhew how inceſt and polygamy
may be generally abhorred in ſome nations, where a

few onlycan ſhow their pernicious conſequences; and
yet be deemed lawful in other nations .
Errors often
crininal.

Let no man hence imagine that ſuch actions flow

ing from falſe opinions about matters of fact, or a
bout divine commands, are light matters, or ſmall
blemiſhes in a character. Where the error ariſes from

no evil affection, or no conſiderable defect of the good
ones, the action may be very excuſable . But many of

thoſe errors in opinion which affect our devotion to
ward the Deity, or our humanity toward our fellows,
evidence very great defects in that love of moral ex

cellence , in that juſt and amiable deſire of knowing ,
reverencing , andconfiding in it, which is requiſite to

1

a good character; or evidence great defects in huma
nity, at leaſt in the more extenſive and noble kinds of

it. Where theſe principles are lively, they muſt ex
cite men to great diligence and caution about their

1

1

1
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duty and their practical concluſions: and conſequent- CAAP. 5.
ly muſt lead them to juſt ſentiments in the more im
portant points, ſince ſufficient evidence is afforded in
nature to the ſincere and attentive. No man can have

ſufficient humanity of ſoul, and candour, who can.

believe that human ſacrifices , or the perfecution of
his fellow -creatures about religious tenets which hurt
not ſociety, can be duties acceptable to God .

VIII. Ourhaving amoralſenſe does notinfer that we

No innate ida

have innate complex ideas of the ſeveral actions; or asſuppoſed.

innate opinions of their confequences or effects upon
fociety: theſe we diſcover by obſervation and reaſon

ing, and we often make very oppoſite concluſions a
bout them . The object of this ſenſe is not any exter
nal motion or action, but the inward affections and

diſpoſitions, which by reaſoning we infer from the
actions obſerved. Theſe immediate objects may be
apprehended to be the ſame, where the external acti

ons are very oppoſite. As inciſions and amputations
may be made either from hatred , or from love ; ſo love
ſometimes moves to inflict painful chaſtiſements, and

ſometimes to confer pleaſures, upon its object. And
when men form different opinions of theſe affections in
judging about the ſame actions, one ſhall praiſe what
another cenſures . They ſhall form cheſe different opi
nions about the affections from which actions proceed,

ed, when they judge differently about their tendencyto.
the good or the hurt of ſociety or of individuals . Onc
whoſe attention is wholly or chiefly employed about.
ſome good tendencies of the actions, whilc he over
Vol . I.

N
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Book I. looks their pernicious effects, ſhall imagine that they
flowed from virtuous affections, and thus approve

them : while a mind more attentive to their pernici
ous effects, infers the contrary affections to have been

their ſpring, and condemns them .
Were nothing more requiſite in laying the founda
Why it is re
cellary to confi;tion of morals, but the diſcovering in theory what

of virtue withaffections and conduct are virtuous,and the objects of
approbation, andwhat are vicious, the account now

interef.

given of the conſtitution of our moral faculty would
be ſufficient for that purpoſe; as it points out not on
ly what is virtuous and vicious, but alſo ſhews the ſe
véral degrees of theſe qualities in the ſeveral ſorts of
affections and actions; and thus we might proceed to

{

i

conſider more particularly the ſeveral offices of life,
and to apply our power of reaſon to diſcover what

partial affections, and actions conſequent upon them,
are to be entirely approved , as beneficial to ſome parts
of the ſyſtem , and perfectly conſiſtent with the gene

ral good ; and what affections and actions, even of the
1

beneficent kind , tho' they may be uſeful to a part, are

pernicious to the general ſyſtem ; and thus deduce the
ſpecial laws of nature, from thismoralfaculty and the

generous determination of foul. But as we have al
ſo a ſtrong determination toward private happineſs,
with many particular ſelfiſh appetites and affections,
and theſe often fo violent as not immediately to ſub
mit to the moral power, however we may be conſci
ous of its dignity, and of ſome conſiderable effect it
has

upon our happineſs or miſery; as ſtrong ſuſpici
1
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ons may often ariſe attended with great uneaſineſs, CHAP. 5.
that in following the impulſe of our kind affections
and the moral faculty we are counteracting our inte
reſt, and abandoning what may be of more conſe

quence to our happineſs thaneither this ſelf-approbati
onor the applauſes of others ;to eſtabliſh well the foun
dations of morality, and to remove, as much as may

be, all oppoſition ariſing from the ſelfiſh principles,
that the mind may reſolutely perſiſt in the courſe

which the moral faculty recommends,'tis neceſſaryto
make a full compariſon of all human enjoyments with
each other, and thence diſcover in which of them our

greateſt happineſs conſiſts.
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II.

An Inquiry into the SUPREME HAPPINESS of
MANKIND .

CH A P.

VI.

How far the ſeveral Senſations, Appetites, Paſſions
and Affections are in our power.
chief happineſs of any being muſt conſiſt
1. THHE
Ein the
full enjoyment of all the gratifications
rahereinhap- its nature deſires andis capable of; or if its nature ad

pineſs confils mits of a great variety ofpleaſures of different and
ſometimes inconſiſtent kinds, ſomeof them alſo high
er and more durable than others, its ſupreme happi

neſs muſt conſiſt in the moſt conſtant enjoyment of
the more intenſe and durable pleaſures, with as much
of the lower gratifications as conſiſts with the full en

joyment of the higher. In like manner ; if we cannot
ward off all pain , and there be different kinds and

degrees of it, we muſt ſecure ourſelves againſt the more
intenſe and durable kinds, and the higher degrees of

them ; and that ſometimes by bearing the lower kinds

or degrees, or by facrificing fome ſmaller pleaſures,
when ’tis neceſſary for this end .
To direct us in this conduct 'tis neceſſary to pre
miſe fome diſtinct account in what manner we have

power over our ſeveral affections and deſires, and how

far any meditations or ſelf -diſcipline may affect our
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very perceptions of good and evil, of happineſs or mi- Chap. 6.
ſery, in the ſeveral objects.
1. As the calm deſires and averſions of the ſoul How we have

naturally ariſe from our opinions of good or evil in dejiles.
power over our

their objects,ſo they are proportioned to the degrees
of good orevil apprehended . We have power over the
ſelfiſh deſires of any particular good only by means of

the calm original determination toward the greateſt
happineſs; and by the power of reaſoning and com
paring, which

may diſcover what are the values of the

ſeveral objects of deſire. 'Tis by the correcting our

opinions of their values that the ſeveral deſires are
kept in their due proportion. 'Tis alſo by means of

the other original determination toward publick hap
pineſs of the moſt extenſive kind, and by a like exer
ciſe of reaſon in comparing the values of the objects
deſired for others,thatwe can regulate the ſeveral kind
affections and deſires : ſince where a greater good is
diſcerned, the calm deſire of it is ſtronger than that

toward a ſmaller inconſiſtent good, whether purſued
for ourſelves or others .

Here too the moral faculty diſplays much of its
power. As the ſeveral narrower affections may often
interfere and oppoſe each other, or ſome of them be
inconſiſtent with more extenſive affections to whole

ſocieties, or to mankind ; our moral ſenſe by its ſtrong
er and warmer approbation of the more extenſive,

both points out the affection which ſhould prevail,
and confirms this nobler affection by our natural de
fire of moral excellence,
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The turbulent appetites and particular paſſions

Book I.

whether of the ſelfiſh or generous kind, are governed
How we buυς.

power overteby the ſame means . They naturally ariſe on certain
occaſions, and that often with great vehemence. To

paſions.

govern and reſtrain them an habit is neceſſary, which
muſt be acquired by frequent recollection and diſci
pline. While we are calm we muſt frequently attend

to the danger of following precipitantly the firſt ap
pearances of good or evil ; we muſt recollect our for

mer experiences in ourſelves, and our obſervations a
boutothers, how ſuperior and more laſting enjoyments

.

havebeen loſt by ourhafty indulgence ofſome preſſing
appetite, or paſſion : how laſting miſery and remorſe

has enſued upon ſome tranſient gratification : what
ſhame, diſtreſs, and ſorrow have been the effects of un

governed anger : what infamy and contemptmen have
incurred by exceſſive fear, or by their averſion to la

bour and painful application. We may thus raiſe an
habitual ſuſpicion of unexamined appearances, and

an habitual caution when we feel any turbulent paſ
fion ariſing. When the calm principles are thus con
firmed by frequent meditation, and the force of the

paſſions abated, then it is we obtain the true liberty and
felf-command : the calm powers will retain and exer

ciſe that authority for which their natural dignity has
fitced them, and our reaſon will be exerciſed in cor

recting all appearances of good and evil, and examin

ing the true importance of the ſeveral objects of our
appetites or paſſions.
II. To this purpoſe 'tis neceſſary to obſerve the or

Cauſes of fi:12
eſtimates of von
jells.
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dinary cauſes of our deception, and of our unjuſt ef - 'Chap. 6.
timation of objects: ſuch as, 1. The ſtrength of the Treſence to ini
impreſſions and keenneſs of the deſiresraiſedby things enfes.
preſent and ſenſible, beyond what the inſenſible or fu

ture objects preſented by the underſtanding and re
fiection can raiſe. Frequent meditation alone can re

medy this evil. Our younger years are almoſt totally
employed about the objects of ſenſe: few can bear
the pains and energy of mind requiſite to fix the at
tention upon intellectual objects, and examine the

feelings of the heart. Strength is acquired by thoſe

powers which are moſt exerciſed. The recurring mo
tions of the appetites annex confuſed notions of high
felicity to their objects, which is confirmed by the in
tenſeneſs of ſome ſenſations while the appetite is keen.
Few deliberately compare theſe enjoyments with o
thers, or attend to the conſequences, to the ſhort du
ration of theſe ſenſations, and the enſuing ſatiety,
ſhame and remorſe. And yet 'tis evident to our rea

fon that the duration of any enjoyment is as much to
be regarded as the intenſeneſs of the ſenſation ; and
that the enſuing ſtate of the mind when the brutalim

pulſe is fated, is to be brought into the account as

well as the tranſient gratification.
the
Indulging
2. Again ---- Allowing the imagination to dwell.imaginat
ion .
much upon ſome objects preſenting hopes of high

pleaſure inflames our paſſions and byaffes our judg
ments . Little indeed is hereby added to the enjoy
ment when we obtain it : nay our pleaſure is rather

diminiſhed, as it ſeldom anſwers the previous expecta
1

!

1
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Book I. tion, and brings with it the air of diſappointment.
But by roving over all the pleaſures and advantages of
certain ſtations, certain pitches of wealth or power,
our deſires of them are made more violent, and our

notions repreſent an happineſs in them, much higher,
than we ſhall find it to be when we attain to theni.

And this uncorrected imagination never fails to in
creaſe the torment we ſhall find upon a diſappoint
ment.
A Tociations of

But no cauſe of immoderate deſires, or unfair

ideas .

eſtimates is more frequent than ſome groundleſs affo
ciacions of ideas, formed by inſtruction, or our uſual

converſation, annexing confuſed notions of happineſs,
and even of virtue, and moral perfection, or their con
craries, to what has little affinity to them . Seldom are

əbjects of deſire preſented to the mird as they are,

1

without ſome diſguiſe. Wealth and power are truly
uſeful not only for the natural conveniencies or plea
fures of life, but as a fund for good offices. But how
many notions are there often likewiſe annexed of

1

greate abilities, wiſdom, moral excellence, and of much

higher joys than they can afford ; which ſo intoxicate
fome men that they forget their natural purpoſes, be
gin to love them for themſelves, affect the oftentati

on of them ;and dread the lower ſtations as abject, mi
ferable , and inconſiſtent with moral worth or ho

nour. Some natural pleaſures too by like aſſociations
are eſtimated far above their worth, and immoderate
deſires of them torment the ſoul .
jinchoso

4. Some perverſe ſuperſtitions alſo, inſtilled by e

1
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ducation , cauſe groundleſs averſions to tenets and Chap . 6.
practices of the moſt innocent nature,by annexing toU
them notions of impiety , enmity to God , and obſti
nate wickedneſs of heart ; while contrary tenets or
practices, not a whit better , are made indications of

i

piecy, charity, holineſs and zeal for the ſouls of men .
Hence ariſes that rancour in the hearts of unwary

zealots ofall ſorts againſt thoſe who differ from them ;

and that perſecuting ſpirit , with all the wrathful paſ
fions, which have been ſo long a reproach to human
nature,

and even to that religion which ſhould inſpire

all love and meekneſs.

III. It is the more neceſſary to obſerve theſe ſeve- All men feel the

ral cauſes of the wrong eſtimations made of the ob- de firespleaſures
jects of our deſire, and of the ſeveral enjoyments of and pains.
life, becauſe ſcarce any of mankind can live without
ſome ſolicitation or other from every one of theſe ſe

!

veral ſorts of enjoyments; nor can one hope to be

wholly unexperienced in contrary evils . The plea
ſures and pains of the external ſenſes are in ſome de

gree felt by all who have the natural powers, and muſt
raiſe deſires and averſions. The impulſes of the ap

petites too are unavoidable : they recur after certain
intervals, nor can their uneaſy ſenſations be other

ways prevented altogether, than by gratifying them
with their natural objects. But, according to the be
nign order of nature, ſuch gratifications as may pre
vent the pain of the appetites may very generally be

obtained ; and where ſome moral reaſon prevents the
gratification, there are higher moral joys accompany
VOL.I.
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Book 1. ing this abſtinence, which fully make up the loſs.
Bodily pain ſeldom employs a great part of life; wiſe
men find out many preſervatives, which are general
ly effectual; and when they are not, may obtain ſtrong
conſolations and ſupports under it.

"Tis more difficult to gratify other moſt uneaſy de
gratifiedthans ,fires, ariſing from ſome opinions of great happineſs.
appetites.
Other deſires

in certain enjoyments. Had we formed no ſuch opi
nions or confuſed notions, we had felt no miſery in

the want of theſe enjoyments; which is not the caſe
with the appetites. But when we can change theſe
opinions, and rectify our confuſed imaginations, the
deſires and their attendant uneaſineſſes ceaſe or abate.

A greater ſhare of the miſery of life is chargeable on
theſe deſires than upon the appetites. Of this kind
are the deſires of wealth, power, the grandeur and e

legance of living, and of fame; and our averſions to
their oppoſites are of the ſame nature. Our affections
to others, and our kind deſires, are affected by opini
ons in the ſame manner with our felfiſh ones. What

we conceive as a great good we muſt warmly deſire for
thoſe we love ; we muſt be uneaſy upon any diſap
pointment.
77 : nece Jity of
Now when theſe opinions are true and natural, we
sorrufting 0 : r
pinionsand ima- cannot alter them , nor would it be deſirable. Reaſon
giratiers

and reflection will confirm them. But many opinions
and confuſed notions which raife our deſires are falſe
I

and phantaſtick; and when they are corrected we are
freed from much pain and anxiety. Some enjoyments

are ſtill in our power, which too may be found to be

1

.

H
1
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che higheſt. If this be true, it is our higheſt intereſt Chap.6.
to be fully perſuaded of it ; that our ſtrongeſt deſires
may be raiſed toward ſuch things as may certainly be
obtained, and can yield us the nobleſt enjoyments.

In general, the greater any good or evil is imagi
ned, the ſtronger are our deſires and fears, the greater
is our anxiety while the event is in ſuſpence, andthe

higher ſhall our ſorrows be upon diſappointment and
our firſt tranſports upon ſucceſs: but where the previ
' ous imagination was falſe, this joy foon vanilhes, and
is ſucceeded by uneaſineſs: on the other hand, the

forrow upon diſappointment may remain long and ve
ry intenſe, as the falſe imagination is not corrected

by experienceof the enjoyment. This ſhews the great
importance of examining well all our notions about
the objects of deſire or averſion . Thus we ſhould break

off from ſenſual enjoyments, in our eſtimation of
them , all theſe foreign notions of moral dignity, li

berality, elegance, and good-nature, which diſpoſiti
ons we may diſplay in a much wiſer and more vircu
ous manner, without expenſive luxurious tables or

ſumptuous living. Theſe additional notions inflame
the deſires of ſplendid opulence, and are a fund of
perpetual anxiety.

ÎV. Ideas once firmly aſſociated in this manner Aſociatedideas
give laſting uneaſineſs to the mind ; and a full convic- noteasilyſepars

tion ofthe underſtanding will not break the aſſocia
tion, without long meditation and diſcipline. There
are only confuſed imaginations, and not ſettled con
cluſions, or direct opinions, in the minds of the luxu
0 2
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Book I. rious, the miſer, the ambitious, the lover, repreſen

ting ſome wonderful excellence in their favourite ab
jects proportioned to their eager deſires. But long in
dulgence and repeated acts ofdeſire, in a mind called

off from other objects, the ſtrain of converſation, and
the airs of countenance, and the very tone of voice
of the men of the ſame turn with whom they have

haunted, aſſociate high notions of felicity to the fa
vourite gratification fo firmly, that a long attention
and reflection is neceſſary to rectify the confuſed ima

gination.
A full perſuaſion of the excellence and importance
to iappineſs. of virtue above all other enjoyments, provided we
Just rotions of
virtue neceſſary

have juſt notions of it, muſt always be for ourintereſt.
The opinion will ſtand the teſt of the ſtricteſt inqui
ry, as we ſhall ſhew hereafter; and the enjoyment is
in our power. But diſproportioned admirations of
fome forts of virtue of a limited nature, and of ſome

inferior moral forms, ſuch as merc fortitude, zeal for

truth, and for a particular ſyſtem of religious tenets,
while the nobler forms of goodneſs ofmore extenſive

good influence are overlooked, may lead men into
very bad affections, and into horrid actions. No na

tural ſenſe or deſire is without its uſe, while our opi
nions are true : but when they are falſe, ſome of the

beſt affections or ſenſes may be pernicious . Our moral
ſenſe and kind affections lead us to condemn the evil;
to oppoſe their deſigns; nay to wiſh their deſtruction
when they are conceived to be unalterably ſet upon
the ruin of others better than themſelves. Theſe ve

experienced by all.
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ry principles, along with the anger and indignation Chap. 6.
naturally ariſing againſt what appears evil, may lead
us into a ſettled rancour and hatred againſt great bo
dies of mankind thus falſely repreſented as wicked,
and make us appear to them, as they appear to us,
maliciouſly ſet upon the deſtruction of others .
When our opinions and imagination are corrected , Correlting our

the natural appetites and deſireswillremain, andmay many defires.
be attended with ſome uneaſineſs; but the ſtrength of

many will be abated and others will acquire more.
The ſimpler gratifications of appetite, theſe of the

eaſieſt purchaſe, may by good management be as ſa

tisfying, nay almoſt as joyful and exhilarating as any.
The pleaſures of the imagination may be highly reliſh
ed, and yet no diſtreſs ariſe from the want of them .

Much of this pleaſure is expoſed to all, and requires no

property, ſuch as that ariſing from the exquiſite beau
ties ofnature, and ſome of the beauties ofart. Nor are.

even theſe either the ſole or the higheſt enjoyments.

V. The ſympathetick pleaſures and pains in ſome The ſympathe
degree or other muſt affect us; no management cantikférlingsin
prevent it. We muſt live in ſociety, and by the aid
of others, whoſe happineſs, or miſery, whoſe pleaſures,

or pains, we cannot avoid obſerving. Nay mankind
univerſally feel the conjugal and parental affections;

eminent goodneſs too, when it occurs, muſt excite
ſtrong love and friendſhip . Thus we muſt experience
the ſympathetick joys and ſorrows of the higher kinds.
In this matter too we muſt watch carefully over our

opinions and imagination, that our minds be not in

!
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Book I. flamed with vain deſires about mean tranſitory or un
neceſſary goods for others, or oppreſſed with ſorrow
upon ſuch evilsbefalling them as are ſmall and tole

rable. But unleſs we get the imaginations of our

friends corrected, we ſhall ſtill have occaſion for ſym
pathy. All miſery is real to the ſufferer while it laſts.

Whoever imagines himſelf miſerable, he is ſo in fact,
while this imagination continues.
Where choice binds the tye of love, the previouſly

examining well the character of the perſon, his opi
nions and notions oflife, is of the higheſt conſequence.

In the ſtronger bonds of love with perſons of juſt fen
timents and corrected imaginations, we have a fair
hazard for a large ſhare of theſe higher ſocial joys,
with fewer intenſe pains ; as the happineſs of ſuch per
ſons is leſs uncertain or dependent on external acci
dents.

As there are not in human nature any neceſſary
cauſes ofill- will.cauſes of ultimate ill-will or malice, a calm mind con
No neceſſary

ſidering well the tempers, ſentiments, and real ſprings
of action in others, will indeed find much matter of

pity and regret, but little ofanger, indignation or en
vy, and of ſettled ill-will noneat all. And thus we
may be pretty

free from the uneaſineſſes and miſery

of the unkind affections and paſſions. Human nature
is indeed chargeable with many weakneſſes, raſh opi

nions, immoderate deſires of private intereſt, ſtrong
ſenſual appetites, keen attachments to narrow ſyſtems

beyond their merit ; and very ſubject to anger up
on appearance of injury to themſelves, or thoſe they

experienced by all.

III

love: but 'tis free from all ultimate unprovoked ma- CHAP. 6.

lice ; much influenced by ſome moral ſpecies or o- U
ther; and abounding with ſome ſorts of kind affecti
ons . Many of their moſt cenſurable actions flow from

ſome miſtaken notion ofduty, or are conceived by the
agent to be innocent, and are the effects of ſome par
tial and naturally lovely affection , but raiſed above its

proportion , while more extenſive ones are aſleep.
fornis
VI. As ſoon as one obſerves the affections of others univerſallyafect

or reflects on his own, the moral qualities muſt affect mankind.
the mind. No education , habit, falſe opinions, or even

affectation itſelf can prevent it. A Lucretius, an
Hobbes, a Bayle, cannot ſhake off ſentiments of gra
titude, praiſe, and admiration of ſome moral forms;
and of cenſure and deteſtation of others. This ſenſe

may be a ſure fund of inward enjoyment to thoſe who
obey its ſuggeſtions. Our own temper and actions
may be conſtant ſources of joy upon reflection. But

where partial notions ofvirtue andjuſtice are raſhly en
tertained, without extenſive views and true opinions
of the merit of perſons and cauſes, the purſuit of
ſome moral forms may occaſion grievous diſtaſte and
remorſe. Falſe notions of virtue may be leſs laſting

than other miſtakes. Perſons injured by them ſeldom
fail to remonſtrate ; ſpectators not blinded by our paf
ſions and intereſt will ſhew their diſguſt. And thus

our ill-grounded joy and ſelf-approbation may ſoon
give place to ſhame and remorſe.
T'e ſenſe ofhan
The ſenſe of honour too muſt occaſion pleaſure or nour afeltsall.

pain, as the world about us happen to diſcloſe their
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Book I. ſentiments of our conduct: and as we have not the

opinions of others in our power, we cannot be ſure of

eſcaping allcenſure. But we can make a juſt eſtimate
of menand of the value of their praiſes or cenſures, in

proportion to their qualifications as judges of merit ;
and thus we may turn our ambition upon the praiſes
of the wiſe and good. The approbation of our own
hearts, and the approbation ofGod, give ſatisfactions

of an higher nature than the praiſes of men can give.
We can repreſs the deſire of this lower enjoyment,

when it proves inconſiſtent with the higher.
VII. The deſires alſo of wealth and power muſt af

The deſires of

wealthandpowfect the mind when it diſcerns their obvious uſefulneſs
er univerſal.

to gratify every original deſire. Theſe purſuits in men
of corrected minds may be eaſy and moderate, ſo that
diſappointment will not give great pain. But when the

notions notonly of external converience and pleaſure,
and of a fund for good offices, but of all valuable abi

lity, and moral dignity, and happineſs are joined to

wealth or power, and of all baſeneſs and miſery join
ed to poverty and the lower ſtations; when the natu
ral uſe of theſe things is overlooked, and the mind is
1

conſtantly intent upon further advancement, anxiety

and impatience muſt imbitter and poiſon every enjoy
ment of life.
How fantaſtick
deſires ariſe.

When the mind has been diverted from its natural

purſuits and enjoyments, fantaſtick ones muſt fuc

ceed. When through indolence and averſion to ap
plication men deſpair of ſucceſs in matters naturally
konourable ; when any accidents have called off their

1
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minds from the affections natural to our kind, toward Chap. 6.

offspring, kindred , and a country ; the deſires of ſomeu
ſort of eminence, and of amuſement and pleaſure, in
an incapacity for all valuable buſineſs, muſt ſet them
upon any purſuits, which have got reputation among
their fellows of like ſloth , incapacity, or depravation,

under ſome confuſed notions of genteelity, liberali
ty, ſociableneſs, or elegance. How elſe ſhall one ac
count for years ſpent by young people of eaſy fortunes
in hunting, gaming, drinking, fauntering, and the ſil
ly chat and ceremonies of the places of rendezvous

for gayety and amuſement.
VIII. Now it is obvious our nature is incapable de
of the higheſt pleaſures of all kinds at once, or of and inconstient.
purſuing them together. There are manifeſt incon

ſiſtencies among them , and the means ofobtaining
them. An high reliſh for one kind is inconſiſtent with
a taſte for ſome others. Senſuality and indolence are
plainly oppoſite to all the higher active enjoyments.

The purſuits of knowledge and the ingenious arts are
oppoſite to avarice, ſenſuality, and to ſome ſorts of

ambition: ſo are the purſuits ofvirtue. Nay the high

eſt enjoyments of ſome kinds are much increaſed by
conſciouſneſs of our having ſacrificed other inferior

purſuits and enjoyments to them , as thoſe of virtue
and honour.

”Tis equally manifeſt that in our preſent ſtate, one Few enjoyments
cannot conſtantly ſecure to himſelf any one enjoyment
dependent on external things, which are all ſubject
toinnumerable accidents. The noble enjoyments of
are certain

Vol.I.

P
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Book I. piety, of which hereafter, and thoſe of virtue, may be
ſtable and independent on fortune. But a virtuous

temper, whatever ſure enjoyment it may afford upon
reflection, ever carries a man forth beyond himſelf, to

ward a publick good, or ſome intereſts of others; and

theſe depend not on our power. There's great pain in
the diſappointment of virtuousdeſigns, tho’the tem
per be ever approved. In this, as in all other things,

we depend onprovidence, which, as itgave us at firſt
all our perceptive powers, and their objects, ſo it dif

poſes of them , andparticularly of the happineſs or mi
fery of others, the object on which the virtuous affec
tions terminate. This ſufficiently ſhews that the Dei

ty muſt, for this reaſon, as well as many others, be the
ſupreme object of our higheſt happineſs: ſince we can

never be ſecure, nor can we enjoy true ſerenity and
tranquillity of mind, without a firm perſuaſion that
his goodneſs, wiſdom , and omnipotence are continu

ally employed in ſecuring the felicity ofthe objects of
our nobleſt affections.

It would not be improper to conſider here the plain
evidence for the exiſtence of God and his moral per
fections; not only as a firm perſuaſion of theſe points

No folid tran
guillity without
Tiligion.

is an high matter of duty, but as the Deity and his

providence are the foundations ofour tranquillity and
higheſt happineſs. But as the moſt perſuaſive argu
ments on ſome of theſe points are derived from the
very conſtitution of human nature, and that moral

adminiſtration we feel within ourſelves, that ſtructure
of our ſouls deſtined to recommend all thoſe kind and

oppoſite to each other.
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generous affections which reſemble the moral perfec- Chap. 6.
tions of God ; we ſhall poſtpone the ſentiments and u
duties of piety to be conſidered afterwards as the
higheſt perfection ofhappineſs, as well as ofmoral ex
cellence.

IX. As to other enjoyments which are uncertain ; Howourendea
tho' pure unmixed happineſs is not attainable, yet vours
eten. have some
our endeavours are not uſeleſs.

We hinted alrea

dy that having had high previous expectations, tho'it
may increaſe the firſt tranſports of ſucceſs, when the

preceeding anxiety is removed; yet rather lefſens the

ſubſequent enjoyment, and ſtill embitters diſappoint
ments, and makes misfortunes, in their own nature

light, become unſupportable : ſo having our notions
lower about theſe uncertain objects, and our deſires

moderate, rather encreaſes our ſtable ſenſe of pleaſure
in the object obtained , and abates the ſenſe of diſap
pointment.

Thus the temperate, the ſober, the chaſte, the
humble, have ſenſes as acute at leaſt as others, and

enjoy all the good in ſenſual objects, and in honour.
Abſtinence and reſtraint, when virtue requires, viti

ates no ſenſe or appetite. Moderation inproſperity,

temperance, humility, and modeſty, low notions of
happineſs in ſenſual objects, prevent no ſenſe of plea
ſure in advantages obtained. Men of this turn have
their reaſon calm and active to procure the gratifica

tions they deſire, and to find out other preferable en
joyments when they are diſappointed. In this uncer
tain world their proſperity and ſucceſs is as joyful as
P2
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Book I. that of others. And then under misfortunes,

Si quis, quae multa vides diſcrimine tali,
A lively ſenſe
of the inftability

Si quis in adverſum rapiat caſufve, deufve, *
ofhuman
affairs(And ſure ſuch diſappointments are as incident to the
very uſeful
inflamed admirers of external things as to others ) the

difference is manifeſt. The one had other funds of

happineſs: he foreſaw ſuch accidents ; the loſs to him

is tolerable. To the other; he isdeprived of hisgods ;
and do you ask what aileth him ? So neceſſary is fre
quent conſideration

of the uncertainty of human af

fairs; the accidents we are ſubject to ; and the proper

reſorts, and ſprings of relief, and the other enjoy
ments which may ſtill be in our power. This abates
no folid joy in profperity, but breaks vain aſſociations,

and corrects the imagination ; gives ſtrength of mind,
and freedom from that terror and conſternation which

diſtracts the unprepared mind, and deprives it of the
good remaining in its power.
CH A P.

VII.

A Compariſon of the ſeveral Sorts of ENJOYMENT,
and the oppoſite Sorts of UNEASINESS, to find
their Importance to HAPPINESS .
diſcover wherein our true happineſs conſiſts we
Tomuſt compare the ſeveral enjoyments of life, and
the feveral kinds of miſery, that wemay diſcern what

enjoyments are to be parted with , or what uneaſineſs
* Virg. Aeneida ix . verſ. 210.

our ſeveral ENJOYMENTS.
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to be endured, in order to obtain the higheſt and Chap.7.
moſt beatifick ſatisfactions, and to avoid the moſt di

ſtreſſing ſufferings.
As to pleaſures of the ſame kind , 'tis manifeſt their Enjoyments va

values are in a joint proportion of their intenſeneſsdignity and du
and duration. In eſtimating the duration, we not on:

ly regard the conſtancy of the object,or its remaining
in our power, and the duration of the ſenſations it

affords, but the conſtancy, of our fancy or reliſh : for
when this changes it puts an end to the enjoyment.
In comparing pleaſures of different kinds, the value

is as the duration and dignity of the kind jointly. We
have an immediate ſenſe of a * dignity, a perfection ,

or beatifick quality in ſome kinds, which no intenſe
neſs of the lower kinds can equal, were they alſo as

laſting as we could wiſh . No intenſeneſs or duration
of any external ſenſation gives it a dignity or worth e
qual to that of the improvement of the ſoul by know

ledge, or the ingenious arts ; and much leſs is it equal
to that of virtuous affections and actions. We never

heſitate in judging thus about the happineſs or per
fection ofothers, where the impetuous cravings of ap
petites and paſſions do not corrupt our judgments, as
they do often in our own caſe. By this intimate feel

ingofdignity, enjoyments and exerciſes of ſome kinds,
tho' not of the higheſt degreeof thoſe kinds, are in
comparably more excellent and beacifick than the

moſtintenſe and laſtingenjoyments of the lowerkinds.
Nor is duration of ſuch importance to ſome higher
* See above chap. iv. S. 10
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for a ſhort period, provided it be not ſucceeded by

ſomething vicious, is of incomparably greater value
than the moſt laſting ſenſual pleaſures. Nothing de
ſtroys the excellence and perfection of the ſtate but a
contrary quality of the fame kind defacing the for
mer character. The peculiar happineſs of the virtuous
man is not ſo much abated by pain, or an early death,

as that of the ſenſualiſt; tho' his complex ſtate which
is made up of all his enjoyments and ſufferings of eve

ry kind isin ſome degree affected by them * Nor is
it a view of private ſublime pleaſures in frequent fu
ture reflections which recommends virtue to the ſoul.

We feel an impulſe, an ardour toward perfection, to
ward affections and actions of dignity , and feel their

immediate excellence, abſtracting from ſuch views of
future pleaſures of long duration. Tho' no doubt
theſe pleaſures, which are as fure as our exiſtence, are
to be regarded in our eſtimation of the importance
of virtue to our happineſs.

Now if we denote by intenſeneſs, in a more general
neaning, the degree in which any perceptions or en

joyments are beatifick, then their comparative values
are ina compound proportion of their intenſeneſs and
duration. But to retain always in view the grand dif
ferences of the kinds , and to prevent any imaginati
ons, that the intenſer ſenſations of the lower kinds
* The Stoicks have run into extrava-

ris productione majora.

non intelligunt

gance on this head. See Cicero de Fin . I. iii. valetudinis aeſtimationem fpatio indicari ;
6. 10. Haec de quibus dixi non funt tempo- | virtutis, opportunitate.
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with ſufficient duration may compleat our happineſs; Chap . 7.
it may be more convenient to eſtimate enjoyments by
their dignity and duration : dignity denoting the ex
cellenceof the kind, when thoſe of different kinds are

compared ; and the intenſeneſs of the ſenſations, when
we compare thoſe of the ſame kind.

1

II. Tho'che ſeveral original powers above-mention- The diferent
ed are natural to all men, yet through habit, aſſociated a?esof men.
ideas, education, or opinion, ſome generally purſue en

joyments ofone kind; and ſhew a diſregard of others,
which are highly valued by men of a different turn.

Some are much given to ſenſuality; others to more in
genious pleaſures; others purſue wealth and power ;
others moral and ſocial enjoyments, and honour.
Wealth and power have ſome few faithful votaries a
doring them for themſelves: but the more numerous

!

worſhipers adore them only as miniſtring ſpirits, or
mediators with ſome ſuperior divinities , as pleaſure,
honour, beneficence.
Thus different men have different taſtes. What Theſe muu? be
examined .

one admires as the ſupreme enjoyments, another may
deſpiſe. Muſt we not examine theſe taſtes? Are all
perſons, all orders of beings equally happy if each ob

tains the enjoyments reſpectively moſt reliſhed ? At
this rate the meaneſt brute or inſect may be as happy
as the wiſeſt hero, patriot, or friend can be. What
may make a brute as happy as that low order is ca
pable ofbeing, may be but deſpicable to an order en

dued with finer perceptive powers, and a nobler ſort
ofdeſires. Beings of theſe higher orders are immedi

ACOMPARISON of
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Book I. ately conſcious of the ſuperior dignity and impor
tance to happineſs in their peculiar enjoyments, of
which lower orders are incapable. Nature has thus

diſtinguiſhed the different orders by different percep
tive powers, ſo that the ſame objects will not be ſuffi
cient for happineſs to all ; nor have all equal happineſs
when each can gratify all the deſires andſenſes he has.

The ſuperior orders in this world probably experi
ence all the ſenſations of the lower orders, and can

judge of them. But the inferior do not experience
the enjoyments of the ſuperior. Nay in the ſeveral
ſtages of life each one finds different taſtes and deſires.

We are conſcious in our ſtate of mature years that

the happineſs of our friends, our families, or our coun
try are incomparably nobler objects ofour purſuit, and
adminiſter proportionably a nobler pleaſure than the
toys which once abundantly entertained us when we

had experienced nothing better. God has aſſigned to
each order, and to the ſeveral ſtages of life in the

fame perſon, their peculiar powers and taſtes. Each one
is as happy when its taſte is gratified as it can then be.

But weare immediately conſcious that one gratifica
tion is more excellent than another, when we have ex
1

perienced both. And then our reaſon and obſervati

on enables us to compare the effects, and conſequen
ces, and duration. One may be tranſitory, and the
occaſion of great ſubſequent miſery, tho’ for the pre

ſent the enjoyment be intenſe: another may be laſt
ing, ſafe, and ſucceeded by no ſatiety, ſhame, diſguſt,
or remorſe.

1
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Superior beings by diviner faculties and fuller know- Chap. 7 .

ledge may, without experience of all ſorts, immedi- y
W bat "en are
ately diſcern what are the nobleſt. They may havethebes judges.

ſome intuitive knowledge of perfection, and ſome ſtan
dard of it, which may make the experience of ſome
lower forts uſeleſs to them . But of mankind theſe

certainlyare the beſt judges who have full experience,
with their taſtes or ſenſes and appetites in a natural

vigorous ſtate. Now it never was alledged that ſocial
affections, the admiration of moral excellence, the de

fire of eſteem , with their attendant and guardian tem
perance, the purſuits of knowledge, or a natural ac
tivity, impaired any ſenſe or appetite. This is often
charged with great juſtice upon luxury, and ſurfeit

ing, and indolence. The higheſt ſenſual enjoyments
may be experienced by thoſe who employ both mind

ments. Thus according to the maxim often inculca
ted by Ariſtotle, “ The good man is the true judge
“ and ſtandard of every thing.”
But it may juſtly be queſtioned, whether men much The
viciousjudgefel
dom can
devoted to ſenſual pleaſures, to thoſe of the imagina- well.

tion, or to wealth and power , are ſufficiently prepa
red to judge in this queſtion. Such purſuits indeed

are ſeldom continued long without ſome notion of

their innocence, nay of ſome duty or moral obligati
on. Habits ſometimes deface natural characters and

powers. Men of vicious habits have ſmall experience
Vol.I.

Q

-

and body vigorouſly in ſocial virtuous offices , and al
low all the natural appetites to recur in their due ſea
ſons. Such certainly are the beſt judges of all enjoy
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Book I. of thegenerous affections, ſocial joys, and the delights
Lof true impartialuniform goodneſs. Bad habitsweak
en ſocial feelings, and the reliſh of virtue. And yet
even ſuch men on ſome occaſions give a ſtrong teſti
mony to the cauſe of virtue.

III. Having premiſed theſe things we may firſt com
pare the ſeveral ſorts of enjoyment in point of digni
and duration ; and in like manner their oppoſites,
ſufferings. And then compare a little the ſeveral tem
pers or characters in point of inward ſatisfaction .
ty

The pleaſures of the external ſenſes, are of two
les personaledhe meclaſſes; thoſe of the palate, and thoſe betwixt the fex
meanet.

Thoſe of the pa
late.

es. Both theſe we call ſenſual.

The pleaſures of the palate how grateful foever
they may be to children , muſt appear the meaneſt
and moſt deſpicable enjoyments to all men of reflec

tion who have experienced any others.

The uneaſi- ·

neſs felt when the body needs ſupport may be pretty

intenſe; as ’tis wiſely contrived , to engage us to take
neceſſary care of the body. The allaying this pain
may give a ſtrong ſenſation of pleaſure at firſt. But
the proper pleaſure of taſte, the poſitive enjoyment,
muſt be deſpicable to all who are above the order of
brutes. The differences in point of pleaſure among
the ſeveral kinds of food is ſo ſmall, that the keenneſs

of appetite is allowed to make a much greater. The

moſt exquiſitecookery can ſcarce give ſuch high ſen
ſation of this kind to a ſatisfied appetite, tho’ it be
not ſurfeited ; as the plaineſt fare will give to a brisk

appetite after abſtinence and exerciſe ; even altho'
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there was no pain, inconſiſtent with mirth and gay- Chap. 7.

ety, to be allayed . When therefore the allaying for
gentle an uneaſineſs cauſes more pleaſure than anyex
quiſite favours without it, the poſitive pleaſure muſt
be very inconſiderable. The preventing of appetite,
or theincreaſing or prolongingit by incentives of any
kind, are vain efforts for pleaſure; ſo are all arts, ex

cept exerciſe and abſtinence, till the natural appetite
returns. The greateſt Epicures have acknowledged
this when buſineſs or diverſions have caſually led them
to make the experiment.

Men would univerſally agree in this point, were not reaſonsofmiſ

theſe pleaſures generally blended with others of very of moralpleza
different natures. Not only nice oeconomy, art, and fures.

elegance in fine ſervices and grandeur of apartments,
but even moral qualities, liberality, communication

of pleaſure, friendſhip, and meriting well from others,
are joined in our imaginations. Strip ſenſuality of all
theſe borrowed charms, and view it naked and alone

as mere pleaſing the palate in ſolitude, and it is ſhame
ful and deſpicable to all.

Imagine a life ſpent in this enjoyment without in
terruption , and that, contrary tothe preſent order of
nature, the appetite ſtill remained; but that there was

no ſocialenjoyment oraffection, no finer perceptions,
or exerciſe of the intellectual powers ; this ſtate is be

low that of many brutes. Their appetites allow in
tervals for ſome pleaſures of a ſocial nature, and for

action ; and when thus employed, they ſhew an higher
joy than in feeding.

az
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The duration too of theſe ſenſations is inconſide

Воок І.

Vrable. Such indeed is the bounty of God, that the

5

The duration

ſmall.

means of allaying the cravings of appetite may be ea

fily procured; and thus by good management we may

all frequently enjoy almoſt the higheſt pleaſures of
this kind. But the appetite is ſoon fatisfied, and re
curs not till after long intervals. Artificial incentives

may raiſe an unnatural craving, but the allaying of
this gives little pleaſure. 'Tis a real depravation and
fickneſs; and, when long continued, turns to ſuch bo
dily indiſpoſition as muſt ſtop all enjoyments. Where
grandeur and variety are affected, the fancy grows ca
pricious and inconſtant, and the objects uncertain .
The humour may grow too expenſive forour fortunes,
and increaſe, while the means of gratification are di
miniſhed .

Many of the fame conſiderations depreciate the o
of amorousen-ther ſpecies of ſenſual pleaſure, which much depends
jºymcnts.
The ſame true

upon the allaying the uneaſy craving of a brutal im
pulſe, as the poſitive good is of itſelf mean and incon
ſiderable. Conceive the ſenſation alone, without love

or eſteem of any moral qualities, or the thought of

communicating pleaſure, and of being beloved; it
would not equal the delights which ſome of the finer

brute beaſts feem plainly confciousof. And then this
enjoyment is the moſt tranſitory of all. Indulgence,
and variery, and incentives, bring upon the mind a

miſerable craving; an impatient ardour; an incapaci
ty of ſelf-government, and of all valuable improve
ment ; a wretched llavery, which ſtrips the mind ofall

1
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candour, integrity, and ſenſe of honour. Addto this Chap. 7.
the capriciouſneſs of fancy, the torments of diſap
pointment,which ſuchwandering diffolute deſires muſt
be expoſed to ; and that after the tranſient ſenſation,
therecan ſcarce remain any thing agreeable, to one
who has not loſt all manly ſenſe ofgood. The reflec

tion on any paſt ſenſual enjoyments gives no ſenſe of
any merit or worth, no ground of ſelf-eſteem , or ſcarce

any ſortof joy except from thelow hopes of repeat
ing the ſame, which may a little revive the appetite
after intervals. The remembrance is no ſupport un

der any calamity, chagrin, pain, provocation or for
row , or any inward diſturbance of mind, or outward

misfortune. The very nature of theſe ſenſations we
call ſenſual, and the inward ſentiments of our hearts

about them , abundantly declare that theſupreme hap
1

pineſs of human nature muſt conſiſt in

very different

enjoyments of a more noble and durable nature .

IV . 'Tis often occurring, on the other hand, that moved from tör
we ſee multitudes who prefer ſuch pleaſures to all o- pradilice of the
thers, and make the purſuits of ſenſuality the buſi
neſs of their lives ; and that therefore the bent of the

mind is naturally toward them ; and their power ſupe

rior to our moral ſenſe, and to the generous affections.
To remove this cauſe of ſuſpicion ; let us recollect
that the conſtant purſuits of ſenſuality are ſeldom e
ver obſerved without an opinion of their innocence.

Our moral faculty,our ſympathetick ſenſe, and our
kind affections are ſeldom ſer in oppoſition to them ,
or combat with them, in the minds of men much de
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Unocence men are hurried into ſenſual enjoyments by
impetuous appetites, the ſtate is miſerable and full of

abject remorſe after the tranſient gratifications. The
profeſſedly diſſolute have ſome ſpecious reaſons by
which they are deluded into a perſuaſion of the inno
cence of their purſuits.

Nay ſome moral notions, ſuch as communication

ofpleaſure, love, friendſhip, meriting well, and being
beloved, make the main charm even in ſenſual enjoy
ments . This is manifeſt in the luxury and intempe
rance of ſuch as are not ſunk below the beaſts, and u

niverſally deſpiſed. It holds too in the unchaſte palli
ons : and hence ſome notions of moral excellencies,

good nature, friendlineſs, ſweetneſs of temper, wit,
and obligingneſs recommend their objects. But on .
the other hand ; ſuch as by generous affections, and
love of moral excellence and honour, are led into a

virtuous courſe, avowedly deſpiſe ſenſual enjoyments;

nor does any confuſed imaginationsof them , or hopes
even of immunity from labour and pain recommend
it to their choice. The external evils, toil, expence,
and hardſhips are known and deſpiſed as well as the
allurements of eaſe and pleaſure : the moral forms by

their own proper power are ſuperior to them . In the
voluptuous, the moral ſenſe is ſeldom conquered; the
enjoyments ſeem innocent, or at leaſt the guilt is ſo
diminiſhed by the ſophiſtry of the paſſions, that 'tis
only the ſmalleſt moral evil which ſeems to be incur

red for the higheſt ſenſual good ; and the weakeſt ef
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forts of the moral kind overcome by the ſtrongeſt of Chap. 7.

ſenſuality; and often , even by the aſſiſtance of ſome

miſtaken moral ſpecies.
It is here likewiſe proper to obſerve that all ſenſu- The fenfualen

al gratifications are not oppoſite to moral enjoyments.jomsuih virtue
There is a moderate indulgence perfectly innocent,as high as any.

ſufficient to allay the uneaſineſs ofappetite; which too

by wiſeoeconomy may frequently be as high as any
ſort of ſenſual enjoyments, and even ſubfervient to the
moral. The temperate, and ſuch as, after proper ſelf

government in coelibacy, have made a wife choice in

marriage, may have as high ſenſual enjoyments as
any. Inrecommending of virtue we need not ſuppoſe
it oppoſite to all gratifications of ſenſe ; tho' its power
in our hearts ſhould be maintained ſo high that it may
be able to controll all the appetites which by accident
may oppoſe it. Its gentle fway generally allows ſuch

+

gratifications as may be the higheſt of the kind ; or
where it does not, it makes abundant compenſation

for the loſs, by the joyful approbation of ſuch abſti
nence and ſelf-government. Whatrich compenſation

is made by the joyful approbation one muſt feel of fi
delity, friendſhip, and meriting well, and by the re
turns of a conſtant affection from a worthy heart, for
the want of the irregular, ſhameful, perplexing, joy
leſs paſſions and indulgences , with perſons of no mo
ral worth or ſtedfaſtneſs of affection ,

V. We come next to conſider the pleaſures of the The Pleafares

imagination in the grandeurand eleganceofliving, and theingeniousarea
the perceptions of beauty and harmony, towhich we ty.sensual in dignie

1
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Book I. may add thoſe of the ingenious arts, and knowledge.
nHere there is no brutal uneaſy previous appetite, the

fating of which mightenhance the pleaſure; and yet
one may immediately find that theſe are enjoyments
ſuperior to the ſenſual, and more recommended by
the conſtitution of our nature. When the cravings
of appetite are grown painful, one will readily quit
theſe pleaſures till the pain is removed ; eſpecially
when there are no apprehenſions of our not being at
liberty of ſpeedily returning to them. But the behold
ing beautiful forms, the curious works of art, or the
more exquiſite works of nature;the entertainments of

harmony, of imitation in the ingenious arts ; thedif
covering of the immutable relations and proportions

ofthe objects of the pure intellect and reaſon, give en
joyments in dignity far ſuperior to any thing ſenſual,
where the ſenſual are conſidered alone without bor

rowed charms of an higher nature. Theſe more manly

pleaſures are more ſuited to our nature ; and are al

ways more eſteemed and approved when we are judg
ing of the purſuits of others.
They are alſo
firperior in dura
tion,

Theſe pleaſures too far ſurpaſs the ſenſual likewiſe
in duration. They can employ a great part of life

without ſaciety or cloying, as their pleaſure is ſo much
poſitive enjoyment independentupon the allaying of
any previous uneaſyſenſacions. They are the proper
exerciſes of the ſoul, where none of the higher ſocial

offices, or thoſe of rational piecy claim its activity.
They partake of its laſting nature, and are not tran

fitory, as all enjoyments are which are merely fubfervi

.

3
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ent to the periſhing body. Thus, as often as the CHAP. 7.
more important offices of virtue allow any intervals,
our time is agreeably and honourably employed in hif

tory natural or civil, in geometry, aſtronomy, poetry,
painting, and muſick, or ſuch entertainments as inge
nious arts afford. And ſome of the ſweeteſt enjoy

1

ments of this ſort require no property, nor need we

ever want the objects. If familiarity abates the plea
ſure of the more obvious beauties of nature, their

more exquiſite inward ſtructures may give new de
lights, and the ſtores of nature are inexhauſtible.

Such objects of theſe taſtes as require property are
more uncertain, and the purſuit ofthem more ſolici
tous and anxious, and the fancy more inconſtant, as
long poſſeſſion abates the reliſh. The imagination here
needs ſtrict reins, that it may not run out into excef
ſive admiration by aſſociated notions of moral digni
ty, and liberality ; and thus involve us in innumerable.

vexatious purſuits of what is not eſſential to happi
neſs.
Sympathetick

VI.Pleaſures of the ſympathetick kind ariſing from feelingsveryin
the fortunes ofothers are proportioned to the ſtrengthense.
of the kind affections we have for them. Qur nature

is exceedinglyſuſceptible of theſe affections; eſpecially
the ſtronger ſorts of them toward offspring, parents,
kinſmen, benefactors, or eminently worthy characters ;

toward ſects, parties, countries. They furniſh the far
greater part of the buſineſs, and of the happineſs or
miſery of life.
Compare theſe with others : Conſider the joy of
VOL . I.

R
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Book I. heart upon any conſiderable proſperity, or any emi
nent virtue of one whom we heartily love, of a child,
a brother, a friend : upon any glory or advantage to
our party, or country ; to any honourable cauſe we

have eſpouſed ,or any admired character; or upon their
eſcaping any imminent danger. Where there is an

hearty affection theſe joys are incomparably ſuperior
to any of the former. What pleaſure of ſenſe or ima
gination would we not forego to obtain theſe events ?

Some ecſtacies ofjoy upon the eſcaping of great im
minent perſonal dangers have been too violent for na
ture, and have proved fatal: we have more * inſtances

of ſympathetick joys which proved alſo unſupport
able and fatal. And if ſome tempers cannot bear life
after ſome misfortunes befallen themſelves; more in

ſtances are found of ſuch as throw it away upon the

misfortunes of others. The enjoyments muſt be very
high which can ſweeten all the toil and labour about
offspring and friends, even in common characters. Ha

ving affluence of all things deſired for one's ſelf, abates
very little of the diligence of mankind.
Muid may be of
long duration .

Theſe pleaſures endure as long as the perſon con

tinues to be beloved and to be proſperous. New ſuc
ceſſes of our own, or of our friend, raiſe greater com

motions at firſt than advantages long poſſeſſed. But
while the affection continues, the ſenſe remains ; and

the ſympathetick pleaſure never cloys. Where indeed

affections are founded upon wrong ſentiments of the
See two inſtances in Livy upon the defeat at Thraſymen , 1. xxii. c. 7. See on
this ſubject Cicero de Fin , I. v . c. 24.
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merit of perſons, or cauſes, they can have no ſtabili- Chap. 7.

ty, and the ſympathetick joy may be loſt, and ſucceed
ed by diſguſt and indignation. But the chief cauſe of

inſtabilityin this branch of happineſs is the uncertain
ty of the fortunes of thoſe we love;,for their miſery
muſt occaſion the moſt ſevere diſtreſs.

In this we

wholly depend on providence.

All that we can do toſecure any fund ofjoys of Belieferprovi:
this kind is to examine well the merit of perſons, and curity.

cauſes, and by theſe means to turn our ſtronger affec
tions toward the ſuperior merit of men of true good

neſs and correct imaginations, whoſe happineſs is leſs
inconſtant than that of others ; to have a firm per
ſuaſion of the wiſdom and goodneſs of providence,and
to cultivate the moſt extenſive affections. The ſtron

ger our univerſal good -will is, if our joys be ſo much

the higher upon the general proſperity, the greater
alſo ſhall our regret beupon apprehended general mi
ſery. But what makes this affection ever ſafe in all

events, and a fund of ſuperior joy, is a firm perſuaſi
on of a good Providence governing the univerſe for
the beſt ,amidſt all the apparent evils and diſorders.
Of this more hereafter.

VII. The fourth claſs of enjoyments are the moral, Meral enjoy.
ariſing from the conſciouſneſs of good affections and the highestinour
nature ,

actions. Theſe joys are different from the ſympathe
tick, which may ariſe from that happineſs of others
to which our affections and actions contributed no

thing. But our affections and actions themſelves , ab

ſtracting from the ſtate of others, cannot be indiffe

1

R 2
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Book I. rent to us when we attend to them. When we find

our whole ſoul kind and benign, we muſt have a joy
ful approbation ; and a further and higher joy ariſes
from exerting theſe affections in wiſe beneficent offi
ces. Theſe joys we find the higheſt and moſt impor
tant both in reſpect of dignity and duration.
In reſpect of
dignity.

How much inferior are the higheſt ſenſual plea
fures, or even thoſe of the imagination, or ſpeculative

knowledge, to the ſtable joy of conſcious goodneſs
of heart ; and to that high approbation one feels of

himſelf in any important offices for the good of his
country, or his friend; and to the joyful thought of

meriting well of mankind, and deſerving their applau
ſes? The kind affections alone fit eaſy in the heart;

there is an inward complacence in them, and we joy
fully entertain them for life .* But our nature is fitted

for more than unactive affection . An high happineſs
ariſes from the exerting our powers ;and the nobler the
power is, the more beatifick is its exerciſe: when the

virtuous efforts are ſucceſsful, there is ſuch an aſſem
blage of pure joys from conſcious goodneſs, ſympathy
with others, and the expected love and approbation of

all, eſpecially the complacency of our Maker, as far
ſurpaſſes all other enjoyments. If we ſhould fail of

ſucceſs, we may wantthe fympathetick joy, and may
be touched with compaſſion ; but the other ſources of

joy remain : the moral enjoyments can ſweeten theſe
diſtreſſes from the misfortunes of the perſon or cauſe

eſpouſed ; which without the conſciouſneſs of ourhav
* This is often juſtly obſerved by Ariſtotle and Cicero.
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ing acted our part well, muſt have been much more Chap. 7.
intolerable .

The fancy here is notinconſiſtent. Our taſte for theſe pleafures
virtue increaſes by exerciſe; and habits make it ſtillare mofdurable.

more pleaſant. The remembrance is ever delight
ful, and makes the enjoyment laſting, where there
have been juſt notions of virtue, and of the merit of
perſons and cauſes. One end propoſed in the creating
different orders of beings, and ordaining the different
ſtates of thoſe of the ſame ſpecies, ſome more, fome

leſs perfect, is probably this, that the nobler minds

fhould never want opportunities for the joyful exer
ciſe of their good diſpoſitions toward the inferior ei
ther in perfection or in fortune. Theſe joys too are
feated above the power of fortune while men retain
ſoundneſs of mind. A low ſtation, and a hard condi

tion of life, or external diſadvantages may prevent our
doing the moſt important ſervices to others in exter
nal things ; but can neither hinder the ſound inward
affections of heart, nor a courſe of action ſuited to

our abilities ; and thisis the higheſt virtue.
Unexamined admirations of ſome partial moral Juſt notions of
forms, and ſome narrow affections, without true no - virtuenecesſary.

tions of merit in perſons and cauſes, may lead us into
ſuch conduct as upon better information may be mat
ter of ſhame and remorſe. But where by cloſe reflec

cion we have attained juſt notions of virtue and merit,
and of the effectual means of doing good, virtuous

action , as it is the natural purpoſe of a rational and

1
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Book I. ſocial ſpecies, ſo it is their higheſt happineſs, and al
ways in their power.

Among theſe moral enjoyments, the joys of reli

gion and devotiontoward God well deſerve to be par
ticularly remarked, whichin the claſs of moralenjoy
ments are the higheſt of all. But as theſe enjoyments
are of a pretty different nature from the reſt of the

moral ones, they ſhall be conſidered apart hereafter,
for reaſons above-mentioned ; and we ſhall ſhew their

high importance to a ſtable and ſublime happineſs a
bove all others .
Pleaſures of 10
nour very in

tenſe .

IX. The pleaſures of honour from the approbati

on, eſteem , and gratitude of others as they naturally
enſue upon virtue, ſo when they are founded on it, are
among the moſt grateful feelings of the ſoul. Theſe

joys of honour and virtue and the ſympathetick joys
are naturally connected , nor need we minutely com
pare them ; as the ſame conduct is naturally ſubſervi
ent to them all : and where they concur, no words can

expreſs the happineſs enjoyed. The ſympathetick
feelings may be more intenſe in ſome tender affectio

nate hearts: active ſpirits in publick ſtations may be
more affected with conſcious virtue and merited glory.
But where the three are united, with a firm perſuaſion
of a good God approving our temper, and enſuring
the univerſal order and happineſs, our ſtate muſt come

neareſt to thatjoy unſpeakable andfull of glory, which
we hope for as the perfect conſummation of the rati
onal nature .
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True glory is alſo durable, not like the ſenſual en- Chap.7.

whichpafs likethe ſhadow ofa cloud leaving Arid of great
joyments,
no trace behind them. The approbation and eſteem duration.
ofothers, when founded on virtue, may probably con

tinue during life, and ſurvive us: and the approbati
on of God ſhall be everlaſting. The purſuits of exten
five fame for eminent abilities and virtues may indeed
be ſubject to diſappointment, and be full of labour
and liable to exceſs. Ordinary virtues, or even the
higheſt virtues in the low ſtations will not obtain the
extenſive applauſes of nations. But a wiſe and virtu
ous man may generally obtain ſuch honour either in

a narrower or larger ſphere as may give great joy. And
a good heart, perſuaded of a good providence obſer
ving all things, is ſure of the approbation of the beſt

judge, and that to eternity.

X. Among ſuch ſolemn ſubjects the pleaſures of the pleafares
mirth and gayety muſt beof ſmall account. And yetof min to oure.com
even children deſpiſeſenſuality in compariſon ofthem :
and ſenſual enjoyments borrow from them many of
their charms, without which they would be deſpicable

and ſhameful. They are an agreeable ſeaſoning to o
ther enjoyments, and ſome relief from the fatigues of
ſerious buſineſs. The nobler joys are grave, ſevere,
and folemn. But human life muſt have relaxations.

Now whatever value we put upon mirth and gayety
it mut be caſt into the ſide of virtue: ſince that mind

is always beſt diſpoſed for the reception of all chear

fulneſs and pleaſantry where all is kind and eaſy; free

from anger, ill-will, envy, or remorſe. Theſe pleaſures
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Book I. are always ſocial, and fly folitude. They are beſt che
wriſhed amidſt love, good-nature, and mutual eſteem .
Wealth and

As wealth and power arenot immediately pleaſant,

Perfektmembut the means of obtaining pleaſures ; their impor
virtuous than o .
thers .

tance to happineſs muſt be in proportion to that of

the enjoyments to which they are referred by the pof
ſeſſor. The virtuous man therefore who refers them

to generous and virtuous purpoſes, has a much nobler
enjoyment of them than thoſe who refer them to the

pleaſures of the imagination, or the elegance of life;
and yet this is a finer reference than that to ſenſuality.

Where through confuſed imaginations they are not

directly referred to their natural purpoſes,but pur
ſued for themſelves, avarice and ambition become
wretched inſatiable cravings, hateful to all mankind ;

and the poſſeſſions become joyleſs to the perſon who
obtains them .
III-naturedgra
tifications mean,

XI. As to ſome other pretended enjoyments in gra

and net durable.tifying the paſſions of anger, malice, envy, revenge:
'tis certain there is no ſmall ſenſe of joy in theſe gra

tifications, where the paſſions were intenſe. But then
'cis obvious , that as good -will, love, eſteem , gratitude,
and every kind affection are natural and original plea
ſures ſitting eaſy in the mind ; ſo the happineſs of any
innocent perſon obſerved is the occaſion of pure un

mixed joy, not ariſing from the allaying any previous
pain. If the perſon has been in miſery, and thus has

raiſed our compaſſion: his being relieved adds alſo a

nother joy from ſtopping our ſympathetick pain. But
the miſery of another is naturally uneaſy to the ob
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ferver: it muſt then be by ſome accident that it ever Chap.7.

becomes grateful: by ſome previous anger, or envy ;
ſome injury apprehended, or ſome oppoſition to the
intereſts of ſome perſon beloved.

Theſe paſſions of the unkind ſort are not uſeleſs Scho patrimo

parts in our conſtitution. Upon apprehenſion of inju- conftitution.
ry or damage done to us, or to thoſe we love, anger
naturally ariſes to rouſe us for defence. When per
ſons we do not eſteem are preferred to thoſe of higher
merit, an honeſt concern and indignation ariſes . A

like indignation ariſes againſt all ſuch as appear groſs
ly immoral. Indulgence may make theſe paſſions

ſtrong and habitual. The feelings attending them are
original uneaſineſs and torment ; to which however it
was reaſonable for the general good that we ſhould be

in ſome degree ſubjected on certain occaſions, as we

are to bodily pain . The ſweeteſt tempers have expe
rienced ſome ſhort fits of them, and have felt how un

eaſy theſe moments paſs. Where ſuch paſſions are

high and laſting, degenerating into rancour and ſtated
malice and envy, the miſery muſt be very great : no
wonder then that the removal of it ſhould give at firſt

a conſiderable pleaſure. The miſery is removed by the

ſufferings of the perſon hated or envied. But this tur

bulentjoy, evenwhile it laſts, is not to be compared
with the ſweet ſympathetick joys, the ſenſe of merited
love and eſteem , or the ſelf-approbation of forgiving,

where no publick intereſt requires puniſhing. And
then this ill-natured joy ſoon ceaſes after the paſſion
is fated, as the miſeryofthe moſt hated object cannot
Vol.I.
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Book I. pleaſe us long ; nor is it ever the object of approbation ,
either in ourſelves or others, upon reflection ; nay'tis

generally ſucceeded by remorſe, regret, and forrow.
The calm mind can have no pleaſure in the miſery
of another, tho'it may acquieſce in ſuch ſufferings as
a publick intereſt requires. We cannot wiſh to pro

long vengeance but upon ſome notion of repeated acts
of unrelenting wickedneſs; or from ſome remains of
the preceeding fear with which we were tormented.
And this ſhews one reaſon why “ the brave are not

“ cruel.” The pleaſures then of this ill-natured kind

are to the calm joys of humanity, as the ſlaking the
burning thirſt ofa fever, or the ſating a gnawing dif

eaſed ſtomach, to the enjoyment of grateful food with
an healthy and vigorous appetite.
Our moral ſenſe
values

XII. Wemay obſerve concerningtheſe ſeveral en

end enjoyments joyments, that with the moſt benign counſel our
in prxportion tominds are ſo conſtituted that we value them upon

igeneralgood.calm reflection in proportion to their importance to
the happineſs of the whole ſyſtem . Theſe which only
regard the ſafety and animal gratifications of the indi
vidual are felt to be the meaneſt; ſuch as may be of
more extenſive uſe, and incite men to be ſerviceable
to others, are naturally more eſteemed , and that in

different degrees according to their extent. Thus we
value more the pleaſures of the ingenious arts, and
ſuch exerciſes of body or mind as may naturally be

uſeful to many. The partial narrow affections are
lovely and joyful; but ſtill the more ſtable and calm
and extenſive, as they are more uſeful, are alſo more

.
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joyful both in the exerciſe, and in the remembrance, Cuap. 7.
where there has been any tolerable attention and re- U
flection. We ſee then that the moral faculty moſt ap
proves and recommends ſuch diſpoſitions as tend
moſt to the general good, and at the ſame time ſuch

as may give the nobleſt enjoyments to the agent upon
reflection. And thus the two grand determinations of
our nature, by a thorough conſideration of our con

ſtitution, may appear perfectly conſiſtent, and be ge

nerally gratified by the ſamemeans. The fame con
cluſion will be confirmed by a compariſon of the ſeve
ral ſorts of pain.
XIII. We come next to compare the ſeveral ſorts fortsTheofpainſeveral
coma

of uneaſineſs, or pain . And firſt it immediately oc-pered.
curs, that the ſeveral ſorts of pain are not in the exact

Bolily pain not

proportion ofthe pleaſures of theſe ſenſes. Mere bo-thebigbeji.

dilypleaſure is the loweſt and leaſt intenſe, and yet
bodily pain may be very violent. But we cannot thence
conclude that it may be the greateſt poſlible mi

ſery, as ſome have maintained . In pain, as in plea
ſure, the kind is to be regarded as well as the intenſe

neſs. The preſervation of the body required this
ſtrong connection with the ſoul, and that the ſenſati

ons indicating its ſufferings ſhould be very ſtrong ;
ſuch as ſometimes wholly to occupy the weaker minds,

making them incapable of any attention to other
things . But the ſoul finds that it cannot approve the
facrificing its duty to the avoiding of any bodily pain ;

and thatmoral evil is ſtill ſomething worſe. Some
kinds of pain have a quality contrary to that dignity
S 2
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Book I. we mentioned, which makes them the cauſes of great
er miſery than any bodily pain, how intenſe foever it

may be. This debaſes not the worth of the perſon ;
nor cauſes ſuch an abject ſtate of miſery, as the con
ſciouſneſs of the more odious moral evils, which oc

caſion remorſe, and ſelf-abhorrence. We raſhly con
clude otherways from ſeeing perſons of ordinary vir
tue breaking all tyes of affection, duty, and honour,
to avoid tortures ; and betraying their friends and
country under ſuch temptations.

But in ſuch caſes the higheſt bodily pain is com
pared with ſome lower ſympathetick pain, in ſome

The cauſes of
miſtake in this
matier .

weaker bonds of affection , or with ſome lower moral

ſpecies ; whereas the higheſt of both forts ſhould be
compared to find their importance . One who has na

high ſenſe of virtue betrays his friend, or country, in
ſome point not conceived abſolutely neceſſary to their
ſafety, nor certainly involving them in ruin by the
diſcovery of it ; whereas his tortures are preſent and
way. The cafes ſhould be put
unavoidable any ootherr way.

of men of high virtue, where the point to be extorted
would be certain unavoidable ruin to their friends,
or country. Brave men in ſuch caſes have endured alí

tortures ; and ſuch as cannot, yet feel they have acted

ivrong, and diſapprove their own choice of incurring
moral evil rather than the higheſt pain. There is a

fine machinery of nature here; that men of ſmall re

flection who may conceive tortures as the greateſt e
vil , yet ſome way expect it as natural conduct, and

highly approve it, that men ſhould ſacrifice what they

1
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take to be their higheſt private intereſt, by ſuffering Chap. 7.
the greateſt miſery, for a publick good. This con
firms what we ſaid above of a calm determinåtion to

ward a publick good without any reference to the pri
vate intereſt of the agent, how ſublime ſoever; and
that this determination ſhould controll all others in
our nature .

In the more common caſes, how often do parents ,

friends, patriots, endure the higheſt ſufferings to free
others from the like ? The direct ſenſe ofhunger,toils;

wounds, and bodily pain, is lighter than the ſympa
thetick with the like ſufferings of others. And in

parental affection there is ſeldom any view to duty,
honour, or compenſation . Some crimes are ſo horrid
that many ordinary characters would endure tortures
rather than commit them ; and freely expoſe their

lives to avoid the imputation of them.
In the caſes where duty yields to torture ; the pri- .

vate evil' is preſent, certain and ſenſible: the publick whatcafesare
detriment abſent, uncertain, and otherways perhaps no

avoidable. The moral turpitude is extenuated by the
greatneſs of the temptation , and the effort of the mo

ral faculty is thus made more languid. Where virtue.

conquers pain, the pain appears in its full ſtrength ;
but is over-powered,bythe generous affection, or the
abhorrence of what is baſe . Put both ſenſations in

their full ſtrength without alleviation .Whetherwould
one chuſe to commit the worſt crimes without ſuch

extenuating neceſſity, or to be in the condition of one

ON
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Book I. tortured with the gout or ſtone, as ſeverely as any ty
rant could torture him ?

Put caſes, as in ſome antient fables; that, upon
ſuch falſe information as nothing but a faulty, palli
onate, impetuous , and cruel temper could have enter

tained, one had tortured to death a perſon unknown,
who is afterwards found to have been his tender pa

rent; his dutiful fon, or his generous friend, or affec
tionate brother ; what bodily pain could equal the re
morſe and ſympathetick forrow which muſt ariſe ? and

yet here the guilt is alleviated by ignorance. When
men have thrown away their own lives from remorſe,

the crimes have generally flowed from ignorance, in
advertence, or ſome furious paſſion; all which are ſome

alleviation of guilt. What muſt the torment have
been had men knowingly, and unprovoked , commit
ted the like crimes, and ſoon after recovered a ſenſe

of virtue ? But 'tis hard to find inſtances of ſuch guilt;

as our nature is ſcarce capable of it, or if it is, the
moral ſenſe is irrecoverable.
Takethe ſympathetick ſenſe alone. Where is the

great difference, in point of miſery, between enduring
tortures, and beholding the tortures of a beloved or

only child, or of a tender parent ; or beholding them
ſubjected to ſomething more ignominious? Would to
God I had dyedfor thee, is no feigned wiſh on ſuch
occaſions.

In conſidering the ſtate of ſuch as are dear to us,
moral evil appears always ſuperior to bodily pain.

1
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Who could wiſh a ſon or friend to be rather ſunk irre- Chap. 7 .

coverably in all vice and baſeneſs ofſoul, but free from
pain, and abounding with ſenſual pleaſures; than ex
poſed to the greateſt tortures in ſome act of heroiſm ,
with a lively ſenſe of integrity and ſelf-eſteem , and the

ſympathetick joys in the proſperity of every intereſt
that is dear to him ?

The natural ſtrength of the human mind in reſi
ſting pain would appear much greater, were it not for
theterrors of death which generally attend the ſeve
rer kinds of it. Remove this fear, and the ſoul can
bear it much eaſier. In ſome diverſions, and in the ac

cidents which attend them, where there is no fear of
any thing fatal, men without dejection of mind, nay
ſometimes with gayety, can bear very acute pain, and

deſpiſe it.*
Pain in the extremities of the body may be very Bodilypainway
laſting. But all bodily pain differs in this from moralbe very lafting.

feelings, that it leavesno ſenſe ofevil when the un
eaſy ſenſation ceaſes. The reflection on it is rather
pleaſant than uneaſy, when there is no fear of its re

turning. The ſoul is often bettered by it, as experi-.
ence gives it more ſtrength and fortitude. Where

pain was endured in any honourable cauſe, it always
remains matter of joy and glorying.
Bytheimazie
XIV. Our higher ſenſes by which we receive thenation
wereceive
more pleaſure
pleaſures of the imagination, admit far leſs pain thanthan
pain .

pleaſure, if the mind is under good diſcipline. Bodily
deformity or diſtortion may be very uneaſy to the per
* On this ſubject many noble ſentiments are to be found in Cicero's Tuſculan. 1. ii.
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Book I.ſon who is ſo unfortunate; and ſo may meanneſs, or
the want of the decencies and elegancies of life, to
ſuch as have high deſires and notions of happineſs in
fuch things. But there is no uneaſy craving, as in the

appetites, previoustotheſe imaginations of greatgood
in the objects; and the correcting of theſe imaginati
ons may remove all the pain, eſpecially where nobler

enjoyments compenſate the want of theſe pleaſures.
And then beauty, harmony, and ingenious works of
art, and true imitation of every kind, without any pro

perty in the external objects, give pretty high poſitive
pleaſures ; whereas the deformity of external objects,

diſſonance, bad imitations, or rude works of art,give
no other pain than that trifling fort from a diſappoint
ment of expectation in a matter ofno neceſity in life.

Knowledge is attended with exquiſite pleaſure; but
the want of it only occaſions pain where there is an
high deſire and admiration of it, or a fear of ſhame
for the want ofit. The uneaſineſs even to an inflamed

imagination from the want of the grandeur and ele

gance of life is generally lighter than bodily pain, or
the ſympathetick, or the ſenſe of moral turpitude and

infamy; and 'tis wife and juſt that it ſhould be ſo, as
theſe other ſenſes are intended to guard mankind a
gainſt evils more pernicious to the ſyſtem . If men ex

poſe ſometimes their friends, families, and country,
to many evils by immoderate expences on grandeur
and elegance; the diſtant miſeries of others are un

expected, or not attended to : there are hopes of new

friends, of ſupport, of profitable employments by the
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friendſhipof the great, the approaching evils are not Chap. 7.
apprehended, andthe guilt isunobſerved.
XV.The ſympathetick, and moral pain of remorſe,The ſympathe
and infamy, are the higheſt our nature admits, aspains the bigbeji
their oppoſite joys are the higheſt: they can make life ofa
quite intolerable. The miſery of one beloved, while
tick and moral
all.

it continues and is attended to, is inceſſant pain to
the obſerver. When it ceaſes by death, the painful

remembrance long ſurvives in an affectionate heart ;
till buſineſs diverts the thoughts, or deep reflection
ſuggeſts conſolations. The ſure refuge in ſuch caſes
is to a good providence, and that future happineſs pro
vided for all worthy objects of kind affections.
'Tis vain to alledge that all ſympathy carries with Why we are
it pleaſure ſuperior to the pain. We ſhould not thenfights.
pronetotragical
incline to change the ſtate of the object. 'Tis true we
are prone to run to ſpectacles of miſery, and are fond
of tragedies: and yet miſery alone obſerved is the
cauſe of miſery only. But there is a natural impulſe,
implanted for the kindeſt reaſons, forcing us to ſuch

ſpectacles of miſery, which generally brings relief to
the ſufferers. And we can reſtrain this impulſe where

we foreſee that it can do no good. Let none be ſur

priſed at ſuch impulſes where no pleaſure is in view , or
any removal of our own pain : do not we obſerve af
ter the death ofa dear friend , when we can ſerve him

no more, nor enjoy any ſympathetick pleaſures with

him , the tormenting thoughts of his dying agonies
and groans are for many weeks, and months, and
years recurring to our minds. Our many efforts to
VOL , I.
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cual. When theſe efforts are repeated frequently and
vigorouſly, they may at laſt baniſh them ; but when
we

intermit our watch they return again and torment

us. Can that ſenſation have ſuperior pleaſure which
upon reflection we ſhun to retain, and guard againſt
as a torment ; which in tenderer conſtitutions turns
into bodily ſickneſs ?
The delights in
tragedy.

In tragedy there is a lively imitation of manners,
of heroick virtues, ſtruggling againſt fortune ; and
noble ſentiments and affections are expreſſed. Our

ſympathetick feelings indeed of every kind are exer

ciſed ;and compaſſion and terror are gently raiſed up
on diſtreſſes which we know are feigned. Can one ſay
that terror has fuperior pleaſure in it ; and yet we
ſometimes court fuch ſtories as terrify ourſelves. But
when the imitations by ſculpture, painting, and mu
fick, pleaſe us ſo much that we can beartoil and hun
ger, in prolonging the entertainment ; what wonder
is it that fuch noble imitations of manners delight
us, notwithſtanding the gentle uneaſineſs of fympa

thy with imaginary ſufferings? what pleaſure is there
in an infirmary or lazar-houſe, and in hearing real

groans, where there is abundant matter of compalli
on, but without ſuch virtues diſcovered ? ſhould one

forget that the diſtreſſes in tragedy are feigned, his
pain will increaſe; but the lovely virtues and noble
ſentiments affect the mind with thehigher pleaſure.
Remorſe the

Remorſe may
may be the higheſt torment, and make

greatest and me life and all its enjoyments hateful. ' Tis not like ex :
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ternal ſenſations referred to a body, a material fyf- Chap . 7.

tem, indicating its diſorders, but not abating that
inward worth for which a man eſteems himſelf or

his friend. We ſeem conſcious that the body is not

theperſon, theſelfwe eſteem ; and that its diſorders
or decays of any kind do not abate the excellence or

worth of a rational active being. Moral evil we feel
to be the immediate baſeneſs of this ſelf. It makes
our inmoſt nature odious and diſtaſteful to ourſelves,
and to all who know it.

Theſe feelings are not tranſitory; the remembrance
is always tormenting. They * are leſs acute while the
unſated paſſion continues impetuous : their violence

appears when the crime is committed. They gnaw
the ſoul a long time, nor ceaſe unleſs habit brings on
a ſtupor on this power, and men become abandoned
to every thing that is bad. And even here any conſi
derable adverſity or danger, which checks a while the

vicious paſſions, may revive the moral principle, and
renew the torment.

Infamy agreat
XVI. Infamy and reproach when they juſtly be- mifery.
fal us, are a great miſery. But when we unjuſtly ſuf
fer this way, while our own hearts approve our con-,
duct, the ſuffering is much lighter, and we may have
many ſtrong ſupports under it. The evil in this latter

caſe is leſs durable ;as the truth often breaks out beyond
expectation. The omniſcient God knows we are in
* Quumfcelus admittuntfupereft conſtantia. Quidfas
Atque neſas, tandem incipiuntfentire, peractis
Criminibus.

Juv. Sat. 13
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Book I. jured, and the wiſer part of men with whom we have
to do will ſooner or later diſcern our innocenec, and

we are ſure of their compaſſionate regards. Reproach
however is generally a greater evil and more afflicting
than moſt of the bodily pains, and may be pretty laſt

ing. It over-balances all ſenſual pleaſures with ſuch
as are not abandoned : to repel it many would facri
fice their all, and many have hazarded even life itſelf.

After this impartial enquiry into our ſeveral ſorts

of pleaſures and pains, how unnatural muſt that ac
count of the ſupreme good and evil given by the old
Cyrenaicks andEpicureans, and byſome moderns like
wiſe, appear, which places the origin of both in the

bodily ſenſations, and refers both ultimately tothem .
CH A P. VIII.

A Compariſon of the ſeveral TEMPERS and Cha
RACTERS, in point ofHAPPINESS, or Misery.

HE grounds of ſuſpecting a great oppoſition be
tween one's private intereſt and the indulging
of the ſocial affections in all generous offices of virtue,
may be pretty well removed by what is already ſaid of

the high enjoyments of the fympathetick and moral
kinds . But the unreaſonableneſs of all ſuch ſuſpici

ons will further appear by conſidering which of the
ſeveral ſets of affections conſtituting the various cha
racters of men, are of themſelves the ſweeteſt enjoy
ment, the moſt eaſy and ſerene ſtate of mind.
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As all the ſenſes and affections above -mentioned Chap. 8.

are parts of our inward fabrick, ſo each of them have All our affe &tio
their natural uſe either to the animal itſelf, or to theons are ujeful in

ſyſtem of which it is a part. Moral goodneſs indeedtheſyfem.
conſiſts principally in the ſocial andkind affections
carryingus out beyond ourſelves. But there is a natu
ral ſubſerviency of the private or ſelfiſh affections,
while they are kept within certain bounds, not only

to the good of the individual, but to that of the ſyf
tem ; nor is any one compleat in his kind without
them . And as the happineſs of a ſyſtem reſults from
that of the individuals, 'tis neceſſary to it, that each
one have the ſelfiſh affections in that degree which his
beſt ſtate requires, conſiſtently with hismoſt effectual
ſervices to the publick.

The moſt benign and wife conſtitution of a ratio- Thebeſt
tution of aconfi
spec
nal fyſtem is that in which the degree of felfiſh affec-rics.
tion moſt uſeful to the individual is conſiſtent with

the intereſt of the ſyſtem ; and where the degree of ge
nerous affections moſt uſeful to the ſyſtem is ordina

rily conſiſtent with or ſubfervient to the greateſthap
pineſs of the individual. A mean low ſpecies may in
deed bewholly ſubjected to the intereſts of a ſuperior
fpecies, and have affections folely calculated for theſe

higher intereſts. But in the more noble fyſtems it
would be a blemiſh if in fact there was an eſtabliſhed

inconſiſtence between the two grand ends to each rati

onal being, perſonal enjoyment and publick happineſs,
and in conſequence, an irreconcilable variance be
tween the affections deſtined for the purfuit of them.
1
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min every degree; and yet a certain high degree, beyond
fertion absolute-the proportion of the reſt, even in ſome of our gene
ly evil.
rous affections, may be vicious, or at leaſt a great im
perfection, detrimental both to the individual and the

ſyſtem . At the ſame time the greateſt ſtrength of any
one kind is not of itſelf neceſſarily evil : nay it may be
innocent, if the other affections have a ſtrength pro
portioned to this kind, and to the dignity of their ſeve
ral natures, and of the purpoſes for which they were

implanted. But where the mind is not capacious e
nough to contain this high degree of other affections,

anyone of the ſelfiſh, and many of the generous,,
may be exceſſive. The calm extenſivegood -will, the
deſire of moral excellence, the love of God, and re

ſignation to his will, can never exceed : as they exclude
not any partial good affection as far as it is uſeful,
nor any juſt regard to private good. But the more
confined affections evenof the generous fort may ex

ceed their due proportion, and exclude or over-power
other affections of a better ſort: as we often ſee in pa

rental love, pity, party-zeal, &c. The moral turpi
tude conſiſts, not in the ſtrength of theſe affections,
but in the weakneſs of the more extenſive ones in pro

portion to their dignity and ſuperior uſe.
Theevilconfis
in want of pro
portion.

'Tis ſtill more evident that the ſelfiſh affections

may be exceſſive and vicious. But it ought alſo to be

obſerved that there may be a degree of them too low
and defective with reſpect to the intention of nature.
If a creature expoſed to dangers, and yet neither ara
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med by nature or art, were fearleſs, and had no con- Chap. 8 .
cern for its own ſafety in its ſervices to others ; wewr
do not count this temper vicious, but ’tis manifeſtly
imperfect, hurtful to the individual, and uſeleſs to the
ſyſtem . In the lower orders we diſcern the wiſe oeco

nomyof nature giving courage to the males along
with their ſuperior ſtrength or armour, and denyingit

to the females,unleſs where the defence of their young

requires it. Strong ſocial paſſions, little ſelf-regard,
with ardent deſires of honour, in men of very ſmall

abilities, would be an exceſs on one hand, or a defect
on the other. The ſame generous ardours in men of

great abilities, with proportional caution, would be
uſeful and well proportioned : ſuch focial affections
and reliſhes for ſome fine enjoyments of the imagina
tion, as ſit eaſy in ſome characters, and exclude no du

ties of life, might to others occaſion uſeleſs miſery,
and ſtarve all their other parts or faculties.

II. Now as we ſhewed the ſocial and moral enjoy-war eigenen
with thoſe of honour, to be the higheſt ; wemoralenjo
yments
are the moſt ad
;
ſhall briefly ſhew that the affections purſuing thoſe ob--vantageous
-va

ments ,

jects with which theſe enjoyments are connected,when
they are all kept in due proportion to their dignity
and uſe in the ſyſtem , are the moſt advantageous and
eaſy to the individual ; and that the ſelfiſh affections
when they are too ſtrong and inconſiſtent with the
generous, are hurtful to the individual.

Our nature is ſuſceptible of ſuch ardour toward they are capable

f theh ,greatest
moral and ſocial enjoyments as generally to be able to trengt
furmount all other deſires, and make men deſpiſe all

1
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Book I. bodily pleaſure or pain. We ſee inſtances not only
among the civilized, or where notions of virtue are

ſtrengthened by a finer education , but even among
rudebarbarians and robbers. From a point of honour,
from gratitude , from zeal to a clan, or reſentment of

11

wrongs done to it, they canjoyfully embrace all hard
ſhips, and defy death and torments.
On the other hand, place one amidſt the greateſt
Moral diſture
bance deſtroys all
affluence of ſenſual enjoyments, but let him feel ſome
pleaſure.
ſocial or moral diſturbance from ſome diſtreſs of his

friend, ſome danger to his party, or to his character
from the imputation of cowardice, or treachery ; ſen
ſual pleaſures become nauſeous, and wounds, and
death appear little to him. He ſcorns one who tells

him, “ that befall his party, his friend, his character,
“ what will, he may ſtill enjoy his ſenſual affluence."
He finds within himſelf ſuperior ſprings of action,

which are likewiſe ſuperior ſources of happineſs, or
miſery
Since then theſe ſocial and moral enjoyments are

the higheſt; that taſte, thoſe affections, and that courſe
of action which tends to procure a conſtant train of
ſuch enjoyments, and ſecure us from their contraries,
muſt be the natural means of the chief happineſs, and
preſervatives from the deepeſt miſery. Now theſe

higheſt enjoyments are either theſe very affections and
ſuitable ačtions, or the natural concomitants or con

ſequences of them.
Social afcations

Have we felt the ſtate of mind under lively affecti

the mostjoyful.

ons oflove, good -will, bounty, gratitude, congratula

1
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tion ? What when we have acted vigorouſly and fuc- Chap. 8.
ceſsfully from ſuch affections; ſerved a friend, reliev

ed the diſtreſſed, turned ſorrows into joy and grati
tude, preſerved a country, and made multitudes fafe

and happy? The ſenſe of every man tells him this
ſtate is preferable to all others. The vicious them

ſelves, who ſeem wholly devoted to ſenſuality, yet are
not void of ſuch affections and ſentiments. They have

their friendſhips, their points of honour, and engage
ments to parties, how raſh or capricious foever. Some
delights of this kind, ſome ſocial affections, and im

perfect virtues are their higheſt enjoyments: 'tis * the

general voice of nature that where theſe pleaſures are
excluded there is no happineſs. And as ſenſuality can

not ſufficiently employ or gratify human nature,affec
tions ofa contrary fort, ſullenneſs, moroſeneſs, fufpi
cion, and envy muſt ariſe, which are both immediate

miſery, and the fruitful ſources of it, wherever the ſo
cial affections are ſuppreſſed.

Tho'the tendency of the ſocial affections is to pre But require be.
vent miſery, and thus prevent ſympathetick ſorrows ; Providence.
lief and trust in

yet when this cannot be effected we muſt neceſſarily
feel ſome degree of uneaſineſs of this generous fort.
Here we ſhould have recourſe to ſome higher conſi

derations, of the wiſdom and goodneſs of the Divine
Providence, of the duty and the moral excellence of an

entire reſignation to the ſupreme wiſdom and good
neſs, and of the firm grounds of hope thence ariſing,
that ſuch evils as our beſt efforts cannot prevent, are
* Cicero de Amicit. I. 23. and often elſewhere.

Vol.I.

U
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Book I. deſtined by our univerſal Parent for the beſt purpoſes.
Upon leſs preſumptions than theſe ourſympathetick
fufferings are often alleviated; when we have probable
hopes that what at preſent moves our compaſſion is
ſubſervient to ſomeſuperior future intereſt of thoſe

we love. This truſt and reſignation, with hope, upon
a firm perſuaſion of the divine goodneſs, ſhould be
maintained by frequent meditation in ſuch ſtrength
and vigour as to controll all narrower affections, and

ſupport the ſoul under the ſocial diſtreſſes occaſioned
Reftraining the
social affe &tions

by them . Of this hereafter.
To root out or abate the ſocial affections, if it

immoral and would prevent or abate our ſocial forrows, muſt alſo

deſtroy or abate proportionably all our ſocial and moſt
of our moral joys. The abatement of even the nar
rower affections is rather a detriment to the human :

character. The moſt natural and perfect ſtate which
our minds at preſent feem capable of, is that where
all the natural affections, deſires and ſenſes are pre
ferved vigorous, in proportion to the dignity of the
object they purſue; fo that the inferior are ſtill kept
under the reſtraint of the ſuperior, and never allowed
to defeat the end for which God intended them ;

or

to controll either of the two grand determinations of

our ſouls toward the happineſs and perfection of the
individual, and that of the ſyſtem .
III. The ſeveral unkind affectionsand paſſions, 'tis
sjellions uneasy.plain ,are originally uneaſy. Nature clearly ſhows that
they ſhould not be the ordinary ſtate of themind.The
very degrees of them which are innocent, nay neceſ:
All the unkind
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ſary to the ſyſtem , are attended with uneafy ſenſati- Chap.8.
ons, and little approbation can for any length of time

accompany them . Such is anger, even in that degree
which is neceſſary for defending ourſelves or our
friends, and repelling injuries: ſuch is that deliberate
reſentment againſt the infolent and injurious, which
aims at no more puniſhment than the ſafety of ſocie

ty requires : ſuchthat honeſt indignation againſtmen
advanced far above their merit. Theſe all are uneaſy
affections; and there is little lovely in them . The ſame
is true of that felfiſh deſire of being ſuperior to o
thers, or the emulation or ſtrong deſire of eminence

in ſome valuable qualities. This affection may be in
nocent, and is an uſeful ſpur to ſome tempers ; but

'tis generally uneaſy ; and there is no moral beauty
which the heart can calmly approve of this fondneſs
of ſurpaſſing upon compariſon .
Beſide the uneaſineſs which attends theſe paſſions, And only tron
fient emotions.

'tis plain they naturally tend to make ſuch changes
upon their objects, as ſhall put an end to themſelves,

and raiſe contrary motionsof regret and pity ; when
the objects are ſo depreſſed that we ceaſe to fear evil

from them , or are brought intoan hearty repentance
for any thing in them vicious or injurious: whereas the
kind affections which we conſtantly approve , aim at
ſuch ends as remain delightful, and prolong and

ſtrengthen the affections. Good-will, and pity, aim at
the happineſs of their objects, and this, when obtain

ed, is matter of permanent delight to the agent : and
ſuch offices done to worthy objects increaſe our love
U 2
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Book I. to them . This ſhews that the former fer of affections

vare deſtined by nature to be only tranſient occaſional
emotions ; but the latter to be the ſtable permanent
diſpoſitions of ſoul.
The ſe not abfo
lutely evil in all

degrees.

We have ſtated names for the exceſſes of theſe

unkind pallions, or when they ariſe without juſt or
proportional cauſes,and are habitual; to wit, malice,
revenge, envy, ambition or pride. But we have no ſuch
ſettled names for theinnocent degrees. Hence fome

have too raſhly imagined that ſome ofour natural paſs
ſions are abſolutely evilin all degrees..
But theſe unkind paſſions, thus uneafy even while

innocent, were implanted partly for the intereſt of
the individual, and partly for that of the ſyſtem . As
the external ſenſes by grateful perceptions point out
the ſafe ſtate of the body, and the ordinary enjoy
ments, to the individual ; and rouſe him on the other

hand by uneaſy ſenſations occaſionally, to ward off
what is deſtructive: ſo the moral faculty in a like ſub

ſerviency to thepublick, recommends to theagent,
and to every obſerver too , by a grateful approbation,
all kind affections and actions; and on the other hand

by an uneaſy reluctance and remorſe deters the agent
from ſuch affections as are pernicious to the ſyſtem ;

and by the uneaſy impulſes of anger and indignation
rouſes every obſerver to oppoſe his deſigns.
Not intended by
Theſe paſſions of anger, reſentment and indigna
natureas perma tion evenwhile they are innocent, or uſeful, are un

xent diſpoſitions.

eaſy: and this, as well as the foregoing obſervation;
ſhews that they never were deſtined to be the ordi:
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nary permanent diſpoſitions of the ſoul: they ſhould Chap. 8.
only ariſe occaſionally, when ſomething pernicious to
the individual or the ſyſtem muſt be repelled. They

are a ſort of ungrateful medicines for diſorders, and
not the natural food : they were implanted to repell
injuries, and ſo far only as they are thus employed can
they be deemed innocent. Now as a ſenſe orappetite
is depraved in an individual, which loaths-its natural
food, or craves what is not nouriſhing; as the organs

of feeling muſt be diſordered and ſickly when they
are pained with the ſalutary air, or neceffary cloath
ing; ſurely that temper of mind muſt be as much de

praved, where anger ariſes without hurt or injury re
ceived ; or averſion andhatred, where there is no mo
ral evil in the object; or envy upon the ſucceſs of me
rit; or ill-will' toward any innocent part of a ſyſtem

formedfor, and preſerved by, a ſocial life, and an in
tercourfe of good offices.
'Tis therefore our intereſt to examine well the me:

ritof perſons and cauſes, and to keep a ſtrict rein over

the unkind paſſions, which are uneaſy while innocent;
and ſo apt to exceed, that even in their moderate de

grees they look ſo like ſomething evil that they are
little approved. The calmer affections of the ſoul.co

ward the good either of the individual or the ſyſtem ,
are more generally effectual than the turbulent paſſi

ons, whatever uſe theſe paſſions may have in minds
not enured to reflection . 'Tis deſireable therefore to
have, our lives committed to theſe fafer conductors;

and to have an habitual caution againſt all violent

1
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Book I. commotions of the unkind fort, as what are frequent
nly dangerous.
Imperfeftions

IV.If the ſocial affections are in themfelves and

mind electionsoftheir conſequents the nobleſt enjoyments, 'tis plain
two forts;

the calm and extenſive are the beſt of that kind, when

they are in their full vigour, andenjoy their natural
authority to direct or reſtrain the ſeveral narrower af
fections.

Two imperfections are incident to our kind affec
tions; one when they extend only to a part, and yet

without any bad diſpoſitions toward any other part ;
the other is, where in the courſe of the operation of

ſtrong kind partial affections towards ſome, unkind
and miſchievous affections are apt to be excited to
wards others.
Mot of fullex

In the firſt caſe, Men of ſmaller reflection may ne

tent,

ver form that moſt diffuſed calm purpoſe or deſire of

good to all, which is the higheſt moral excellence ;
and yet have friendly diſpoſitions as far as their views

and ſphere of action extend, without ill-will to any.
This temper is very excellent, nor can more be expec

ted from the generality ofmankind : nor is more need
ful; as very few can have power to do the moſt exten

ſive ſervices. 'Tis no unjuſt partiality, when men ge

nerally follow the ſtronger tyes of nature, or bonds
of gratitude, or the motions of hearty eſteem toward
their worthy friends; provided they neglect no ſuch of
fices as occur toward others, and can reſtrain theſe

narrower affections when oppoſite to any more exten
ſive intereſt which they diſcover.

i
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The dangerous partiality is when there are ſtrong Chap . 8.
affections to a few, without any regards to other parts or unjuſtly par
of the ſyſtem equally valuable which are within the
compaſs of our knowledge and ſphere of action ; or,
tial,

perhaps, malicious diſpoſitions toward them without
natural cauſes,or quite beyondthe proportion of them,
or any ſubferviency to a publick intereſt. Theſe fo

cial tho' partial affections are often occaſions of plea
fure; but theaverſions may create as great uneaſineſs.

When the kind affections are thus capriciouſly placed,
there is little merit in them ; they muſt be inconſtant,

and the ſelf-approbation muſt vaniſh upon reflection.
The object now admired may preſently be diſliked ,
and abhorred, by the ſame capriciouſneſs which made

ir agreeable . In thefe partial affections there is leſs
participation of joy; and what merit is in love without

a proportioned cauſe ? what ſatisfaction in returns of

Tove from favourites injudiciouſly choſen ? whereas the
univerſal good-will, and even the limited affections u

pon natural cauſes, which exclude no juſtaffection to
ward others, muſt be full of joy, and give the con
fciouſneſs of meriting well from all ; as ſuch affections
are ſubſervient to the good of all.

The unjuſt averſions from an erroneous conſciencesrounded
Dangeraversi
ofill
and falſe notions of religion and virtue formed byons.
fuperſtition and wrong education, muſt lead into in
numerable inconſiſtences. If men do not baniſh all

reflection there muſt be grievous remorſe and inward
diſpleaſure : a bigot, a perfecutor, a robber, with a
fort of conſcience of duty to his party or his ſyſtem
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Book I. of opinions, oppoſing natural compaſſion and the
plaineſt dictates ofjuſtice, can have but poor narrow
ſatisfactions. What are ſervices to a party or cauſe

where we have no juſt perſuaſion of its worth , and in
oppoſition to the intereſt of many others ? What in

pleaſing a Demon of whoſemoral perfections we can

have no juſt or conſiſtent notion. The ſtruggles muſt
be terrible between all the principles of humanity and
this falfe conſcience. Reflection muſt ever raiſe tor

turing ſuſpicions that all is wrong. All ſtable ſatisfac
tion muſt be loſt; or they muſt baniſh reaſon and in
quiry.
Upon a falſe point of honour one kills a friend.

Compaſſion and remorſeimmediately ſucceed. In per
ſecution too , or cruelty from any party-zeal,may not
the remonſtrances of the ſufferers, the talk of the

world, or of the perſecuted party, raiſe inward horrors
and remorſe, where they are often boldly denied ?
What is it to offend multitudes, and to be abhorred

by them ? How hard is it to juſtify any conduct op
poſite to humanity ? What may our condition be in

cooler years, when our preſent ambition and party
ſpirit may abate, and we ſhall fee our conduct to have

been full of guilt and cruelty toward the innocent ;

and offenſive to God and all wiſe men ? (A good
mind will never think it can be too cautious againſt

any ſuch ſuperſtitions, or party-prejudices, as may im
bitter it againſt any of its fellow creatures.
The selfij, paso
fions when too

V. We next conſider the temper where any or all

Brong aremije-the ſelfiſh paſſions are too violent. They are chiefly
Table,
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theſe, the love of life, and of ſenſual pleaſure, the de- Chap. 8.

fire of intereſt, or of the means of pleaſure and the
conveniencies oflife,deſire ofpower, ofglory, and eaſe.
Of all theſe there is a moderate degree, conſiſtent
with ſocial affections in their full ſtrength. But, as
we ſhewed above, that the good, the happineſs aimed

at by them, is inferior to that ariſing from the ſocial
affections; they ought therefore to yield to them and
to the purſuits of virtue. When they are beyond their
proportion they are called cowardice or puſilanimity,

Luxury or voluptuouſneſs, avarice, ambition, vanity,
flotb .
Love of life beyond a certain degree is a great un- Thuslove
of
life.

happineſs . Life in many caſes is not worth retaining;
and to preſerve it on certain terms may be too dear

a purchaſe. Death doubtleſs inmany circumſtances
becomes an event earneſtly to be longed for by the

perſon himſelf; and others may wiſh for it as a joyful
releaſe to their deareſt friends, whilſt they ſtudiouſly
decline what others ſee is eligible. The love of life
makes ſome act againſt their own intereſt as enemies
to themſelves. The dread of death often defeats its

own end, betraying to dangers inſtead of repelling
them , and taking away thatpreſence of mindwhich
in the courageous finds out the means of ſafety.
The very paſſion itſelf is miſery; to feel cowardice

and to be haunted with perpetual horrors. None live
free from danger. The moſt athletick conſtitutions
1

are not ſecured againſtacute diſtempers. The dread of
death will poiſon all parts of life and all enjoyments,
VOL.I.
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Book I. even in the moſt fortunate circumſtances: it will force

men on ſome occaſions into the meaneſt conduct, and
make the heart ſuch a wretched ſight that we ſhall
never endure to look into it ; when for life, which is

an uncertain enjoyment at beſt, and muſt be parted
with at left, we have loſt every thing generous and a
miable which could make it worth retaining.
High fenfuality
is n :iſerable.

VI . The paſſions of ſenſuality, as we ſhewed above,
purſue the meaneſt enjoyments, and where they en
groſs the man they make the moſt deſpicable charac

ter. There is nothing in the enjoyments which we can
like upon reflection. Nay it requires a long habit to re
ſtraina natural ſenſe of ſhame when we are keenly ſet

upon ſuch gratifications. Moral ideas muſt be joined
in our imaginations to make the indulgence appear
reputable, and to avoid the uneaſy checks ofthat* na

tural modeſty which is deſigned to reſtrain theſe mean
deſires.

Where paſſions of this ſort are immoderate, the ef
fects are moſt pernicious. They impair the health of

body and mind; and exclude all manly improvement:
the waſte of time, the effeminacy, and ſloth, and a

thouſand diſorderly paſſions, breakthe natural ſtrength
of the ſoul, and the reins of ſelf-government. Thede
triment to ſociety from the extravagancies of the a
morous kind ; the bitter miſeries occaſioned in the

deareſt relations of life ; the diſtreſs and infamy this
* Humiliorum appetituummoderator pu- | ſively for our moral ſenſe; and aids is uſed
dor , is the pretty expreſſion of Cicero .The

in the fame extent by the Greeks .

word is indeed often taken more exten
1
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treacherous love expoſes its object to, muſt be obvi- Cap. 8.
ous to the ſlighteſt attention ; and muſt give themoſt
bitter remorſe, where any ſenſe of virtue or humanity

remains ; not to mention the waſte this paſſion makes
in the honeſty, ingenuity, and modeſty of our nature.
Muſt it not then be contrary to our intereſt to have

ſuch paſſions violent ?
VII. As wealth may be uſeful in gratifying any of Avarice -

our deſires, may promote the good of theindividual, uretetedpapion.
or be a fund for offices of humanity, 'tis no wonder
that it is very generally purſued by ſuch as extend their
views beyond the preſent moment. A moderate de
fire of it is innocent, and wiſe, and ſubſervient to the

beſt purpoſes: and the poſſeſſion is moſt joyful to ſuch
as refer it to the purpoſes of humanity and virtue. But
when the deſire is violent, and referred only to ſelfiſh

purpoſes; or, by ſome confuſed notions of dignity and
power, terminating almoſt only upon mere increaſe of
poffeſſions ; the temper is as wretched as it is unrea
ſonable, more oppreſſive to the heart where it reſides
than it can be to its neighbours. The natural deſires

are eaſily ſatisfied . Frugality and temperance with
ſmall expence may cqual in pleaſure the higheſt luxu
ry. The thirſt for wealth without reference to plea
ſure oroffices of liberality, is an eager, inſatiable, reſt
leſs,joyleſs craving. Such as entertain high proſpects
of dignity and happineſs ſecured to their poſterity by

their acquiſitions,frequently by their example and
inſtruction root out as far as they can every joyful and

honourable diſpoſition out of their minds; and when
X 2
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Book I. the ungainly leſſon has not its effect, the deformed
example preſented to their poſterity tempts them in
to the oppoſite extreme : and the hope of lazy opu
lence and luxury quenches all ardour for improve
ment in the honourable arts of life, and encourages
every diffolute inclination.
Ambition is mi

The ſame things may be ſaid of the deſires of power

ferable.

and of glory. A moderate degree is innocent and uſe
ful; but when they grow too violent they are reſtleſs

and uneaſy to the individual, and often pernicious to
fociety, and generally break through the moſt ſacred

tyes of duty and humanity, and ruin every good diſ
poſition of heart. To deſire reputation for integrity
and moral worth is natural to every good temper ; and
it excites men to be what they deſire to be reputed,

which is the ſhorteſt way to true glory. Nay the de
fire of eminence in valuable abilities, while it is mo

derate, is uſeful in our conſtitution and innocent. But

it may grow ſo violent as to be a perpetual torment,
and the ſource of the viłeſt and moſt wretched paſſi
ons. All ſuperior merit will then raiſe envy, and ill
will, and an humour of detraction. The mind will

grow reſtleſs, violent, jealous, captious, eaſily pro
voked, incapable of bearing the leaſt neglect, uneaſy
to all, and diſliked by all. No paſſion can more de
feat its end than vanity ; as nothing is more odious

and contemptible than arrogance, nothing more love
Sloth and indo

lence miferable.

ly than its oppoſite, modeſty and humility.
VIII. Themoſt oppoſite temper to ambition is the
love of eaſe. This coo while moderate is innocent and
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uſeful, as the deſire of ſleep when one is weary. But Chap. 8.
when it turns to habitual ſloth, not yielding to the ſo
cial affections, and declining all laborious offices, it

muſt deſtroy all true worth, all ſocial enjoyment, ſenſe
of merit, and hopes of eſteem . The languid ſickly
ſtate of a body uncapable of exerciſe appears in the
complexion and weak appetites ; a worſe diſorder ſei
zes the mind that wants its natural exerciſe in the ſo

cial offices of life. It muſt have tedious hours, be fuf

picious of contempt, jealous, and impotent in every

paſſion. The effects upon intereſt are obvious. The
indolent are expofed to all inconvenience and perple
xity in their buſineſs; wanting to themſelves in every
thing, and deprived of the aid of others, as they have
merited none from them, and diſcourage all aſſiſtance

by their own inactivity.
Thus the exceſſes of the ſelfiſh paſſions are certain

miſery. They make up the character called felfiſh,
which is deſpicable and deprived of all the nobler joys
of life. The temper as it is ſhameful runs into ſub

tilty of conduct, and a feigned behaviour ; loſes its na

tural ingenuity and candour, and contracts diſtruſt,
fuifpicion and envy. An intereſt ſeparate from our fel

lows is more and more formed every day, and the ſo

cial motions ſuppreſſed. At laſt the temper becomes
compleatly wretched and hateful.
IŇ . Some extraordinary and rare inſtances ofmoſt Momprouspal

immoderate exceſſes of theſe ſelfiſh paſſions are in ing whencea
common ſpeech properly enough termed monſtrous

and unnatural, but ſeem to have theſe epithets given
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Book I. them by ſome authors, as if they were of a diſtinct
nkind; ſuch as when men ſeem to delight in torments,

or to have an unprovoked deſire of inſulting, or petu
lancy, unnatural luſts, enormous pride, tyranny and
miſanthropy. Theſe are only exceſſes of ſome paſſi

ons naturally implanted, but raiſed to a prodigious de
gree without ajuſtcauſe, upon ſome falſe opinions or
confuſed imaginations, and by long indulgence and
frequent irritation. Every one ſees this to be the caſe
in monſtrous luſts, where the natural paſſion is grown
ungovernable; and caprice and curioſity oft make men
try all
Tyranny.

kinds of indulgences.

In the ſame manner, when the temper from natu
ral conſtitution and other cauſes happens to be ſavage

and moroſe, and where the mind has been long irri
tated and galled by oppoſition or ſome apprehended

injuries, and no thorough reflection intervenes to ſtop
the growth of the paſſion, ſurprizing rancour and cru

elty may appear. One may eaſily ſuggeſt to him
ſelf, how long continued felf-flattery and ambition,
without any

check from reflection , and the frequent

anger ariſing from the oppoſitions which ambitious
ſpirits generally meet with ; and the conſtant cauſes
of ſuſpicion which their own conduct muſt afford,

may make that horrid temper of jealouſy, rage, cru
elty, and oppreſſion of every thing free and virtuous,
which reigns in tyrants.
Petulancy and

Conſider the affectation of liberty, the anger at

infolence.

thoſe reſtraints which the diffolute meet with from

the laws of civilized ſocieties, the abhorrence they ex

1
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pect from their ſobererfellow -citizens, and the often- Chap. 8.
tation of fortitude;and they will account for that ſur- m
prizing petulancy we meetwith in ſome characters.
Civilized nations of great humanity, from falſecon - Savage cruelly.
ceptions of the ſpirit and tempers of the reſt ofman

kind, and from ſome abſurd notions of dignity and
pre-eminence in themſelves, have thought them ſit
only to be ſlaves : fome have found ſuch entertainment

from the ſurprizing efforts of art and courage, that in
ſenſible to the miſery which was every moment obvi-.
ous to their ſight, they accounted it a ſpectacle of high
delight, to behold gladiators putting cach other to
death. We all know the notions entertained by the
vulgar concerning all hereticks ; we know the pride of

ſchoolmen and many eccleſiaſticks; how it galls their
inſolent vanity that any man ſhould aſſume to himſelf
to be wiſer than they in tenets of religion by differing
from them. When this infolent pride is long indul

ged by the enjoyment of power and popular venera
tion, it grows prodigious ; and, it may explain how
ſuch men,and their implicite votaries, can behold with

joy the moſt horrid tortures of men truly innocent,
but dreſſed up in all the forms of impiety, and wicked

neſs. ”Tis needleſs to explain theoriginal ofother
monſtrous difpofitions.
As we ſhewed already the miſery which attends the
ſmaller exceſſes of theſe ſelfiſh and ill-natured palli
ons ; 'tis plain the more monſtrous exceſſes muſt be

ſtill greater miſery
We have hitherto conſidered what affections of
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Book I. mind and what temper toward the enjoyments of this
world, or toward our fellow -creatures, are the natu
ral ſources of the higheſt enjoyment. There remains
another object of affection to every rational mind to
be fully conſidered, and which, from what already
hath often occurred in our former inquiry, muſt be of
the greateſt importance to our happineſs, viz. the
Deity, the Mind which preſides in the univerſe: and
then weſhall have in view the ſources of all the enjoy
ments our nature is capable of. Our moral faculty
too finds here its ſupreme object; as it naturally de
termines the mind to eſteem and reverence all moral

excellence, and perceives a duty and moral excellence
in ſuch veneration, and in the affections which enſue

upon it.
CH A P.

IX .

The Duties toward GOD ; and firſt, of juſt Sen

timents concerning his NATURE.
UR inquiries on this ſubject are reduced to two
OU
heads ; firſt, What are the ſentiments concern
ing the Divine Nature ? And then, what are the af
fections and worſhip ſuited to theſe ſentiments, and
what enjoyment orhappineſs they afford to the hu
man mind ?
Juft ſentiments,

Previous to our forming juſt ſentiments concern

there isaDeias,ing the Deity there muſt be a perſuaſion of his exif
tence. The world has ever agreed that there muſt
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be ſome ſuperior Mind, or Minds, endued with know- Chap. 9 .
ledge and great power, preſiding over human af
fairs. Tradition no doubt from race to race has con

tributed ſomething to diffuſe this perſuaſion. The
experience of evil from unknown cauſes, the fear of
them , and the deſire of ſome further aids againſt them
when all viſible powers have failed, may have excited
ſome to this enquiry: the natural enthuſiaſm and ad

miration ariſing when we behold the great and beau
tiful works ofnature has raiſed the curioſity of others

to inquire into the cauſe: and this probably has been

the moſt general motive: but the certainty of any te
net depends (not on the motives of inquiry into it,
but on the validity of the proofs; and its dignity de
pends upon its importance to happineſs. Vanity or
avarice may have excited ſome to the ſtudy of Geo

metry ; no man on this account will deſpiſe the ſcience,
or count it leſs certain or uſeful in life.

We ſhall

only pointout briefly the heads of argument on this
ſubject. The whole of natural knowledge or natural
hiſtory, is a collection of evidence on this affair.

II. Whitherſoever we turn our eyes or our thoughts, prefer to the

there occur as great evidences of deſign, intention,world.
art, and power, as our imagination can conceive. The
moſt ſtupendous orbs, the greateſt maſſes, moving
in conſtant order, with great rapidity : forces and
powers exerted every where, in worlds as large as this
habitation of men : an univerſe large beyond imagi
nation and all our powers of obſervation . But as far

as we can make obſervations, manifeſt footſteps of
Vol . I.

Y
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Book I. contrivance and regular deſign appear in the moſt ex
quiſite fitneſs of parts for their ſeveral uſes, and in
mutual connexions and dependances of things very di
ſtant in place. The earth, were it alone, would be a

ſtupid maſs, inactive and uſeleſs; but it is enlivened by
the fun : and 'tis impregnated with innumerable feeds,
which by warmth and moiſture, and the other nutri
tive principles in the earth and air, extend and un

fold their wondrous beautiful parts, and break forth
in innumerable regular forms of different orders,
from the loweſt moſs, to the ſtately oak : and theſe
generally fitted for the nouriſhment or other conve

niences of ſuperior orders of beings, endued with
powers of motion, of ſenſe, of reaſon .
From theſtruc
tures of animal
bodies ;

The animal bodies again diſplay new wonders of

art, in their innumerable kinds, by the curious ſtruc
tures of their numerous parts, bones, muſcles, mem
branes, nerves, veins, arteries. This wondrous ſtruc

ture appearing, not in a few inſtances, but in every
one of the innumerable individuals of each fpecies;
ſimilar to each other in their ſtructures, and endued

with the ſeveral powers and inſtincts of the kind, for

their preſervation and the continuance of the ſpecies.
What nice organs to diſtinguiſh, receive, grind, ſwal
low, and digeſt their food ; and to diffuſe the nouriſh

ment to all their parts ! what a variety and nice ſtruc
ture of organs for ſpontaneous motions, ſubſervient.
to their pleaſure, ſupport, or defence!
And their pro
tongation .

As all plants produce their curious ſeeds, many of
then with proper mechaniſm to be diſperſed by the
1

$
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winds into their proper places : ſo animals are endued Chap.9.

with inſtincts for the ſame purpoſe, a new form ariſes
of the ſame kind with the parent-animal; and, where
'cis neceſſary, a ſalutary juice is prepared in the breaſts
or teats of the parent for its nouriſhment: the young
has an inſtinct to apply to the proper ſource of its

ſupport, and nouriſhment: and the parent by a like
inſtinct is prone to ſupply it. A fond care continues

in the parent while the young needs protection, and
the parent can be of uſe to it ; and ceaſes when it is of

no further uſe. And, that nothing mayappear ſuper
fluous or ill deſigned, where the young of certain kinds
needs no ſuch food or protection from the parent, no

ſuch juices are prepared, no ſuch inſtinct is implan
ted ; as is the caſe with ſome kinds of fiſh, and infects.
III. The earth and all its beauties depend on the

Connexion of

ſun . 'Tis placed at the moſt convenient diſtance: athefunandatmo
conſiderably nearer, or more diſtant ſituation, would mal
Cartband"acuje
bodies ,
make it a leſs convenient habitation . The eyes of a

nimals are fitted to the degree of light, and to their
proper occupations, with the moſt admirable art ;
ſtronger light would be painful and pernicious, and
fainter would be inconvenient. Their lungs, their

ears, their blood, are ſuited to the ſurrounding air, its
weight, and ordinary motions. This yielding, preſ
ſing, falutary fluid , is the means of life, of breathing,
of circulation of blood, of voice to communicate de

fires and ſentiments, and of gratifying their taſte for
harmony.
Land animals continually need freſh water. Such
Y 2
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Book I. is the extent of the ocean, itſelf alſo full of inhabi

tants ſuited to that element, ſuch the heat of the ſun ,
that vaſt quantities of vapours diſencumbered of their

ſalts are daily raiſed, and float in the air, till grown
too denſe they deſcend in fructifying ſhowers ; or,

meeting with hills or mountains in their motion, are
condenſed and ſupply fountains and rivers, which af

ter carrying water to great tracts of land, are again
diſcharged into the ocean. Thus all is full of power,
activity and regular motion, wiſely and exquiſitely a
dapted to the uſes of the living and ſenſible parts of
the creation.
No art of mer
or other viſible

IV. The ſeveral claſſes of plants, and animals, owe

nothing of this wondrous ſtructure to any wiſdom of

sem

their own or their parents; no art of theirs contrived
the material frame, or the inward fabrick of their

powers and inſtincts, or the conveniencies of their ha

bitation. This immenſe power and wiſdom muſt reſide
fomewhere elſe; in ſomeother being. Were the world
ſuppoſed eternal, the argument is the ſame. The ef
fects, the evidences of wiſdom, were upon that ſup

poſition in all times. In all times therefore wiſdom
and

power ſuperior to human exiſted in ſome other

being. If this admirable frame had a beginning, the
evidence is more manifeſt.
Tivo parts of
ceion, zith, or

without de,ign.

Men have ſome power, and make ſome changes : we

can exert our force in making them two ways ; one in
which we have no intention of any particular form or
effect; as when we throw careleſly any materials out of
our hands ; another, when we deſign ſome end, intend

1
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ſome form , and direct motions for that purpoſe. By Chap. 9.
the former manner of action ſcarce ever ariſes any v

thing regular, uniform , or wiſely adapted to any pur

poſe: by the other it is that we produce thingsregu
lar andwell adapted . Now the forms of nature in ge- Allnaturefew's
neral, the changes and ſucceſſive appearances in the deſign
new plants and animals, are manifeſtly of this later

ſort, regular, uniform , curiouſly adapted, and ſimilar;

and hence we juſtly conclude an original deſigning
wiſdom and power .

Had we any evidence that the power or art which
modified theſe materials reſided in themſelves; we
ſhould not perhaps recur to a prior cauſe. But

whence that correſpondence, connexion, and ſimilari

ty ? whence the mutual dependences of the ſeveral
ſpecies, and of their individuals, on each other, and of
all of them upon the earth, the atmoſphere, and the

ſun ? whence this adapted habitation ? There muſt
have preceded a concert among the ſeveral intelli
1

gences of the parts, or there muſt have been one pre
ſiding Intelligence. We have no evidence for ſuch
wiſdom in the parts themſelves as could have contri
ved their conſtitutions: and therefore muſt conclude

that there is a ſuperior all-ruling Mind.

This Mind muſt itſelf be firſt and original in na

This not relia

ture ; nor is there any room for the queſtion, from rial
dentworld
in themate
.
what cauſe did it proceed ? The order of natureſhews

chat wiſdom and power have always exiſted ſomewhere;
unleſs at ſome period exiſtence could commence with

out a prior cauſe; or a being void of all power, thought,
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Book I. and wiſdom , could at a certain period, without the
vaid of any powerful or wiſe being, ſtart into power or

wiſdom ; or a being void ofall power or wiſdom could
convey theſe perfections to others; allwhich ſuppoſi
tions are abſurd . Since then there is evidence for ori.

ginal intelligence and power, as high as we could have
upon a ſuppoſition that it exiſted, where ſhall we con

clude it reſides ? Whether in this vaſt material ſyſtem
is there one intelligence or counſel enlivening and
moving the whole, and modifying ſome parts of it

ſelf into particular intelligences for certain ends, and
ſtill governing them from certain affections toward
them , and toward the whole ; which was the notion

of ſome Stoicks, who zealouſly taught many duties of

piety and humanity? or does it reſide in a ſpirit, a be
ing ſimple and uncompounded, diſtinct from all divi
ſible, changeable, or moveable ſubſtance; which was
the notion of the Platoniſts ? The grand duties of pi

ety, the foundations of our hopes, and the motives to
virtue, ſubſiſt on either ſcheme; but that of the Sto

icks is loaded with unſurmountable objections of a
metaphyſical kind.
The moral dif
V. When the exiſtence of original boundleſs art
Por lotienemind and power is aſcertained, the next point is the moral
character, or the diſpoſitions of will toward other be
ings capable of happineſs or miſery; which muſt be
the foundation of all piety, and all joy in religion .
That it is bente .

Here firſt, if we can any way reaſon concerning the

volent, as this

import: pure original Nature from what we feel in our own, or from
porfeition.

any of our notions of excellency or perfection, we

}

1
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muſt conceive in a Deity ſome perceptive power ana- Chap. 9.

logous to our moral ſenſe,bywhichhe may have ſelf
approbation in certain affections and actions rather

than the contrary. Such a power muſt bring a large
addition of happineſs, and that of the nobleſt fort, a

long with it ; and, in an omnipotent Mind, cannot be
inconſiſtent with any other perfection or ſource of en
joyment. The ultimate determinations or affections of

the Divine Being, which can be approved by himſelf,
muft either be that toward his own happineſs; or a de

ſire of the greateſt univerſal happineſs; or a deſire of u
niverſal miſery. The deſire ofhisown happineſs cannot
be the ſole ultimate deſire or determination ; becauſe
the deſire of the happineſs ofother beings diſtinct from
himſelf would be another ſource of ſublime pure hap

pineſs,diſtinctfrom theformer, but perfectly conſiſtent
with it, in a mind which always has it in its power to
gratify this deſire to the utmoſt, without obſtructing
any other ſource of happineſs. The approbation and
delight in this kind determination muſt be quite ex
cluded from the Divine Mind, if there is no ſuch ori

ginal determination in it. And 'tis inconceivable that

the original Mind can want any ſource of pure enjoy
ment or happineſs, conſiſtent with every other ſort of

excellence, while yet in other beings formed bythe
counſels of that which is original we experience fuch
fources of happineſs.
The ultimate deſire of univerfal miſery cannot be No Flimate

fuppoſed the determination approved in the DivineSery of others.
Mind, nor can any ſuch affection be conceived as ori
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Book I. ginal and eſſential; ſince there can beno original ſenſe
or power of perception correſponding to it in the Di
vire Mind. The Deity muſt have powers perceptive

ofhappineſs immediately. But in that whichis origi
nal and omnipotent there can be no ſenſe of miſery,
nor any idea of it, but what is ſuggeſted by his know

ledge of the perceptive powers he hasgranted to his
limited creatures, and the laws of ſenſation to which

he has ſubjected them . That cannot be ſuppoſed the
object of an original deſire, the idea of which is not

perceived by ſome original faculty of perception im
mediately ſuggeſting it.
Beſides, all malevolent diſpoſitions of will, as they
ſeem to carry along with them ſome uneaſineſs and

miſery to the mind where they reſide, ſo they natural

ly tend to deſtroy their objects, and thus to deſtroy
themſelves. A reſolute malice muſt ever be uneaſy

while its object ſubſiſts; and can only find reſt by an
entire removal of it, upon which the affection alſo

ceaſes. Anger tends to inflict ſuch miſery on its object
as muſt at laſt produce entire repentance, and thus
remove the moral evil or turpitude which raiſed the

wrathful indignation ; or to bring the object fo low
that all oppoſition of intereſt muſt ceaſe, and, along

with it, the paſſion raiſed by it. Envy has the ſame
tendency, and when its purpoſe is accompliſhed muſt
in like manner ceaſe. Whereas all the benevolent dif

poſitions are in their own nature everlaſting, produc
ing happineſs, and delighted with its continuance. Pi

ty tends to remove the miſery of its object; and thus .
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its own attendant pain is removed ; but the love and Chap. 9.
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good-will remain unabated by this change. ' Tis evi
dent therefore that malevolent diſpoſitions cannot be

conceived as original in that Mind which is omnipo
tent, the ſource of all, and the ſovereign diſpoſer of

all : but original good -will, and propenſity to commu

nicate happineſs muſt be its eſſential permanent im
mutable diſpoſition .

To ſuppoſe a determination toward the univerſal
miſery of others to be original in the Divine Mind is
alſo entirely inconſiſtent with the conſtitution of all
his rational creatures, in whom no ſuch determination

is found;. and with that great degree of happineſs we
experience in life. Omnipotence ſure wouldhave ef
fectually gratified its deſires, by the higheſt univerſal
miſery
We find in ourſelves that all the ill-will we are ca

pable of ariſes from our weakneſs, when we apprehend
ſome damage or injury received, or dread it for the
1

future; or find ſome oppoſition to our intereſt, or to
the intereſts of thoſe we wiſh well to : in that which

is original, omnipotent , and the cauſe of all exiſtence,
there can neither be weakneſs, nor indigence, nor an

oppoſition of its intereſts to thoſe ofits workmanſhip.
If theſe more abſtract reaſonings do not ſatisfy, let
us conſider others more obvious from the effects of

the Divine counſel and power .

VI. In judging of the deſign of any mechaniſm , Proofs ofgood
wherewe tolerablyunderſtand it, wecanalways diſcerned of Divine

the natural intention, the proper end or effect of the Power,
Vol.I.
Z
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Book I. contrivance; and diſtinguiſh it from events which may
caſually enſue, or be the neceſſary attendants or con
ſequents of it, tho' they are no part of the end aimed

atby the contriver. The fineſt ſtatue may hurt one,
by falling on him : the moſt regular and convenient
houſe, muſt obſtruct the inhabitant's proſpect of the
heavens and the earth , more than a field does ; and

muſt put him to fome trouble and expence in ſuppor

ting it. By the moſt benign and wiſely contrived
courſe of the ſun ſome ſevere weather muſt happen in.

ſome places. Some evils may be fo eſſentially connec
ted with the means of the ſupreme good, that Om

nipotence cannot make itattainable to ſome beings,
without them .

Such evils therefore muſt exiſt in a

Ifthedeſignworld contrived by perfect Goodneſs. The goodneſs
helfedafupe-therefore of the author of a ſyſtem , in which fome e

noring of happievils appear, may be ſufficiently proved, if the natural
deſignof the ſtructure appears to be good andbenign ,
and the evils only ſuch as muſt enſue upon laws well

calculated for ſuperior good. This reaſoning will be
exceedingly confirmed if we find a great ſuperiority
ofpleaſure, of happineſs, actuallyenjoyed by means of
the conſtitution and laws eſtabliſhed in nature. Crea
tures who have no immediate intuition of the Crea

tor, nor a compleat knowledge of the whole plan and
all its parts, can expect no better evidence ; nor ſhould
they deſire it.
The wbole con.

Now all the curious mechaniſm obſerved, has con

trivance good .

fervation of life, pleaſure, happineſs, in ſome ſpecies
or other, for its natural end. The external ſenſes of

--
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animals recommend things falutary, and reject what Chap. 9 .
is deſtructive: and the finer powers of perception in

like manner recommend to every one what is benefi

cial to the ſyſtem , as well as to the individual; and

naturally raiſe averſion to what is pernicious. The
whole inward conſtitution of the affections and moral

faculty above explained, is obviouſly contrived for the
univerſal good, and therefore we only hint at it in this

place. Some kinds of animals are plainly ſubordina
ted to ſome others, and the powers and inſtincts of the
ſuperior ſpecies may be deſtructive to the inferior; but

they are the means ofgood to the ſpecies inwhich they
reſide. The effects of them on the inferior is indeed

the depriving ſome of them ſooner of their exiſtence ;
but not in a worſe manner than they muſt have loſt
it however in a natural death : nay the ſuddenneſs of
the violent death, to a creature of no fore-thought,
makes it preferable to the tedious fort we call natu

ral. And many of ſuch low kinds muſt have periſhed
as early by want of ſuſtenance, had not nature pro

vided other cauſes more gentle than famine. Anori

ginal malicious being would have exerciſed its art in
proper enginesof torture, in parts formed for no other
purpoſes,in appetites and ſenſes leading ordinarily to
what would beuſeleſs or pernicious, even in a mode

rate degree ; in impatient ardours for what gave no
pleaſure or uſe ; in excreſcences uſeleſs for life or ac

tion, but burdenſome and tormenting; and in af
fections pernicious to fociety, approved by a perverſe
taſte.
Z 2
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Obſerve all nature as far as our knowledge extends;
Uwe find the contrivance good. The objections of the

Book I.

Contrary op.Epicureans,andofſomemoderns, aroſe from theirig
from ignorance,norance. The alledged blemiſhes are now known to
be either the unavoidable attendants or conſequents
of a ſtructure and of laws ſubſervient to advantages

which quite over -ballance theſe inconveniences ; or
ſometimes the direct and natural means of obtaining

theſe advantages. The vaſt ocean, often reputed bar
ren , we find is a neceſſary reſervoir of water for
the uſe of all land animals ; itſelf alſo peopled with
its own tribes, and richly furniſhed for their ſubſif
tence, from which too men derive a great ſupport.
The mountains are partly uſeful for paſture, for fruits,

and grain ; and partly for procuring rain, fountains,
rivers. Storms ariſe from ſuch cauſes as are moſt ne

ceſſary for life, the exhalation of vapours by the ſun ,
and their motion in the air. The care, attention, and

labour, incumbent on men for their ſupport, invigo
rate both the ſoul and the body : without them the
earth becomes a barren forreſt, but by them becomes
a joyful copious habitation: and they are the natural
cauſes of health and fagacity. "Tis every way our ad

vantage that we have no ſuch ſlothful paradiſe as the
poets feigned in the golden age. *
VI. But tho'it begranted that the contrivance na
pelare God per-turally tends to good, yet if God be omnipotent , ſay
IPhy an omni

w.its any evil.

* Compare the cenſures of Lucretius | ſubjects. His brother-poet Virgil, heauti
on the ſtructure of the earth lib. v . from | fully defends Providence upon the labori
line 195 to 236 , with our preſent diſco ous condition of mankind, i Georg. line
veries in Natural Philofophy upon theſe 120 to 145

|
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ſome authors, “ why are we made of ſuch poor ma- Chap.9.
" terials, that we are often oppreſſed with pain during
“ life ; often tormented by our own paſſions, and by

“ the injuries of others ? Our frame too at laſt de
cays, and we yield our places with great pain to our
“ ſucceſſors of the ſame ſpecies. Why are we ofſuch

« frail materials ? why this ſucceſſion of generations ?
“ why are our minds ſo imperfect either as to know

ledge or virtue ? might we nothave had too greater
ſtrength of underſtanding, and a better proportion
among our affections?”

In anſwer to theſe arduous queſtions let us confiDifferent orders
der, what is highly probable, that the beſt poſſible necesſary in the
conſtitution of an immenſe ſyſtem of perceptive be bext Sytem .

ings may neceſſarily require a diverſity of orders, ſome
higher in perfection and happineſs, and ſome lower.
There may

be abundant enjoyments to ſome orders
of beings without ſocial action . But this we are ſure
of from experience, that there are orders of beings

pretty high in the ſcale, whoſe ſupreme enjoyment
conſiſt in kind affections, and in exerting their powers
in good offices from theſe affections. Nay ' tis impoſ
fible for us to conceive an higher ſort ofenjoyment.
The conſciouſneſs of good -will to others tho'inactive,
is highly delightful; but there is ſtill a ſuperior joy in
exerting this diſpoſicion in beneficent actions. What

if this be the ſupreme enjoyment in nature, as our
minds ſeem to feel it is ? This muſt be excluded out

of nature in a great meaſure, unleſs there be imperfec

tion, indigence, pain, and even moral evil in nature.

.
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may

be a ſocial congratulation and eſteem'a

mong well-diſpoſed happy beings, in a ſtate of inac

tive joy, without any difficulties. But there can be no
place for action where there is no evil.

Not to mention, what is obvious among men, that
our ſenſe of many high enjoyments, both natural and
moral, is exceedingly heightened by our having obſer
ved or experienced many of the contrary evils. The

Experience of
evil gives an
higher ſenſe of
good, and exer
viſos virtue.

whole life of virtue among men, which we ſhewed to
be the chief enjoyment, is a combat with evils natural
or moral. No place can be for liberality where there is

no indigence ; or for fortitude where there isno danger;
or for temperance where there are not lower appetites
and paſſions; or for mercy and forgiveneſs,or friendly
admonitions and counſels, and long - ſuffering, and re
quital of evil with good, where a ſpecies is incapable
of moral evil. Such lovely offices, the remembrance of

which muſt be eternally delightful, muſt be excluded ;
or ſome moral evils muſt exiſt. Nay what patience,

reſignation, and truſt in Godcan be exerciſed in a fyf
tem where miſery cannot exiſt ? If then the higheſt en
joyments we can conceive are fit to be introduced in
to the univerſe, ſome evils muſt come along with
them . Nay what ſhall we conceive the life of the

higheſt orders, if there were none inferior to them ; no
good to be done, no kind offices, no evils to be war

ded off, or good formerly wanting to be commu
nicated ? Can we conceive any thing more bleſſed ,
or delightful to the Deity, than communicating of
good to indigent creatures in different orders ? And
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muſt not the higheſt goodneſs move him to furniſh to Chap. 9.
the ſeveral higher orders opportunities for ſuch di

vine exerciſes and enjoyments, bycreating alſo orders
inferior to them , and granting different degrees of a

bilities and perfectionto the ſeveral individuals of the

fame ſpecies, thatthus they may exerciſe their good
affections in beneficent offices?

If thus the moſt perfect goodneſs would determine

Perfill good

the Author of Nature to create different orders ofwe's
muſt make
all orders in

beings, and ſome of them ſubject to many evils and perior.
whichgoodis fix=

imperfections ; the ſame goodneſs muſt require that
this plan of creation be continued down to the loweſt
fpecies in which a ſuperiority of good to the evils in
its lot can be preſerved, while the creation of ſuch in
ferior ſpecies obſtructs not the exiſtence of as many

of the fuperior, as the moſt perfect univerſe can ad
mit. The lot therefore ofgreat imperfection muſt fall
fomewhere : mankind can no more juſtly complain
that they were not in an higher order, than the brutes
that they were not made men.

Don't we ſee this confirmed in experience ? We have;experience.
Tibisconfirmed
no ground to believe that this earth could nouriſh an

higher order than mankind. A globe of this kind may
be neceſſary in the ſyſtem : it muſt have ſuch inhabi
tants or be deſolare.

Beſides all the men it could

maintain, there yet is room for other lower orders ſub
ordinate and fubfervient to their ſubſiſtence. We find

all places peopled with ſuch orders of life and ſenſe
as they can ſupport ; the inferior occupying what is not

fic for the fùperior, or what is neglected by them . In

+
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Book I. like manner, let us aſcend to higher orders: there may
be as many ſuch as the beſt ſyſtem of the univerſe ad
mits ; and yet in this great houſe of our father there are

many manſions unfit for the higher orders, but too

good to be deſolate; and they are occupied by men ,
and lower animals. This was their place, or they muſt

not have exiſted in the ſyſtem . This earth perhaps
could not furniſh bodies uncapable of decay, and as
this decay comes on, we loſe our keen appetites and

ſenſes of the goods of life. The ſcene cloys ; we quit
it, and give place to new ſpectators, whoſe livelier ſen
ſes and appetites and more vigorous powers make it
Strict laws of
fenfation neceifa

a greater bleſſing to them .
VII. Butmen will make further complaints. “Why
" theſe harſh laws of ſenſation, ſubjecting us to ſuch
“ acute pains, to ſuch ſympathetick ſorrows, and re

“ morſe? why ſuch furious paſſions?" and cannot an
omnipreſent infinite Power interpoſe, beyond the
common courſe of nature, in behalf of the inno

cent, the virtuous? no variety ofbuſineſs can fatigue
or diſtract the Deity .”

But in reply to all this : 'Tis abſolutely neceſſary for
the preſervation of life that deſtructive impreſſions

from without, and indiſpoſitions from within, ſhould
occaſion pain to animals. Were it not ſo, how few
would in any keen purſuits guard againſt precipices,
wounds, burning, bruiſes, or hurtful abſtinence from
food. How could we be apprized of diſorders, or

guard againſt what might increaſe them ? This law is

abſolutely neceſſary to men of maturity and know

1
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ledge; and how much more ſo to the young and im- Chap.9.
prudent? Nor can we complain of the law as conſti
tuting too acute ſenſations, ſince they do not univer

ſally obtain their end. The experience of the gout,
and ſtone, and fevers, and racking fores, does not re
ſtrain all men from the vices which expoſed them to
theſe torments.*

Can we more juſtly repineatother laws ſubjecting us
to compaſſion and remorſe ? are they not the kind ad- ings.
andmoral feci.

monitions and exhortations of the Univerſal Parent,
delivered with ſome auſterity, to reſtrain us from what
may hurt us or our brethren, and excite us to alift
them ; or natural chaſtiſements when we have been de

ficient in our duty to any part of this family .
VIII. As to the ſtopping of theſe laws in favour of notthebelawsprouid
ſtopped.
the innocent who by means of them are now expoſed

to many calamities, as byſtorms, fires, ſhipwrecks,
the ruins of buildings, which make no diſtinctions; let

us conſider that the conſtant ſtopping or ſuſpending
the general laws when they would occaſion any evil
not ſubſervient immediately to ſome preſent and ſu
perior good ; orthe governing the world by a variety
of diſſimilar wills, and not by uniform rules or laws;
* One would think this common rea

<

gers :

Whereas we find that much

ſoning abundantly clear and certain ; but ſtronger intimations and motives from the
Θερσίτης δ ' έτι μάνος αμετροεπής εκολα.

Mr.

acuteſt pains, do not always deter from

Bayle in bis Reponſe a un Provincial luxury and intemperance ; or give fuffici
ch . 77. tells us, “ That we might have

ent caution even to the aged . And what

“ had an ordinary ſenſation of pleaſure will deter the raſh and young ? This abate
« when all was well ; and that a ſenſible ment he talks of might indeed be ſufficient

“ abatement of this pleaſure might have if men were ſuch triflers as to mind no
“ ſufficiently intimated to us our dan- thing bu: that ſenſation he ſuppoſes.

Vol.I.
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Book I. would immediately ſuperſede all contrivance or fore
U thought ofmen, and all prudent action. There could
be noroom for projecting any kind offices to others,
or concerting any ſchemes for our own intereſt, ſince
we could find no conſtant or natural means for exe

cuting them . * Nay all ſuch ſolicitudes would be uſe
lefs and vain , as there neither would be any proper
means, nor any need of action ; ſince we ſhould find

that all evil was prevented, and good obtained, with
out our activity. Thus all active virtue muſt be ex
cluded.
They cannot be

Or ſhall the laws obtain whenever the effect is in:

Suſpended whin

evilsensue,andnocent
or uſeful, but always be ſuſpended when it is
obtain when 'lis
otherways.

pernicious ? This would make all human activity vain .

No good man would be faint or weary with faſting,
or labour; or be cold when he was naked . No occa

ſion for any aſſiſtance or good -offices to a good man.
Nay our very pleaſures would loſe a great deal of
their reliſh , which partly ariſes from experience of
pain. Reſt is only grateful after wearineſs; and food
has the beſt favour after hunger. And all active vir
tues muſt be ſuperſeded as entirely fuperfluous.
Or ſhall the laws only then be ſuſpended when God
pension burtful to
virtue.
foreſees that no good ſhall ariſe from theſe evils which
911 fuch ruf

* To make this more obvious . Were
there no fixed laws, no man would attempt

to nouriſh ; nor would the want of it oc
caſion pain or death . Bodies would not

to move. Motion would not follow his

perſiſt in their Itates of reſt, or motion ;

will , or not in that way he intended ; or
it would fail in as many inſtances as it ſuc-

nor their parts

ceeded . We could not depend on the pro

miſes of others, nor hope for the ſucceſs

cohere . None would build,

plant , fow , or provide rayment. If the
world remained , yet we could diſcern no
order in it. Poiſons would nouriſh ; and

of any labours . Food would often ceaſe I wounds ſometimes give us pleaſure.

1
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enſue upon them , but take place when good is to a- Chap. 9.
riſe from them ? This may be fo in fact, tho’ we don
not diſcern the good that may ariſe from ſuch evils.

But do they want that the laws ſhould be ſtopped
when fome preſent viſible ſuperior good does notariſe
from the evils they occaſion ? that ſickneſs or pain

befalling infants or other innocents ſhould be preven
ted, whenever God foreſees that none will, or none

can , by any virtuous office relieve them ? “ Many e
« vils, ſay they, occaſion no exerciſes of virtue either
by the ſufferer, or by others. Many injuries do not

“ exerciſe the virtues of patience, reſignation, or for
giveneſs, but draw after them bitter reſentments,

“ and a long train of miſchiefs. The laws of nature
might in theſe caſes be ſuſpended, and take place
« in others.”

But again, if the courſe of nature were ſtill obſer
ved to alter in favour of ſuch whom none aſiſted, all

ſuccour would be fuperfluous.Men would continue in
theſe ſins of omiſſion , that this grace might abound.

The good would ever be expoſedto injuries and ſuf
ferings; for to ſuch they would give occaſion for exer

ciſing patience, reſignation, and forgiveneſs; but the
obſtinate, the haughty, and the proud muſt remain

ſecure. And why ſhould men ſtudy to govern their
paſſions, when the worſt of them, they would ſee, could
do no harm .

Or ſhall the courſe of nature take its full effect in

bringing evils on the wicked, but always alter in favour

of the good ? Even ſo, all care about the good would
A a 2 .
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Book I. be fooliſh , and the moſt delightful virtues would be
ſuperfluous. Again, the happineſs of the virtuous is
often much connected with that of others . Muſt all

their families, friends, and countries be protected ? At
this rate what ſhall we call the order of nature, the

knowledge of which can direct our actions. The de
viation muſt be as common as the ordinary courſe.

And then there would remain no exerciſe for the pa
tience of the virtuous, their reſignation, fortitude, ſa
crificing their intereſts to God, and the Publick, when
they were thus made impallible, and inacceſible to
the ſtrokes of fortune.

In fine, if it was worthy of a good God to create an
order of beings whoſe chief enjoyments ſhould con
ſiſt in the vigour and activity of kind affections, and

moral pleaſures, there muſt be different orders of be

ings ; the world muſt be governed by general laws u

niverſally obtaining; and many particular evils, natu
ral and moral, muſt be permitted.
The Maniche

IX. Now as the ſole foundation of the moſt plau
outfoundation. fible ſcheme of two independent principles, the one

an

1

evil and malicious, and the other good, is the mixture
we obſerve of evil and good in this world ; ſince we
have abundantly proved that there muſt be ſuch a
mixture intended by the moſt perfect Goodneſs, that
fuppoſition muſt be without any rational foundation.
Did we obſerve ſome beings perfectly good, and others
perfectly evil, there might be ſome preſumption for
two oppoſite principles ; or did we diſcover any laws

plainly deſtined for miſcief alone, and others deſtined
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for good ; this too would be another preſumption. But Chap. 9.
that two Minds, with oppoſite intentions,ſhould al
ways unite and conſpire in a mixed ſyſtem is incon
ceivable. Now the whole of natural knowledge ſhews
us the contrary of theſe preſumptions: no ſpecies is
conſtituted abfolutely evil: no law obrains which is
not deſigned for ſuperior good. For this we muſt re
fer to all the antient and modern obſervations on the

conſtitution of nature.

Oppoſite intentions in twocauſes of equal art and No efeafrom
power could have no effect. They could have no mo-principles
tive to unite in forming a world : ſince each would
know that the art and power of the other would in

troduce as much of what was offenſive to him, as his

own art or power could effect of what was agreeable.
Upon this ſuppoſition ſhould we not plainly obſerve
malicious mechaniſm in the works of nature, as fre
quently as we obſerve what is kind and uſeful. But

nothing of this ſort occurs . No malice, original, fe
date, and unprovoked appears in the works of nature;
but on many occaſions we ſee kindneſs gratuitous and
unmerited, in the tender relationsof life, in the eſteem

of virtuous characters by which we have not been pro
fired, and in compaſſion toward the unknown. No

original or natural joy in miſery, it never pleaſes with
out ſome previous notion of great moral evil in the
ſufferer, or of ſome oppoſition to our intereſt. No
moral facultyis obſerved approving what is hurtful to.

the publick; but in all rational agents we find a con
5

trary one, which immediately approves all kindneſs,
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Book I. and humanity, and beneficence. Sure the art of a ma

licious principle muſt have exerted itſelf in ſome ori
ginal mechaniſm deſtined for miſchief.
Good fuperior
is life.

X. But granting the mechaniſm to be univerſally
good ; yet if there appeared a prepollency of miſery in
this world, as ſome good men in their melancholy de
clamations have alledged, it would ſtill leave fome un
eaſy ſuſpicions in the mind. This preſent ſtate is the

only fund of our evidence, independent of revelation,
from which we conclude about other worlds, or fu

ture ſtates. If miſery is ſuperior here, 'tis true that
even in that caſe, the Deity might be perfectly good,
as this miſery of a part might be neceſſary forſome

ſuperior good in the univerſe: but then we ſhould not
have full evidence for his goodneſs from the effects of
it. The caſe however is otherways. Happineſs is far

ſuperior to miſery, even in this preſent world ; and
this compleats all the evidence we could expect, or
require.
rior in good
SupeNatural
the Firſt as to natural good : How frequent are the plea

fures of ſenſe, and the gratifications of appetite ; and
Pleafures oshow rare the acute ſenſations of pain ? ſeldom do they
fenſe.
employ many months in a life of ſeventy or eighty
whole .

years : the weaker bodies who have a larger ſhare of
it, are not the hundredth part of mankind. If bodi

ly pleaſure is ofa low tranſitory nature, fo is bodily
pain : when the ſenſation is paſt, and we apprehend no
returns of it, all the evil is gone ; and it begins to yield

pleaſant reflections. Conſider the frequent returns of
qur pleaſures, and their duration will appear incom

i
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parably greater; and they are pretty near as intenſe in Chap. 9.
their kind, as any pain we are commonly expoſed to.
Such as are well experienced in both are not terrified

from ſome high ſenſual enjoyments by the danger of
pain enſuing . To ballance the acuter pains, which
are rare, let us conſider the frequent recurrence of ve

ry high pleaſures. If many periſh early in life, the pain

they feel is probablyneither ſo intenſe, or laſting, as
that felt by men in full ſtrength ; nor is it increaſed by

fears and anxiety .
The pleaſures of the imagination, and of know-andofimagination
fympathy

ledge, are pretty much a clear ſtock of good, with
ſmall deductions, * as there is ſcarce any pain proper
ly oppoſite to them : and the pains of fympathy are

over-ballanced, by the more laſting joys upon the re
lief of the diſtreſſed, and upon the proſperity of ſuch
as we love: not to mention the joyful approbation of
the temper itſelf; the joyful hopes, under a good pro

vidence, for all worthy objects of our affection : and

this pain we fee plainly is a neceſſary precaution in
providence, to engage us to promote the happineſs
of others, and defend them from evil.

The difficulty ſeems greater as to moral evil. But the diffeulig
a perſon wholly devoid of all virtue is as rare as one as to moral good
free from all vice. For the very kindeſt purpoſes, God
and evil.

has indeed planted a very high ſtandard of virtue in
our hearts. We expect univerſal innocence, and a long
courſe of good -offices, to denote a character as good:

but two or three remarkably vicious actions make it
See above ch . vii . Ýife
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Book I. and humanity, and beneficence. Sure the art ofa ma
nlicious principle muſt have exerted itſelf in ſome ori

ginal mechaniſm deſtined for miſchief.
Good fuperior
X. But granting the mechaniſm to be univerſally
in life.

good ; yetif thereappeared a prepollency of miſery in
this world, as ſomegood menin their melancholy de
clamations have alledged, it would ſtill leave ſome un
eaſy ſuſpicions in the mind. This preſent ſtate is the

only fund of our evidence, independent of revelation,
from which we conclude about other worlds, or fu

ture ſtates. If miſery is ſuperior here, 'tis true that
even in that caſe, the Deity might be perfectly good,
as this miſery of a part might be neceſſary for ſome

ſuperior good in the univerſe: but then we ſhould not
have full evidence for his goodneſs from the effects of
it. The caſe however is otherways. Happineſs is far
ſuperior to miſery, even in this preſent world ; and
this compleats all the evidence we could expect, or
require.

Natural good Firſt as to natural good : How frequent are the plea

Superior in the
whole .

ſures of ſenſe, and the gratifications of appetite ; and

Pleafures oshow rare the acute ſenſations of pain ? ſeldom do they
sense.

employ many months in a life of ſeventy or eighty
years : the weaker bodies who have a larger ſhare of
it, are not the hundredth part of mankind. If bodi
ly pleaſure is of a low tranſitory nature, ſo is bodily
pain: when the ſenſation is paſt, and we apprehend no
returns of it, all the evil is gone; and it begins to yield

pleaſant reflections. Conſider the frequent returns of

qur pleaſures, and their duration will appear incom
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parably greater; and they are pretty near as intenſe in Chap. 9.
their kind, as any pain we are commonly expoſed to.
Such as are well experienced in both are not terrified
from ſome high ſenſual enjoyments by the danger of

pain enſuing. Toballance the acuter pains, which
are rare, let us conſider the frequent recurrence of ve

ry high pleaſures. If many periſh early in life, the pain
they feel is probably neither ſo intenſe, or laſting, as
that felt by men in full ſtrength ; nor is it increaſed by
fears and anxiety .

The pleaſures of the imagination, and of know- ofimagination

ledge, are pretty much a clear ſtock of good, with
ſmall deductions, * as there is ſcarce any pain proper

ly oppoſite to them : and the pains of ſympathy are
over-ballanced , by the more laſting joys upon the re

lief of the diſtreſſed , and upon the proſperity of ſuch
as we love : not to mention the joyful approbation of
the temper itſelf; the joyful hopes, under a good pro
vidence, for all worthy objects of our affection: and

this pain we fee plainly is a neceſſary precaution in
providence, to engage us to promote the happineſs
of others, and defend them from evil.

The difficulty ſeems greater as to moral evil. But the difculig
a perſon wholly devoid of all virtue is as rare as one astomoral god
free from all vice. For the very kindeſt purpoſes, God

has indeed planted a very high ſtandard of virtue in
our hearts. We expect univerſal innocence, and a long

courſe of good -offices, to denote a character as good:
but two or three remarkably vicious actions make it
See above ch . vii. § 14
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Book I.odious. Fraud, theft, violence,ingratitude, lewdneſs,
in a few inſtances, ruin a character almoſt irreparably;
tho' the reſt of life be innocent, and tho’theſe actions

were committed under great temptations, or flowed

from no evil intention , but from ſome ſelfiſh paſſion
or eager appetite, or from even ſome lovely partial
tenderneſs, ſuch as that to a family. There are few
in whoſe lives we will not find an hundred actions not

only innocent, but flowing from ſome lovely affection,
for one flowing from any ill-natured intention. Paren

tallove, friendſhips, gratitude,zealfor partiesand coun
tries, along with the natural appetites, and deſires of

the means ofſelf-preſervation, are the common ſprings
of human action. And ſeldom do their vices proceed

from any thing elſe than theſe principles grown per
haps too ſtrong to be reſtrained by ſome nobler or
more extenſive affections, or by a regard to the rules
which are requiſite for the good of ſociety. We have
indeed a ſtandard of virtue ſet up in our hearts, which
we cannot keep up to : and thus are all conſcious of

guilt in the ſight of God. And yet the lower virtues

are ſo frequent, that human life is generally not only
a ſafe ſtate, but very agreeable.

This circumſtancein our conſtitution, that the
ſtandard of moral good is ſet ſo high, tho’ it is apt to

give the mind an unfavourable impreſſion of our fpe
cies as very corrupt, is yet very neceſſary and uſeful, as
it is a ſtrong reſtraint from every thing injurious or
vicious, and a powerful ſpur to a continual advance
ment in perfection. Indeed without ſuch a ſtandard
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we could not have any idea of perfection, nor could Chap . 9.
there be any formed intention in the human mind to

make progreſs in virtue. But when we ſee ſo few on
whom it has its full effect, even of thoſe who live to

mature age, it ſeems to carry no faint intimation,
that either we once were in a higher ſtate of perfec
tion, or that ſuch a ſtate is ſtill before us . Unleſs we

be deſtined for ſuch a ſtate, the plantingſuch a ſtan
dard muſt have the ſame unaccountable appearance,

as the laying up of great magazines, and trains of ar
tillery, where no military operations were intended.
appeal to
An hearts.
XI. To confirm this prevalence of good in life, letmin's

us conſider, that men can certainly tell what they

would deſire upon any poſſible ſuppoſition, as well as
in matters which actually befall them. Imagine a me
dicine diſcovered, which without pain would caſt both
ſouland bodyinto an everlaſting ſleep ,or ſtop all thought

or exiſtence for ever. In old age perhaps, or under
ſome ſore diſeaſes, ſome few might chuſe to uſe this
medicine, to eſcape from all evil by the loſs of all
good ; but not one in a thouſand : and the few who
would, have enjoyed many years during which life was

eligible, for the months in which they would chuſe
annihilation. Many of them have had their ſhare of

life ; they ſhould be ready to leave it, as a ſatisfied
gueſt leaves a plentiful table. What altho’at laſt death
ſhould for a few months become eligible to every one,

after an agreeable life for many years. If the judgments
of the young, while all the ſenſes, appetites and paſ

fions are vigorous, and joyful hopes inflame the ima
VOL . I.
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Book I. gination , may overvalue the good of life; the judg.
ments of the aged may be equally partial on the o
ther ſide, when all the powers are become languid, and
the memory of pleaſures almoſt effaced. Men in the
middle of life, who ſee the condition of it, who re

member the joys of youth , feel their preſent ſtate, and
obſerve in others the condition of old age, are cer
tainly the beſt judges . Not one in a thouſand would

quit all he enjoys, to avoid all he fears. 'Tis high in

gratitude in men to pique themſelves upon deprecia
ting all the gifts of God, and aggravating all the evils
1

of our lot. Should Mercury come at their requeſts,
when they have frecfully thrown down their burthens,
as in the old fable, they would ſoon intreat him, not
to take down their ſouls to Lethe, but to help them
to take up their loads again.
The cauſes of
fake bere .

In theſe debates ſome recite all the wickedneſs and

miſery they have ſeen , read, or heard related : wars,
murders, piracies, aſſaſſinations, facking of cities, ra
vaging of countries, military executions, maſſacres,

cruſado's, acts of faith in the holy inquiſition: all the

frauds and villanies detected in courts ofjuſtice : all
the corruption, falfhood, diſſimulation, ingratitude,

treacherous undermining, and calumny,and lewdneſs,
in palaces; as if theſe were the common employments
1

ofmankind ;or as if a large portion of mankind were
concerned in ſuch things by their ſtations. Priſons,
and hoſpitals, the abodes ofthe criminal and diſeaſed,

were never ſo populous as the cities where they ſtand:
they ſcarce ever contained the thouſandth part of a

195
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ny ſtate. Milton's deſcription of the infirmary, in his Chap. 9.

viſion, muſt move the hardeſt heart: but who will eſti

mate the health ofa people from an infirmary. Amon
ſtrous plant or animal is long expoſed to view in the

repoſitories of the curious: the rarity makes the view
entertain us, and makes us fond to talk about it. But

millions ofregular compleat forms exiſt for one mon
ſter ; they are ſo common that they raiſe no attenci
on or admiration. We retain a lively remembrance of

any grievous ſickneſsor dangerwe eſcaped, of any
horrid calamity, or villany: our ſouls are pierced with

wars, ſlaughter, maſſacres , plagues ; forgetting the
vaſtly ſuperior numbers which eſcape all theſe evils,
and enjoy the common peaceful condition oflife. The
ſufferers in theſe calamities ſeldom endure more pain
than what attends a natural death ; and they make not

a fortieth part of mankind. Scarce five hundred

thouſand of our countrymen have periſhed by theſe
calamities , in any century of the Britiſh hiſtory: and
forty times that number, in the worſt of times, have
eſcaped them .
Compaſſion tbc
' Tis that lovely natural compaſſion which makes us cauſe of our mil

ſo deeply feel theſe great calamities and remember taken reaſoni:gs.
them . We wiſh well to all, and deſire an happy ſtate
of the univerſe, from a yet finer principle ; and

deeply regret every contrary appearance, even when
we have no fears about ourſelves. Theſe lovely prin

ciples in our conſtitution ſhould plead more ſtrongly
in our hearts for the goodneſs ofthe all-ruling Mind,
than thoſe appearances of evil, were they as great as a
Bb 2
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Book I. melancholy eloquence often paints them, could plead
w for the contrary .

While hiſtories relate wars, feditions, maſſacres,

Hiſtories give

erenige omand the corruptions andintrigues of courts,theyare
life.

ſilent about thoſe vaſtly ſuperior numbers who in ſafe
obſcurity, are virtuouſly or innocently employed in
the natural buſineſs and enjoyments of mankind. We
read the actions of the great, of men expoſed to all
the temptations of avarice and ambition, raiſed above
the common lot of honeſt labour and induſtry, with

minds often corrupted from their infancy by the ele
vation of their fortunes, and all their paſſions infla
med by flattery and luxury. The ſocial joyful innocent

employments of the bulk ofmankind are no ſubjects
of hiſtory; nor even the ordinary regular adminiſtra
tion of a ſtate in the protection of a people and the

execution of juſtice. Hiſtories dwell uponthe critical
times, the ſickneſſes of ſtates, the parties, and facti

ons, and their contentions ; revolutions, and foreign
wars, and their cauſes. Theſe dangers, their cauſes,
and the remedies applied, muſt be recorded for the

uſe of future ages; and their rarity, in compariſon of
the natural buſineſs of ſocial life, makes them more

entertaining. Thus authors in medicine relate not the

agreeable enjoyments and exerciſes of health. The
cauſes, fymptoms, and prognoſticks of diſorders, their
critical turns, and the effects of different medicines

applied, are the proper ſubjects of their diſſertations.
Lower conditi

Men placed in the higher conditions oflife, enured

onethe is happyas
to eaſe and ſoftneſs, may imagine the laborious ſtate
.
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of the lower, to be a miſerable ſlavery, becauſe it Chap.9 .
would be ſo to them were they reduced to it with their

preſent habits of ſoul and body. But in the lower con
ditions, ſtrength of body, keen appetites, ſweet inter
vals of reſt, moderate deſires, and plain fare, make up
all their wants in point of ſenſual pleaſure. And the

kind affections, mutual love, ſocial joys, friendſhips,
parental and filial duties, moral enjoyments, and even
fome honour, in a narrower circle, have place in the

lower conditions as well as the higher ; and all theſe
affections generally more ſincere.

XII. How ſhall a being too imperfect to compre- How men of
views
imperfet
hend the whole adminiſtration of this univerſe in allcan
judge of the

its parts, and all its duration, with all the connexions whole.

of the ſeveral parts, judge concerning the preſiding
Mind, and his intentions ? We ſee particular evils
ſometimes neceſſary to ſuperior good, and therefore
benignly ordered to exiſt. We ſee alſo ſome pleaſures

and advantages occaſioning ſuperior evils. There may
therefore be other like connexions and tendencies on

both ſides unknown to us . We cannot therefore pro

nounce of any event that it is either abſolutely good,
or abſolutely evil, in the whole. How does a wife and
dutiful child judgeof its parent's affections ? Or how
doesone in mature years judge of the intention of his
phyſician when he is a ſtranger to his are ? The child
is ſometimes reſtrained in itspleaſures, chaſtiſed, con

fined to laborious exerciſes or ſtudies; the patientre
ceives nauſeous potions, and feels painful operations.
Bur the child finds the general tenor to be kind; ma
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Book I. ny pleaſures and conveniences ſupplied ; and a con
ſtant protection and ſupport afforded ; it has found

the advantages ariſing on ſome occaſions from re
ſtraint and diſcipline ; it finds its powers, its know
ledge and its temper improved. The patient has found
health fometimes the effect of nauſeous medicines.

" Tis juſt thus in nature. Order, peace, health , joy,
pleaſure,are ſtill prevalent in this great family, fupe
rior to all the evils we obſerve. Human life is univer

ſally eligible, tho' it is an unmixed ſtate to none : we
can have no ſuch preſumptions of any intereſt of the
Supreme Mind oppoſite to that of his creatures, as
may lye againſt the intentions of the beſt of men.

Should we not then uſe that equity in our conclufi
ons about the Deity, that is due to our fellows, not

withſtanding a few oppoſite appearances.
If God be good
be is perfedly
good.

XIII. Since then the whole contrivance of nature,

directly intended for good, and the prevalence of hap
pineſs in conſequence of it, proves the original Mind
to be benevolent; wherever there is any real goodneſs,
a greater happineſs muſt be more deſired than a leſs ;
and where there is ſufficient power, the deſire ſhall be

accompliſhed. If God be omnipotent and wiſe, all is
well : the beſt order obtains in the whole : no evil is

permitted which is not neceſſary for ſuperior good,
or the neceſſary attendant and conſequent upon what
is ordered with the moſt benign intention for the
greateſt perfection and happineſs of the univerſe.
Unreaſonable to
demand the par.

'Tis arrogant to demand a particular account how

ricular purpoſes
of all evils ,

each evil is neceſſary or ſubfervient to ſome ſuperior

is perfe&tly Good .
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good. In thebeſt poſſible ſcheme many things muſt Chap. 9.
be inexplicable to imperfect knowledge. The ends
and connexions muſt be hid, as ſome ſteps in the oe

conomy of the parent, or the practice of the phyſici
an muſt be dark to the child, or the patient. " Tis

enough that we diſcern the natural end to be good in
all the mechaniſm of nature which we underſtand ;

that happineſs is prevalent,and our ſtate very eligible.
All new diſcoveries increaſe our evidence by ſhewing
the wiſe purpoſes of what before ſeemed an imperfec
cion. A candid mind muſt conclude the fame to be

the caſe of parts whoſe uſes are yet unknown. The
very anxieties of men about this grand point, help to
confirm it, as they ſhew the natural determination of
the ſoul to wiſh all well in the univerſe ; one of the

cleareſt footſteps of our benevolent Creator imprin
ted in our own hearts . This truth muſt be acceptable

to all, where vanity, affectation of ſingularity and of
eminent penetration, or an humour of contradiction,
hath not engroſſed the heart.
XIV. Add to all this, that the prevalent goodneſs The hopes of a
verful.ſtato uni
obſerved in the adminiſtration of nature leads to an fiture

hope which at once removes all objections, that of a
future ſtate of eternal exiſtence to all minds capable

of moral ſentiments, of enquiring about the order of
the whole, of anxiety about it, of knowing its author,

or of any fore-thought about exiſtence after death.
The powers of thought and reflection, as they extend
to all times paſt and future, and to the ſtate of others

as well as our own, and are accompanied with exten

-
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Book I. ſive affections and a moral faculty, make all orders of

being endued with them capable of incomparably
greater happineſs or miſery than any of the brutal
kinds. If the duration of men is to be eternal, and an

happy immortality obtained by theſe very means which
are moſt beacifick to us in this life; the evils of theſe

few years during our mortal ſtate are not worthy of
regard ; they are not once to be compared with the
happineſs to enſue.

Noprocess of The boldeſt Epicurean never attempted direct proof
The foul ſeemsthat a future ſtate is impoſſible. Many have believed

diſtinct from
malter .

it who conceived the ſoul to be material. Mankind

in all ages and nations have hoped for it, without any

prejudice of ſenſe in its favour. The opinion is natu
ral to mankind, and what their Creator has deſigned
they ſhould entertain. 'Tis confirmed not a little by
arguments which ſhew the ſubject of thought, reaſon,
and affections not to be a diviſible ſyſtem of diſtinct

ſubſtances, as every part of matter is. The ſimplici
ty and unity of conſciouſneſs could not reſult from

modes diſperſed and inherent in an aggregate of dif
ferent bodies in diſtinct places. * Nor is the activity of
the ſoul conſiſtent with the paſſiveneſs of matter. We
feel our happineſs or miſery, and the dignity and per
fection, or their contraries, for which we eſteem or

diſlike ourſelves or others, to be qualities quite inſen
This argument from our conſciouſ- ged by Ariſtotle de Anima. I. i. and by
neſs of the unity of the perceiver and a-

Dr. Sam . Clarke. See alſo Mr. Baxter's in

gent, in all that multitude of ſenſations, I genious book on this ſubject.
judgnients, affections, deſires, is well ur
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lible, no way related to the body or its parts, or af- Chap. 9.
fected by any changes befalling the body.
The nature and order of our perceptions ſhew this The nature of

diſtinction . Firſt, external ſenſations preſent formsconformesit?
quite diſtinct from this ſelf, and no further related to
it than that they are perceived. Their changes to the
better or the worſe affect not nor alter the ſtate of

the perceiver. A ſecond ſet of perceptions approaches

a little nearer, thoſe of bodily pleaſure and pain. The
ſtate of the perceiving ſelf is affected by them , and
made eaſy or uneaſy. But nature orders in a way quite

inexplicable thattheſe perceptions are connected with
parts

of the body, or the ſpaces which they once oc

cupied: and the accident is naturally conceived as af
fečting the body, and not altering the dignity of the

ſoul. Let Anatomiſts talk of motions propagated by
nerves to the brain, or to ſome gland the ſeat of the
ſoul: when the finger is cut, as ſure as pain is felt
at all, 'tis felt in the finger, or in the ſpace where the
finger was. Nature declares the event to be an ac
cident to the body, not deſtroying or abating the ex
cellence of the perceiver : not even when the ſenſati

ons indicate ſuch accidents as muſt foon deſtroy the

·body altogether. Nay ſomeſuch ſenſations of pain
increaſe rather the perſonal dignity ; and ſome ſenſa
tions of pleaſure abate it. But there is a third fort of
perceptions, when we are conſcious of knowledge,

goodneſs, faith , integrity, friendlineſs, contemptof
ſenſual pleaſures, publick ſpirit. Theſe we feel to be

the immediate qualities of this ſelf, the perſonal ex
Vol . I.
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Book I. cellencies in which all its true dignity conſiſts; as its
baſeneſs would conſiſt in the contrary diſpoſicions.
We know theſe qualities, and their names, as well as
we do the ſenſible ones : we feel that theſe have no

relation to the body, or its parts, dimenſions, ſpaces,
figures. * Nature thus intimates to us a ſpirit diſtinct

from the body over which it preſides, in regulating
its motions, as clearly as it intimates the difference

of our bodies from external objects. Nay it intimates
a greater difference, or diſparity of ſubſtance ; as all
the qualities of the ſoul are quite diſparate and of a
different kind from thoſe of matter: and 'tis only by
their qualities that ſubſtances are known .
Diroft proofs

XV. God declares by the conſtitution of nature,

of a future ftate.

by the moral faculty he has given us, that he eſpouſes
the cauſe of virtue and of the univerſal happineſs.
Virtue in many inſtances is born down and defeated
in this world. In ſuch events our beſt diſpoſitions give
us much ſorrow for others, and virtue fometimes ex

poſes tothe greateſt external evils. From the good
neſs of God we muſt hope for ſome compenſation to

the worthy and unfortunate; and that the injurious

andoppreſſive ſhall find cauſe to repent of their con
tradicting thewill of agood Deity. There is no defect
of power in God; no envy or ill-nature. Shall beings
of ſuch noble powers, ſo far advanced in the perfecti

ons God approves, with ſuch deſires and hopes of im
mortality , be fruſtrated in their moſt honourable

hopes ? Hopes neceſſary to their compleat enjoyment
• This reaſoning frequently occurs in Plato. See 1 Alcibiadesa
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of virtue in thisworld , ſince without them they could Chap. 9.
have little joy, in this uncertainty of human affairs,
either from their own ſtate, or from that of the deareſt

and worthieſt objects of all their beſt affections. Shall
a plan of an univerſe ſo admirable in other reſpects
want that further part which would make all com

pleat? What altho' God could not be charged with
cruelty or injuſtice upon this ſuppoſition, ſince he has
made virtue itſelf the chief happineſs, and vice the

ſupreme miſery ? Shall we expect no more from the

original omnipotent Goodneſs than what we count a
poor degree of virtue in a man, the doing only that

good which is neceſſary to avoid the imputation of
injuſtice? How far is this ſurpaſſed by the overflowing
goodneſs of ſome worthy men ? And how unlike to
the conduct of that liberal hand thatſatisfieth the de

fires ofevery thing that lives ?
If there are in the univerſe any rational agents ca

pable of defection from their integrity, ſpectators of
human affairs, who need motives to perſeverance from
the ſanctions of laws: if ſuch beings diſcern the ex

ternal proſperity of the wicked, when their ſtupified
conſciences are inſenſible of remorſe, and they live in
affluence of all the pleaſures they reliſh , and in a mo
ment go down to the grave free from all future pu

niſhment ; how muſt this encourage any imperfect
fpectator in his vices? Muſt notſuch impunity of tranſ
greſſors deſtroy the authority and influence of the di
vine laws? The minds of a nobler reliſh ſee indeed

that the vicious have loſt the ſupreme enjoyments of
Сс 2
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Book I. life ; but the vicious have no taſte for them, nor re

gret for the want of them , and wallow in what they
reliſh. Can ſuch unfelt puniſhments anſwer the wiſe

ends of government, the correcting and reforming
even of thoſe who are depraved in a great degree ?
How little effect can they have, if men need dread
nothing further?

Should one behold a building not yet finiſhed , the
ſeveralparts ſhewing exquiſite art, yet ſtill wanting a
further part to make all compleat and convenient,

room left for this part, and even ſome indications of
this further building intended ; would not a candid

ſpectator conclude that this further part was alſo in
the plan of the architect, tho' ſome reaſons retarded
the execution of it ? This is the caſe in the moral

world. The ſtructure is exquiſite, but not compleat :

we fee ſpace for further building, and indications of
the deſign in the deſires and hopes of all ages and na
tions, in our natural ſenſe of juſtice,and in our moſt
noble and extenſive affections about the ſtate of o
thers, and of the univerſe; and ſhall we not confide

and hope in the art, the goodneſs, the inexhauſtible
wealth of the great Architect.
We have dwelt long on this head, rather pointing
out the ſources of evidence than diſplaying it fully,

becauſe the aſcertaining the goodneſs of God is the

grand foundation of ourhappineſs and the main pillar
of virtue. We ſhall briefly touch at his other attri
butes, leaſt any miſtakes about them ſhould abate that

high veneration and admiration due to his excellencya
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XVI. Firſt all the reaſons which prove any think- Chap. 9.

ing beingto be a diſtinct ſubſtance frommatter, prove

The other al

that God is a ſpirit, and is not the great material maſs tributesofGod.
of this univerſe; as all the proofs of his exiſtence are

A Spirit.

proofs of original thought,wiſdom , conſciouſneſs, ac
tivity, affection ; powers quite inconſiſtent with the
nature of matter. By calling him a ſpirit we do not
mean that he muſt be a fubſtance of theſame ſpecies
or kind with the human ſoul, and only greater. Tho’

all thinking beings differ in kind from allmatter; yet
there may be innumerable orders or kinds of ſpirits,
with eſſential differences from each other, from that

loweſt ſpirit of life, which is in themeaneſt animal, to
the infinite Deity.

Again, what is original and uncauſed cannot be con
ceived as limited in its nature, either by its own choice,,

Infinites

or by the will of any prior cauſe, to any particular fi
nite degreeof perfection, or to thofe of one kind,
while it wants others. No poſſible reaſon or cauſe

can be aſſigned for ſome forts or degrees rather than
others. We ſee from the effects, that the original per

fections are high beyond imagination: and there was
no prior will or choice of any being to confine it to
one ſpecies or degree. This leads us to conceive an

original boundleſs ocean of all excellency and perfec
tion, from which all limited perfections have been
derived .

The ſame thoughts lead us to conceive the origi
nal Being as one; and uncompounded of diſtinct be

And Ozea

-
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Book I. ings or parts. No poſſible reaſon or cauſe for plurali
ty,for one number oforiginal beings, rather than any
other. No evidence for more, from any effects or ap

pearances which one originalCauſecannot account for.
Nay all the appearances of connexion, mutual depen
dencies of parts, and ſimilaricy of ſtructure, in thoſe
which are very remote from each other, lead us to

unity ofdeſign andpower. This ſhews fufficiently the

vanity of Polytheiſm , if any ever believed a plurality
of original beings. The wiſer Heathens had a different
Polytheiſm ; and that of the vulgar aroſe from low
conceptions of the Deities as weak and imperfect, ſub

ject to diſtraction and confuſion by a multitude of
cares, or by an extenſive providence, and like men,
embaraſſed when they undertake too much. One al

mighty and omniſcientBeing can preſide eaſily over all,
without toil or confufion.

The continual power exerted in all parts of the
univerſe, and the unlimited nature of the original Be

Ominipreſent.

ing, leads us to conceive him poffeſt of ſuch omnipre
ſence and immenſity as is requiſite to univerſal know
ledge and action. And that which is original muſt be
eternal.
God rules all

by his provi
dence.

XVI. From power, wiſdom , and goodneſs we infer
that God exerciſes an univerſal providence. Toa Be
ing endued with theſe perfections the ſtate of an uni

verſe of ſo many creatures capable ofhappineſs or mi
ſery cannot be indifferent. Goodneſs muſt excite him

to exert his power and wiſdom in governing all for
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the beſt purpoſes, the univerſal happineſs. Nor can Chap. 9.
we conceive any exerciſe of his powers more worthy
of God, or more delightful to him .
Goodneſs the

What other motive to create, but a deſire to com -spring of creati

municate perfection and happineſs? God cannot be

conceived as ultimately ſtudious of glory from crea
tures infinitely below himſelf. And all deſire of glory

muſt preſuppoſe that ſomething is previouſly diſcern
ed as excellent, that ſome determination of his na

ture, or ſome affection, is eſſentially the object of his
approbation : and what other determination can we
ſuppoſe theobject of his higheſt approbation than per

fect goodneſs, ever diſpoſing him to communicate
happineſs. This determination muſt move him to dif
play his own excellencies to his rational creatures by
his works,that thus he maybe the fource of the higheſt

happineſs to them , the nobleſt object of their contem
plation andveneration ,of their love, eſteem , hope,and
ſecure confidence, and the beſt partern for their imi

tation. Goddiſplays his perfections to make his crea
tures happy in theknowledge and love of them ; and
not to derive new happineſs to himſelffrom their prai
fes, or admiration .

The wiſdom and goodneſs of God ſhew us his mo-,theTheDeitbolines
of
y.
ral purity or holineſs. Ashe is independent, almighty,
and wiſe, he cannot be indigent : he can have no pri

vate ends oppoſite to the univerſal good ; nor has he
any low appetites or paſſions. Theſe are all the incite
ments to moral evil which we can conceive.

In God

none of them can have place, nothing contrary to

1
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Book I. that univerſal goodneſs in which he muſt have the
Vhigheſt complacence.
His conduct toward his creatures muſt be ſuch as

The jufice ofgoodneſs and wiſdom ſuggeſt. His laws muſt be good

God.

and juſt, adapted to the intereſt and perfection of the

whole. No unworthy favourites ſhall find in him a par
tial tenderneſs inconſiſtent with the general good or
the ſacred authority of his laws : no private views ſhall

ſtop the execution of their fanctions, while thegene
ral intereſt, and the ſupporting the majeſty of theſe
laws require it. 'Tis no injuſt partiality that the lot
of ſome ſhould have many advantages above that of
others. This, we ſhewed above, the beſt order and

harmonyof thewhole may require. Theſe are the na

tural notions of juſtice in a moral governor . 'Tis a
branch of goodneſs conjoined to wiſdom , which muſt

determinethe governor to ſuch conduct as may ſup
port the authority and influence ofhis laws for the ge
neral good .
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CAP . 15 .

CH A P. X.
The AFFECTIONS, Duty , and WORSHIP, to be

exerciſed toward the Deity.

I.INthe
conſideration
thefrequentoccaſi
ſeveralenjoymentsof
our nature
we ſhewedof the
on menDivike vede
muſt have for recourſe to the Divine Providence, forions.
the ſecurity of their enjoyments, and a ſtable tran
quillity of mind, under the adverſities of this life
which may

befall ourſelves, or the objects of our ten

dereſt affections. We eſtabliſhed in the preceeding

chapter that grand foundation of our happineſs, the

exiſtence, andmoral perfections of God, and his pro
vidence . It remains to be conſidered what affections

and duty are incumbent on us toward the Deity thus
abundantly made known to every attentive mind.

In this matter, as much as any, our moral faculty, This knownby
is of the higheſt uſe. It not only points out the af
fections ſuited to theſe perfections, but ſacredly re

commends and enjoins them as abſolutely neceſſary
to a good character; and as much condemns the want
of them , as of any affections toward our fellow -crea

tures. Nay points them out as of more ſacred obliga
tion. The moral faculty itſelf ſeems that peculiar
part of our nature moſt adapted to promote this cor
reſpondence of every rational mind with the great
Source of our being and of all perfection, as it imme

diately approves allmoral excellence, and determines
VOL.I.
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Book I. the ſoul to the love of it, and approves this love as
the greateſt excellence ofmind; which too is the moſt
uſeful in the ſyſtem , ſince the admiration and love of

moral perfection is a natural incitement to all good
offices.
Worſip is in

The worſhip ſuited to the Divine Attributes is ei

ternal, or exter .

ther internal, or external: the former in the ſentiments

nal.

and affections of the ſoul; the later in the natural ex
preſſions of them .

Our duty in reſpect of the natural attributes of God

What is due to

Fellions.

is to entertain and cultivate, by frequent meditation ,

the higheſt admiration of that immenſely great ori

ginal Being, from which all others are derived; and
to reſtrain all lowimaginations which might diminiſh
our veneration; all conceptions of the Deity as limi
ted, corporeal, reſembling any brutal or human form ,
or confined within certain places : all which ſeem in
conſiſtent with his infinite power and perfection, and

his original uncauſed exiſtence.
The affeflions
ducto the moral

II. Due attention to the moral attributes muſt ex

asrfellionsincite
the higheſt poſſible eſteem , and love, and grati
Love, cleem ,
veneration .

tude. Extenſive ſtable goodneſs is the immediate ob

ject of approbation, love, and eſteem . Wiſdom and
power joined to it, raiſe love, eſteem , and admiration

to thehigheſt. They muſt excite the moſt zealous

ſtudy to pleaſe,the greateſt caution againſt offending,
and give the higheſt ſatisfaction in the conſciouſneſs
of conformity tothe will of a Being poſſeſſed of ſuch
excellencies. When we are conſcious of having of
fended him , they muſt fill our ſouls, not only with

to the DEIŤ Y.
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fears of puniſhment, but with inward remorſe, inge- Chap. 10.
nuous ſhame, and ſorrow , and deſire of reformation .
Theſe divine perfections firmly believed , beget figation.
Truſt andre
truſt and reſignation, and entire ſubmiſſion to every
thing ordered by Providence, from a firm perſuaſion
thatall is ordered for the beſt, for the greateſt uni
verſal intereſt, and for that of every good man. Ex.

tenſive goodneſs muſt deſire the beſt ſtate of the

whole; omniſcience muſt diſcover the means ; and om
nipotence can execute them . Every thing becomes
acceptable in the place where God orders, or permits
it ; not indeed always for itſelf, yet upon implicit truſt

or faith that it is neceſſary for the purpoſes of infi

nite goodneſs and wiſdom . We knowthat the be
nign intentions of the Deity are partly to be execu
ted by the active virtues of good men ; and that in
theſe virtues a great ſhare of their fupreme perfection
and happineſs conſiſts. Our dependence therefore u
pon the Divine Power and Goodneſs will retard no
kind and virtuous purpoſes of ours, but rather invigo

rate and ſupport us with joyful hopes ofſucceſs. The

ſamereſignationand truſtwe exerciſe for ourſelves,and
our own intereſts, we ſhall alſo exerciſe for all who are

dear to us by any virtuous bonds, for every honourable
cauſe in which we or others are engaged; that it ſhall

be proſperous in this life, or tend to the future glory
and happineſs of thoſe who have eſpouſed it.

III. Juſt apprehenſions of the creation and provi- Gratitude and
dence of God muſt raiſe the higheſt reſentments oflove
theforme
ward our feb.

vanity in his ſight, all con- Tous.
gratitude, muſt repreſsall
Dd
2
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Book I. tempt of others, and beger true humility. All the
good we enjoy, all the pleaſures of ſenſe, all the de
lights of beauty and harmony, are ſo many favours
-conferred on us by God. Tohis power we owe our ve

All the good na

which weenjoyid-ry being, we owetheſe objects, and the ſenſes bywhich
due to him .

we enjoy them . If we interpoſe our activity in impro
ving the objects, or cultivating our own reliſh , itwas
God who gave us all our powers, all our art or ſagaci

ty, and furniſhed us opportunities for ſuch pleaſant
exerciſe, and ſo agreeably rewards it. All the joys we
feel in mutual love, all the advantages we receive from

the aids of our fellows, are owing to God, who contri,
ved that frame of ſoul for man,gave him ſuch affec
tions, and made him ſuſceptibleof whatever can be

the object of love in him . He gave to all animal kinds,
human or brutal, their powers, ſenſes, inſtincts, affec
tions. He bound together the ſouls of men with theſe
tender and ſocial bonds which are the ſprings of all

good offices. The external advantages we procure to
each other by our active virtues, God could have im
mediately conferred by his power without any action
of ours ; but, fuch was his goodneſs, he choſe that we

ſhould enjoy ſome ſhare of that divine and honour

able pleaſure of doing good to others ; and, by the ex
erciſe of our kind affections and by our moral faculty,

wedo partakeof it. The joys wefeel'in beinghonoured
by our fellows are alſo his gift to us ; by his implan
ting this ſenſe of moral excellence, and that natural

delight we perceive in the approbation and eſteem of
others.

to the Deity.
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All the pleaſures of knowledge, all the effects of Chap. 10.

art and contrivance, are owing to him , who taught us
more than the beaſts of the field, and made uswiſer
than the fowls of heaven ; to him we owe that we can

diſcern the beauty and kind intention and wiſdom of
his works, and thus adore the footſteps ofhis wiſdom

and goodneſs; thatwe can diſcern moral beauty, the
affections and conduct which are acceptable to him ,
and moſt reſemble the Divine Beauty ; that we can diſ

cover his perfections, and imitate them ; and that we

can give ſecure tranquillity to our ſouls by.an entire
confidence in them, and reſignation to his providence.
By the reaſon he gave us he converſes with us, aſſures

us of his good -will, gives us the moſt friendly admo
nitions ; and, by the affections of eſteem , love, and
gratitude he has implanted ,calls us to a ſtate of friend
ſhip with himſelf. Thus all our happineſs and excel

lency is from his bounty. Not unto us, Lord, not un
to us, butto thyname be thepraiſe.
IV. 'Tis vainly alledged , “ that theſe devout affec- The exerciſeof
neceſſary to us,
“ tions are vain or uſeleſs becauſe God needs them not
to God .

not, nor do they increaſe his happineſs.” They are
the chief enjoyments of rational ſouls, their higheſt

joy in proſperity, andſweeteſt refuge in adverſity. The
rational heart cannot approve itſelf if it wants them ;

if it prefers them not to its chiefeſt joys . Without
love, friendſhip, gratitude, life is inſipid . Theſe affec
tions, when mutual, are the more joyful the more ex

cellent the objects are. What ſtable and tranſportiag,
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Book I. joy muſt ariſe from living with an habitual ſenfe of
the Divine Preſence, with the higheſt love, admirati

on, and gratitude, and juſtly perſuaded of being ap
proved and beloved and protected by him who is in
finitely perfect and omnipotent.
Without this confidence in God, what can we call

ſecure ? Our bodies and all external things are obvi
ouſly uncertain : ſo is the proſperity of our friends, of
all the objects of our generous affections. Their very

virtues, tho' among the moſt ſtable things of life, are
not ſecured againſtchange. Some accidents can dif
turb their reaſon and their virtue. 'Tis only the ſoul

reſigned to God, with firm truſt in his perfections, that
can promiſe to itſelf in the whole every thing happy
and honourable at laſt.

. In every good temper certain affections muſt ariſe
upon their natural occaſions, whether they can affect

the ſtate of the object or not. Tho'we were fully aware
of our own impotence, or want of opportunity to do

good offices, or make returns, a temper muſt be odi
ous which had no love and eſteem of great excellen

cy, no gratitude for great benefits. Thus joy muſt a
riſe in a good heart upon the proſperity of one belo
ved, tho'we cannot add to it ; and ſorrow upon his ad
verſity, tho' we cannot remove or alleviate it. The

want of ſuch affections, where there are ſuch ſtrong
natural cauſes preſented, muſt argue a depravity of
ſoul which we cannot avoid abhorring upon reflecti
on . Theſe affections are as it were the naturalattrac

to the Deity.
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tion of the Divinity upon our ſouls, and of every ex - Chap. 10.
cellence which reſembles him in his works; and every
pure ſoul feels its force.

Nay, without lively apprehenſions of the Divine

No ſtable tran

Providence, and continual reſignation to his will, with quillity or hap

ajoyful confidence in his goodneſs,which are the main them.
acts of devotion, our nobleſt affections muſt expoſe
us to grievous ſympathetick ſorrows in this uncertain
world . But a firm perſuaſion of an omnipotent, om

niſcient, and moſt benign univerſal parent, diſpoſing
of all in this ſyſtem for the very beſt ; determined to

ſecure happineſs in the whole to the virtuous, what
ever evils may befal them in this life; and permitting
no further evil than what the moſt perfect conſtitution

requires,orneceſſarily brings along with it ; a perſuaſi
on ofall this, with like extenſive affections in our ſouls,

muſt afford the ſtrongeſt conſolation in all our tender
forrows, and bring our hearts either chcarfully to em
brace, or at leaſt calmly to acquieſce in whatever is
ordered or permitted by ſovereign wiſdom and good
neſs. If our friends or favourites are at preſent un

fortunate: this the very beſt policy in this grand ſtate
required : many more of our brethren and fellow-ci

tizens, of as great virtue, are ſtill happy . They have
their dear friends rejoicing with them ; their affections
are as tender and lovely ; their virtues are as valuable ,
as thoſe in our ſet of friends. If ours are in diſtreſs and

forrow , others with equal tenderneſs and virtue are

rejoicing . One generation paſſeth , and another comes ;;
and the univerſe remains for ever ; and ever as fruitful
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Book I. in virtue, joy and felicity. Nay from the ſhort period
we know, we cannot conclude about the future miſe
ries of ſuch as are now unfortunate.

We know not

what the ever-during courſe ofages may bring to thoſe
very perſons whoſe misfortunes or vices we are bewai

ling. The thoughts ofa future eternity, under a good
God, make all things appear ſerene, and joyful, and
glorious.

A conſtant regard to God in all our actions and
enjoyments, will give a new beauty to every virtue, by

Pious affillions
encreaſe all vir .
tre and joy.

making it an act of gratitude and love to him ; and
increaſe our pleaſure in every enjoyment, as it will ap

pear an evidence of his goodneſs: it will give a divi
ner purity and ſimplicity of heart, to conceive all our

virtuous diſpoſitions as implanted by God in our hearts,
and all our beneficent offices as our proper work, and
the natural duties of that ſtation we hold in his uni

verſe, and the ſervices we owe to this nobler country.
Our minds ſhall be called off from the lower views

of honours, or returns from men, and from all con
tempt or pride toward our fellows who ſhare not e

qually in his goodneſs: our little paſſions and reſent

ments ſhall be ſuppreſſed in his preſence. Our hearts
will chiefly regard his approbation, our aims ſhall be
obtained when we act the part aſſigned us faithfully
and gratefully to our great Creator, let others act as
they pleaſe toward us. The miſtakes, imperfections,

provocations, calumnies, injuries, or ingratitude of
others we ſhall look upon as matters preſented to us

by providence for the exerciſe of the virtues God has
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endued us with, by which we may more approve our Chap. 10.

felves to his penetrating eye, and to the inward ſenſe
of our own hearts, than by the eaſier offices of virtue
where it has nothing to diſcourage or oppoſe it.
Thus as the calm and moſt extenſive determination

of the ſoul toward the univerſal happineſs can have no
other center of reſt and joy than the original indepen

dent omnipotent Goodneſs; ſo without the knowledge
of it, and the moſt ardent love and reſignation to it,

the ſoul cannot attain to its own moſt ſtable and high
eſt perfection and excellence : nor can our moral fa

culty, naturally delighting in moral excellence, obtain
any other compleat object upon which it can be fully
exerciſed, than that Being which is abſolutely perfect,
and originally poſſeſt of all excellence, and the ſource
of all ſuch excellencies in others.

IV. External worſhip is the natural expreſſion of external
the reafons
for
word
theſe devout ſentiments and affections. The obviouspip .

reaſons for it are theſe; the exerciſe and expreſſion of
all ſentiments and affections makes their impreſſions

deeper, and ſtrengthens them in the ſoul. Again ;
gratitude, love and eſteem , are affections which de

cline concealment when they are lively; we are natu
rally prone to expreſs them, even tho' they give no
new happineſs to their object. 'Tis plainly our duty

to promote virtue and happineſs among others : our
worſhipping in ſociety, our recounting thankfully
God's benefits, our explaining his natureand perfecti
ons, our expreſſing our admiration, eſteem , gratitude,
and love, preſents to the minds of others the proper
Vol . I.
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Book I. motives of like affections; and by a contagion, obfer
vable in all our paſſions,naturally tends to raiſe them

in others. Piety thus diffuſed in aſociety,is the ſtrong
eſt reſtraint from evil; and adds new force to every ſo

cial diſpoſition, to every engagement to good offices.
The naturalex

The natural expreſſions are, inſtructing others in

preſions of devo
tion .

the perfections of God ,and the nature of piety and vir
tue, the great end of his laws; praiſes, thankſgivings,

acknowledgements of his providence as the ſpring of
all good by prayers, and expreſſions of truſt and re

ſignation ; confeſſion of our ſins and imperfections ;
and imploring his pardon, and future aids for our a
mendment. We may add ſolemn invocation of him
as the witneſs and avenger of any fallhood in our af

ſertions or promiſes, wherever it may be requiſite to
ſettle ſome important right of our fellows, or to give
them confidence in our fidelity.

V. Our praiſe, admiration , or thanks, add nothing
Alltheſerequi-to the Divine felicity ; our confeſſion gives no new in

provement in formation ; our importunity alters not his purpoſes

virtue and per .
felis.

from what he had formerly determined as beſt. Our

fwearing makes him no more attentive, or diſpoſed to
execute juſtice, nor gives it any new right topuniſh,
Theſe acts of adoration , praiſe, thankſgiving, confef
fion , prayer, increaſe our own piety, love, and grati
tude, our abhorrence of moral evil, and our deſires of

what is truly good, and our reſignation to his will.
When we have lively diſpoſitions of this kind, we are
beſt prepared to improve all temporal bleſlings, and
may hope for them according to the gracious tenor
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of DivineProvidence. Invocations of God by oaths, in Chap. 1o.
a religious manner, and on importantoccaſions, muſt

imprintthe deepeſt ſenſeofour obligations to fidelity,
and of the crime of falfhood ; and thus give the great
eſt ſecurity we can give, by words, to our fellow -crea

tures. The effect of all theſe acts is upon ourſelves,
and not upon the Deity, or his purpoſes, which have
been originally fixed upon a thorough foreſightof all
the changes which could happen in our moral diſpo

fitions, which themſelves alſo are a part of the objects
of his eternal counſels and power.

' Tis a needleſs inquiry whether a ſociety ofAtheiſts Theinfluenceof
could ſubſiſt ? or whecher their ſtate would be better or man fociety.

worſe than that of men poffeſſed with ſome wicked

ſuperſtition ? True religion plainly increaſes the hap
pineſs both ofindividuals and of ſocieties. Remove all
religion, and you remove ſome of the ſtrongeſt bonds,
ſome of the nobleſt mocives, to fidelity and vigour
in all ſocial offices. 'Tis plain too that ſome ſyſtems

of religious teneçs, where much wicked ſuperſtition
makesa part, may contain many noble precepts, rules,
and motives, which have their good effects upon

the

minds of ſuch as are not concerned in executing the
purpoſes of the ſuperſtition. Thus many of thebeſt
moral precepts, and the doctrine of future rewards ap
pointed for virtue, are retained in Popery, and excite

many to the moſt virtuous offices, whilſt others by
the ſuperſtitious political tenets, deſtined for the ag
grandiſing of the eccleſiaſticks, and the enſlaving of
Ee 2
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Book I. the ſouls and bodies of the reſt of mankind, are exci
mted to the moſt horrid cruelties.

'Tis of no importance to determine whether ſuch

ſuperſtitions have worſe effects than Atheiſm. They
may, as to men in certain ſtations ; tho they hurt
not the reſt conſiderably. The experiment of a ſo
ciety of Atheiſts has never yet been made.

Grant

that the effects of ſome ſuperſtitions were worſe than
thoſe of Atheiſm : this is rather honourable to reli

gion. The beſt ſtateof religion is incomparably hap

pier than any condition of Atheiſm ; and the corrup
tions of the beſt things may be moſt pernicious. A
ſurfeit of nouriſhing food , may be more dangerous

than that of food leſs nouriſhing : ſpoiled wines are
more dangerous than bad water. 'Tis the buſineſs of

rational minds to take all the bleſſings of a true reli
gion , and guard againſt any corruption of it, without

ſearching out what motives might remain to ſome
forts ofvirtues under the joyleſs wretched thought
that the univerſe is under no providence, but left to

chance, or as blind and undeſigning neceſſity ; if reli

gion, when depraved, does great miſchief; a pure and

good religion is a powerfulengine of much good.
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XI.

The CONCLUSION of thris Book , ſhewing the Way
to the SUPREME HAPPINESS of our Nature.

thus conſidered the ſeveral ſources of the ſumofhu
HAAving
happineſs our nature is capable of; and, upon
man happinefs.

a full compariſon, found that the nobleſt and moſt
laſting enjoyments are ſuch as arife from our own af

fections and actions, and not the paſſive ſenſations we
receive from thoſe external things which affect the
body: having alſo compared the ſeveral ſort of affecti
ons and actions, whether exerted toward our fellows

in narrower or more extended fyſtems, or toward the

Deity, whoſe nature and grand intention in the ad
miniſtration of the univerſe we have alſo endeavoured

to diſcover: and having found that, as our moral fa
1

culty plainly approves in an higher degree, all the
more extenſive affections toward our fellows than it

approves themore confined affections or paſſions; that
theſe extenſive affections are alſo more noble ſources

of enjoyment; and that our love of moral excellence ;

our knowledge , veneration , and love of the Deity, con
ceived as perfectly good and wiſe and powerful, and
the fountain of all good ; and an entire reſignation to

his will and providence is the ſource of our ſublimeſt
happineſs, the grand foundation of all our tranquil
lity or ſecurity as to any other object of the moſt ho

nourable deſires; 'tis plain our ſupreme and compleat
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Book I. happineſs, according to the univerſal doctrine of the
wiſeft men in all ages, #muſt conſiſt in the compleat ex
erciſe of theſe nobler virtues, eſpecially that entire
love and reſignation to God, and ofall the inferior vir.

tues which do not interfere with the ſuperior: and in

the enjoyment of ſuch external proſperity as we can,
conſiſtently with virtue, obtain .
The moral
fenſe and the two

II. The courſe of life therefore, pointed out to us

calmdeterminaimmediately by our moralfenſe, and confirmed by all
recommending,
juſt conſideration of our true intereſt, muſt be the
fuffice,

very ſamewhich thegenerous calm determination would
recommend, a conſtant ſtudy to promote the moſt u
niverſal happineſs in our power, by doing all good of.
fices as we have opportunity which interferewith no
more extenſive intereſt of the fyſtem ; preferring al
ways the more extenſive and important offices to thoſe

of leſs extent and importance; and cautiouſly abſtai

ning from whatevermay occaſion any unneceſſary mi
ſery in this ſyſtem . This is the cardinal virtue of

juſtice whichthe antients make the ſupreme one, to
which the reſt are all ſubſervient. It may include even
our duties toward God.

As ſenſual enjoyments are the meaneſt and moſt
and temperance,

tranſitory,thedeſiresofwhich,by the impetuous force
of ſome of our brutal paſſions, frequently ſeduce men
from the courſe of virtue, it muſt be of high impor

tance to be fully convinced of their meanneſs, and to

acquire an habit of ſelf-command, a power over theſe
lower appetites in the manner we explained when we
+ This is Ariſtotle's definition, Evipyaa xar' diperin apisov ir bin tone.
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conſidered the nature of theſe enjoyments. "Tis e- Chap. 15.
qually neceſſary by cloſe reflection to make a juſt eſti
mate of other more elegant enjoyments of the ima

gination, that, as they are far inferior to moral and fo
cial enjoyments, they may yield to them in our choice
where they interfere. This is the virtue of temperance.
A juſt eſtimation of the value of this life, and of andfortitude,
the ſeveral ſorts of evil we are expoſed to , muſt be

qually neceſſary. Ifmoral evils, and ſome ſympathe
tick ſufferings are worſe than any external ones, and
can make life ſhameful and miſerable amidſt all afflu

ence of other things, as we ſhewed above; if at beſt,
life is but an uncertain poſſeſſion we muſt foon loſe ;

we ſhall ſee ſomething that is more to be dreaded
than death, and many juſt reaſons why it may on cer

tain occaſions be our intereſt to incur the danger of
it. Were death an entire end of all thought it would .
indeed put an end to all good, but ſurely no evil could
enſue.

num triſte videtur

Quicquam ? nonne omni fomno fecurior extat.
But if we are to exiſt after death under a good Pro

vidence, what a glorious foundation is this for forti
tude in every honourable cauſe ? what ſtrength ofmind

muſt that hope give to every good man upon appre
henſions of death , or any ofthe evils which lead to it?
This is the third cardinal virtue.

Prudence is that habit of attention to the naturerequiPrudence
pre
fite to vir

ofthe ſeveralobjects which may follicit our deſires, en- tueof allſorts.
gaging us to a thorough inquiry into their impor
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Book I. tance, in themſelves and their conſequences, either to

the greateſt private happineſs of the individual, or to
that of the ſyſtem . This virtue is ſome way prerequi
ſite to the proper exerciſe of the other three, and is
generally firſt mentioned in order ; tho'juſtice is the
ſupreme one to which all the reſt are ſubſervient. We
leave it to more practical treatiſes to dilate upon theſe

things . The proper conſiderations, and themeans of
acquiring theſe four habits of virtue muſt be evident

from what is ſaid above concerning the comparative
Miſtakes.

values of the ſeveral ſorts of good and evil, and con
cerning the ſupreme enjoyments of our nature .
III. Many are diſcouraged from a vigorous culture
of their minds for the reception of all virtues by a raſh

prejudice. We are dazzled with the conſpicuous glo
ries of ſome great ſucceſsful actions in higher ſtati
ons ; we can allow ſuch virtues to be the nobleſt en

joyments ; but they are placed ſo high that few have
acceſs to them. Nay perſons in higher ſtations often

deſpair when their power is not abſolute. The hu
mours, follies, or corrupt views of others obſtruct all

their good intentions. They are freted with ſuch dif
appointments, and quit the purſuits of virtue, deſpon

ding of any valuable enjoyment attending it.
To arm the ſoul againſt this prejudice, we ſhould
remember that the reality and perfection of virtue,
and the inward ſatisfaction of it too, to a calm mind,

depends not on external ſucceſs, but upon the inward
temper of ſoul. Perſiſting under theſe doubts about
che ſucceſs or glory, in the publick offices of virtue ;
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or if we are excluded from them , in all the lower pri- Chap. 11.

vate offices; in a conſtant ſweetneſs of deportment in

obſcurity, and a conſtant reſignation to the ſupreme
Mind ; embracing chearfully the lot appointed for us,

repreſſing every envious motion, and every repining
thoughtagainſt providence, reſolving to go ftedfaſtly
on in the path pointed out to us by God and nature,
till our mortal part fall down to that earth from

whence it ſprung; muſt appearrather more noble and

heroick to the All-ſearching Eye, and to the judg
ment of every wiſe man, than the more glittering vir
tues of a proſperous fortune. In theſe there is leſs

purity and ſimplicity diſcovered , ſince the alluring
views of glory and worldly intereſts may have had a

large ſhare in the affections, or been the principal mo
tives to the agent .

When we deſpair of glory , and even of executing
all the good we intend, 'tis a ſublime exerciſe to the

ſoul to perſiſt in acting the rational and ſocial part as
it can;

diſcharging its duty well, and committing the

reſt to God. Who can tell what greater good might
beattainable if all good men thus exerted their powers

even under great uncertainties of ſucceſs, and great
dangers of miſrepreſentations and obloquy? Orhow
much worſe ſhould all matters proceed, if all good

men deſponded and grew remiſs under ſuch apprehen

ſions? If virțue appears more glorious by ſurmounting
external dangers and obſtacles, is not its glory equal
ly increaſed by ſurmounting theſe inward diſcourage

ments, and perſiſting without the aids of gloryor
Ff
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Book I. applauſe, conquering even the ingratitude of thoſe it
Nſerves, ſatisfied with theſilent teſtimony ofour hearts,
and the hopes of Divine approbation. Thus the moſt
heroick excellence, and its conſequent happineſs and

inward joy, may be attained under the worſt circum
ſtances of fortune: nor is any ſtation of life excluded

from the enjoyment of the ſupreme good.

THE END OF THE FIRST BOOK ,
.
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II.

Containing a Deduction ofthe more ſpecial Laws of
Nature, and Duties of Life, previous to Civil
Government, and other adventitious States.
CH A P.

I..

The Circumſtances which increaſe or diminiſh the
MORAL Good, or Evil of Actions.
AVING ſhewed, in the former book, that the

HAcourſe of life which God and NATURE recom

mends to us as moſt lovely and moſt conducive to the

true happineſs of the agent, is that which is intended
for the general good ofmankind in the wiſeft manner
that our reaſon and obſervation can fuggeft; we pro
ceed, in this book, to enquire more particularly into
the proper means of promoting the happineſs of man

kind by our actions, which is the ſame thing with in
quiring into the more ſpecial laws ofnature. And this

we ſhall endeavour to do firſt abſtracting from thoſe
adventitious ſtates or relations which human inſtitu

tions or actions have conſtituted, conſidering only that
relation which nature hath conſtituted among all. But
it

may be neceſſary here to premiſe ſome account of

many complex notions of moral qualities, the under
ſtanding of which ſeems prerequiſite to the doctrine of
the particular laws of nature. This ſhall be the ſub

ject of this and the two following chapters.
Ff 2
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I. The ground of all imputation * of actions as

Book II.

virtuous or vitious is, “ that they flow from ſome af
« fection inthe agent, and thus are evidences of his
Thegroundof
tion , that

imputa
66
a &tionsflow froni
and diſcover the
affe&tions.

Virtue, as it was proved in
the former book, conſiſts primarily in the affections.
temper and affections.”

The higheſt kind of it is the calm and fixed principle

of good -will to the greateſt ſyſtem ; and love, eſteem ,

gratitude, and reſignation to God, upon a full per
fuaſion of his moral perfections, and a conſtant preva
lent deſire of making ſtill further progreſs toward that

moral perfection of which we perceive ourſelves to be
capable. The lower kinds, are the particular kind af
fections and paſſions purſuing the good of particular

ſocieties, or individuals, conſiſtently with the general
good. This, one would think, could ſcarce be maſter
of debate among Chriſtians, after the ſum ofthe law

delivered to us, † viz. Loving God and our neighbour.
If virtue be not placed in the affections, but in ſome

other faculty different from the will, as reaſon or in
tellect, then love is to be called an act of the underſtan

ding, contrary to all language.
II. From this deſcription 'tis eaſy to find what cir
circumſtancesne
Pualities and

ceffarytothemo.. cumſtances affect the morality of actions, or omiſi

ons, increaſing ordiminiſhing the moral good, or evil,
in them ; or making actions good, which otherways
Ziberty.

had been evil ; or evil, which otherways had been good.
Firſt. 'Tis manifeſt that whatever action, or rather

event, happened not in conſequence of one's will, ei
• Imputation is one of the voces mediae, tho' more commonly uſed in charging men

with guilt. † Matth , xü. 30, 31 ,

the MORALITY of ACTIONS.
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ther at preſent, or in ſome prior time, cannot be im- Chap. 1 .
puted as either good, or evil. Nor can any omiſſion

or abſtaining from action be imputed as good, or evil,
to him who could not have performed it by any ef
forts, and knew this impoſſibility. Such events or o
miſſions can evidence no affection , either good, or bad..

Events, however, are then only called neceſſary with
reſpect to an agent, which he could not prevent tho ?

he ſeriouſly deſired it ; not ſuch as, through his ſtrong:
averſions or habits, he cannot avoid deſiring. Thoſe

only are called impoſſible, which no efforts of his can
accompliſh by any means. We call any thing pof
fible, which one who heartily deſires it, can get ac
compliſhed, whether by his own power, or by any aid
of others which he can obtain.*

Theſe alone are the neceſſary and wholly unimpu- Neceſary vents,
table events † which neither any preſent deſire or ac not mora !.
tion of ours can prevent, nor could they have been
prevented by any prior diligence or care which we

ought tohave had about ſuch, matters. Such events ,
as prior fore-thought and care could have prevented ,
tho' they be now unavoidable, arein ſome meaſure vo
luntary [ and imputable; whether they happen from
free agency, or from natural inanimate cauſes. Thus

if one by negligence in his office ſuffers banks or
mounds to decay, when a ſtorm comes he cannot prevent the inundation ; and yet it is juſtly counted voluntary and imputable to him .
* This explains the common maxim, Imposſibilium et neceffariorum nulla eft imputa
tire + Involuntaria et in ſe, et in fua caufa.
Iruoluntaria in fe, fed non in fua caufa ...
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So the omiſſions of actions now impoſſible are juft

Book II.

Uly imputed, when they might have been poſſible, ħad
of impoſibilities.that previous diligence been exerted which becomes
nor the omiſion

a good man . A ſlothful profuſe man cannot now dif
charge his debts, yet as a prior courſe of prudent oe

conomywould have prevented this injury to his cre
ditors, the non -payment is imputable. In theſe caſes,
indeed, the unavoidable event or omiſſion, contrary to

preſent ſtrong inclination, ſhews no preſent evil affec
tion. But the former negligence, which made one in
capable of doing juſtice, argues à prior culpable de

fect of good diſpoſitions. And 'tis here thatthe guilt
properly lyes . Two perſons may be equally criminal
in the light of God, and their own conſciences, when
the events of their conduct are very different. Sup
poſe equal negligence in both , and that both become
inſolvent, but one by an unexpected inheritance dif

charges his debts; the other, tho' equally inclined, re
mains incapable of it. They are equally criminal, tho’
one by accident does no wrong in the event to his
creditors,
TI'hat effects
and conſequents

imputable ,

III. No diſtant effects or conſequents of actions or

omiſſions, affect their morality, if they could not have

been foreſeen by that diligence and caution we expect
from good men ; for then they are no indications of

the temper of the agent. For the ſame reaſon any
proſperous effects which were not intended, do not in
creaſe the moral goodneſs of an action ; but an evil
action is made worſe by all the evil conſequents, which

would have appeared to a man ofſuch caution as good

the MORALITY of ACTIONS.
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actually foreſee them . They do not indeed prove any
direct evil intention ; but there are other forms of mo

ral evil. The very want of a proper degree of good

affections is morally evil. One ſtudious of thepublick
good will be cautious and inquiſitive about the effects
of his actions; the inquiſitive will diſcover ſuch effects
as are diſcoverable by their fagacity. He then who is
ignorant of ſuch effects, tho' he had no direct evil in

tention, betrays a culpable weakneſs of the good af
fections.

In judging of the moral characters of ſuch as have

not had any conſiderable reformation made in their
affections, 'tis not of conſequence whether the guilt
be evidenced by ſome preſent action, or omiſſion; or

by ſome preceeding one equally criminal. That apho
riſm therefore is juſt, that “ an action can be made
“ virtuous only by ſuch good confequents as are actu

ally intended for themſelves: but may be made vi
« cious by any evil conſequences which a good and
“ honeſt mind could have foreſeen as probably en

« ſuing.”

Butgood conſequents intended then only prove an
action to be good, when the ſum of them over-ballance
all the evil ones which could have been foreſeen , and

when the good conſequents could not be obtained

without theſe evils. If the caſe is otherways, they may
extenuate the guilt, but do not juſtify the action. On
the other hand, evil conſequents foreſeen, but not de
ſired for themſelves, do not always make an action

書
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Book II. evil. 'Tis only in ſuch caſes where they over-ballance

all thegood effects to which this action is ſubſervient,
and for which it was intended ; and where this over

ballance might have been foreſeen, or when the good
effect could have been obtained without theſe evils.

By conſequents of an action we underſtand not on
ly the direct and natural effects, or what the agent is
the proper cauſe of; but all theſe events too which

enſue upon it, and had not happened had the action

been omitted. A good man regards whatever he fore
ſees may enſue through the miſtakes, follies, or vices
of others ; and avoids what he foreſees will occaſion

vicious actions, or unreaſonable offences, in others, *
tho' otherways it might have been innocent : unleſs

the good effects, not otherways to be obtained, over
ballance theſe particular evils.t
IV. Ignorance of the tendency or effects of actions,
error , vincible ,
or invincible,af-affects their morality differently, according to the dif
certain degrees. ferent cauſes of the ignorance or error, and the diffi
culty, greater or leſs, of coming to the knowledge of
Ignorance and

the truth. If the ignorance or error be abſolutely in
vincible by any preſent, or any prior diligence, evil
conſequents thus unknown cannotbe imputed, as they
can ſhew no evil affection, nor any defect in good affec
tions. If that degree of caution which we expect in
like affairs from the beſt men could not ſurmount the

ignorance tho' the utmoſt poſſible caution might, we
ſtill count it morally invincible, and wholly excuſing
from guilt, except in caſes where all men know that
* Rom . xiv, 21 .

+ Matth. X. 34, 35 .
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the utmoſt caution is incumbent on them. But where Chap. 1 .
the ordinary caution of a good mind would have fore
feen ſuch conſequents, then the ignorance argues a
defect of good affections, is vincible, and tho' it may
alleviate the guilt, it does not wholly take it away.

Ignoranceand error may be at preſent invincible
.

and involuntary, and yet prior diligence might have
prevented them ; or it may be invincible and involun
tary every way.* The latter only takes away all im

putation : the former, ſhews that there is no direct evil
intention at preſent, but it may evidence a prior want
of good affections,and thus be juſtly culpable.
But as direct evil intention, or inſenſibility of the
evil we plainly ſee we are doing to others, are much
more odious tempers than mere inadvertence, or the
want of ſuch warm affections as would raiſe accurate

attention ; all ignorance not directly affected or deſi
red is ſome alleviation of guilt ; and that in different
degrees, according as the effects were more or leſs ob

vious. The eaſier thediſcovery was, the leſs does the
ignorance alleviate the guilt.
Ignorance may either be about the effects oftbe Ignorance
of
law or the

the action, or the true intent and meaning of laws. fat.
The ſame maxims hold about both . Only, ſince wiſe

legiſlators take care fo to publiſh their laws that the

ſubjects may always know them by proper diligence,
ignorance of the law cannot be deemed abſolutely
invincible. If any laws are abſolutely undiſcoverable
* Involuntaria in fe, fed non in ſua cauſa. or, Involuntaria et in ſe, et in fua
caufa.

Vol . I.
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Book II. by the ſubjects, they are not laws given to them ; their
Unot obeying them cannot be culpable.*
Conſcience what.

V. The queſtions about vincible ignorance, and
conſciences erroneous, or doubtful, are only difficult

through ambiguity of words. Conſcience ſometimes
denotes the moral faculty itſelf: ſometimes “ thejudg

ment of the underſtanding concerning the ſprings
“ and effects of actions upon which the moral ſenſe
approves, or condemns them .” And when we have

got certain maxims and rules concerning the conduct
which is virtuous, or vicious, and conceive them to

be, as they truly are, the laws given to us by God the
author of nature and of all our powers ; or when we
are perſuaded that other divine laws are revealed to

us in a different manner, then conſcience may be de

fined to be “ Our judgment concerning actions com
pared with the law .
How an erro

Now firſt, “ A perſon purpoſing to act virtuouf

neous conſcience
excuſes, or exte.66

ly, and yet by miſtake imagining that action to have

sustes .

a good tendency, and to be conformable to the law,

“ which is of a contrary nature in reality, will certain
ly during his error follow his conſcience: ſince no
man in an error knows that he errs.” The obſervers

only can make the queſtion, whether 'tis better for
him to follow his conſcience, or counteract it ? And

this cannot in all caſes be anſwered the ſame way.
“ He who follows the erroneous judgment of
“ his mind in doing what he believes to be good , at
2.

preſent evidences a good diſpoſition: and acting a
* Ignorantia juris, ignorantia falti.
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“ fome vicious diſpoſition ; ſuch as neglect ofmore ex

“ tenſive good, or of the lawgiver.” This holds in ge
neral true as to all men who are firmly perfuaded of

the goodneſs of God and his laws. As we all cenſure
a man who from any narrower affection of a lovely
fort ſhould counteract the views of the more extenſive

affections; the ſame way we muſt cenſure the counter
acting ſuch commands of God, as we believe are cal
culated for the moſt extenſive happineſs, tho' the a

gent has been excited to it by ſome humane and love
ly affections of the narrower fort; which, however, in
all caſes alleviate the guilt.
But when there is no ſuch ſettled apprehenſion of

God, or his laws, as perfectly benevolent ; and only a
notion of high private intereſt in obedience, and great
private danger to ourſelves from diſobedience, with a
confuſed notion of duty or obligation to obey ; if ſome
very tender humane diſpoſitions of heart ſhould lead

one to diſobey ſome ſevere and cruel orders imagined
to come from the Deity  ;رwhatever convulſions he

might feel in his own heart by the ſtruggles between
two ſuch oppoſite principles, a judicious ſpectator
could ſcarce condemn the counteracting ſuch a con

ſcience from principles of humanity : for example, if
one who believed it his duty to perſecute hereticks to

death, yet were reſtrained by compaſſion to his fel
low-creatures.

3.“" The falling into ſuch vincible errors, ſo oppoſite notAi!innocent
errorsare
,

“to the humane diſpoſitionsof the ſoul, in matters ſo
Gg2
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Book II. “ deeply affecting the intereſts of our fellows asthat of
“ perſecution, and ſomeothers,muſt argue great prior
guilt and deficiency of good affections.” And there
fore, during the error, whether one follows his con
ſcience, or not, we have ſome evidence of a bad tem
per.

If he follows it, his prior negligence is very cul

pable: if he does not, and yet believes the command
to have been given by a good God for the general in

tereſt, his prior negligence is culpable as in the other
cafe, and now he ſuperadds the guilt of omitting his
duty to God, and the general intereſt. But where one
has no notions of theDivine Goodneſs, and the be

nign tendency ofhis laws, counteracting the imagined
odious, if it be from a lovely humane

law may be leſs

difpofition.
4. When the conſcience is doubtful, the ſafeſt way
is to defer acting till further inquiry be made, unleſs

ſome general potent reaſon urgesto a fpeedy determi
nation . Cafes happen in which 'tis plainly better to
do either of the two actions, about the preference of
which we are doubting, than to omit both ; and there
may be no time for delays. In ſuch caſes we muſt fix

upon one or t’other, according to ſuperior probability
of its importance . If theſe probabilities are equal, we
muſt do what firſt occurs .

What is the duty then of one in an error? or what
conduct will be entirely approved ? 'Tis plain the er

The duty of

fuch ,as err.

ror already has evidenced a prior culpablenegligence.
The only conduct which now ſhall gain entire appro

bation again is correcting the error by a new unpreju
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diced inquiry. The erroneous, during their error, do Chap. 1.

not ſee this to be their duty ; but ' tis the only way to
ſet all right again. And this ſhews the great advantage
of modeſty and diffidence as to our own underſtand

ings ; and the danger of ſelf-confidence and bigotry.
The degree of diligence requiſite in a good man,
cannot be preciſely determined . We naturally expect
very different degrees from different capacities, ſtati
ons,opportunities.Ariſtotle * well obſerves, that“ ma

ny points in morals, when applied to individual ca
“ ſes , cannot be exactly determined ; but good men
“ know them by a ſort of ſenſation : the good experi

“ enced man is thus the laſt meaſure of all things.”
This holds in general: “ the greater the diligence and
“ caution about our duty is, the character is ſo much

“ the better ; and the leſs the diligence and caution
“ is, ſo much the worſe is the character, when other

“ circumſtances are equal .”
Nicom .I. iii.c. 4. and 1. ii. c. ult. and I.vi. c. 11. and often in the Magna Mo
.

ralia, particularly I. ij. c. 10. Hence the arbitrium viri probi,with the Civilians,
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II.

General Rules of judging about the MORALITY of
Actions , from the Affections exciting to them , or
oppoſing them .

A

Ltho ' men cannot accurately judge about the de

grees of virtue, or vice, in the actions of others,
becauſe their inward ſprings are unknown : yet ſome

general rules may be abundantly certain and uſeful

in our judging aboutourſelves. And we have no great
occaſion to make application of them to others, which
muſt be extremely uncertain.
about the impor
1. Where kind affections alone are the ſprings of
General rules

sance of attions. action,the good effected by any agent is as theſtrength
of theſe affections and his ability jointly.The ſtrength
of affection therefore is directly as che good effected,

and inverſely as the abilities ; or, in plainer terms,
when the good done by two perſons is equal, while

their abilities are unequal, he ſhews the better heart,
whoſe abilities were ſmaller.
How vicu's of

2. Where men are alſo excited by views ofprivate

en la mente intereſt, the effect of theſe ſelfiſh deſires is to be de
17 ofutiens. ducted, and the remainder ſhews the effect of the vir

tuous diſpoſition. Where motives of private intereſt

diſſuaded from ſome good action performed, thevirtue
appears the higher by ſurmounting theſe motives.
3. In like manner we compute the moral turpitude

of unkind or baſely ſelfiſh affections leading usto in
jury. The ſtrength of them is directly as the evil ef
fected, and inverſely as the abilities. That is, where
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equal miſchiefs are done by two, who had it in their Chap. 2.
power to do more, in gratification of their evil affecti
ons, he ſhews the worfe temper, who had the ſmaller
power but exerted it further.
4.

When private intereſts excite to hurtful actions,

the effect of the ſelfiſh deſires is not the ſame way to theſamecir.

be deducted to find the pure effect ofſome inclination evilalminis.afe
wholly vicious. We feldom can have any ſuch incli

nations. The moral evils ofmen generally flow from
the immoderate degrees of ſome ſelfiſh affections,
which in a moderate degree would be innocent ; and

the very want of high degrees of ſome good affections
is vicious. This deduction can only be made where

the exciting ſelfiſh motive was the avoiding ſomegreat
fufferings terrible even to very good minds ; and ſuch

temptations much extenuate the guilt. Where great
intereſts known to the agent diſſuaded from the evil

action, indeed the guilt is exceedingly aggravated, as
the depravity of temper ſurmounts theſe intereſts, as

well as allſenſe of duty and generous affection ."
II. But in comparing actions and characters we the kind ofthe

Filions to be
not only regard theſtrength of the exciting affection,regarded.
but the kind of it, ſince, as we obſerved above, our

moralſenſe,by the wiſe conſtitution of God, more ap
proves ſuch affections as are moſt uſeful and efficaci

ous for the publick intereſt. It immediately approves
the calm ſedate good-will either to particular ſocie
ties, or individuals, more than the turbulent paſſions
of the generous fort; and of the calm affections moſt
approves themoſt extenſive. And thus tho’the effects

1
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Book II. of two actions were equal, that one ismore approved
which flowed from a calm ſettled principle of kind
neſs, than another from ſome turbulent paſſion. The

ſuperior excellency of theſe calm diſpoſitions is al
lowed on all hands ; and ſhews men what temper na

ture recommends to their culture, by all thepower
wehaveover our affections; and what reſtraints ſhould

be laid upon the leſs extenſive affections, whether
calm or paſſionate, that they may never defeat the
purpoſes of the moſt extenſive and excellent diſpoſi
tions of the ſoul. Here we ſee alſo the reaſon why no
great virtue is imagined in our kindneſs to ouroff

ſpring,kindred, oreven benefactors. Strong particu
lar paflions naturally ariſe toward perſons ſo related
to us, whether we have any of the more extenſive af
fections lively in our breaſts or not : and few characters
are ſo depraved as to be void of theſe natural affecti

ons. The want of them indeed, for reaſons preſently
to be mentioned, would argue a temper depraved in
the moſt odious degree.
Hard to fix
preciſe degrees of
obligation .

III. When promoting the publick good is oppoſite

to the agent's worldly intereſt, 'tis hard to fix a pre

ciſe degree of good affection requiſitemerely to avoid
a bad character, or obtain that of bare innocence.

One may be called in one ſenſe innocent who never
hurts others in purſuit of his own intereſt. But not

withſtanding this he may be a bad man, if he contri
butes little to a publick intereſt. God has ſet in our

hearts, if we would attend to it, a very high ſtandard

of neceſſary goodneſs, and we muſt bediſpleaſed with
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ourſelves when we omit any office, how burdenſome Chap. 2 .

or hurtful ſoever to ourſelves, which in the whole w
would increaſe the publick happineſs after all its con
ſequents are conſidered. In our common eſtimations
of characters and actions we do not judge ſo rigidly,
nor can one eaſily tell preciſely how far one muſt facri
fice his private intereſts to the publick, to avoid a
bad character. The extremes of virtue and vice are

abundantly known; but intermediate degrees are leſs
diſcernible from each other when they approach very
near, as in colours ſhaded into each other. The fol

lowing maxims ſeem pretty probable, or certain ;
eral geren
1. That affections of equal degrees of extent or ralSevrules.

ſtrength are not expectedfrom perſons of unequal cir
cumſtances and opportunities, tho' originally of equal
tempers. More is demanded from ſuch ashave had

inſtruction, leiſure for meditation, and acceſs to bet
ter ſtations.

2. Such offices as are uſeful to others, and of no

expence or labour to the agent, are juſtly expected
from all toward all who needthem . They are but low
evidences of virtue, but refuſing them is very hateful,

and ſhews a temper void of humanity.
3. Nay we univerſally condemn the refuſal of ſuch
ſmaller expences or trouble as can ſcarce diſturb the

happineſs of life, when it is neceſſary for any impor
tant advantage even to a ſtranger.
4. The greater the expence or trouble is one ſub
mits to for the benefit of others, it muſt be to others

the greater evidence of his virtue.
Vol.I.
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5. The ſmaller the advantages are for the ſake of
which one does what is detrimental to the publick,
or declines any uſeful ſervices, the worſe we muſt con

Book II.

clude his character.
How narrower

efestions froid

The ſame difficulties may appear in determining

gield 10 more ex
tenſive.

preciſely how far the narrower affections in particular
caſes ſhould yield to the more extenſive; or how far
the intereſts offamilies, kindred, benefactors, friends,
our party, or country, ſhould be ſacrificed to more ex

tenſive intereſts, to avoid a bad character or the charge
ofguilt. A calm mind, ſolicitous about its own con
duct, will blame every defect of that moſt perfect mo

ral order, which requires ſacrificing all narrower in
tereſts to the more extenſive. But there is ſomething
ſo beautiful and ſo engaging in many narrower affec
tions of the ſoul, thatwejudge leſs rigidly of the con
duct of men who from ſuch lovely principles neglect

the higheſt perfection. And as it isbut a ſmall degree
of attention and diſcernment, which can be reaſon

ably expected from men of lower ſtations and capaci
ties, much encumbred by procuring to themſelves and
their immediate dependents the neceſſaries of life, na
ture is far from leading us to pronounce the charac
ter bad, which does notin all caſes adhere to the moſt
exact rules of perfection . But withal the attentive re

flecting mind cannot but ſee the faireſt mark ſet up
by God in his heart, a clear idea of perfection. The
nearer he can come to it, ſo much the better and more

excellent he is. Nor was it the Divine intention that

we ſhould ſatisfy ourſelves by merely avoiding ſuch
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conduct as is matterof infamy. Two general maxims Chap.2.
are abundantly obvious in theſe caſes.

1

1. Firſt, that to maintain the calm and moſt ex

tenſive affection toward the univerſal happineſs the

ſtrongeſt principle of the ſoul, able to controll all nar
rower affectionswhen there is any oppoſition ; and the

facrificing all narrower intereſts to the moſt extenſive,
while yet every tender affection in the ſeveral relati

ons of life is preſerved in as great ſtrength as the juſt
ſubordination of it to the ſuperior will admit ; is the
higheſt perfection of human virtue.

2. And yet when ſome of theſe narrower kind af
fections exceed their proportion, and overcome the
more extenſive, the moral deformity is alleviated in

proportion to the moral beauty of that narrower af
fection by which the more extenſive is overpowered.
Thus 'tis more excuſable if we do what is hurtful to

the moſt general intereſt, from zeal for our country,
for a whole people; than if the ſame had been done

for aggrandizing a party, a cabal, or a family. And
any of thoſe tender affections extenuate the guilt
more than any merelyſelfiſh principle could have done,
ſuch as avarice, ambition, ſenſuality.

IV. The greater part of mankind, by the neceffa- The crdinary

ry avocations of life, are incapable of very extenſivemirues fromthe
deſigns, and want opportunities and abilities for ſuch oflove.
ſervices. But we have this juſt preſumption, that by

ſerving innocently any valuable part of a ſyſtem , we
do good to the whole. The lives therefore of many
of the moſt virtuous are juſtly employed in ſerving
Hh 2

賽
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Umore peculiarly recommended to them by the very or
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der of nature. Nature conſtitutes many particular
attachments and proper cauſes of loving ſome more
than others . Some of theſe cauſes are of a generous

kind, but in different degrees. Such as the conjugal

and parental relations, and the other tyes of blood ;

benefits conferred, which excite a generous gratitude,
tho'we expect no more ; eminent virtues obſerved ; and
the very relation of countrymen. Of the ſelfiſh ſort are,

a profitable intercourſe of offices,dependence for future
preferment, or other favours. All theſe are natural
cauſes not only of keener paſſions, but of a ſtronger
calm good -will in moſt of men. On the other hand,
cho', to a man of juſt reflection , there can be no natural
cauſe of any calm ultimate ill-will, yet to the greater
part of mankind there are natural cauſes of the un
kind paſſions, anger, indignation, envy, and averſion ;

ſome wholly ſelfiſh, ſuchas private injuries received,
oppoſition to our intereſt; others of a generous kind,
ſuch as moral evil obſerved, injuries done to the pub
lick, or to friends, unreaſonable promotion, to the ex
cluſion of more worthy men.
Now a temper is certainly ſo much the better, the
Cenere! rule's

of compasiz. more ſuſceptible it is of all ſweet affections upon ſmal
ler cauſes, eſpecially thoſe of the generous kind, pro
vided it entertains proportionally warmer affections

where greater cauſes appear; and the leſs ſuſceptible
it is of unkind paſſions upon any cauſes, eſpecially the
felfiſh . The temper muſt be very good which retains
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good-will, where many occurrences would readily ba- Chap.2.
niſh it from the heart : and that temper muſt be very

bad, where love cannot be kindled by the natural
cauſes.

In general, the ſtronger the merit or the natural
caufes of love there are in any perſon, our want of love
to him ' muſt evidence the greater depravation : and

any low degree below the proportion of the merit,
muſt evidence the ſmaller virtue. A temper where any

thing virtuous remains muſt be warmed by eminent
virtues, or by great benefits conferred . And ſince there

muſt appear in the Deity all the higheſt cauſes of
love, when one with tolerable attention contemplates

him as the author of all good natural and moral, as

the ſupreme moral excellence, as the great benefactor
of all; the want of the higheſt love to him muſt evi
dence the greateſt moral deformity in any rational
mind to whom his perfections are diſcovered.

V. Theſe principles lead to ſome more ſpecial con- concluſions
More Special
,
cluſions. 1. Defect of power, of opportunities, of the
means of external good offices, without any fault of
ours, will not exclude us from the moſt heroick vir

* This maxim is the moſt joyful to a good heart.
2. No diſappointment of any wiſe and good at

tue .

tempt, by external force, or accidents which one could
not foreſee, can diminiſh the vircue : nor do unexpec

ced or unintended good conſequents increaſe it, for
diminiſh the guilt of a bad action. In human affairs

men muſt follow probabilities. If the probable good
* See concluſion of book i. t B. ii . c. 1 .
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Book II. effects intended, which could not be obtained in a
ſafer way, ſurpaſs all the ill effects we could foreſee,
the action is good, altho' ſuperior evil conſequents en
ſue beyond probability.
3. Proſpects of private advantage then only abate
the moral beauty of an action, when 'tis known by
the agent, or juſtly preſumed by others, that without

this ſelfiſh motive the agent would not have done ſo
much good .
4. Motives of private intereſt diminiſh the guilt
of an evil action undertaken from them , only in pro
portion as they would in ſuch caſes affect a virtuous

mind. The paſſions raiſed by the greateſt natural
evils impending or threatened, moreoccupy and in
groſs the mind than any deſires of poſitive good to be
obtained. And hence it is that when a perſon through
fear of death, tortures, or ſlavery, threatened to him
ſelf, or thoſe who are dear to him, or from ſome high
provocation to anger, does what brings ſuperior de
triment to fociety, the guilt is much more extenua
ted , than if he had been induced to the ſame con

duct by the higheſt bribes. And reſiſting the former
temptation would ſhow a nobler ſtrength of virtue
than reſiſting the latter, or any inducements of ſen

ſuality.* In general, the greater the vice is in any acti
on we are tempted to by motives of intereſt, the leſs

is the virtue evidenced by our abſtaining from it : and
the ſmaller the vice is to which we have ſuch ſtrong
* See Ariſtot. Ethic. Nicom. I. iii . c. ult. and Antonin. 1.

c. 10 .
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temptations,the virtue ofreſiſting them is the*great- Chap. 2.
er, provided we haveproportionally firmer reſolutions
againſt the greater vices. Some crimes are ſo very odi
ous that few amongſt the moſt corrupt order of men
can be brought tocommit them .
5. The temper is the more depraved the greater

the motives to goodneſs are which it counteracts. He
who fins againſt a known law ſhews a worſe mind, by

ſurmounting the ſtrong motives to obedience from
the ſanctions, and other circumſtances to be mentio
ned hereafter , than one who does the ſame action

without any knowledge of the law.
6. Offices of no trouble or expence do not prove

an high virtue in the agent, tho' declining them ſhews
great depravity, as there are no motives of intereſt

againſt them .

7. Common offices done to perſons of great me
rit in whom there are high cauſes of love, are no evi

dences of great virtue inthe agent. He has little vir
tue who ſhews no more zeal for a friend, a benefactor,
a man of eminent virtue, than another will do from

ſmaller bonds of affection. And yet the neglecting any
friendly ſervices due to ſuch high virtues or merit, is

more vicious than omitting offices of general huma
nity where there were no ſuch high claims.
8. When one cannot at once do offices of both

forts, and other circumſtances are equal, we ſhould

follow the ſtronger eyes of nature andthe higher cau
fes of love. Thus we ſhould rather do ſervices to a
* Thus 'tis a good rule of perfe&tion, to abſtain from the very appearance of evil.
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Book II. parent, a benefactor, a kinſman, a man of eminent
virtue, than to a ſtranger. As God conſtituted theſe

ſpecial bonds for the wiſeſt purpoſes, 'tis for the ge
neral good that, when other circumſtances are equal,

theſe ſtronger bonds ſhould engage our ſervices ra
ther than the weaker. The omiſſion of the other of:

fices, now inconſiſtent with the more facred ones, is
altogether innocent.

9. When only equal good is done by perſons of

equal abilities , from whom more might reaſonably
have been expected , one acting from mere humanity,
the other from additional motives of divine laws and

promiſes propoſed by revelation ; we have better evi
dence of a good temper in the former. Our good
actions ſhould riſe in proportion to the ſtronger mo
tives propoſed, * to ſhew an equally good temper.
10. Yet as the true aim of virtue is to promote

the publick good, and not the pleaſing one's ſelf with

high notionsof his own virtue ;every good man muſt
deſire to preſent to his mind all theſemotives which
can further prompt him to good offices, and make
him ſteady and reſolute againſt all difficulties. He
muſt deſire the firmeſt perſuaſion that virtue is his

trueſt intereſt; that God will eſpouſe his cauſe by mak
ing the virtuous happy either in this life, or the next.
Settling theſe points firmly in our minds, and fre

quently reflecting on them to obtain conſtancy and vi
gour in a courſe of virtue, ſuperior to all temptati
ons of ſecular intereſt, fhews the trueſt benevolence :
* Matth . v. 20. Luke vi. 32-35 .
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and the rejecting ſuch conſiderationswould ſhew a Chap.2.
wrong temper, negligent of the natural means of for

tifying all kind diſpoſitions, and of removing all im
pediments out of their way. Such will be moſtconſtant

and vigorous in all good offices, who have the ſtrongeſt
motives to them, and have removed all opinions of any
oppoſite valuable intereſts. Now ſuch are they only
who believe and often reflect upon the Divine Provi

dence as protecting the virtuous, and enſuring their

happineſs; who raiſe an habitual love, eſteem , and gra
titude to God, which ſtrongly co -operate with all our
generous affections to our fellows. A like effect, in a

lower degree, ariſes from a juſt obſervation on human
affairs, that a courſe of virtue is the moſt probable
way of obtaining outward peace and proſperity, as it
never fails to create inward peace and joy. But all
this is no proof that one's own happineſs of any kind
is the only thing he ultimately intends in his virtuous
oifices.

VI . But as the affections of men are ſometimes How the aftions
of others are im
diſcovered by the actions of others to which theycontes

tributed,'tis plain any good office of another, to which
we have deſignedly contributed from any good affec
tion, may be imputed in ſome degree to our honour.
And where we have contributed to any bad action of
another by acting or omitting contrary to our duty,
it may be imputed alſo as our fault; but in very dif

ferent degrees, as circumſtances may be very different.

1. As they who'exhort, adviſe,or directothers in virtue
ſhew a good diſpoſition, and ſhare in the honourable degrees.

This in various
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Book II. imputation ; ſo the adviſers of wickedneſs are alike

guilty whether their advice has been followed or not.
But bad advice may in many inſtances abate the guilt
of the perſon who perpetrates the wickedneſs. Human
courts indeed ſeldom puniſh for mere advice, where
there was no power or authority in the adviſer; and
where no ſhare of the profit by any injury came to
him , he is not made lyable to compenſation of the

damage. " Tis hard to find what effect ſuch general
advices may have had on the agent, who without them

might have acted the very fame part.
2. In many caſes the adviſing, exhorting, or con

gratulating another in any wicked deſignmay not
thew ſuch depravation as the execution of it, as ma
ny things occur in the execution to diſſuade the un
dertaker, and make him relent, which do not occur
to the adviſer or congratulator ; ſuch as ſtronger feel

ings of compaſſion and remorſe, and views of puniſh

ment, and even preſent danger. The ſurmounting all
theſe motives which affect men more deeply in the

execution, may ſhew a greater depravity in the execu
ter. On the other hand, when the adviſer or applau
der has no ſuch motives of intereſt, or of eſcaping

from ſome great danger, no ſuch violent paſſions mo
ving him, and yet adviſes or applauds others in mif

chief; the executer who performs it from theſe ſtrong
motives may not be ſo entirely debaſed , ſo void of mo

ral feelings, as the adviſer and applauder.
3.He who ofhis own pure motion commits a crime,
ſhews a worſe diſpoſition than one who under com
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mand of a ſuperior, and threatened with ſevere pu- Chap. 2 .
niſhment if he declines obedience, executes a like ac
tion with inward reluctance. Where the hurt to others

from his obeying the command is much leſs than the
evil he had incurred had he diſobeyed, his obedience

may be perfectly innocent, eſpecially if he is ready to
compenſate the damage done to others for his own

ſafety; and the only guilt will be chargeable on the
commander. In general, the perſons veſted with au
thority or power, are the principal cauſes of what is
executed by their command : the ſubject is often in
nocent ; and where he cannot be wholly juſtified, the

guilt is extenuated by the temptation. Nay theſtrong
importunities of friends are ſome extenuation .

4. But whatever is done in conſequence of the com
mand of our will or of our choice, which affects the

happineſs or miſery of others, whatever were ourmo
tives, is ſtill a moral and imputable action, as it is
ſome indication of our affections. The fear of great

evil threatened may, as other pleas of neceſſity, make
that innocent, in ſome caſes, which without that necef

ſity hadbeen criminal; ſuch as delivering moneyorarms
to robbers that our lives may be preſerved ; throwing

our own or other men's goods over-board in a ſtorm ,
are imputed as innocent actions, nay matters of duty.
And even where the publick detriment enſuing is grea

ter than that we eſcape from by the action, the guilt,

tho’not quite removed, is much extenuated . Still
ſuch actions are moral, and imputable as morally good
or evil.
Ii 2
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III.

The general Notions of Rights, and Laws, ex
plained ; with their Diviſions.
Right and wrong I.
in allion.

ROM the conſtitution of our moral faculty

FRabove-explained ,we have our notions of* right,
and wrong, as characters of affections and actions. The

affections approved as right, are either univerſal good
will and love of moral excellence, or ſuch particular
kind affections as are conſiſtent with theſe. The ac

tions approved as right, are ſuch as are wiſely intended
either for the general good, or ſuch good of ſome par

ticular ſociety or individual as is conſiſtent with it.
The contrary affections and actions are wrong .
Goodneſs mate
An action is called materially good when in fact it
zish, andfermial.tends to the intereſt of the ſyſtem , as far as we can

judge of its tendency ; or to the good of ſome part
conſiſtent with that of the ſyſtem , whatever were the
affections of the agent. An action is formally good,
when it flowed from good affections in a juſt propor

tion. A goodmandeliberating † which of ſeveral ac
tions propoſed he ſhall chuſe, regards and compares
the material goodneſs of them, and then is determined

by his moralſenſe invariably preferring that which ap
pears moſt conducive to the happineſs and virtue of

mankind. But in judging of his † paſt actions he con
* This is the reftum , as diſtinct from the jus, of which preſently : the jus enſues

upon the rectum . + Conſcientia antecedens. I Conſcientia fubfequens.
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ſiders chiefly the affections they flowed from abſtrac- Chap.3 .
1

ting from their effects. Actions materially good may
flow from motives void ofall virtue. And actions truly
virtuous or formally good may by accidents in the

1

event, turn to the publick detriment.

Our notion of right as a moral qualitycompetent" The; notion of

to ſome perſon, as when we ſay one has a right to ſuch
things, is a much more complex conception. What
everaction we would deem either as virtuous or inno

cent were it done by the agent in certain circumſtan
ces, we ſay he has a right to do it. ' Whatever one fo

poſſeſſes and enjoys in certain circumſtances, that we
would deem it a wrong action in any other to diſturb

or interrupt his poffeflion, we ſay 'tis his right, or he
has a right to enjoy and poſſeſs it. Whatever demand

one hasupon another in ſuch circumſtances that we
would deem it wrong conduct in that other not to
comply with it, we ſay one has a right to what is thus
demanded. Or we may ſay more briefly, a man hath

a right to do, poſſeſs, or demand any thing, † “ when
his acting, poffefſing, or obtaining from another in
“ thefe circumſtances tends to the good of ſociety, or

to the intereſt of the individualconſiſtently with
“ the rights of others and the general good ofſociety,
" and obſtructing him would have the contrary ten
dency.”

on
not always
II. The righteouſneſs or goodneſs of actions is notferred
to a poika
lite good..

$ This is the ſame with the common definition , Facultas lege conceſſa ad aliquid
agendun, habendum, aut ab altero confequendum ; ſince the end of the law of nature is
the general gocd.
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above-explained,we have our notions of* right,
and wrong, as characters of affections and actions. The

affections approved asright,are either univerſal good
will and love of moral excellence, or ſuch particular
kind affections as are conſiſtent with theſe. The ac

cions approved as right, are ſuch as are wiſely intended
either for the general good, or ſuch good of ſome par
ticular ſociety or individual as is conſiſtent with it.
The contrary affections and actions are wrong.
Goodneſs mate
An action is called materially good when in fact it
rial,asd formal.tends to the intereſt of the ſyſtem , as far as we can

judge of itstendency; or to the good of ſome part
conſiſtent with that of theſyſtem , whatever were the

affections of the agent. An action is formally good,
when it flowed from good affections in a juſt propor

tion. A good man deliberating † which of ſeveral ac
tions propoſed he ſhall chuſe, regards and compares

the material goodneſs of them, and then is determined

by his moralſenſe invariably preferring that which ap
pears moſt conducive to the happineſs and virtue of

mankind. But in judging of his paſt actions he con
* This is the rectum, as diſtinct from the jus, of which preſently : the jus enſues
upon the retum . + Conſcientia antecedens. I Confcientia fubfequens.
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ſiders chiefly the affections they flowed from abſtrac- Chap. 3 .

ting from their effects. Actions materially good may
flow from motives void of all virtue. And actions truly

virtuous or formally good may by accident, in the
event, turn to the publick detriment.

Our notion of right as a moral qualitycompetent the;notionof
to ſomeperſon, as when we ſay one has a right to ſuch
things, is a much more complex conception. What
everaction we would deem either as virtuous or inno
cent were it done by the agent in certain circumſtan

ces, we ſay he has a right to do it. ' Whatever one fo

poffeſſes and enjoys in certain circumſtances, that we
would deem it a wrong action in any other to diſturb

or interrupt his poſſeſſion, we ſay 'tis his right, or he
has a right to enjoy and poſſeſs it. Whatever demand
one hasupon another in ſuch circumſtances that we
would deem it wrong conduct in that other not to
comply with it, we ſay one has a right to what is thus
demanded. Or we may ſay more briefly, a man hath
a right to do, poſſeſs, or demand any thing, † " when
“ his acting, poffefſing, or obtaining from another in
“ chefe circumſtances tends to the good of ſociety, or

to the intereſt of the individual conſiſtently with
“ the rights of others and the general good ofſociety,

“ and obſtructing him would have the contrary ten
dency .”

ma
not always
II. The righteoufiefs or goodneſs of actions is not ferred
to a pur
+ This is the fanie with the common definition , Facultas lege concella ad aliquid

agendum, habendun, aut ab altero confequendum ; ſince the end of ibe law of aature is,
the general good
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Book II. indeed the ſame notion with their tendency to univer

ſal happineſs, or flowing from the deſire of it. This
latter is the higheſt ſpecies of the former. Our moral

ſenſe has alſo other immediate objects ofapprobation,
many narrower affections, which we muſt immediate

ly approve without thinking of their tendency to the
intereſt of a ſyſtem . In like manner we immediately

condemn many unkind paſſions and actions, without
conſidering their diſtant effects upon ſociety. When
one by innocent induſtry and ſomekind affections pro
curesfor himſelf and thoſe he loves the means of eaſe

and pleaſure, every good ſpectator is pleaſed that he

ſhouldenjoy them , and muſt condemn the diſturbing
his poſſeſſion and enjoyment immediately, without

thinking of the effects of ſuch injuſtice upon a com
munity. Indeed if any grand intereſt of a conimunity
requires his being deprived of ſome part of his acqui
ſitions, then we ſee a ſuperior moral form ; a publick
intereſt, which a good mind muſt more regard : and

a more extenſive affection, appearing more lovely than

the narrower, juſtifies the mind in controlling it. The
former approbation was equally immediate ; but this
latter is of an higher kind, to which the former is

naturally * fubordinate.
Nay, as in fact it is for the good of the ſyſtem that
higits frem to
sited every na
every deſire and ſenſe natural to us, even thoſe of the
tural leire.

loweſt kinds, ſhould be gratified as far as their gra
tification is conſiſtent with the nobler enjoyments, and

in a juſt ſubordination to them ; there ſeems a natural
* See B.i. c. 4.
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notion of right to attend them all. We think we have Chap. 3 .
a right to gratify them, as ſoon as we form moral no
tions, untilwediſcover ſome oppoſition between theſe

lower ones, and ſomeprinciple we naturally feel to be
fuperior to them. This very ſenſe of right ſeems the
foundation of that ſenſe of liberty, that claim we all

naturally inſiſt upon to act according to our own in
clination in gratifying any deſire, until we ſee the in

conſiſtence ofits gratification withſome ſuperior prin
ciples. The ſeveral appctites no doubt operate in us
before we have any moral notions, purſuing their ſe

veral gratifications. But after moral notions are ob
tained, we aſſume to ourſelves, and, where our paſſi

ons are not raiſed, we allow a right to others to grati

fy any deſire which is not apprehended oppoſite to
ſome higher natural principle: and not only look upon
it as a damage or hurt when we are hindered without
this reaſon, but deein it immoral and ill-natured in

one who aſſumes a power to obſtruct us. We condemn:

the man who ſhould by violence, without the juſt

cauſe, obſtruct the enjoyments of a third perſon with
whom we are not concerned. +

But,altho'private juſtice,veracity, openneſs ofmind, Nomecanbevar

compaſion, are immediately approved, without refe- public interej.
rence to a ſyſtem ; yet we muſt not imagine that any

of theſe principles are deſtined to controll or limit
+ This ſeems the intention of Grotius , till we examine alſo the other, which is
the convenientia cum natura rationali et fo
duces the notion of right from theſe two ; | ciali; uſing the phraſes of the Stoicks,
firſt, the initia naturae, cr the natural de- tho'notpreciſely in their meaning .

de 3. B. et P. 1. i. c . 2.5 i . where he de-

fires, which do not alone conſtitute right,

The Nature of Rights .
Book II. that regard to the moſt extenſive good which we ſhew
ed to be the nobleſt principle of our nature . The moſt
extenſive affection has a dignity ſufficient to juſtify
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the contracting any other diſpoſition: whereas no mo
ral agent can upon cloſe reflection approve himſelf in
adhering to any ſpecial rule, or following any other
diſpoſition of his nature, when he diſcerns, upon the
beſt evidence he can have, that doing ſo is contrary
to the univerfal intereſt or the moſt extenſive happi
neſs of the ſyſtem in the whole of its effects.

When ſome ingenious and good men conceive ſome
The cauſes of
miflakes.

other independent or unſubordinated notion of fjuf
tice in puniſhing, they ſeem to have derived it from

the feelings and impulſes of a natural paſſion, a ge
nerous indignation or anger ariſing againſt groſſer

crimes. But this paſſion, however wiſely implanted,
muſt be urder the controll of an higher principle.

Its ſole impulſe is to inflict evil on thoſe whoſe vices
have excited it. This paſſion, and pity too, tho both

are lovely,muſt often be reſtrained by wiſemagiſtrates,
+ There is a miſtake in an argument
on this head in an excellent book, Biſhop
Butler's Analogy. “ Ill -deſert, or merit“ ing puniſhment, muſt be another notion

ing. But where moral evil has preceded,
what elſe can juſtify puniſhing, but ſhew
: ing that puniſhing, in ſuch caſes, tends to
fome publick good ? One tendency to

" than this that the ſufferings ofſuch tend

publick good in puniſhing where guilt pre

" to the publick good ; becauſe the ſuffe- ceeded juſtifies the puniſhment. Another
“ rings of innocent perſons may ſome* timestend to the publick good ; and in

tendency to publick good in a different
way juſtifies the ſubjecting innocent per

“ ſuch caſes, 'tis juſt to ſubject them to

fons to ſufferings. This rather proves that

“ ſuch ſufferings: and yet here there is no | there is no other ultimate meaſure of juf
ill-deſert .

All men grant that under

tice than ſome tendency or other to this

ill-deſert one othernotion is involved than end; tho’anger moves us to puniſh with
the tendency of ſufferingsto the publickgood , out thisconſideration.
viz. the notion of ſome moral evil precced

1
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parents, guardians. Nay were it poſſible to root out Chap. 3.
all theſe paſſions, and ſubſtitute in their place a ſtrong
calm regardto the moſt extenſive good, ever preſent
to the mind , and ever awake to diſcern the ſeveral

duties of life ſubſervient to this general end, ſo much
the better would theſe duties be performed. Supe

rior orders of beings may want theſe pallions alto
gether.

III . Rights, according as they are more or leſs ne

Rights perfect,

ceſſary to be maintained and obſerved in ſociety, are and imperfeét;
divided into perfect, and imperfect. Every proper
right is ſome way conducive to the publick intereſt,
and is founded upon ſome ſuch tendency. The ob

ſerving and fulfilling every proper right of others is
matter of conſcience, neceſſary to obtain the appro
bation of God, and our own hearts. But ſome of them

are of ſuch a nature that the intereſt of ſociety re
quires they ſhould ever be maintained and fulfilled
to all who have them, and that even by methods of

force, where gentler meaſures prove ineffectual; theſe
are called perfect rights ; ſuch as every innocent man
has to his life; to a good name ; to the integrity and
ſoundneſs of his body; to the acquiſitions of his ho
neſt induſtry; to act according to his own choice with

in the limits of the law of nature: this right we call
natural liberty, of which liberty of conſcience is not
only an eſſential but an unalienable branch. Theſe

rights ſhould be maintained to all men, when no more
general intereſt of mankind requires any abridgement

of them. Society cannot ſubſiſt unleſs theſe rights are
VOL . I.
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Book II. ſacred. No individual can be happy where ſuch rights
1

nof his are promifcuouſly violated .

Other rights as truly ſacred in the ſight of God ,

both create a

'correspondingcb.
Ligation .

and our own conſciences, yet are of ſuch a nature, thar

for ſome remote reaſons of publick utility, they muſt

not be aſſerted by violence or compulſion, but left to
the goodneſs of other men's hearts. Theſeare the in

perfect rights. The regarding and fulfilling them to
every one who has them is of greatadvantage and or
nament to human life, and the violating or declining
to fulfil them to others, in many caſes may be as cri

minal in the fight of God as the violation of perfect
rights: but as they are not of ſuch abfolute neceílity
to the ſubſiſtence of ſociety among men, and there
are the moſt obvious reaſons why they ſhould be left
to men's honour and conſcience, they are not matter

of compulſion. Suchare the rights of theindigent to
relief from the wealthy : the rights of all men to of

fices of no trouble or expence : the rights of friends
and benefactors to friendly and grateful returns : the
right of every good man to ſuch ſervices as are to
him ofmuch greater importance than any ſmall trou
ble or loſs they occaſion to men in ſplendid ſtations

fpor

or fortunes.

vere

imperfc & rights
not matter of

compulfion.

in

cal

To make all theſe rights of ſo delicate a nature
matters of compulſion , eſpecially when it is ſo hard

1

them .

laws i

to determine the ſeveral claims of men, and the nice

and cor

degrees of them, about which there muſt be great di

may
ternalbeap
any duty

verſity of ſentiment, would furniſh matter of eternal
contention and war: and were they made matters of

1
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compulſion, there would remain no proper opportu- Chap. 3.
nity for good men to diſcover their goodneſs to others,
and engage their eſteem and gratitude. The moſt art
fully ſelfiſh , for fear of compulſion, would be the

readieſt to fulfil theſe rights were the meaſures of them
once determined . Nothing too would be left to choice
or natural liberty.
There remains a third ſpecies, but rather a ſha- External rights,

dow of right than any thing deſerving that honour
able name, which we call an external right; in the uſe
of which no man can be approved by God, or his own
heart, upon reflection. " When doing, enjoying, or
demanding from others is really detrimental to the
“ publick, and contrary to the ſacred obligations of

humanity, gratitude, friendſhip ,or ſuch like; and yet
“ for ſome remote reaſons'tis for the intereſt ofſociety

i
4

not to deny men this faculty, but on the contrary
66 in ſome inſtances to confirm it .” 'Tis thus the un

charitable miſer has this ſhadow of right even to that

ſhare of his poſſeſſions which he ſhould have employed

in offices of humanity, charity, or gratitude; or to re
cal money unſeaſonably or cruelly from an induſtrious
ſponſable debtor ; to demand performance of too fe
vere and unequal covenants, while no law prohibits
them. Many ſuch like claims are introduced by civil
laws in the caſes of wills, ſucceſſions to the inteſtate,
and contracts, where the equitable and humane part

may be very different from the legal claim. This ex
ternal appearance of right is all that remains when

any duty of gratitude, friendſhip , or humanity re
Kk 2

.

.
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Book II. quires our receding from what otherways would have
Ubeen a perfect right.
That righis inay
be oppoite.

Now as no action, enjoyment, or demand, and its
contrary, can be alike uſeful to ſociety, ſo nature has

in no inſtance conſtituted proper rights oppoſite the
one to the other : imperfect rights of humanity may

be oppoſite to external rights ; but as neither the for
mer, nor the latter, entitle one to ufe force with a

good conſcience, war can never be really juſt on both
ſides . Any obligation in conſcience to comply with
external ſhadowsof right which others may have, can
ariſe only from prudence with regard to our own in
tereſt, or from ſome remote views of the detriment

that may in ſome caſes redound to ſociety from op

poſing them , and not from any ſenſe of duty toward
the perſon who inſiſts on them in oppoſition to hu
manicy.
Lice of laws

et leveral forts.

There is a like diviſion of the juſtice of laws . Some
ſyſtems of them are called juſt, only in this ſenſe,
that they require only what is of high neceſſity for

every peaceful ſtate, and prohibit all that is necef
ſarily everſive of good order and policy, yet without
j

a nice regard to promote the nobler virtues, and to
prohibit all actions of a bad tendency, when thcy
are not abſolutely pernicious.” In ſuch ſtates acti
ons are legally juſt which violate none of theſe necef
ſary laws, and men have legal rights to do whatever
“

the laws permit, tho' often contrary not only to hu
manity, but to what a finer inſtitution would make

t/

neceſſary. Sometimes a good legiſlator is conſtrained

the

fee
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to give no better laws, from the bad diſpoſitions of Chap. 3.
his ſubjectswhich would bear no better.* In another
meaning of the word, that ſyſtem of laws only would

be called juſt, “ where every thing is decreed in the
« s wiſeſt manner for the beſt order in ſociety, and pro

« moting the greateſt virtue and happineſs among in
“ dividuals.” In the former ſenſe only can the Jew

iſh ſyſtem be called juſt, while it permitted polyga
my, divorces at pleaſure, and execution of juſtice on
murderers and all man-llayers by private perſons the
neareſt kinſmen of the deceaſed ; and contained a very
burdenſome ritual inſtitution of worſhip.
IV . Our rights are either alicnable, or unalienable. Pigkisalienatie,
or pret .

The former are known by theſe two characters joint

ly, that the tranſlation of them to others can be made
effectually, and that ſome intereſt of ſociety, or indi

viduals conſiſtently with it, may frequently require
ſuch tranſlations . Thus our right to our goods and
labours is naturally alienable. But where either the

tranſlation cannot be made with any effect, or where
no good in human life requires it, the right is una
lienable, and cannot be juſtly claimed by any other
but the perſon originally poſſeſſing it. Thus no man
can really change his ſentiments, judgments, and in
ward affections, at the pleaſure of another; nor can
it tend to any good to make him profeſs what is con ,
This is probably the moſt uſeful ex: dence of civilized nations . To call the
plication of the diſtinction of Civilians of one ſelf-evident, and the other not, is tri

the jus naturale into the primari:um and ning: a juít concluſion is as ſure as the
fecundarium : the former unalterable, and premiſes. See Grot. I. c. 1 , 2.
the later variable according to the pru
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Book II. trary to his heart. The right of privatejudgment is
therefore unalienable.

V
Tle degrees

V. By dividing rights into the two claſſes of per

from

to perford,tami-fect, and imperfect ; we do not intimate that all thoſe

merable.

of either claſs are of the ſame importance or neceſ

ſity; that the guilt of violating all perfect rights, is
equal ; or that the violating all imperfect rights is

equally criminal. There is plainly a gradation from
the weakeſt claim of humanity, to the higheſt perfect

right, by innumerable ſteps. Every worthy man, tho'
not in diſtreſs, has a claim upon the great and opu

lent for any good office in their way forimproving his
condition, when none of greater merit, or greater in
digence, has an interfering claim. This is among the

loweſt imperfect rights orclaims. A good man in di
ſtreſs has an higher claim. One who has done emi

1

nent publick ſervices has an higher ſtill: one who had

done ſingular ſervices of an honourable kind to men

now in power has a ſtronger claim upon them, eſpe
cially if he is fallen into diſtreſs. All theſe we call
imperfect rights. The greater the merit and natu
ral cauſes of love there are in the perſon who has

theſe claims, the nearer alſo they approach to perfect
rights. A worthy man in diſtreſs has an imperfect
claim to the neceſſaries of life upon all who can re
lieve him , but on his children his claim is almoſt per

fect, not only for a bare ſupport, but for ſuch con
veniencies of life ſuited to the parent's ſtation as

they can afford without diſtreſſing themſelves . The
fenſe of an honeſt man, practiſed in the affairs of life,

.
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muſt determine theſe points more preciſely in particu- CHAP. 3.
lar caſes.

In general, rights are the more ſacred the greater Uponwhatsheir
their importance is to the publick good, the greaterſtrength depends.
the evilsare which enſue upon violating them, the leſs

the trouble or expence is ofobſerving them , the grea
ter the merit or cauſes of love are in the perſonswho

have them . And the ſtronger the claim is, ſo much

the greater is the crime of oppoſing it ; and the final
ler is the degree of virtue in complying with it.
On the other hand, the leſs the detriment is which

enſues upon violating a right, the greater the trouble
or expence is of fulfilling or complying with it, the

ſmaller the merit of the perſon is, the right is ſo much
the weaker : but then the more virtue is evidenced by

regarding it, provided there be a proportionably high
er regard to the higher claims of others ; and the

moral turpitude ofneglecting it is ſo much the leſs.
Small virtue is ſhewn by paying a juſt debt, by ab

ſtaining from outrages and violence, by common re
turns of good offices where we have been highly obli

ged, by common duty to a worthy parent in diſtreſs :
but the conduct contrary to ſuch ſacred claims would

be moſt deteſtable. Offices of ſingular generoſity to
a worthy man who has no ſpecial claim upon us, are
greater evidences of a good temper ( if we ſhow a
proportionably higher ardour of goodneſs where there
is equal merie and peculiar claims upon us ) than of

fices equally beneficent toward a kinſman, or great
1

benefactor.
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Book II. trary to his heart. The right of private judgment is
Wtherefore unalienable.
The degrees

V. By dividing rights into the two claſſes of per

imperfect,

to perfect,infect,and imperfect; we do not intimate that all thoſe
merable.

of either claſs are of the ſame importance or necef

ficy ; that the guilt of violating all perfect rights, is
equal ; or that the violating all imperfect rights is
equally criminal. There is plainly a gradation from
the weakeſt claim of humanity, to the higheſt perfect

right, by innumerable ſteps. Every worthy man, tho’
not in diſtreſs, has a claim upon the great and opu

lent for any good office in their way for improving his
condition, when none of greater merit, or greater in

digence, has an interfering claim. This is among the
loweſt imperfect rights or claims . A good man in di
ſtreſs has an higher claim. One who has done emi
nent publick ſervices has an higher ſtill: one who had

done ſingular ſervices of an honourable kind to men

now in power has a ſtronger claim upon them, eſpe
cially if he is fallen into diſtreſs. All theſe we call
imperfect rights. The greater the merit and natu
ral cauſes of love there are in the perſon who has
theſe claims, the nearer alſo they approach to perfect

rights. A worthy man in diſtreſs has an imperfect
claim to the neceſſaries of life upon all who can re

lieve him, but on his children his claim is almoſt per

fect, not only for a bare ſupport, but for ſuch con
veniencies of life ſuited to the parent's ſtation as

they can afford without diſtreſſing themſelves. The
{ enſe of an honeſt man, practiſed in the affairs of life,

be

1
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muſt determine theſe points more preciſely in particu- Chap. z .
lar caſes.

In general, rights are the more facred the greater Uponwhattheir
their importance is to the publick good, the greaterſtrength depends.
the evils are which enſue upon violating them, the leſs

the trouble or expence is of obſerving them, the grea
ter the merit or cauſes of love are in the perſonswho

have them . And the ſtronger the claim is, ſo much

the greater is the crime of oppoſing it ; and the ſinal

ler is the degree of virtue incomplying with it.
On the other hand, the leſs the detriment is which

enſues upon violating a right, the greater the trouble

or expence is of fulfilling or complying with it, the
ſmaller the merit of the perſon is, the right is ſomuch
the weaker : but then the more virtue is evidenced by

regarding it, provided there be a proportionably high
er regard to the higher claims of others ; and the

moral turpitude of neglecting it is ſo much the leſs.
Small virtue is ſhewn by paying a juſt debt, by ab
ſtaining from outrages and violence, by common re
turns of good offices where we have been highly obli
ged, by common duty to a worthy parent in diſtreſs:
but the conduct contrary to ſuch ſacred claims would

be moſt deteſtable. Offices of ſingular generoſity to
a worthy man who has no ſpecial claim upon us, are
greater evidences of a good temper ( if we ſhow a
proportionably higher ardour of goodneſs where there
is equal merit and peculiar claims upon us ) than of
fices equally beneficent toward a kinſman , or grcat
benefactor.
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VI. To each right there correſponds an obligation,

Vperfect or imperfect, as the right is. The term ob
lization, reis-ligation is both complex and ambiguous. We prima
tive .

rily ſay one is obliged to an action “ when he muſt
“ find from the conſtitution of human nature that he

- and every attentive obſerver muſt diſapprove the
“ omiſſion of it as morally evil.” The word is ſome
times taken for “ a ſtrong motive of intereſt conſti

-tuted by the will of ſome potentſuperior to engage
“ us to act as he requires.” In the former meaning,
obligation is founded on our moral faculty; in the la

ter, it ſeems to abſtract from it. But in deſcribing

the ſuperior who can conſtitute obligation, we not on
ly include ſufficient force or power, but alſo a juſt
right to govern ; and this juſtice or right will lead us

again to our moral faculty. Through this ambiguity
+ ingenious men have contradicted each other with

keenneſs; ſome aſſerting an obligation antecedent to
all views of intereſt, or laws; others deriving the ori

ginal ſource of all obligation from the law or will of
an omnipotent Being. This leads us to conſider the

general doctrine of laws, and the foundation of the
right of governing rational agents, to which corre
.

ſponds their obligation to obedience.
Indications of
the Ditine Il ill.

VII. As we ſhewed in the former book that we all

have ſufficient indications of the exiſtence and provi
dence of God , and that he is the author of all our na

tural powers and diſpoſitions, our reaſon, our moral

jaculty, and our affections; we can by juſt reflection
+ Sce Leibnitz's cenfure on Puffendorf and Barbeyraque's defence of him.
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alſo plainly diſcern what courſe of action this conſti- Chap. 3 .
tution of our nature recommends both to our appro

bation as morally excellent,and to our election in point
of intereſt. We muſt therefore ſee the intention of

the God of Nature in all this, and cannot but look

upon all theſe concluſions ofjuſt reaſoning and reflec
tion as ſo many indications to us of the will of God
concerning our conduct. When we have arrived at
this perſuaſion, theſe practical concluſions receive new
enforcements upon our hearts, both from our moral
faculty, and from our intereſt.

Aš God is juſtly conceived a being of perfect good- Deity
The rightof:
be
to govern

neſs and wiſdom , and the greateſt benefactor to man - ali.

kind, our hearts muſt be diſpoſed by the ſtrongeſt ſen
timents of gratitude to comply with all the indicati
ons of his will, and muſt feel the ſtrongeſt diſapproba
tion of all diſobedience. His moral excellence muſt

add ſtrength to theſe feelings of gratitude and make a
deeper ſenſe of the duty incumbent on us to obey
him , as it ſhews that what he enjoins muſt be condu

cive to the univerſal intereſt. Theſe practical conclu
ſions therefore from the conſtitution of our nature

do not ſuggeſt mere matters of private intereſt, or fi
ner caſte, which we are at liberty either to follow as

the means of more delicate enjoyment, or to counter
act, if we pleaſe to content ourſelves with another fort
of enjoyments. They are enforced as matters of fa
cred obligation by the very feelings of our hearts, and
a neglect of them muſt be diſapproved in the higheſt
manner, and be matter ofdeepřemorſe under theodi
VOL . I.
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Book II.ous form of ingratitude, and counteracting the uni
verſal intereſt. Thus it is that we are ſenſible of our

moral obligation to obey the will of God. The di
vine perfections which ſuggeſt theſe ſentiments are his
moral attributes, and the benefits he has beſtowed on
mankind .

For as it muſt tend to the univerſal good that a
being of perfect wiſdom and goodneſs ſhould fuper

founded on wil
dom and good

intend human affairs, aſſuming to himſelf to govern
their actions, and to declare his pleaſure about them ;

ſo it muſt undoubtedly tend to theuniverſal good that
all rational creatures obey his will. This Thews his

right ofmoralgovernment. For the ultimate notion
of rightis that which tends to the univerſalgood  ;وand

when one's acting in a certain manner has this ten
dency, he has a right thus to act . † The proper foun

dation of right here is infinite goodneſs and wiſdom .
1

The benefits conferred on us by God, fuperadd a new

enforcement to our obligation by the ſenſe of grati

tude, and our natural abhorrenceofingratitude. But
benefits alone, are not a proper foundation of right,
as they will not prove that the power aſſumed tends

to the univerſal good or is conſiſtent with it, however
they ſuggeſt an amiable motive to obedience.
But as the Deity is alſo omnipotent, and can make

confirmed
by bishappy or miſerable as he pleaſes,this attribute fug
omnipotente
geſts to us, not a proper foundation of right, but a
ftong motive of intereſt to obey his will, and a qua
+ Theſe are the fundamenta poteftatis five imperii.
que nan ,

Power is rather the canditio fins

1
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lity very neceſſary to execute effectually the right of Chap.3.
government aſſumed. The right itſelf is founded on
his wiſdom and goodneſs, which ſhew that his aſſu

ming of power by giving laws and annexing ſanctions
will conduce to the greateſt good. And if this good
cannot be obtained when the laws have no influence

on the ſubjects, nor can they have influence upon
minds any way depraved, if they find that the fàncti

ons are not executed ;.'tis plain from the ſame perfec
tions, that 'tis right, or the Deity has a right, to exe
cute ſuch ſanctions as are thus neceſſary ; which his
power always enables him to do.

But as no man can give ſuch evidence as ſhall ſa

property
tisfy his fellows of his ſuperior goodneſs and wiſdom , „Humarfounded.
and remove ſuſpicions of his weakneſs and intereſted

views ; as there is no acknowledged criterion of ſupe
ríor wiſdom for governing ; and multitudes at once
would pretend to it ; as there is no aſſurance can be

given of good intentions, to which the worſt might
by hypocritical ſervices pretend ; and as a people can
not be happy while their intereſts precariouſly depend
on perſons ofſuſpected goodneſs or wiſdom ; theſe qua
lities cannot be, among men, the natural foundati

ons of power ; nor can it ſerve the general intereſt
that they ſhould be deemed ſufficient to conſtitute

ſuch a right of governing , or of compelling others
to obedience. Some extraordinary caſes may be ex
cepted .

VIII. As a law is “ a declaration made by him who Lews define'.

"“ hasa right to govern, what actions he requires, or for
Ll 2
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Book II.“ bids, for the publick good ; and what motives of in
tereſt he has conſtituted to excice to the actions re

quired, and deter from thoſe prohibited .” It con
tains theſe two parts , the precept, ſhewing the actions

required, or prohibited ; and the ſanction , Thewing the
rewards to enſue upon obedience, or the evils to be in
flicted upon the diſobedient. The precept muſt al
ways be expreſſed, but the ſanction may be underſtood

as reſerved diſcretionary to the governor.
This notion of a law ſhews how.juſtly the practical
Haters of reasonconcluſions. of right reaſon from the order of nature
Practical dic .

conſtituted by God, and laid open to our obſervation,
are called laws ofnature, and laws ofGod  ;وas they
are clear declarations of his will about our conduct.

And all the private advantages, internal or external,
which we can foreſee as probably enſuing upon our
complyance, from the conſtitution of our own nature,
or that of others, or of the world around us, are ſo

many ſanctions of rewards : and all the evils in like
manner to be expected from our non -obſervance of

theſe concluſions, are ſanctions of puniſhment, decla
red or promulgated by the ſame means which declare
the precepts .

The ſole uſe of words, or writing, in laws, is to dif
cover the will of the governor. In poſitive laws it muſt
by ſuch means be diſcovered. But there is another and

primary way by which God diſcovers his will concern
ing our conduct, and likeways propoſes the moſt in
tereſting motives , even by the conſtitution of na

ture, and the powers of reaſon, and moral perception,
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which he has given to mankind, and thus reveals a Chap. 3 .
law with its ſanctions, as effectually as by words, or wri
ting; and in a manner more noble anddivine. *
Laws natural
IX. Laws are divided into natural, and poſitive and
pofitivein
two fedése

But theſe two terms are uſed in very different mean

ings. Sometimes the diviſion is taken from the diffe
rent manners of promulgation ; and then by natural
laws are underſtood the moral determinations of the

heart and the concluſions of right reaſon from theſe
determinations and other obſervations of nature ; and

by poſitive laws, ſuch as are promulgated in words or
writing, whatever the matter of them be.

Others take the diviſion expreſſed by theſe words orLaws
neceffaryo
1.0t neceffary.

from the diverſity of the matter of laws ; as ſome
laws declare the natural direct and neceſſary means

of ſupporting the dignity of human nature and pro
moting the publick good ; ſo that either oppoſite or
different laws could not be equally uſeful, nay would
be pernicious to ſociety: theſe they callnatural: fuch
are all the laws of juſtice and humanity. Other laws
have indeed in intention ſome good end, and with a
view to it require certain means, but theſe are not

always the ſole, or the neceſſary,or preferable means .
The ſame good end may be obtained by different
means, and theſe equally convenient or effectual, and

yet it may be neceſſary for the good of a ſociety that
a certain ſet of means be agreed upon for all. Nay :
certain inſtitutions make ſome practices uſeful which
in their own nature were of no uſe . Thus fome rites,
* On this ſubject ſee Dr, Cumberland de Leg. Nat. Prolegom . et c.id ,
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1

Book II. ofreligion, in their own nature of no importance, yet,
by being inſtituted in memory of ſome great events,
the frequent remembrance of which muſt increaſe

grateful, pious, or humane diſpoſitions, may become
very uſeful to mankind.
The wiſe ends

The moſt frequent occaſions for poſitive laws are

of poſitive luws.

where the ſame good ends may be obtained different

ways, but 'tis requiſite that ſome one way be fixed
for all in a certain diſtrict. Thus neither can ſocial

worſhip be performed, nor courts of juſtice be kept,
unleſs times and places are determined: and yet 'tis
ſeldom found that any one time is fitter than another

for any natural reaſon. In like manner, in the exe
cution of juſtice there are different forms of proceſs,
different penalties for crimes, different times for exe
cutions. ' Tis convenient all theſe points ſhould be
known and ſettled for a whole fociety ; and yet no
one of the poſſible determinations can be ſaid to be
abſolutely beſt, ſo that the ſmalleſt variation would
make it worſe.
They are uſeleſs
cr arbitrary.

Poſitive laws are quite different from what we call
arbitrary or imperious , ſuch as are enacted merely
from oſtentation ofpower, without ſubferviency to the
publick intereſt.

To the obligationofa law promulgationis neceſ
ſary; not that every ſubject ſhould actually know it ;

but that every one have it in his power, by ſuch dili
gence as he is capable of, to attain to the knowledge
of it. The penalties of laws may be juſtly exacted,
where the laws have not been actually known, when
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the ſubject is culpably ignorant, and might have Chap. 3 .
known them by ſuch diligence as a good man in his
circumſtances would have uſed . But the ignorance
of ſome laws of more difficult diſcovery may be very
excuſable in ſome men becauſe of many avocations,

and low abilities, or opportunities, which yet may be

very culpable in others placed in more advantageous
circumſtances.
X. As the laws of nature comprehend not merely

the original moral determinations of the mind, but " ature isperfect.
likeways the practical concluſions made by the rea
ſoning and reflection of men upon the conſtitution of

nature, ſhewing what conduct is worthy and tends to
publick good, there needs be little controverſy about
their perfection, as all muſt own that the reaſon even
of the moſt ingenious and moſt improved is ſtill im

perfect. And that it may be very poſible that a fü
perior being could ſee a certain rule of conduct to

be conducive to the publick good, which none of hu
man race could ever have diſcovered to be ufeful:

and as to the bulk of mankind, they may indeed ea

ſily diſcover the general and moſt neceſſary rules, but
they feldom can find out or even apprehend well the

reaſons upon which ſome of the more ſpecial laws
which yet have a ſubſtantial foundation in nature are
built. If one by the ſyſtem of the laws of nature
means the very conftitutions of nature itſelf, or the

objective evidence laid before rational beings in the
whole ; this no doubt is perfect: but its perfection does
not ſuperſede the uſefulneſs of the revelation of laws
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Book II. to mankind by words or writing, or of the diſcoveries
of the wiſer human legiſlators or moraliſts, or of pre

cepes poſitive as to their matter ; ſince ſo few of man

kind can attain any great knowledge of this conſti
tution, and none can pretend to underſtand it com
pleatly.

We ſhould not cenſure providence on account of
this imperfection, for reaſons * mentioned above, any
more than we cenſure it for our ſmall bodily ſtrength,

Its imperfel7i
on no blemiſis in
providence,

or the ſhortneſs of our lives. If we uſe our powers

1

and opportunities well, the condition of human life
in this world will be in the main an agreeable and hap

py ſtate; and yet by divine revelation, or even by ac
curate reaſonings of wiſe men, much may be diſco
vered for the improvement of this life; and many fine
inſtitutions contrived, the reaſons for which neither

any one in the ruder nations, nor the populace in the
more civilized, ſhall ever apprehend.

But this holds in general, that all wiſe and juſt
aim at ſomegood.laws have ſome tendency to the general happineſs, or
to the good of ſome part of the ſyſtem ſubſervient to
All laws Mould

and conſiſtent with the general good. The moral
good in obedience conſiſts in either a direct intention

of this good end propoſed by the law , whether we

know it fully ourſelves, or implicitly truſt to the good
neſs of the legiſlator; or in ſome grateful affection to
ward the legiſlator: where obedience flows only from
fear ofpuniſhment, or hope of reward, it has no moral

excellency, tho' in ſome caſes it may be innocent.
• B. i, c.9 . $ 12 .
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XI. Precepts of the law of nature, or theſe practi- CHAP. 3 .

cal obſervations,are deemed immutable and eternal, How thelaw of

becauſe ſome rules, or rather the diſpoſitions which iureis immu.
gave origin to them , and in which they are founded,

muſt always tend to the general good, and the con
trary to the general detriment, in ſuch a ſyſtem of
creatures as we are. But we muſt not imagine that all
the ſpecial precepts of the law of nature are thus im
murable as they are commonly enunciated univerſal
ly. If we make the precepts immutable, we muſt al

low many exceptions as parts of the precept, or un
derſtand the precept as holding only generally in or

dinary caſes. As the precept is indeed no more than
a concluſion from obſervation of what ſort of conduct

is ordinarily uſeful to ſociety  ;ܪſome ſingular caſes
may happen in which departing from the ordinary rule
may bemore for the general intereſt than following it.
And ſome wiſe human inſtitutions may take away or

limit fome rights which formerly were ſacredly con
firmed to each individual by the law of nature. Be

fore civil polity each one had a right by private vio
lence when gentler methods were ineffectual, of ob
taining reparation of wrong from the author of it. But

in civil polity private individuals ceaſe to havea right
to uſe thoſe means. In like manner civil laws juſtly
limit our uſe of our own property, and take ſome
ſhare of it for publick exigences, whereas previouſly
to fome political inſtitution the general law of na
ture allowed to each one the full uſe of all his own

acquiſitions, and the right of diſpoſing of them at
Vol . I.

Mm
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Book II. pleaſure. Singular caſes ofneceſſityare alſojuſtlydeem
ed exceptions from the ordinary laws. ' T'is injurious
ordinarily to uſe the property of another without his
conſent; but an innocent man when he cannot other

ways ſave his life in his flying from an unjuſt enemy,
does no wrong by taking the horſe of another when
he cannot wait for the owner's conſent.

The two fundamental precepts of " loving God,

“ and promoting the univerſal happineſs ,” admit of
no exceptions ; nay in the latter precept are founded

all the exceptions from the ſpecial laws of nature ; all
the rights of receding, in caſes of ſingular neceſſity,
from the ordinary rules ; and all the limitations of
our rights by any wiſe inſtitutions: ſince all theſe are

juſtified by their tendency in certain caſes, andupon
certain ſuppoſitions, to a ſuperior good of the ſyſtem
than would enſue from following the ordinary rule.
XII. Some intricate controverſies ariſe among mo
raliſts and ſchoolmen , from not obſerving ſufficiently
the difference between theſe practical obfervations we
call laws of nature, and the laws declared in words

and writing by legiſlators , divine, or human. They
Equity what.

may be prevented by the following remarks.
1. As by * equity, they underſtand, a “ correction

“ of any defect in the law by too great or too ſmall
extent of its expreſlion ," when it is juſtly interpreted
according to the true intention of the legiſlator, ex
tended as far as the reaſon of it extends, and not ex
tended to caſes where the reaſon of the law does not
* The Ezizxoia of Ariſtotle and the ſchoolmen .
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hold; there is no room for this ſort of equity as di- CHAP.3.
ſtinct from the letter in the law of nature ; as the law

is not declared to us by words, in which alone there

can be too ſmall or great univerſality. Whatever right
reaſon ſhews to be humane and equitable in conduct,
is a part of the law of nature .

2. The whole doctrine of diſpenſations was intro- The do& rineof
duced by the canoniſts, after many capricious, im -roſe from theCar
non Law ,

prudent, and unneceſſary laws were impoſed upon the
Chriſtian world, with the worſt deſigns, and yet it was

often found neceſſary to free men from the obliga
tion of them . By diſpenſation is underſtood “ ſome
“ act of the legiſlator exempting certain perſons from
“ the obligation of laws which extended to them as
“ well as others :” and always imports ſome abatement
or derogation from a law .

3. The word diſpenſation is very ambiguous;and Diſpenſation,
ambiguoss.

there are differentkinds of it. Diſpenſation may be
given either from the ſanction, after the law is vio
lated, or from the precept, previouſly to any violati
on of the law . A diſpenſation from the ſanction is
66

exempting a perſon from the legal puniſhment who
“ has incurred it by violating thelaw ; or the abating
or altering of the puniſhment.” Now , as we ſhall
ſee hereafter, there are ſome very ſtrong reaſons why

a power of ſuch diſpenſation ſhould be lodged ſome

where in every ſtate, when the publick intereſt may
require ſuch diſpenſations: and, in like manner, as to

ſuch puniſhments as may naturally enſue, and be ordi
.narily neceſſary for the general good upon the vio
M m 2
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Book II. Iation of the laws of nature, it may be perfectly wife
vand benign that God, the great ruler of the world,
ſhould ſometimes mercifully interpoſe and prevent

theſe ſufferings when the true end of them can be o
therways obtained. But as we cannot conceive anyſuch

laws limiting God himſelf as may limit even the ſu
prcme magiſtrates of ſtates,nor are any ſuch particu
lar puniſhments ſpecified by the laws of nature inva
riably as may be by human laws, there can be little

occaſion for debacing about the divine right of diſpen
ſing with the ſanctions of the laws of nature.
Previous disa
4. As to previous diſpenſations from the precepts
penſasion from
nje lawsoj: of laws, if the law itſelf be wiſe in all its extent, the

be ovil.

previous diſpenſing with any violation of it muſt ap
pear unjuſt and imprudent in any governor . And ’tis

plain that no permiſſion or command of any perſon
can alter the moral nature of our affections ſo as to

make the love of God , and our neighbour, become
evil; or any contrary affections become gool: nor can
any permiſſion or command alter the moral nature of
the external actions which flow from theſe affections.

No man could approve any ſuch permiſſions or com
mands, nor can they ever be given by a good God.

Some confuſed notions of the divine right of domi
nion or ſovereignty have led ſome authors into ſuch
ſentiments, as if a divine command cauld juſtify un
kind or inhumane affections, and actions conſequent
upon them tending to the general detriment of the
ſyſtem . But if one would conſult the feelings of his

heart, and examine well the original notion of rightin
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action, or the right of governing, as diſtinct from Chap. 3

mere ſuperior force, he would ſee ſuch tenets to be
contradictory to themſelves.

5. As to external actions required , where nothing
is in words preſcribed about the affections, the certain
command of a being who we are perſuaded is poffef
fed of perfect goodneſs and wiſdom , may juſtly make
us conclude that ſuch enjoined actions, contrary to

the preſent.external appearances, may truly tend to

ſuperior good in the whole, and occaſion no prepol
lent evil: when the evidence for the goodneſs of the

enjoiner, and for this fact that he is the author of
this injunction, is ſo great as to ſurpaſs fufficiently
the contrary preſumption from the external appear
ances of a bad tendency in the actions commanded:

This caſe can ſcarce be called a diſpenſation from

the laws of nature, ſince the agent is acting accord
ing to the law, what he believes is tending to good ,
tho' his opinion about this tendency is founded upon
the teſtimony of another, and not upon his own know
ledge.

6. If by diſpenſation be underſtood only “ a grant- Whatdifpenfa
ing external impunity to actions really evil, or con - dicated.
trary to thoſe rules of right reaſon which ſhew the

“ moſt perfect and virtuous courſe of actions ;" hu
man lawgivers muſt often grant ſuch external impu
nity, as we ſhall ſee hereafter. And 'tis alledged that

many ſuch permiſſions are in the Mofaick Law, which
may be juſtified from the circumſtances of that peo
ple and of the neighbouring nations : ſince a more ri

1
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Book II. gidly virtuous inſtitution would have made them revolt
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altogether from the worſhip ofthe true God. But then

ſuch a grant of external impunity does not remove or

abate the moral turpitude of the actions in ſuch men
as know their pernicious tendency, or their contrari
ety to the moſt perfect and virtuous inſtitutions. By
ſuch permiſſions however, and the general practice
enſuing, the populace may be made generally leſs at
tentive to any bad tendency of ſuch actions, and ſe
cure about it, ſo that the guilt may be much extenu
ated by the ignorance prevailing, which in ſome of
the loweſt orders of men may become almoſt invin
cible. But ſince the guilt is not entirely removed by
ſuch permiſſions, they are not what the Schoolmen

and Canoniſts generally underſtand by diſpenſations
from the law of nature, which they ſuppoſe makes
the actions in conſequence of them perfectly innocent.
7. Nor do theſe caſes come up to the common
Aliſtakes about
dispenſations. notion of diſpenſation when a ſuperior acting accor

ding to the powers veſted in him by the law diſpoſes
in an unuſual manner of things committed to his dif

poſal; or when the goods of the ſubjects, who have a

right to them valid againſt their fellows, but not va
lid by law againſt their ſovereign, are diſpoſed of by

the ſovereign according to thepowers veſted in him
'by the law, and transferred from one to another. Or

1

when the prince impowers others to do in his name
what he has a right to do by what officers he plea
fes, tho' it would have been criminal in any ſubject
without his prince's commiſſion to have done ſuch ac
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What is commanded by any one in conſe- Chap. 3.

quence of the powers conſtituted to him by the

U

law, and executed accordingly, can ſcarce be ſaid to
be done by virtue of a diſpenſing from the law. ' A
debtor is bound by the law to make payment : but a
remiſſion or releaſe from the creditorfrees him from

this obligation . We ſhould not therefore ſay that
every creditorhas a power of diſpenſing with the laws
of nature. The more acute Schoolmen, upon theſe
conſiderations, do not allow the extraordinary com

mands given to Moſes and Joſhua to be diſpenſations
from the laws of nature. But ' tis needleſs to debate

about words . Ifthe law itſelf be wiſe and juſt in all
the extent in which it is expreſſed, no act of any ſu
perior can make the counteracting it innocent or love

ly. But moſt of the ſpecial laws of nature are not to .
be expreſſed in words ſtrictly univerſal, without the

cxception of many caſes; particularly that of God's
exerting his rightful dominion.
Diſpenſations therefore, according to the full in- Dat is corta
tention of the Canoniſts, are only to be made with only meant by
laws either capricious or imprudent, or too univerſally
expreſſed without mentioning the reaſonable and juſt
exceptions, which ought to have been inſerted in the
very laws themſelves. In the laws of nature there
can be no place for them, ſince the ſame reaſon and

obſervation which diſcovers the ordinary general rule,

diſcovers alſo all the exceptions, which are therefore.
parts of the law.

Having premiſed this general doctrine about the

1
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Book II. morality of actions, rights and laws,we proceed to the
more ſpecial conſideration of the rights and duties

of mankind, and the ſpecial laws of nature; and that
firſt, as they are conſtituted by nature itſelf previouſ
to adventitious ſtates and relations introduced by
human inſtitution and contrivance, and then as they

1

ariſe and are founded in ſome adventitious relation
or inſtitution.
CH A

P.

IV.

The different STATES of Men . The State of Li
BERTY not a State of WAR. The Way that pri

vate Rights are known. The Neceſſity of a
SOCIAL LIFE .

WHEN we ſpeak of thedifferent ſtates of men,

Il bat is a mo .

tal fate.

1

by a ſtate we do not mean any tranſient condi
tion a man may be in for a little time, nor any obli
gation he may be under to one or two transient acts,
but “ a permanent condition including a long ſeries

" of rights and obligations. ” The conditions men

may be in as to ſickneſs or health, beauty or deformi
ty, or any other circumſtances which areconſidered in

the other arts, are foreign to our purpoſe. The mo
ral ſtates of men alway include a ſeries of moral obli
gations, and rights.
The ſtate of

I. In the firſt ſtate conſtituted by nature itſelf we

natural
libertyof muſt diſcern abundantly from the doctrine of the pre
8:00 a ſtate

ceeding book that there are many ſacred rights com
!

.
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petent to men, and many obligations incumbent on CHAP. 4.
each one toward his fellows. The whole ſyſtem of the

mind, eſpecially our moral faculty, ſhews that we are
under natural bonds of beneficence and humanity to

ward all, and under many more ſpecial tyes to ſome

of our fellows, binding us to many ſervices of an high
er kind, than what the reſt can claim : nor need we

other proofs here that this firſt ſtate founded by na
ture is ſo far from being that of war and enmity, that

it is a ſtate where we areall obliged by the natural feel
ings of our hearts, and by many tender affections, to
innocence and beneficence toward all : and that war is

one of the accidental ſtates ariſing ſolely from inju
ry , when we or ſome of our fellows have counteracted
the dictates of their nature .

'Tis true that in this ſtate of liberty where there
are no civil laws with a viſible power to execute their
ſanctions, men will often do injurious actions contra
ry to the laws of their nature ; and the reſentments of

the ſufferers will produce wars and violence. But this
proves nothing as to the true nature of that ſtate,

ſince all the laws and obligations of that ſtate enjoin
peace and juſtice and beneficence. In civil ſocieties

many diſobey the law , by theft and violence, but we
do not thence conclude that a political ſtate is a ſtate
of war among men thus united.
"Tis alſo true that the natural pallions and appe
inju,ve
tites of men will frequently lead them into mutual riesFrequent
do not pro
injuries. But then the laws of this ſtate are not deri- it.

ved from theſe principles alone. There are ſuperior
Vol.I.

Nn
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Book II. powers naturally fitted to controll them , particularly
that moral faculty which points out the rights and
obligations of this ſtate, and ſhews how far any ap

petite or paſſion can be indulged conſiſtently with the
inward approbation of our ſouls, and what indul

gences muſt be matter of remorſe, ſelf-abhorrence,
!

and ſhame. We are alſo endued with reaſon which

!

clearly points out even our external intereſts in this

matter, and ſhews that we cannot probably gratify
!

even our ſelfiſh deſires, except by an innocent and

friendly deportment toward others. Theſe powers ſug
geſt the rules or laws of this ſtate of liberty, and all
ſtates are denominated from what the laws and obli.

gations of them enjoin or require, and not from ſuch
conduct as the paſſions of men may hurry them into
contrary to the laws of thoſe ſtates.
Coxiradiligris
in that ſcheme.

The authors of this moſt unnatural ſcheme never

fail to contradict their own doctrine, by owning and

arguing that that rational faculty, which they allowwe
are naturally endued with for the conduct of life, will
foon ſhew that this univerſal war of all with all muſt

be the moſt deſtructive imaginable; and that it is to
be ſhunned by every one as ſoon as he can ; and that
reaſon will alſo ſhew fome obvious rules of conduct

proper to preſerve or reſtore peace to mankind with all
its bleſſings. Surely then that conduct which the natu

ral principles of mankind ſhew to be moſt neceſſary

and moſt obviouſly eligible to every one, ſhould be
deemed the natural conduct in this ſtate, and not

what a brucal thoughtleſs appetite may hurry one in
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to while the governing principles of his nature are a- Chap. 4.
ſleep, or unexerciſed.
'Tis alſo a fooliſh abuſe of words to call a ſtate of

abſolute ſolitude a natural ſtate to mankind, ſince in

this condition neither could any of mankind come in

tobeing, or continue in it a few days without a mira
culous interpoſition.
II. This ſtate of natural liberty obtains among thoſe berty
the alwaysfubé
fate of ti
who have no common ſuperior or magiſtrate, and are fies

only ſubject to God, and the law of nature. ' Tis no
fictitious ſtate; it always exiſted and muſt exiſt among
men, unleſs the whole earth ſhould become one em

pire. The parental power of the firſt parents ofman
kind muſt foon have expired when their children came
to maturity, as we ſhall ſhew hereafter, or at leaſt when

the parents died. This ſtate of liberty probably con
tinued a long time among the ſeveral heads of fami
lies before civil governments were conſtituted . And
’tis not improbable that it yet ſubſiſts in ſome ruder

parts of the world. Nay it ſtill muſt ſubſiſt among
the ſeveral independent ſtates with reſpect to each o
ther, and among the ſubjects of different ſtates who
may happen to meet in the ocean, or in lands where

no civilpower is conſtituted. The laws of nature are
the lawsof this ſtate, whether they be confirmed by

civil power or not : and ' tis the main purpoſe of civil
laws and their ſanctions, to reſtrain men more effectu
allyby viſible puniſhments from the violation of them.

The ſame reaſons which juſtify the greater part of our
civil laws, Thew the obligations of men to obſerve
Nn 2
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Book II.them as laws of nature abſtracting from any motives
from ſecular authority.

III. As men are ſaid to " have rights to do, poſſeſs,
ofindividualscontes
demand from others whatſoeverthehappineſs of
or
focieties, or of all
Rights are tire

rankind ,

" the individual requires and the publick intereſt of

" mankind permits that they ſhould be allowed to do,
poſſeſs, or obtain from others;" and all rights and

obligations are founded in ſome tendency either to
the general happineſs, or to that of individuals con
ſiſtently with the general good, which muſt reſult from
the happineſs of individuals ; rights may be divided,

according to the ſubject or perſons in whom they re
ſide or to whom they belong, and for whofe good they

are immediately conſtituted, into thoſe of individuals,
thoſe of particular ſocieties or corporations, and thoſe

in gencral belonging to all mankind as a ſyſtem . The
firſt fort are conſtituted immediately for the bchoof
of individuals, by the law of nature; the ſecond for
the common intercít of a corporation or ſtate, tho'
not more immediately for any one member of it than

another; in the third fort ofrights neither any one in
dividual, or any one corporation, may be more con
cerned than another, and yet it may be for the gene
ral intereſt of mankind that ſuch rights be aſſerted and
maintained. And each of theſe three claſſes may be

either perfect, or imperfect, according as they are more
or lefs neceſſary to be maintained for the publick in
tereſt, and of ſuch a nature as to admit of compulfi

on and violence in the defence or proſecution of them;
or, on the other hand, ſuch as muſt be left to each
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one's conſcience and ſenſe of duty : this diviſion we CHAP. 4.

explained above.

IV. The private rights of individuals are obviouſ- rights
How private
are

ly intimated to us in the conſtitution of our nature, down.
by theſe two circumſtances, jointly; firſt, natural de
fires and ſenſes pointing out the gratifications we are
fitted to receive as parts of that happineſs the author

of our nature has intended for us, and ſecondly, by
the powers of reaſon and reflection which can diſcover

how far the gratificationofour natural deſires is con
ſiſtent with the finer principles in our conſtitucion ;

which, as we ſhowed above, are deſtined to govern and
controll all our particular deſires. Theſe principles
ſhew the limits to be put, not only to the ſelfiſh deſires

aiming at the private happineſsof the agent, but to
the ſeveral narrower generous affections, and the grati
fications which they purſue; and plainly diſcover that

the grand end ofour being is indeed thepromoting
the moſt univerſal happineſs, but that our heart at the
ſame time may approve our conduct not only in acts
of particular beneficence toward perſons eſpecially
dear to us in ſome of the nearer relations, while this
beneficence does not interfere with more extenſive in

tereſts; but alſo in the purſuit of all private gratifica
tions which are conſiſtent with theſe intereſts, and do

not engroſs the mind or contract it too much within
itſelf.

The natural appetites and deſires firſt intimate the

matters of private right, but we can ſeldom juſtify to
ourſelves a compliance with their intimations till we

The STATE of LIBERTY .
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are prompted be conſiſtent with the deſigns of the
more noble parts of our conſtitucion , which are the

grand objects of the ſoul's approbation, aiming at a
more extenſive or the univerſal happineſs. Indeed in
many of the objects of our deſires, this conſiſtency is
ſo obvious, or there is ſo liccle preſumption of any
oppoſition, that we are convincedof our right to them
at once without much reflection on more extenſive

intereſts ; nay in many caſes we ſeem to have an im

mediate ſenſe of right along with the natural deſire,

and a ſenſe of moral evil in any oppoſition given to
us by others , as we at once apprehend the neceſſity

of certain gratifications to our having any tolerable
enjoyment of life ; and we muſt abhor as cruel and

inhuman any oppoſition given to us, or to others, in
theſe gratifications, where we do not ſee ſuch oppo
ſition to be neceſſary for ſome more extenſive intereſt.
The neceſity of
great cantion on

this ſubject.

But as the chief dangers to our manners ariſe from
the vehemence of our ſelfiſh appetites and paſſions,
which often break through theſe reſtraints from the

finer principles in our conſtitution regarding a pub
lick intereſt, it may be of advantage to ſatisfy the

mind on every ſide of the juſtice of theſe reſtraints,
ki c

and to ſhew that its own intereſt of every

nd

on

ſpires to recommend this ſubjection of the ſelfiſh, to
the generous and ſocial principles. Our moral faculty
above-explained ſhews both the juſtice and beauty of
ſuch ſubjection ; and ſhews a very ſublime internal in

tereſt in the inward delight and approbation of our
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hearts. Our reaſon by diſcovering to usthe moral go- Chap. 4.
vernment of the Deity, and his perfections, preſents
further motives to preſerve this ſubordination, both

of the generous and intereſted kind : and a juſt con
ſideration of the circumſtances of mankind with re-

ſpect to external things, will afford alſo new motives
of ſecular intereſt to that ſame external conduct which

theſe fublimer principles excite us to, as we ſhall en
deavour briefly to explain.
V. In the firſt place, 'tis obvious that for the ſup

port of human life, to allay the painful cravings of
the appetites, and toafford any of thoſe agreeable ex

ternal enjoyments which our nature is capable of, a
great many external things are requiſite; ſuch as:
food, cloathing, habitations, many utenſils, and various furniture, which cannot be obtained without a

great deal of art and labour, and the friendly aids of
our fellows.

Again, ' tis plain thata man in abfolute folitude, rabite and more on
tho' he were of mature ſtrength, and fully inſtructed gent.
in all our arts of life, could ſcarcely procure to himſelf
the bare neceſſaries of life, even in the beſt ſoils or

climates ; much leſs could he procure any grateful
conveniencies . One uninſtructed in the arts of life,,

tho’ he had full ſtrength, would be ſtill more incapa- .
ble of ſubſiſting in ſolitude : and it would be abſolute
ly impoſſible, without a miracle, that one could ſub

líft in this condition from his infancy. And ſuppoſe
that food, raiment, ſhelter, and the means of fenſual

pleaſure, were ſupplied by a miracle ; yet a life in for
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Book II. litude muſt be full of fears and dangers. Suppoſe

farther all theſe dangers removed ; yet in ſolitude there
could be no exerciſe for many of the natural powers

and inſtincts of our fpecies; no love, or ſocial joys, or
communication of pleaſure, or eſteem , or mirth . The

contrary diſpoſitions of ſoul muſt grow upon a man
in this unnatural ſtate, a ſullen melancholy, and diſ
content, which muſt make life intolerable . This ſub

ject is abundantly explained by almoſt all authors up
on the law of nature.

The mutual aids of a few in a ſmall family, may pro

cure moſt ofthe neceſſaries oflife,and diminiſh dangers,

and afford room for ſome ſocial joys as well as finer
pleaſures. The ſame advantages could ſtill be obtain

ed more effectually and copiouſly by the mutual aſſif

tance of a few ſuch families living in one neighbour
hood, as they could execute more operoſe deſigns for

the common good of all;and would furniſh more joy
ful exerciſes of our ſocial diſpoſitions.
Nay 'tis well known that the produce of the la
Tie advantages
of ſociety .
bours of any given number, twenty, for inſtance, in

providing the neceſſaries or conveniences of life, ſhall
be much greater by aſſigning to one, a certain ſort of
work of one kind, in which he will ſoon acquire skill

and dexterity, and to another aſſigning work of a dif
ferent kind, than if each one of the twenty were ob

liged to employ himſelf,by turns, in all the different

forts of labour requiſite for his ſubſiſtence, without
ſufficient dexterity in any. In the former method each
procures a great quantity of goods of one kind, and
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can exchange a part of it for ſuch goods obtained by CHAP. 4.
the labours ofothers as he ſhall ſtand in need of. Oney

grows expert in tillage, another in paſture and breed
ing cattle, a third in maſonry, a fourth in the chace,
a fifth in iron -works, a ſixth in the arts of the loom ,

and ſo on throughout the reſt. Thus all are ſup
plied by means of barter with the works of complete
artiſts. In the other method ſcarce any one could be
dextrous and skilful in any one ſort of labour.
Again ſome works of the higheſt uſe to multitudes ofTeadvantages
large ſocieties,

can be effectually executed by the joint labours of
many, which the ſeparate labours of the ſame num

ber could never have executed. The joint force of

many can repel dangers ariſing from ſavage beaſts
or bands of robbers, which might have been fa
tal to many individuals were they ſeparately to en
counter them . The joint labours of twenty men will
cultivate foreſts, or drain marſhes, for farms to each

one, and provide houſes for habitation, and incloſures

for their flocks, much ſooner than the ſeparate la

bours of the ſame number. By concert, and alternate
relief, they can keep a perpetual watch, which without

concert they could not accompliſh.
Larger aſſociations may further enlarge our means

of enjoyment, and give more extenſiveand delight
ful exerciſe to our powers of every kind . The inven
tions, experience, and arts of multitudes are commu
nicated ; knowledge is increaſed, and ſocial affections

more diffuſed. Larger ſocieties have force to exe

cute greater deſigns of more laſting and extenſive ad
VOL . I.
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Book II. vantage.* Theſe conſiderations abundantly ſhew the
Vneceſſity of living in ſociety, and obtaining the aid of
our fellows, for our very ſubſiſtence ; and the great

convenience of larger aſſociations of men for the im
provement of life, and the increaſe of all our enjoy
ments .
Gooid cfices

But 'tis obvious that we cannot expect the friend

wil menempely. Iy aids of our fellows, without, on our part, we be
OT 2'ernment.

ready togood offices, and reſtrain all the ſelfiſh paf
ſions which may ariſe upon any interfering intereſts

ſo that they ſhall not be injurious to others. Much
thought and caution is requiſite to find out ſuch rules
of conduct in ſociety as ſhall moſt effectually ſecure

the general intereſt, and promote peace and a mu

tualgood underſtanding. Whatever generous prin
ciples there are in our nature, yet they are not alone,
there are likeways many angry paſſions to which we

are ſubject upon apprehenſion of injury intended, or
executed ; and all theſe powers by which men can fo

effectually give mutual aid, and do good offices, may

be alſo employed, upon provocation, to the detri
ment of their fellows. Provoking of others by injury
muſt generally be imprudent conduct in point ofſelf
intereſt, as well as matter of remorſe and ſelf-con

demnation . No man can be tolerably aſſured that
his force or art ſhall be ſuperior to that of thoſe who

may be rouſed to oppoſe him; multitudes conceive

a juſt indignation againſt any unjuſt violence, and are
* See this whole ſubject beautifully explained in the ſecond book of Cicero de
Officiis.
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thence prone to repel it. And they are further roù- Chap. 4.
ſed by pity for the ſufferer and juſt apprehenſions that
ſuch miſchiefs unreſtrained may ſoon affect them
ſelves. How dangerous then muſt it be to rouſe ſuch

indignation by any acts of injuſtice toward any of our
fellows?

Nature has alſo preſented to us all a very ſtrong AProng mer
motive to abſtain from injuries, and to reſtrain all the lence
dangersof
vio
.

extravagancies of the ſelfiſh paſſions from the delica
cy and weakneſs of our frame. Tho' mankind have
no powers which can properly be called engines of
miſchief, ſince ſuch as can hurt others can alſo be

employed in kind ſocial offices; and as all the gover
ning principles of nature rather excite to good offi
ces, all our powers are juſtly deemed to be naturally

deſtined for promoting ſocial happineſs; yet ’tis plain
our efforts in hurting others, where we intend it hear
tily, can more probably be ſucceſsful and effectual,

than our deſigns to ſecure the happineſs of others,
according to a common maxim, that “ few have ſuf

ficient talents to do much good, but very mean ones
66

may do much miſchief." We are of a very delicate
texture ; our eaſe and happineſs not only requires a

right diſpoſition of a great many nice bodily organs
which can eaſily be put out oforder, but a great ma

ny external objects and conveniencies of which we
may eaſily be deprived; and the eaſe of our minds

requires the proſperity of many other perſons who are
dear to us, whoſe texture is as delicate as our own,

and expoſed to be diſordered by any malicious efforts
OO 2
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Book II. of our fellows. To our complete eaſe and happineſs
Vthe proſperous concurrence of a great many things is

requiſite : whereas we may be heartily diſturbed by
any thing unproſperous in one or two oftheſe circum
ſtances: and'tis very often in the power of our fel
lows to create to us this diſturbance, tho' they cannot

fo effectually ſecure our happinefs when theydeſire it.
This infirm uncertain condition of our external

happineſs muſt powerfully move us to cultivate peace
and good-will in ſociety, and to ſhun all offence and

provocation of others ; ſince we hazard more by in

curring the hatred of others than we can probably
hope to gain. Tho' the forces of men are unequal,
yet art can ſupply the defects offorce ; and an obſtinate
reſolution can ſupply the defects of both, ſo as to de

prive an adverſary of life and all his other enjoyments,
as well as of the advantage he aimed at by the pro
voking injury. Thus when men are not forced into
violence for their own defence, peace and juſtice are

ſtill eligible to the powerful and artful as well as co
others; ſince they know not what univerſal indignaci

on may be raiſed by any thing injurious, from the
moralfenſe of mankind, from fympathy with the ſuf
ferer, and apprehenſions of their own future dangers :

and a friendly juſt kind deportment, as it naturally
engages the good -will, the eſteem , and good offices of
others, is theonly probable method of obtaining ſecu
ricy, and all the external advantages and pleaſures of
life.

A
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V.

Channel

The Private Rights of M'EN ; firſt ſuch as are called

NATURAL ; and the natural Equality of Men .
I.

Riva

VATE
PRIEdifferent

titious.

The natural are ſuch as each one has from

the conſtitution of nature itſelfwithout the interven

tion of any human contrivance, inſtitution, compact,
or deed. The adventitious, ariſe from ſome human

inſtitution, compact, or action.

The following natural rights of each individual

The

natiral

ſeem of the perfect fort. 1. A right to life, and to and
rightsſafety:
to life,

that perfection of body which nature has given, be
longs to every man as man, while no important pub

lick intereſt requires his being expoſed to death, or
wounds. This right is violated by unjuſt aſſaults,

1

maiming, or murthering. The connate deſire of life
and ſelf-preſervation intimates to every one this right,
as does alſo our immediate ſenſe of moral evil in all

cruelcy occaſioningunneceſſary pain, or abatementof
happineſs to any of our fellows; not to mention the
diſmal air of the human countenance occaſioned by

grievous pain, or death, the beholding of which muſa
move every human heart with picy and terror, and
abhorrence of the voluntary cauſe of fuch unneceſſa

ry ſufferings.
2. As nature has implanted in each man a deſire toliberty of #

of his own happineſs, and many tender affections to

tion .
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NATURAL Rights of all Men.

Book II. ward others in ſome nearer relations of life, and gran
ted to each one ſome underſtanding and active powers,
with a natural impulſe to exerciſe them for the pur

poſes of theſe natural affections; 'tis plain each one
has a natural right to exert his powers , according to

his own judgment and inclination, for theſe purpoſes,
in all ſuch induſtry, labour, or amuſements, as are
not hurtful to others in their perſons or goods, while

no more publick intereſts neceſſarily requires his la
bours , or requires that his actions ſhould be under the

direction of others. This right we call natural liberty.
Every man has a ſenſe of this right, and a ſenſe of the

evil of cruelty in interrupting this joyful liberty of

others, without neceſſity for ſome more general good.
Thoſe who judge well about their own innocent in
tereſts will uſe their libertyvirtuouſly and honourably;
ſuch as have leſs wiſdom will employ it in meaner

purſuits, and perhaps in what may bejuſtly cenſured

as vicious. And yet while they are not injurious to
others, and while no wiſe human inſtitution has for

the publick good fubjected them to thecontroll of
magiſtrates or laws, the ſenſe of natural liberty is ſo
ſtrong, and the loſs of it ſo deeply reſented by human
nature, that it would generally create more miſery to

deprive men of it becauſe of their imprudence, than
what is to be feared from their imprudent uſe of it.
The weakeſt of mankind are not ſo void of fore

thought but that it would occaſion to them exquiſite
diſtreſs, and ſink their ſouls into an abject forrow , or
kindle all the paſſions of reſentment, to deprive them

NATURAL Rights of all Men.
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of their natural liberty, and ſubject their actions, and Casp. 5.
all intereſts dear to them, to the pleaſure of others

about whoſe ſuperior wiſdom and good intentions they
were not thoroughly ſatisfied. Let men inſtruct ,
teach, and convince their fellows as far as they can a
bout the proper uſe of their natural powers, or per

fuade them to ſubmit voluntarily to ſome wiſe plans
of civil power where their important intereſts ſhall be
ſecured . But till this be done, men muſt enjoy their.
natural liberty as long as they are not injurious, and

while no great publick intereſt requires ſome reſtric
tion of it.

This right of natural liberty is not only ſuggeſted
by the ſelfiſh parts of our conſtitution, but by many
generous affections, and by our moral ſenſe,which re
preſents our own voluntary actions as the grand dig .
nity and perfection of our nature.

3. A like natural right every intelligent being has Private judga
about his own opinions, ſpeculative or practical, to

judge according to the evidence that appears to him .
This right appears from the very conſtitution of the
rational mind which can affent or diſſent ſolely ac
cording to the evidence preſented , and naturally de
ſires knowledge. The ſame conſiderations ſhew this

right to be unalienable: it cannot be ſubjected to the
will of another : tho' where there is a previous judg
ment formed concerning the ſuperior wiſdomof a
nother, or his infallibility, the opinion of this other,
to a weak mind, may become fufficient evidence. As

to opinions about the Deity, religion, and virtue, this

ment .

NATURAL Rights of allMEN .
Book II. right is further confirmed by all the nobleſt deſires
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of the foul: as there can be no virtue, but rather im

piety in not adhering to the opinions we think juſt,
and in profeſſing thecontrary. Such as judge truly
in theſe matters, act virtuouſly: and as for weak men,

who form falſe opinions , it may do good to inſtruct
and convince them of the truth if we can ; but to

compel them to profeſs contrary to their opinions, or
to act what they believe to be vicious, or impious in
religion, muſt always be unjuſt, as no intereſt of foci

ety can require it, and ſuch profeſſion and action
muſt be ſinful to thoſe who believe it to be ſo. Ifany
falſe opinions of a religious or moral nature tend to
diſturb the peace or ſafety of ſociety, or render men

incapable of ſuch duties of ſubjects as are requiſite for
the publick ſafety, it may be juſt to oblige thoſe who
embrace them to give ſufficient ſecurity for their con
duct, * and to defray the charge of employing others
to perform their duties for them ; or to remove them
ſelves from this ſtate with their effects, and make way

for better ſubjects, where the ſtate cannot otherways
be ſafe.
Right over one's
own life.

4. As God, by the ſeveral affections and the moral

faculty he has given us, has ſhewed the true ends and
purpoſes ofhuman life and all our powers; promoting
the univerſal happineſs, and, as far as is conſiſtent with
it, our own private happineſs, and that of ſuch as are
dear to us ; in conformity to his own gracious purpo
* This reſembles the actio.de damno infecto, which is no diminution of the right
of property .
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ſes; we muſt diſcern not only a right that each one Chap. 5 .
has over his own life to expoſe it to even the greateſt
dangers when’tis neceſſary for theſe purpoſes, but that
it is frequently the moſt honourable and lovely thing
we can do, and what we are facredly obliged to out
of duty to God and our fellow -creatures. Mankind
have often a right to demand this ſervice from us,

tho'we had no proſpect of eſcaping. A brave man has
a right to act ſuch a part, and thepublick intereſt has

this claim upon him, from the conſtitution of nature,
previouſly to any political conſtitutions, or any com
pacts in this affair. Magiſtrates have a right to com

>

pel men to ſuch perilous ſervices, becauſe they were
antecedently good and right : and they are the more
glorious, the more voluntarily they are undertaken.
About theſe caſes where the publick intereſt may
require the hazarding life, expoſing ourſelves to cer

rain death, menmuſt judge,by impartially comparing
probabilities, as we judge about all human affairs
where abſolute certainty is ſeldom attainable. If we
have no right over our lives for the publick intereſt,

we cannot juſtly expoſe them to danger; what one has
no moral power over, he cannot ſubject to contingen

cies. “ God has indeed placed us in life as ſoldiers in
“ certain ſtations, which we are to maintain till we are

“ recalled,” according to the fine ſentiment of Socra
tes, or Pythagoras. But we muſt diſcharge the duties
of thefe ſtations at all hazards. Our ſole buſineſs is

not to prolong life on any terms. As our reaſon and

inoral faculty ſhew us our ſtation and ics duties, the
VOL . I.
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Book II. fame powers muſt ſhew us when we are recalled, what
the duties of life are, when it is to be expoſed even to
1

the greateſt dangers;when the publickintereſtrequires
then it is chat our Commander recalls us by the ſame
voice which intimated to us our ſtation and its duties.
A right to uſe
uda : is common .

5. Each one has a natural right to the uſe of fuch

things as are in their nature fitted for the common
uſe of all ; (of which hereafter:) and has a like right,
by any innocent means, to acquire property in ſuch
goods as are fit for occupation and property, and have
not been occupied by others. The natural deſires of
mankind, both of the ſelfiſh and ſocial kind, ſhew this

right. And 'tis plainly crueland unjuſt to hinder any
innocent acquiſitions of another:when indeed ſome ac
quiſitions would endanger the liberty, independency,
or ſafety of his neighbours, they have a right either to
prevent ſuch acquiſitions, or tooblige him who makes

them to give ſufficient ſecurity for the ſafety of others.
354

focicty

in ciners.

6. For the like reaſons every innocent perfon has
a natural right to enter into an intercourſe of inno
cent offices or commerce with all who incline to deal

with him . ' Tis injurious in any third perſon to inter
fere, or confine his or their choice, when he has not

acquired ſome right to direct their actions.
To tre caras .

107 of 1.716Cerca .

7. As we all have a ſtrong natural deſire ofeſteem ,

and the greateſt averſion to infamy,every man has a
natural right to the ſimple character of probity and

honeſty, and of diſpoſitions fit for a ſocial life, until
To marriage.

he has forfeited this right by an oppoſite conduct.
8. From the natural and ſtrong deſires of marriage
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and offspring wemaydiſcern the natural right each one CHAP.5.
has to enter into the matrimonial relation with any
one who conſents, and is not in this matter ſubjected
to the controll ofothers, or under a prior contract. In
this matter, as much as any, an opinion of happineſs

and a mutual good liking is neceſſary to the happineſs
of the parties,and compulſion muſt create miſery.
That all theſe rights are of the perfect fort, muſt
appear from the great miſery which would enſue from
the violation of them to the perſon thus injured; and

a general violation of them muſt break off all friendly
ſociety among men.

II. The natural equality of men conſiſts chiefly in Natural equa
this,that theſe natural rights belong equally toall : "* 3 ofmee
this is the thing intended by the naturalequality, let
the term be proper or improper. Every one is a
part of that great ſyſtem , whoſe greateſt intereſt is
intended by all the laws of God and nature. Theſe

laws prohibit the greateſt or wiſeſt of mankind to
inflict any miſery on the meaneſt, or to deprive
them of any of their natural rights , or innocent

acquiſitions, when no publick intereſt requires it.
Theſe laws confirm in the ſame manner to all their

rights natural or acquired , to the weak and ſimple
their ſmall acquiſitions, as well as their large ones to
the ſtrong and artful. The ſame acceſs to adventiti

ous rights is open, and the ſame means appointed for

all who can uſe them. Ifgreat occupation and much
labour employed, intitles the vigorous and active to
great poſſeſſions; the weak and indolent have an e
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Book II.qually facred right to the ſmall poſſeſſions they occur

py and improve. There is equalityin right, how dif
in
ferent ſoever the objects may be ; that jus aequum

which the Romans placed true freedom .
None naturally
Men differ much from each other in wiſdom , vir
faves.

tue, beauty, and ſtrength ; but the loweſt of them,
who have the uſe of reaſon, differ in this from the

bruces, that by fore-thought and reflection they are
capable of incomparably greater happineſsor miſery.
Scarce any man can be happy who ſees that all his

enjoyments are precarious, and depending on the will
of others of whoſe kind intentions he can have no

aſſurance. All men have ſtrong deſires of liberty and

property, have notions of right, and ſtrong natural

impulſes to marriage, families, and offspring, and ear
ncſt deſires of their ſafety. " Tis true the generality
inay

be convinced that fome few are much ſuperior

to them in valuable abilities : this finer part of the

ſpecies have imperfect rights to ſuperior ſervices from
the reſt: they are pointed out by nature as the fitteſt
to be intruſted with the management of the common

affairs of fociety, in fuch plans of power as ſatis
fy the community that its common intereſts ſhall be
faithfully conſulted. But without this ſatisfaction gi
ven , permanent power aſſumed by force over the for
tunes of others muſt generally tend to the miſery of
the whole. Mere promiſes or profeſſions give no ſe

curity. The darkeſt and moſt dangerous tyrants may
make the faireſt ſhews till they are ſeccled in power.
We must therefore conclude, chat no endowments,
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natural or acquired, can give a perfect right to aſſume Chap. 5.
power over others, without their conſent.

III. This is intended againſt the doctrine of Ari Ariſtotle's doc .
ſtotle, and ſome others ofthe ancients, " that ſometrine conſidered.
men are naturally ſlaves, of low genius but great

bodily ſtrength for labour : and others by nature
“ maſters of finer and wiſer fpirits, but weaker bodies :
1

" that the former are by nature deſtined to be ſub

ject to the later, as the work -beaſts are ſubjected to
men .

That the inhabitants of certain countries ,

particularly Greece, are univerſally; of finer fpirits,
“ and deſtined to command ; and that the reſt of the

“ world are fitted for ſlavery. That by this ſubordi
“ nation of the more ſtupid and imprudent to the :
“ wiſe and ingenious, the univerſal intereſt of the ſyſ:

“ tem is beſt pronoted, as that of the animal ſyſtem is
“ promoted by the power of the racional ſpecies over.
" the irrational.”
The power

of education is ſurprizing! this author.

in theſe juſtly admired books of politicks is a zealous
aſſerter of liberty, and has ſeen the fineſt and moſt hu

mane reaſonsfor all the more equitable plans of civil
power. He lived in that ſingular century, in which
Greece indeed produced more great and ingenious
men than perhaps the world ever beheld at once : but
had he lived to our times, he would have known, that

this beloved country, for ſixteen centuries, hath ſel

dom produced any thing eminent in virtue, polity,
arts, or arms; while great genii were often ariſing in
the nations he had adjudged to ſlavery and barbarity.
Is it not abundantly known by experience, thao

!
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Book II. ſuch as have a leſs fortunate capacity for the ingenious
arts,yet often furpafs the ingenious in fagacity, pru
dence, juſtice, and firmneſs of mind, and all thoſe a

bilities which fit a man for governing well. And then
'tis often found that men of leſs genius for arts, or

policy, may have the lovelieſt turn of temper for all

the ſweet ſocial virtues in private life, and the moſt
delicate ſenſe of liberty. Are ſuch amiable characters
to be leſs eſteemed, or their intereſts and inward ſatis

faction leſs regarded, or ſubjected to the pleaſure of
the artful and ambitious? The natural ſenſe of ju

ſtice and humanity abhors the thought.
Had providence intended that ſome men ſhould
have had a perfect right to govern the reſt without

their conſent, we ſhould have had as viſible undiſpu
ted marks diſtinguiſhing theſe rulers from others as
clearly as the human ſhape diſtinguilhes men from
beaſts. Some nations would be found void of care, of

fore- thought, of love of liberty, ofnotions of right

ofproperty, or ſtoring up for futurity, without any
wiſdom or opinion of their own wiſdom , or deſires of

knowledge; and perfectly eaſy in drudging for others,

and holding all things precariouſly while they had pre
ſent ſupplies; never diſputing about the wiſdom of

their rulers, or having any ſuſpicions or fore-boding
fears about their intentions. But where do we find any

ſuch tempers in the human ſhape?

wifdom give! Superior wiſdom or penetration of underſtanding,

110 right to powe

were all convinced ofit, cannot give a right to govern ,

ſince it may be employed by a ſelfiſh corrupt temper

to the worſt purpoſes, even the general miſery of the
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community. Goodneſs muſt be aſcertained too be- Chap. 5.

fore the ſubjects can have any ſatisfaction or happineſs
under a dominion founded in will. Now ' tis impoſ

ſible with reſpect to man to give aſſurance of the ſtable
goodneſs of intention. The worſt will pretend to it
till they are ſettled in power. Nay do not the moſt

ignorant ſometimes ſincerely judge themſelves to be
wiſer than their neighbours, and fitter for governing ?
and how ſeldom would men of ſuperior abilities agree
about the perſons moſt eminent in the arts of govern
ment. To found therefore a right ofgoverning others
upon a ſuperiority of abilities, without any conſent of
the ſubject, muſt raiſe eternal controverſies which
force alone can decide.

IV. As to thoſe natural rights which are of the imperfe& na
imperfect fort,almoſt all the eminent and lovely vir-Hurai rights.
tues of life are employed in obſerving and fulfilling
them . We may preſent to men a view of their duties
by conſidering them as fulfilling fome private rights
of the perſons to whom they are performed which

are neceſſary to their happineſs, as a right, perfect or
imperfect, correſponds to every obligation or duty ..
But moſt of theſe duties are recommended by ſtill a
nobler moral ſpecies, viz. the love of virtue itſelf, and

the dignity there is naturally felt in exerciſing every
amiable tender humane diſpoſition toward our fel
lows; for, as was obferved above, the fulfilling perfect

rights rather ſhews only the abſence ofiniquity, where
as all the honourable virtues and duties of life rather

correſpond to the rights called imperfect; and the ſout
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Book II. muſt feel as ſacred a moral obligation to theſe duties
on many occaſions, and as great a turpitude in omit
ting them , as in direct acts of injuſtice againſt the
perfect rights of others.
To offices of no
trouble or

Theſe imperfect rights are ,' I. A right each man

CX

has to all thoſe uſeful offices from his fellows which

pence..

coſt them no trouble or expence.t 'Tis horridly in
human to refuſe them.

2. Any man has an imperfect right to ſuch offices,
even of ſome trouble or expence, as are neceſſary to
relieve him from ſome great diſtreſs or calamity in

To offices of ſome
pince

comparably greater than any little trouble or expence
requiſice for his relief. 'Tis often very inhuman to de

cline ſuch trouble or expence, and that in proportion
to the greatneſs of the ſufferer's diſtreſs.
In ſeveral di
grees .

3 . Men of eminent virtue have ſtill a more ſacred

claim to more important good offices, and every vir
tuous heart is ſenſible of a deeper obligation to ſuch
offices, even where one has received no previous fa

vours from them. Such men have a right to be recei
ved into the more near attachments or friendſhip of
the virtuous, and to their good offices in promoting
them to the higher ſtations, where they may do more

publick good by the exerciſe of their virtues. To
this we are obliged by the more extenſive virtuous af

fections which regard the publick intereſt.
To ſocial wor
Jip.

4. Every perſon diſpoſed to piety, and willing to
improve in it, has a like right to be admitted into any
religious fociety or inſtitution, that he may improve
† Officia inoxiae utilitatis,

I
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by the inſtructions and devotions of the ſociety; pro- Chap. s.
vided that he does not forfeit this right by any im
pious or immoral tenets or practices, which make it
opprobrious to the ſociety to entertain him .

5. Perſons in diſtreſs, who are not made unworthy To charity.
of the liberality of good men by their ſloth or vices,
ſhould not be excluded from it ; nor ſhould the libe

rality of good men, who incline to exerciſe it toward

them, be reſtrained, unleſs more worthy objects in
greater orequal diſtreſs are unprovided.
V. In liberality and munificence the importance of theimportan:a

any gift to the receiver is in a joint proportion to theliberality.
value of the gift and his indigence ; and the real loſs
to the giver is in proportion to the ſaid value, and

to his wealth inverſely: that is, the greater his wealth
is, the leſs will an honeſt heart feel the want of what
it gives : and that ſenſe of loſs which a poor covetous
wretch may have about a trifle is not to be regarded.
The virtue of any donation is , in the ſame manner,
directly as the value of the gift, and inverſely as the
wealth of the giver, as far as men can diſcern it by
external evidence; as thus the ſtrength of ſome gene

rous affection above the ſelfiſh is manifeſtly diſplayed.
The addition made to the happineſs of the indi

gent may be incomparably greater than the diminu
tion of that of the donor, where the donor is wealthy:

and this ſhews that perſons in ſuch circumſtances are
chiefly obliged to liberality. But there is no determi
nation canbe made of the preciſe quantity or pro

portion a good man ſhould give. The different at
VOL . I.
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Book II. tachments in life, the numbers of the indigent, and
the degrees of their diſtreſſes, make different quanti
ties and proportions reaſonable at different times.

Laws fixing a certain quantity, orproportion to the
wealth of the giver, would be unreaſonable; and would
much abate the beauty of ſuch actions. Liberality

would then appear like paying a tax, or diſcharging

a legal debt. Spectators could conclude nothing a
bout the honourable or generous diſpoſition of the
giver, and liberality would ceaſe to be a bond of love,
eſteem , or gratitude.
Vece arv caut.

Several prudent cautions and general rules are de
livered about liberality. Firſt, that it be not hurtful

to the morals of the object, under a falſe ſhew of ad
vantage, by encouraging them in Noth, meanneſs of

temper, or any vicious diſpoſitions; and again, that it
be not ſo immoderate as to exhauſt its own fountain,
and prevent the like for the future when more wor

thy objects may occur ; or incapacitate the donor for
other offices of life coward thoſe whom he may be
Trl, to te preo
feried .

more ſacredly obliged to ſupport.
When many claim relief or ſupport from us at
once, and we are not capable of affording it to them
all ; we ſhould be determined by theſe four circum

ſtances chiefly, (tho' ſome more remote ones of a pub
lick nacure in ſome caſes may for the general intereſt
be preferred) “ the dignity or moral worth of the
objects; the degrees of indigence ; the bonds of af
fečtion, whether from tyes of blood, or prior friend
76

ſhip ; and the prior good offices we have received
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“ from them .” The more of theſe which conſpire in Chap. 5.
any perſon, our obligation to aſſiſt him is the more
ſacred. Virtuous parents in diſtreſs are recommended

by all theſe circumſtances in the firſt place. The eyes
of blood next recommend our offspring and kinſmen .

And next to them the eyes of gratitude ſhould ordi
narily take place, nay ſometimes be preferred to the
tyes of blood. And when other circumſtances are e
qual, the more virtuous ſhould be preferred to thoſe
of leſs virtue * .

Tho' the duties of mere humanity to perſons un
der no ſpecial attachment ſhould give place to the

more ſpecial tyes, yet when they can be diſcharged,

I

conſiſtently with more ſacred duties, they have great
moral beauty,and are ofmore general importance,than
one at firſt imagines. Such offices raiſe high gratitude,
and by the example encourage themore extenſive af
fections: they give amiable impreſſions of a whole na
tion, nay of the human ſpecies. Thus courteſy and

hoſpitality to ſtrangers, a general civility and obliging.
neſs of deportment, even to perſons unknown, are
juſtly eſteemed high evidences of ſweetneſs of temper,

and are the more lovely, that they are unſuſpected of
intereſted views.

VI. The duties of gratitude naturally follow thoſe Claims of grada
of liberality, and are alſo exceedingly uſeful; as the
tude.

neglect of them is very pernicious. The prevailing

of gratitude encourages every generous diſpoſition,
and gives lovely impreſſions of mankind. The truly
• Sce Cicero de offic. 1. i. c. 14, 15 , 16, 17 , 18.
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from its own ſweet diſpoſitions and natural impulſe
to exerciſe them, whatever returns are made. Ic has

its main end when it acts its part well. But the lower

virtues of others are diſcouraged by ingratitude: and
the ungrateful are the common enemies of all the
indigent, as they diſcourage liberality, and as far as

they can, dry up the fountain whence the indigent
are to be ſupplied.

No preciſe meaſures can be fixed for returns of
gratitude, more than for liberality. Equality to thebe
nefits received wouldin many caſes be too much,and in

inany too little. A kind grateful heart with common
prudence is to itſelf the true meaſure, as the liberal

mindmuſt deviſe liberal things. There is the ſame rea

fon againſtpreciſe laws in this caſe, as in liberality.
There is a general obligation of gratitude upon
us all, toward thoſe who have done any generous or
uſeful ſervices to any valuable part of mankind, that
we ſhould eſteem and honour them, and promote their

intereſts, and give them juſt praiſe, one ſweet reward
to noble minds, protecting their characters againſt en

vy and detraction. Such conduct encourages every
generous diſpoſition , and excites men to imitate ſuch
as are eminently virtuous. The hopes ofhonour over
ballance thoſe diſadvantages and loſſes which often
deter men ofweaker virtue from any gencrous deſigns.
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VI.

The adventitious RightS, REAL and PERSONAL ,
PROPERTY or DOMINION .

Dventitious rights are next to be conſidered , Rights realand
and they are either real, “ when the right ter-perjo i.
“ minates upon ſomecertain goods;" or perſonal,when

I.

“ the right terminates upon a perſon, without any

“ more ſpecial claim upon one part of his goods than
“ another.” In perſonal rights our claim is to ſome
preſtation, or ſome value, leaving it to the perfon o
bliged to make up this value out of any part of his
goods he pleafes.

Of real rights the chief is property conſtituted in
theſe things which are of ſome uſe in life. As to the
origin of it,wefirſt inquire into thegeneral' right which
mankind have to the uſe of things inanimate, and the

lower animals ; and then into that property which one
man may have in certain things to the excluſion of
others from all uſe of them .

H. As the inferior animals are led by their appe . Tie right to

tites and inſtincts, without any capacity of conſide-"re creatures in
ring the notions of right or wrong, to uſe ſuch fruits
of the earth as their ſenſes recommend and their ap
animate,

petites crave for their fupport, mankind would pro
bably at firſt act the like part, without conſidering
the point of right, and that from the like inſtincts.
When they attained to the knowledge of a wiſe and

good God,the creator of all theſe curious forms,and
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Book II. to the notions of right, they would ſoon diſcover that
Vit was the will of God that they ſhould uſe the ina

nimate products of the earth for their ſupport or more

comfortable ſubſiſtence,and that they had a right thus

to uſe them,from the following obvious reaſons. They
would perceive their own ſpecies to be the moſt excel
lent creatures that could be ſupported by them , that
without this ſupport they muſt ſoon periſh in a mi
ſerable manner ; that their inſtincts and ſenſes were

plainly deſtined to lead them into the uſe of them ;
that the inſtincts of lower animals, who had no fupe
rior powers to reſtrain them , plainly ſhewed the ina

nimate things to be deſtined for the ſupport of ani
mals; that theſe forms, however curious and beauti
ful, muſt ſoon periſh of their own accord, and return

to the common maſs of earth without anſwering any
ſuch valuable purpoſe as ſupporting animal -life and
increaſing its happineſs; that to things inanimate all

ſtates are alike, and no diminution orincreaſe of hap
pineſs is occaſioned by any changes which befal them,
except as they are ſubfervient to things animated.
Theſe conſiderations would clearly ſhew that a great

increaſe of happineſs and abatement of miſery in the
whole muſt enſue upon animals uſing for their ſup

port the inanimate fruits of the earth ; and that con
fequently it is right they ſhould uſe them , and the in
tention of their Creator.

A new created pair indeed could ſcarce ſubſiſt even
in the fineſt climates, without a place cultivated for
them artificially, and ſtored with fruits ready for their

7
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ſubſiſtence. Their firſt days muſt be anxious and dan- Chap. 6 .
gerous, unleſs they were inſtructed about the fruits

proper for their uſe, the natures of animals around
them, the changes of ſeaſons, and the arts of ſhelter

and ſtoring up for the future. They would not need
a revelation to teach them their right, but would need
one to teach them how to uſe it.

III. The right to uſe inferior animals is not ſoob- The right to uſe
vious, and here inſtruction would be more neceſſary,
if there was early any need to uſe them ; and yet rea
the lower anim

ſon would pretty foon teach one the right of mankind

in this matter. A rational being, whohad notions of
right and wrong, and in ſome diſtreſs needed the la

bours or other uſe of creatures ſo much inferior in dig

nity, being conſcious of his natural power by means of
reaſon to make ſuch creatures ſubſervient to his ſup

port and happineſs, would readily preſume upon his
right, and a little further reflection would confirm

his preſumption.
'Tis true theſe creatures are capable of ſomehap-preme
Menpartofthe
the fir

pineſs and miſery; their ſufferings naturally move ourfulem.
compaſſion; we approve relieving them in many caſes,

and muſt condemn all unneceſſary cruelty toward
them as ſhewing an inhuman temper. Could we ſub

fiſt fufficiently happy without diminiſhing the caſe or
pleaſure of inferior animals, it would be cruel and

unjuſt to create to them any needleſs toil or ſuffering,
or to diminiſh their happineſs. But the human ſpe
cies is capable of incomparably greater happineſs or
miſery: the external ſenſes of brutes may be equally,
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Book II. or more acute, butmen have ſuperior ſenſes or powers

of enjoyment or ſuffering; they have ſublimer plea
ſures by the imagination , by knowledge, by more ex
tenſive and laſting ſocial affections, and ſympathy, by

their moral ſenſe, and that of honour. Their reaſon
and reflection collect joys and ſorrows , glory and

ſhame, from events paſt and future, affecting others
as well as themſelves ; whereas brutes are much con

fined to what at preſent affects their ſenſes. Thus
mankind are plainly the ſupreme part in the animal
ſyſtem of this earth .
The riglt to
the labours of
beaſts.

Now ſuppoſe an impartial governor, regarding all

animals in proportion to theirdignity, and aiming at
the beſt ſtate of all : ſuppoſe the higheſt ſpecies, man

kind, multiplying ſo faſt that neither the natural fruits

of the earth,nor thoſe procuredby theirown labour, are
ſufficient for their maintenance; and that they are op

preſſed with immoderate toil and anxiety, as they muſt
be without the aſſiſtance of brute animals .

In this

caſe men could give no aid to the tamer ſpecies of

brutes in defending them againſt favage beaſts,in pro
viding clear paſtures, or ſtoring forage for the winter:
the camer kinds muſt generally periſh. Some of theſe
kinds, by their greater ſtrength , could bear any given
quantity of labour, or effect certain works, with far

leſs pain than men ; and by want of forethought and
reflection would ſuffer much leſs by any labour. By
their aſſiſtance men might obtain a great increaſe of

happineſs, and be freed from evils much ſuperior to
thoſe labours impoſed on the beaſts. Men could thus
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have leiſure, and it would become their intereſt, to Chap. 6.

defend and provide for their fellow -labourers, and to

incourage their propagating. Here is plainly a well
ordered complex ſyſtem , with a proper connexion and
ſubordination of parts for the common good of all.

It tends to the good of the whole ſyſtem that as great
a part as poſſible of the feverer labours uſeful to the

whole be caſt upon that part of the ſyſtem to which
it is a ſmaller evil, and which is incapable of higher

offices requiring art and reaſon : while the higher
part, relieved from ſuch toil , gains leiſure for nobler

offices and enjoyments of which it alone is capable ;
and can give the neceſſary ſupport and defence to

the inferior. Thus by human dominion over the
brutes, when prudently and mercifully exerciſed, the
tameable kinds are much happier, and human life ex

ceedingly improved. And this ſufficiently ſhews it to
be juſt
But if after all this, men and other animals mul- Beaßis no rights
valil again ?

tiply ſo faſt, that there is not ſufficient food for their
ſuſtenance; it plainly tends to the good of the whole
ſyſtem , that when both the nobler and the meaner
kinds cannot ſufficiently ſubſiſt and multiply, that the
nobler ſhould rather be increaſed : and periſhing by
violence, by want of food, or any other cauſe which
can be foreſeen, is a greater evil to the kinds endued

with fore-thought, than to thoſe who feel only the
preſent pain. The brutes therefore can have noright
or property valid againſt mankind, in any thing ne
ceſſary for human ſupport. Had God intended for
Vol . I.
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Book II. brutes any ſuch right to any parts of the earth, or
any goods they once poſſeſſed , fo as to exclude men

in their greateſt indigence of ſuch things ; this would
have been a right oppoſite to the greateſt good of
the ſyſtem , which is abſurd . He would certainly have

given to brutes fome fagacity to have marked out
their bounds, to have made known their claims, and
treated with men about them .
Brilles ray baze

And yet brutes may very juſtly be ſaid to have a

rights. right that no uſeleſs pain or miſery ſhould be inflic
ted on them . Men have intimations of this right, and

of their own correſponding obligation, by their ſenſe
of picy. 'Tis płainly inhuman and immoral to create
to brutes any uſeleſs torment,or to deprive them of any
ſuch natural enjoyments as do not interfere with the
intereſts of men. 'Tis true brutes have no notion of

right or of moral qualities : but infants are in the
fame caſe, and yet they have their rights, which the
adule are obliged to maintain. Not to mention that

frequent cruelty to brutes may produce fuch a bad
habit of mind as may break out in like treatment of
our fellows.

IV. But if mankind fo increaſe that all their la
= erher uſe ofbours, even with the aſſiſtance of that of beaſts, can
asinis.
Riglots of men

not procure them ſufficient fupport; 'tis plain they
can ſpare no labour for the defence of fuch tameable
kinds as are unfit for labour, unleſs they obtained from
them fome other uſe: ſuch kinds muſt be baniſhed

from all cultivated lands, and be expoſed to ſavage
bcaſts, and to the winter colds and famine. It mult
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therefore be for the intereſt of thoſe kinds that men Chap. 6.

ſhould make any other advantage they can from them

by their milk or wool, or any other way, which might
purchaſe to them human defence and protection.By
this means theſe creatures ſhall have an happier and a
longer life, and ſhall be more encreaſed.
But if mankind ſo increaſe, that all this uſe of liv. Rightfortouſethem
food ,

ing animals is not ſufficient, men muſt exclude from
their care all ſuch animals as yield no ſuch uſe; un
leſs ſome other uſe of them is found out to engage
and compenſate human care about them, they muſt

be left to periſh miſerably in deſarts and mountains

by ſavage beaſts, or by want of forage: ſince many of
the tameable kinds multiply beyond all neceſſity for
any uſes men can derive from them during their lives:
nature here points out another uſe ; as we ſee many
animal kinds led by their inſtincts to feed upon the
fleſh of other animals . Thoſe of the inferior ſpecies
thus deſtined for food to the ſuperior, enjoy life and

lenſe and pleaſure for ſome time, and at laſt periſh as
eaſily as by old age, winter-cold, or famine. The

earth and animals muſt have had quite different conſti

tutions, otherways theſe ſeemingevils could not have
been prevented. The ſuperior orders muſt have had

ſome food provided :'tis better this food be animated
for ſome time, and have ſome low ſenſe and enjoy
ment, than be wholly inſenſible, and only ſubſervient
to nouriſh animals. Theſe lower orders alſo during

their lives may do conſiderable ſervice in the world,
as naturaliſts obſerve that the ſmaller inſects, the ora
Rr 2
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Book II. dinary prey of birds and fiſhes, by feeding on ail pu
trefaction, prevent the corruption of the air, and thus
1

are uſeful to the whole ſyſtem .

It would be the intereſt of an animal ſyſtem that
the nobler kinds ſhould be increaſed, tho’ it dimi
niſhed the numbers of the lower. A violent death

by the hands of men may be a much leſs cvil to
the brutes than they muſt otherways have endured,
and that much earlier too, had they been excluded
from human care. By this uſe of them for food

men are engaged to make their lives eaſier and to
encourage their propagation . They are defended
and fed by human art, their numbers increaſed , and
their deaths may be eaſier ; and human life made

agreeable in thoſe countries which otherways muſt
have been deſolate. Thus the intention of nature to

ſubject the brute animals to men for food is abun

dantly manifeſt, and its tendency to the general good
of the ſyſtem ſhews that men have a right to make
this uſe of them .

If all theſe reaſonings did not foon occur to men,

'tis probable they had not foon any need of the fleſh
of animals. When they nceded it, their own fagacity
might diſcover their right. And yet this right is ſo
oppoſite to the natural compaſſion of the human heart
that one cannot think an expreſs grant of it by reve

lation was ſuperfluous.*
* This point is ſo little debated in theſe

that many great rests and nations, at

Northern nations that theſe reaſonings this day, deny this right ofmankind. And
may ſeem necdleſs. But 'tis well known, I some great names among ourſelves lave
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V. We next conſider the right of private property Chap. 6.
which one man may have excluſive of his fellow -men .
pro
And here firſt, the natural appetites and deſires of therightof
perly,
men lead each one to take ſuch things as are fit for

preſent uſe, and yet lye in common, with full perſua
ſion of his right, if he has attained to moral notions ;
as he ſees that ſuch things are deſtined for the uſe

of men, and none of his fellows have obtained any
prior right to them, to preclude him from uſing them .
He muſt eaſily ſee too, ſhould another take from him

what he had thus occupied, that, beſide obſtructing'
his natural and innocent deſign for his own ſupport,
which muſt appear odious, as it is ill-natured ; ſuch
practice obtaining among men muſt ſubject them to
the greateſt miſery. What one man now occupies,

another without any preferable claim deprives him of:
a third perſon may in like manner deprive him of
what he next occupies ; he may in like manner be a

gain defeated by a fourth: and thus the whole grant
made to him by God and nature of the inferior crea

tures for his ſupport, might be defeated by the ill
nature and injuſtice of his neighbours, without any
neceſſity; ſince theſe neighbours might by their own

diligence provide for themſelves, without interfering
with his acquiſitions. Thus the firſt impulſes of na
ture toward ſupporting ourſelves,or thoſe who are dear

to us, point out the right of the firſt occupant to ſuch

things asare fit for preſent uſe. The obſtructing this ,
alledged that without revelation , or an ex they were folid, would make any grant of
preſs grant from God , we would have had it by revelation appear incredible.
po ſuch right . Their reaſons indeed, if
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Book II. innocent deſign muſt appear morally evil, as it is ill
natured to hinder any man to take his natural ſup
port from the things granted for this purpoſe by God

and nature, while others can otherways ſupport them

ſelves. And reflection upon the general tendency of
ſuch practice further confirms this right. Theſe con
ſiderations eſtabliſh the firſt rule of property , that

.

things fit for preſent uſe the firſt occupier ſhould en
joy undiſturbed .” The accident of firſt occupation
may be a trifling difference; but a trifle may deter
mine the right to one ſide, when there is no conſide
ration to weigh againſt it on the other.t
The difficulties upon this ſubject ariſe from ſome
Confuſed noti confuſed imagination that property is ſome phyſical
ons on this ſub
ject.
quality or relation produced by ſome action of men .
Whereas in our inquiries about the original of proper
ty, we only mean to diſcover what conſiderations or

circumſtances ſhew it to be morally good orinnocent
that a perſon ſhould enjoy the full uſeof certain things,
and thatit would evidence an immoral affection in ano
ther to hinder him. Now from the natural deſires of
men , of which we are all conſcious, and from the ma

nifeſt intention of nature, it muſt appear immoral,
cruel, or inhumanly felfiſh , to hinder any man to uſe
+ By occupation is underſtood fome at once occupy the ſame thing, one by
times firſt diſcovering by the eye, ſome- firſt diſcovering, another by touching with
times touching with the hand, ſometimes

his hand, a third by any other method,

ſecuring by any inſtrument, ſuch goods as they ſhould naturally be deemed joint pro
before were common . 'Tis always immo prietors . Where the deſign of one was
ral, when we can ſupport ourſelves other. ' previouſly known, 'tis immoral and unjult

ways, to defeat any innocent deſign of for another, without neceſſity, to provent
another. If without any delign of defeat- or intercepthis advantage.
sing the attempts ofothers, ſeveral perſons
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any goods formerly common, which he has firſt occu- Chap. 6.

pied, while there remains abundance of other things
which others may occupy for their own ſupport. And

ſuch defeating of the firſt occupiers muſt give per
petual occaſion for the moſt deſtructive paſſions and
contentions.

Before mankind were much increaſed, if the regi- Natural res.

ons they poſſeſſed were ſo very fruitful and mild that of aprivate
there was plenty of all conveniencies without any un

eaſy labour, there was little occaſion for any further
rules of property. Butas the world is at preſent, and

as mankind are multiplied, theproduct of the earth,
without great labour, is not ſufficient to maintain one
hundredth part of them . Paſtures for cattle as well

as corn are plainly owing to human labour, ſince al
moſt all lands would grow into woods unfit even for
paſture, were it not for the culture of man . The

very ſubſiſtence therefore of our ſpecics, as well as all
our agreeable conveniences, require an univerſal la
borious induſtry. Nature hath given to all men ſome

ingenuity and active powers, anda diſpoſition to ex
ert them : and each man has not only ſelfiſh deſires

toward his own happineſs and the means of it, but
fome tender generous affections in the feveral relati
ons of life.

We are all conſcious of ſome ſuch dif

poſitions in ourſelves, and juſtly conclude that o
thers have the like.

We know that thefe are the

ordinary ſprings of the activity of mankind in em
ploying their labour to cultivate the earth , or procure
things uſeful in human life. We all feel a ſenſe of
1

1
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natured to hinder any man to take his natural fup
port from the things granted for this purpoſe by God

and nature, while others can otherways ſupport them
felves. And reflection upon the general tendency of
ſuch practice further confirms this right. Theſe con
ſiderations eſtabliſh the firſt rule of property, that
“ things fit for preſent uſe the firſt occupier ſhould en

joy undiſturbed." The accident of firſt occupation
may be a trifling difference; but a trifle may deter
mine the right to one ſide, when there is no conſide
ration to weigh againſt it on the other.t
The difficulties upon this ſubject ariſe from ſome
·onsConfuſed
noti confuſed imagination that property is ſome phyſical
on this juba
geft.
quality or relation produced by ſome action of men.
Whereas in our inquiries about the original of proper

.

ty, we only mean to diſcover what conſiderations or

circumſtances ſhew it to be morally good or innocent
that a perſon ſhould enjoy the full uſe of certain things,
and thatit would evidence an immoral affection in ano
ther to hinder him. Now from the natural deſires of

men, of which we are all conſcious, and from the ma

nifeſt intention of nature, it muſt appear immoral,
cruel, or inhumanly ſelfiſh , to hinder any man to uſe
+ By occupation is underſtood fome- at once occupy the ſame thing, one by
times firſt diſcovering by the eye, ſome firſt diſcovering, another by touching with
times touching with the hand, fometimes his hand, a third by any other method,

fecuring by any inſtrument, ſuch goods as

they ſhould naturally be deemed joint pro

before were common . 'Tis always immo- prietors. Where the deſign of one was
ral, when we can ſupport ourſelves other previouſly known, 'tis immoraland unjuſt
ways , to defeat any innocent deſign of , for another , without neceſſity , to provent
another. If without any deſign of defeat- or intercept his advantage.
zing the attempts ofothers, ſeveral perſons

1
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any goods formerly common, which he has firſt occu- Chap. 6.
pied, while there remains abundance of other things
which othersmay occupy for their own ſupport. And

ſuch defeating of the firſt occupiers muſt give per
petual occaſion for the moſt deſtructive paſſions and
contentions .

Before mankind were much increaſed, if the regi- Natural res.
ons they poſſeſſed were ſo very fruitful and mild that of a private

there was plenty of all conveniencies without any un
eaſy labour, there was little occaſion for any further
rules of property. But as the world is at preſent, and

as mankind are multiplied, the product of the earth,
without great labour, is not ſufficient to maintain one
hundredth part of them . Paſtures for cattle as well
as corn are plainly owing to human labour, ſince al
moſt all lands would grow into woods unfit even for

paſture, were it not for the culture of man.

The

very ſubſiſtence therefore of our ſpecies, as well as all

our agreeable conveniences, require an univerſal la
borious induſtry. Nature hath given to all men ſome

ingenuity and active powers, and a diſpoſition to ex
ert them : and each man has not only ſelfiſh deſires
toward his own happineſs and the means of it, but
fome tender generous affections in the feveral relati
ons of life. We are all conſcious of ſome ſuch dif

poſitions in ourſelves , and juſtly conclude that o
thers have the like.

We know that thefe are the

ordinary ſprings of the activity of mankind in em
ploying their labour to cultivate the earth,or procure
things uſeful in human life. We all feel a ſenſe of
1
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to our own inclinations, and to gratify our own af
fections, whether ſelfiſh, or generous : we have a deep
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reſentment of any obſtruction given to theſe natural
deſires and endeavours ; while accompanied with a
ſenſe of innocence or a conſciouſneſs of being void
of all injurious intention, and we muſt diſapprove it
as unkind and cruel, where no important publick in
tereſt requires it, whether we meet with it ourſelves,

or ſee others thus oppoſed in their innocent deſigns.
From theſe ſtrong feelings in our hearts we diſcover
the right of property that each one has in the fruits

ofhis own labour; that is, we muſt approve the ſecu
ring them to him, where no publick intereſ requires
the contrary ; and muſt condemn as cruel, unfociable,
and oppreſſive, all depriving men of the uſe and free
diſpoſal of what they have thus occupied and culti
vated , according to any innocent inclination of their
hearts .
Reaſons of com

If we extend our views further and conſider what

snen interef. the common intereſt of ſociety may require, we ſhall

find the right of property further confirmed. Univer
ſal induſtry is plainly neceſſary for the ſupport ofman
kind ., Tho' men are naturally active, yet their activity

would rather turn toward the lighter and pleaſanter
exerciſes, than the ſlow, conſtant, and intenſe labours
requiſite to procure the neceſſaries and conveniences
of life, unleſs ſtrong motives are preſented to engage
chem to theſe feverer labours. Whatever inſtitution

therefore ſhall be found neceſſary to promote univer
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ſal diligence and patience, and make labour agreeable Chap. 6.
or eligible to mankind, muſt alſo tend to the publick

good; and inſtitutions or practices which diſcourage
induſtry muſt be pernicious to mankind . Now no

thing can fo effectually excite men to conſtant pati

ence and diligence in all ſorts of uſeful induſtry, as
the hopes of future wealth, eaſe, and pleaſure to them
ſelves, their offspring, and all who are dear to them,
and of ſome honour too to themſelves on account of

their ingenuity, and activity, and liberality. Alltheſe
hopes are preſented to men by ſecuring to every one
the fruits of his own labours, that he may enjoy them,
or diſpoſe of them as he pleaſes. If they are not thus
ſecured, one has no other motive to labour than the

general affection to his kind, which is commonly much
weaker than the narrower affections to our friends and

relations, not to mention the oppoſition which in this
caſe would be given by moſt of the ſelfiſh ones .

Nay the moſt extenſive affections could ſcarceen, se extensiveej?
gage a wiſe man to induſtry, if no property enſued fcitions.
upon it. He muſt ſee that univerſal diligence is ne

ceſſary. Diligence will never be univerſal, unleſs men's
own neceſſities, and the love of families and friends,
excite them. Such as are capable of labour, and yet
decline it, ſhould find no ſupport in the labours of

others . If the goods procured, or improved by the
induſtrious lye in common for the uſe of all, the worſt
of men have the generous and induſtrious for their
ſlaves. The moſt benevolent temper muſt decline ſup
porting the ſlothful in idleneſs, that their own neceſ
Vol . I.

SS
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Book II.

ſities may

force them to contribute their part for the

publick good. Thus both the immediate feelings of
our hearts, and the conſideration of the general ince
reſt, ſuggeſt this law of nature, “ that each one ſhould

“ have the free uſe and diſpoſal of what he has ac
quired by his own labour; and this is proper
ty ,

which may

be defined, when it is unlimited,

66

a

right to the fulleſt uſe of any goods, and to diſpoſe
“ of them as one pleaſes."

VI. Theſe reaſons for property , from the general
intereſt ofſociety requiring univerſal diligence, would
not hold if a wiſe political conſtitution could compel

How communi.
ey could be tole .
ralli.

all men to bear their part in labour, and then make

a wiſely proportioned diſtribution of all that was ac
quired, according to the indigence, or merit of the
citizens. But the other reaſons would ſtill hold from

the natural ſenſe of liberty, and the tender natural af
fections. Such conſtant vigilance too of magiſtrates,
and ſuch nice diſcernment of merit, as could enſure

both an univerſal diligence, and a juſt and humane
diſtribution, is not to be expected . Nay, no confidence

of a wiſe diſtribution by magiſtrates can ever make
any given quantity of labour be endured with ſuch

pleaſure and hearty good-will, as when each man is
the diſtributer of what he has acquired among thoſe

he loves . What magiſtrate can judge of the delicate
ties of friendſhip, by which a fine ſpirit may be ſo at
tached to another as to bear all toils for him with

joy ? Why ſhould we exclude ſo much of the lovelieſt

offices of life, ofliberality and beneficence, and grate
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ful returns; leaving men ſcarce any room for exerci- CHAP. 6.

ſing them in the diſtribution of their goods? And
what plan of polity will ever ſatisfymen ſufficiently as
to the juſt treatment to be given themſelves, and all
who are peculiarly dear to them, out of the common

ſtock, if all is to depend on the pleaſure of magi.
ſtrates, and no private perſon allowed any exerciſe of
his own wiſdom or diſcretion in ſome of the moſt ho

nourable and delightful offices of life ? Muſt all men
in private ſtations ever be treated as children, or fools?
The inconveniencies ariſing from property , which tle faultsin

Plato and Sir Thomas More endeavour to avoid by diehuines of
the ſchemes of community, are not ſo great as thoſe

which muſt enſue upon community ; and moſt of them
may be prevented where property is allowed with all
its innocent pleaſures, bya cenſorial power, and pro
per laws about education, teſtaments, and ſucceflion .

Plato * indeed conſiſtently with his ſcheme of commu
nity takes away all knowlege of the particular tyes of
blood as much as poſſible , and all the tender affecti

ons founded on them, at leaſt among thoſe of the
higheſt order in his ſtate. He is indeed unjuſtly charged

with indulging any diſſoluteinclinations of thoſe men:
but it ſeems too arrogant in that fine genius to at

tempt an overturning the manifeſt conſtitution of the
Creator, and to root outwhat is ſo deeply fixed in the
human ſoul; vainly preſuming to contrive ſomething
better than the God ofnaturehas ordered. The more

extenſive affections will never give the generality of
See book iii . c . I.
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Book II. men ſuch ardors, nor give them ſuch enjoyments,
without particular affections, as are plainly neceſſary

in our conſtitution to diligenceand happineſs. Leav
ing a place for all the particular bonds of nature, but
keeping them in due ſubjection to the more noble
affections, will anſwer better all the ends of policy and
morals : and ſuch ſchemes as his will never be found

practicable among creatures of our conſtitution .
CH A P. VII.

The MEANS of acquiring PROPERTY. How far it
extends, in what Subjects it reſides.

ROPERTY is either original or derived. The
I. PRO
original is that which is acquired by firſt occu
pation and culture : the derived , is what is obtained

from ſome former proprietor.
Decupation and
culture
7.2015

the

The general reaſons for property are already ex
plained, and ſhew the original means ofacquiring it,

viz. occupation, and labour employed in cultivating.

But to apprehend the natural grounds of property
more fully, we may obſerve, that men are naturally
ſolicitous about their own future intereſts, and thoſe

of ſuch as are dear to them, as well as their preſent

intereſts; and may be miſerable amidſt preſent plen
ty, if they have no probable aſſurance as to futurity.

Again, a great part of thoſe things which yield the
greateſt and moſt laſting uſe in human life after they
are improved , require a long previous courſe of la
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bour to make them uſeful. Now no man would em- Chap. 7...
ploy ſuch labour upon them without ſome ſecurity for

the future enjoyment of the advantages they afford.

'Tis neceſſary therefore that acontinual property, be
yond all poſſible preſent conſumption, ſhould enſue

upon the culture a man has employed upon things
formerly common. Of this kind are flocks, herds,

gardens, vineyards, fruit-trees, arable grounds, on
paſtures.

II. Since property thus ariſesfrom firſt occupation when it com .
mences .

of things ready for preſent uſe, and labour employed

in cultivating goodswhich require it ; we juſtly look
upon property as begun, as ſoon as any perſon, with a
view to acquire, undertakes any cultivation of what
was common, or any labour previouſly requiſite to cul
tivation or occupation . And the property is complea

ted when he has occupied, begun his culture, and

marked out how far he deſigns to extend it by him
ſelf, or thoſe whom he obtains to aſſiſt him. 'Tis not

always neceſſary that we have arrived at or touched
the goods occupied. Every ſtep taken which is of con
ſequence to this end, † by which goods are made rea
dier, or more ſecured for human uſe than they were

formerly, gives us a right not to be prevented by o.
thers; and it is unjuſt in another to intercept or pre
vent our enjoying the fruits of our innocent la

bours which we have begun and perſiſt in. He who
wounded or tired out any wild creature in the chace,
† Propius humanis ufibus admocentur,
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Book II ſo that it becomes an eaſy prey, and continues the
purſuit; or has entangled it in a net, has a property
begun, and is wronged by any whointercept his prey,
or fruſtrate his labours. One who has fitted out ſhips
for a deſcent upon unoccupied lands, towards the oc

cupation of which no previous labour has been em

ployed by others, would be wronged if another hear
ing of the deſign made greater diſpatch and preven
ted him, and afterwards refuſed to make a diviſion.

Nay had one without knowing the former's deſign,
arrived firſt, he could not juſtly exclude him who ar
rived later, from a ſhare of the land thus lying in com
How far it may
be extended.

mon , if it was ſufficient for the purpoſes of both .
III. But as property is conſtituted to encourage
and reward induſtry, it can never be ſo extended as to
prevent or fruſtrate the diligence of mankind. No
perſon or ſociety therefore can by mere occupation ac
quire ſuch a right in a vaſt tract of land quite beyond
their power to cultivate, as ſhall exclude others who

may want work, or ſuſtenance for their numerous
hands , from a ſhare proportioned to the colonies they
can fend. Thus it would be vain for a private man

with his domeſticks to claim a property , upon the

circumſtance of his having firſt diſcovered or arrived
at it, in a country capable of maintaining ten thou
ſand families, and requiring ſo many to cultivate it.
Equally vain would it be in a nation of eight or ten

millions of ſouls to claim, upon the like foundation,
a property in a vaſt continent capable of maintaining
three times that number ; as no nation can ſend a
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third part of their people for colonies in one age. Chap. 7.
ſuch capricious claims, beyond all poſſible uſe or con
veniency of the claimants, muſt not keep large tracts
of the earth defolate, and exclude nations too populous
from obtaining for ſome of their people that uſe of
the earth which God intended for mankind. At this

rate the caprice or vain ambition of one ſtate might

keep half the earth defolate, and oppreſs the reſt of
mankind.

Nay, as we ſhall ſhew hereafter, that ſome publickinAgrariw
Laws
natural libero
intereſts of ſocieties may juſtify ſuch Agrarian Laws».
as put a ſtop to the immoderate acquiſitions of pri
vate citizens which may prove dangerous to the ſtate,
tho’ they be made without any particular injury ; the
fame or like reaſons may hold as to acquiſitionsmade
by private men in natural liberty, or by ſtates and na
tions. If any acquiſition is dangerous to the liberty and

independency of a neighbourhood, or of neighbouring

ſtates, theſe neighbours have a right either to defeat it
altogether, or compell the proprietor to give ſufficient
ſecurity for the ſafety of all around him . This would

be the caſe if one had occupied a narrow paſs, with the
adjacent lands; or the lands ſurrounding a fountain
neceſſary to a whole neighbourhood, or a ſtrait ſound,
ſo that he could ſtop all communication and trade of
multitudes with each other.

But of theſe leſs ordi

nary rights we ſhall treat hereafter.

If it be inquired what is the reaſonable time to be
allowed to a family or a ſtare for cultivating the lands
they pretend to occupy, 'tis plain they may occupy
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tivate. Private perſons may obtain more ſervants,
and a ſtate may ſend new colonies or new ſupplies of
men. No preciſe anſwer can be given. To limit a ſtate

to twenty or thirty years for the cultivating all they
can juſtly acquire by occupation may be too great a
reſtraint; and to allow them to keep lands unculti
yated for ſome centuries, in proſpect of their ſending

new colonies, may often be too great indulgence. The
meaſure of time muſt be different according to the

exigences of neighbouring ſtates. If none be over
charged with inhabitants, a larger time may be al

lowed. If many are overcharged, a leſs is ſufficient.
Mankind muſt not for ages be excluded from the
earth God intended they ſhould enjoy, to gratify the

vain ambition of a few who would retain what they
cannot uſe, while others are in inconvenient ſtraits.

Neighbouring ſtates, upon offering a rateable ſhare

of the charges of the firſt diſcovery and occupation,
have a right to obtain ſuch lands as the firſt diſcove
rers cannot cultivate. In this and all other controver

ſies where there is no common judge, and the parties
cannot agree by amicable conferences, the natural re
courſe is to unbiaſſed arbitrators; and ſuch as decline

Right beyond
prefent uſe.

arbitration ſhould be compelled by force.
IV. But 'tis plain that our acquiſition by labour in
any one ſort of goods may extend far beyond our own
preſent conſumption and that of our families; and

they may be ſtored up for the future : nay it may ex
tend beyond all preſent or future conſumption ; as
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we may employ the ſurplus as matter of beneficence, CAP.7.

or of barter for goods of different kinds which we

may need. Otherways each one would be obliged to
practiſe all ſorts of mechanick arts by turns, without
attaining dexterity in any ; which would be a pub
lick detriment.

The ſeveral rules of property as they obtain in na

tural liberty, like all other ſpecial lawsof nature, not
only admit exceptions in caſes of great neceſſity, but

may juſtly be altered and limited under civil polity,
as the good of the ſtate requires.

V. The origin of property above explained, ſhews are fiillcoir
atling
inor.
the reaſon why ſuch things as are inexhauſtible and
anſwer the purpoſes of all, and need no labour to
make them uſeful, ſhould remain in common to all,
as the air, the water of rivers, and the ocean, and even

ſtrait ſeas, which can give paſſage to all fhips without
being made worſe. Where the uſe is inexhauſtible,
but ſome expence is requiſite to ſecure it, this may
be a juſt reaſon for obliging all who ſhare in it to
contribute in an equitable manner ' to the neceſſary
expence, ſuch as that of light-houſes, or ſhips of force
to ſecure the ſeas from pyrates . But the property in
the ſhores on both ſides of ſuch ſtraits can give no

right to exclude any who are ready to make ſuch e
quitable contribution, from paſſing ſuch ſtraits, or
carrying on any innocent commerce with the nations
who live within them .

Where indeed the uſe of any adjacent parts of the
fea or ſhore allowed to foreigners, may endanger our
Vol.I.

Tt
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Book II. poſſeſſions, ſuch as mooring of ſhips of force in thoſe

bays which run up into theheartofa country; we may
juſtly refuſe it, unleſs ſufficientſecurity is given againſt
danger. We may likeways refuſe to others, or ex
clude them from ſuch uſe of things naturally com
mon and inexhauſtible, as would occaſion fome un

eaſy ſervitude upon our lands ; ſuch as fiſhing in rivers,
or drawing water from them through our ground, tho”

the river were not at all appropriated by us, and the
fiſhing were inexhauſtible,
Property in the
fea .

" Tis ſcarce conceivable upon what other foundati
on than compact, or conſent of neighbouring ſtates,

any one can claim any property in the ſea, or any right
in it ſuperior to that of other nations. Each nation in
deed for its own defence, ſeems to have a right to pre

vent any ſhips of force of other nations to fail ſo near

its coaſt that they could annoy any of its ſubjects in
their poſſeſſions. But this property can extendno fur

ther than a gun -ſhot. Hovering indeed without né

ceſſity upon our coaſts, tho' at a greater diſtance, may
give juſt ſuſpicion of ſome hoſtile deſign, and may be
a juſt reaſon for expoſtulation and demanding ſecu
rity, or obliging them by force to withdraw to a great
er diſtance.
Things left by

From what is ſaid we ſee abundantly, that this
notearth, and all it contains, was placed by God in that
ſtate the moraliſts call negative community, and not

Cod in negative
community,

poſitive.

poſitive. The negative is “ the ſtate of things not yet
in property , but lying open to the occupation of
any one.” Poſitive community is the “ ſtateofthings
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« in which not any individual but a whole ſociety have CHAP. 7.
“ an undivided property.” Goods in this poſitive com
munity neither any individual member of the ſociety,
nor any other, can occupy or diſpoſe of without con

ſent of the whole ſociety, or thoſe who govern it. Now

from the preceeding reaſons ’tis plain, that any man
could acquire property, and ſee his right to acquire

any thing he firſt occupied, without conſulting the
reſt of mankind; and it would be injurious in any o

ther perſon to hinder him. Thus we need not have
recourſe to any old conventions or compacts, with
Grotius and Puffendorf, in explaining the original of
property : nor to any decree or grant of our firſt pa
rents, with Filmer.

VI. All things fit for human uſe either yet remain obarla cheios
in this negative community, or are in the property of
individual men, or of ſociecies. Bona univerfitatum ,

or the goods of corporations are in the property of fo
cieties ; the tres nullius of the Civilians, viz. thingsſa
cred as temples and their utenſils, and lands for the

ſupport of religious orders, and the defraying any ex
pences of worſhip ; burial-places and what things are
employed in funeral- rites ; and places railedin or

ſecured from promiſcuous uſe, ſuch as the walls of
cities ; are all in property either of ſome larger foci
ety, or ſome family; tho' ſome ſuperſticious laws may

reſtrain the proprietors from a free and full uſe of
† Nullius funt res facrae, religioſae, et & c. where theſe three ſorts of goods are
fanétae. Quod enim divini juriseli, id nul- explained according to the notions then
lius in bonis eft. Inltit. I. ii. tit. 1. fect 7. prevailing.
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Book II.them, or from converting them to other uſes than
what they were firſt deſtined to. Theſe laws are often
very fooliſh , and founded upon ſome confuſed inex

plicable notions . All ſuch goods are truly deſigned
for the uſe of men alone. The old proprietors, who

gave them for theſe purpoſes, may have been moved
by devotion toward God to make ſuch donations for
the uſe of certain orders employed in religious offices,
or of ſocieties, to accommodate ſuch as inclined to

worſhip in theſe places ; or for the burial of their dead;
or for defence of ſocieties by fortifications. But none
of theſe lands or goods canyield any uſe to God, nor
can his rights receive any increaſe or diminution by
any deeds of men. Such donations are acceptable to
him as far as they do good to his creatures, by pro
moting their piety, virtue, and happineſs. Devotion
to God may as juſtly move men to make donations
for civil uſes to their country, or friends; and theſe

may be as wiſe and acceptable to God, as any donati
ons to uſes commonly called pious . But none thence

imagine that there is ſome myſtical quality infuſed
into ſuch goods that they cannot be applied upon wiſe
occaſions to other purpoſes.
'Tis a natural evidence of piety in any perſon or

fociety to provide whatever is requiſite to accommo

date men in publick worſhip, in proportion to the
wealth of a country. It would evidence avarice, and
want of piety, if men would not ſpare from their pri
vare uſe what is requiſite to make places of publick
worſhip ſafe, convenient, and agreeable. When they
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are mean and deſpicable in proportion to private build- Chap..7

ings, the attending there may be diſagreeable. 'Tisu
yet worſe if thoſe whoſe office itis to preſide in pub
lick worſhip, and inſtruct men in the ducies of life,
are not ſo ſupported as may enable them to attain

knowledgethemſelves, and diſcharge their uſeful of
fice. Butwhen ſufficient proviſion ismadefor all theſe

purpoſes, 'tis. folly andſuperſtition to employ that
wealth which might do more good in trade or other

civil purpoſes, either on expenſive ornaments of
churches, or on their furniture, or in ſo enriching the

inſtructors of the people as to give them avocations
from their buſineſs, or temptations to luxury, ambi
tion, and avarice; or to maintain more of them than

are requiſite. 'Tis ſtill more fooliſh to maintain men
in ſloth, or uſeleſs ways of life.

A beautiful metonymy has been artfully abuſed by Tiemistakes.
cauſesof

ſome orders commonly called religious, with the ba
ſeſt ſelfiſh purpoſes. Donations to them have been
called gifts to God, as all wiſe liberality and charity
mayjuſtly be called. But theſe donations alone which
aremade to their orders, or where they are the tru

ſtees, are called confecrations. God is proprietor of
all things alike, and can receive no gifts from men.
Donations can be made to men only. As far as they

contribute to the general happineſs of men, ſo far
they are acceptable to God, and no further. When

they are pernicious to a country in its trade, or liber
ty,

when they corrupt the clergy, as they are called,

by opportunities and temptations to luxury, tyranny,
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Book II. or avarice, they are as offenſive to God as any ſins of
ignorance can be. 'Tis wiſe and juſtin any ſtate, when
ſufficient proviſion is made for the purpoſes of reli
gion, to reſtrain or make void all further donations ;
uſ
gr
to

antss that have been obtained
reſume any eleſs grant

by fraud and impoſture, whether from the publick,

or private perſons; to free the publick from thecharge
of ſupporting uſeleſs ſtructures, or idle hands, by con
verting the ſtructures to other purpoſes, or demoliſh
ing them ; and by obliging the idle hands to purſue

ſome uſeful occupation. This muſt be acceptable fer
vice to God .

Some wild notion of conſecration or ſanctity infu
fed into ſtones, timber, metals, lands, has made men

imagine it impious to convert theſe things to other
uſes than what they once were deſtined to. And yet

'cis obvious that no religion or ſanctity can inhere in
ſuch materials. We formerly uſed them when our
minds were employed in devotion : but what then ? ſo
we did our bodies, our cloaths, our organs of ſpeech :.

muſt they never be uſed to other purpoſes? The ſu
perſticious donors perhaps ordered “ that ſuch houſes
« ſhould only be uſed for accommodating men in
worſhip, and ſuch lands for the maintenance of ſuch
as officiated in it.

But is it not folly to confine

that to one purpoſe only, which can anſwer other

purpoſes,and be noleſs fit for the purpoſe chiefly in
tended ? The ſtate has a juſt right to annulſuperſti
tious reſtrictions in any conveyances, and to make

void all ſuch conveyances as prove fooliſh or hurtful
to ſociety.
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Grant that in the confuſed imaginations ofthe vul- Chap. 6.
gar, the devotion in churches would be abated , if
they were uſed for other purpoſes in the intervals of

worſhip. Should this weakneſs be encouraged ? And
then it requires no more but that ſuch edifices while

they are uſed for worſhip ſhould not in the intervals

be uſed for other purpoſes. If the worſhippers are
as well provided with other ſtructures or utenſils, and
the inſtructors provided with other fufficient ſalaries ;

nothing hinders theſtate toapply the former ſtructures,
utenſils, or lands, to any other wiſe purpoſes. But in
the Popiſh religion the myſtery of conſecration is fo.

deeply inculcated that allthisappears impious. In
that whole inſtitution the chief part God is introdu
ced as acting, is that of a ſharping purveyor , or agent
for the religious orders, graſping at and defending
whatever they have obtained by any fraud or artifice

from the weakeſt and moſt ſuperſtitious of mankind,
for the moſt fooliſh or pernicious purpoſes.

VII. Things once in property may return again in- Theright of pra

to a ſtate of community if the proprietor quits his feription.
property by throwing them away, or deſignedly ne
glecting them : and then the next occupier may ac
quire them . If the proprietor loſt any goods unwil
lingly, but being again otherways provided, neglects
what he loſt, and puts in no claim tho' he knowswho

has found them ; a long neglect of this kind may ſuf
ficiently declare that he quitted the property, and ſo
preclude his future claim againſt the preſent poffef

for. This ſeems the only preſcription valid again .
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Book II.the old proprietor, before civil laws. There are juſt
U reaſons whycivil laws ſhould introduce other rules of

preſcription, partly to engage the ſubjects to proper
care about their goods and claims in due time while

they can be aſcertained; partly becauſe in a long tract
of undiſturbed poſſeſſion againſt ſome latent titles,
goods may be transferred upon valuable conſiderati
ons to fair purchaſers, or be for like conſiderations

ſubjected to ſettlements and entails and mortgages,
which cannot be ſet aſide without great injuries to
innocent perſons; and partly to exclude artful and
undiſcoverable frauds, which could not be prevented,
if any deeds pretended to be very old, the witneſſes
of which muſt be dead, ſhould be ſuſtained as valid

to overturn a long undiſturbed poffeffion.
The civil law makes a preſumptive title, or the

bona fides,upon which the poſſeſſor may probably have
believed the goods to be his own, a neceſſary begin

ning to preſcription; ſo that no length of poſſeſſion,
begun without a plauſible title, can give a right. But

the caſe of a fairpurchaſerfrom an old poffeffor, with
out any intimation made to the purchaſer of a latent

title of another, is ſo favourable, and his plea fo equi
table, when he cannot recover his price from the ſel

ler, that tho' the ſeller had begun poſſeſſion without

this juſt preſumption, it would be very hard to ſet
aſide all claim of the fair purchaſer, at leaſt to reco

ver the price he paid. Some of the reaſons for pre

fcription may hold even where the poſſeſſion wasnot
begun upon a preſumptive title.
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VIII. As to acceſſions or any additional profits of CHAP. 7.
goods in property, theſe rules are obvious. 1. “ All
The rights 19

fruits, increaſe, or improvements happening to the accesivas
goods in a man's property, to which neither the
goods or labours of others contributed, belong to
“ the proprietor, except where another by contract,
(6

" or civil law , acquires ſome right in them . ” But,
2 . - Where the goods or labours of other perſons
“ have 'contributed to any increaſe or improvement,
“ without the fraud or culpable negligence of any
" concerned , all thoſe who have contributed by their

“ labours or goods have a joint property in the com
pound, or in the fruits and improvements, each in
proportion to the value of what he contributed. ”

If the goods or the fruits can admit of diviſion with
out loſs upon the whole, they ſhould be divided in
this proportion among thoſe who contributed to

them . If the ſubject will not admit of diviſion with
out loſs upon thewhole, it ſhould be

uſed alternately

for times proportioned to the values each one contri
buted , or be uſed in common continually if it can
admit of ſuch uſe. If the ſubject neither admits of

common or alternate uſe, it ſhould fall to that part

ner to whom it is of the greateſt value or importance,
in this manner : firſt, let the proportion of each one's
right to thoſe of the other partners be determined,
and that partner who bids moſt for it ſhould have it,
upon making compenſation to the reſt for their ſhares.*
* See caſes of this kind in Cicero de offic. 1. ii . c. 23. and the judgment of Aratis
upon them .

Vol.I.
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and the compenſation to the reſt is the greater.
Where any debate ariſes about the values of the ſe
veral ſhares contributed, there is no other remedy,
previous to civil polity, but the arbitration of wiſe

neighbours who underſtand the goods.
Where by the fraud or blameable negligence of
one, his labours or goods are blended with the goods
of others, ſo that the compound or the new form cea
fes to be deſirable to the other innocent proprietor,

this proprietor has a right to full compenſation for
the value of his goods now made unfit for his uſe,

and for whatever clear profits he could have made by
his goods had they been let alone to him . If my
goods are improved for my uſe by another's goods or
labour, without commiſſion from me ; I am only to

pay the value of the improvement to my purpoſes,
and not the value it may be of to the purpoſes of the

culpable intermedler with my goods. There is no
reaſon that through his fault I ſhould either lofe my
goods, or be obliged to pay for more expenſive im
provements than were convenient for my affairs. The
proper puniſhment for this fraudulent or culpable in

termedling with the goodsofothers, is a ſubject of in
quiry quite diſtinct from this of property.
hat sizsis in

IX. The right of property, when it is entire and

cluded inpro- unlimited as it is firſtacquired, contains theſe three

perty .

* This ſection may determine in a na- | nativitas, alluvio, ſpecificatio, comuixtir
tural manner moſt of the queſtions of the

civilians about the accellons, viz . the

confufio, edificatia, c.
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parts. 1. A right to the fulleſt uſe. 2. A rightto ex- Chap. 7.
clude others from any uſe of the goods in property.
and 3. A right of alienating and transferring to others
either in part or in whole; abſolutely, or upon any

condition orcontingency; gratuitouſly,or for valuable
conſideration . Civil laws may ſometimes juſtly limit
men in the exerciſe of theſe rights ; and ſome potent

reaſons of general utility may even in natural liberty
require ſome limitations, and juſtify ſome extraordi

nary ſteps contrary to the rules which ordinarily ob
lige us.

To this right of property correſponds a general
indefinite obligation upon all not to violate this right
or obſtruct others in the enjoyment of it. The ſa

credneſs of this obligation,we all may find by conſider
ing the keen reſentment we ſhould feel upon ſuch vio
lation of our rights by others ; and by the ſtrong diſ
approbation wemuſt have of ſuch avarice or felfiſh
neſs as breaks through all regards to the peace and
ſafety of ſociety, and all humanity to our fellows, for
the ſake of a little private gain ; in thoſe matters too
which we look upon it as honourable and the evidence

of a great foul to deſpiſe. This diſapprobation we
muſt feel toward ſuch acts of injuſtice as affect the
property of others, even tho' we ourſelves fuffer no

thing by it.
UU 2
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CH A

P. VIII.

Concerning DERIVED PROPERTY, and the ways of
alienating or transferring it.
Rigiis realand I.
perfonal.

ous rights are either real, or perſonal.
en
ADxDventiti
All adventitious realrights ariſe from a tranſ

· lation of fome of the original rights of property from

one to another. And all perſonal addventitious rights
are conſtituted by transferring to others ſome parts
of our natural liberty, or of our right of acting as we

pleaſe, and of obliging ourſelves to certain perfor
mances in behalf of others. The real rights termi

nate on ſome definite goods. The perſonal do not.
The neceílity and uſe of frequent contracts and
tranſlations of property is in a good meaſure manifeſt
from what is ſaid above,* and will ſtill more fully ap

pear hercafier. The difference between real and per
fonal rights muſt here be explained, and the founda
tion too for this diſtinction, previous to any civil laws.
*Tigra and of
One may often incline to incur an obligation to
1:s wa zinetium. another to a certain value, and have all moral cer

tainty and an honeſt purpoſe of diſcharging it faith

fully, while yet he is unwilling to put any one partof
his goods more than another in the power of his cre
ditor, and keeps it in his own clection what part of

them he will alienate for diſcharging this obligation .
And a creditor may often be ſatisfied with ſuch en

gagements from the debtor, if he is aſſured of his
* Chap. vi . and vii.
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wealth and integrity, without any ſpecifick goods be- CHAP. 7.

ing ſubjected to the claim . Such anagreement conſti
tutes a perſonal, and not a real right. The creditor

no doubt in ſuch a caſe has a general ſecurity from all
the debtor's goods, ſince upon the debtor's default,
he may in natural liberty ſeize any part of them for
diſcharge of the debt, if no other creditor has obtained

a real right in them . But the advantage of the per.
ſonal obligation to the debtor is this, that he is ſtill
maſter of all his goods , and retains it ſtill in his

own election, within the time limited, to diſcharge
the claims upon him in the manner he likes beſt. And

the advantage of the real right to the creditor con
ſiſts in this,that from the goods ſpecially ſubjeéted
to his claim he may be ſecure, notwithſtanding of any

ſubſequent debts incurred to others, or even prior per
fonal debts which his debror may be incapable of dif.

charging.
If one has done any damage to another, he be:
comes indebted to the perſon who ſuffered this da

mage in the full value ofit. And yet the ſufferer has

only a perſonal right, not preferable to any claims of
a third perſon, nor affecting one part of the goods
of him who did the damage, more than another. If

full compenſation is made, he cannot limit the debtor
as to the goods out of which this compenſation is to
be made .

When the lender inſiſts on more ſecurity tlian the

faith of the borrower, or ſuſpects his ability, and gets

a pledge or a mortgage,this conſtitutes a real right,
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Book II. as certain goods are aſſigned and ſpecially ſubjected to
v this claim.
Real preferable
20 perſonal,

A juſt man nodoubt will obſerve and fulfil the per
ſonal rights of others, as well as the real, to the ut
moſt of his power ; but the ſecurity is not the ſame in
both, as ʼtis abundantly known, where different claims
occur againſt a perſon who has not effects to anſwer

them . The real rights muſt take place of the perſo

nal. He who conſented to accept of a leſs ſecurity,
muſt not expect to be equally ſafe with one who in

ſiſted upon and obtained a greater, nor would have
contracted or lent upon other terms.
For what roa
Jons.

The preſervation of the neceſſary faith in com

merce requires this preference of real rights, to per
fonal. In the full tranſlation of property, and even in

aſligning goods as real ſecurities by pledge or mort

gage, there muſt be ſuch publick forms as will ſecure
the purchaſer or lender againſt all prior ſecret con
tracts with others, tho' theſe private contracts gave
perſonal rights. But no man would buy goods, if he
could not be ſecured in the poſſeſſion of what he pur
chaſed againſt former private contracts of fale. Nor
could he be ſecured if prior ſecret contracts did not

yield to ſuch publick ones with the uſual forms inſti
tuted for conveying real rights. Nor would men lend
upon any pledge or mortgage, were there not ſome

publick forms appointed to transfer a real right pre
ferable to any prior perſonal rights conſtituted to o
chers by a latent contract.

All nations agree in having ſome publick formali
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ties for transferring full property or real rights, not Chap. 7.
to be defeated by prior latent perſonal rights. Theſe

formalities ſhould intimate the tranſaction publickly,
or ſome way prevent the perſon who transfers to im
poſe afterwards upon others. Delivery anſwers this

end in moveables; andſome publick ſymbolical deeds
giving poſſeſſion, in ſuch as are immoveable ; or ſome
publick regiſtration of the conveyance. Where theſe
confirm a contract, a real right is conſtituted, which
no perſonal one ſhould defeat. And yet the perſon
thus defrauded of his perſonal right by means of the

fubſequent real one transferring the property, has a
juſt claim upon the ſeller who defrauded him not on
ly for compenſation of all the damage * he ſuſtains,

but for thef full value of all the profit he could have
made had he not been deceived. But without this

preference of real rights to perſonal, there could be
no commerce.

II. Derived real rights are either ſome parts of the Derived real

right of property transferred to another, and ſepara-property often
ted from the reſt, or compleat property derived fromparated
from
Ibe

the original proprietor.
The parts of property frequently transferred ſepa
rately from the reſt of it are chiefly of theſe four claf
ſes. 1. Right of popeljion , thus one may have a right

to poſſeſs the goodshe knows belong to others, until
the true proprietor ſhews his title. This right is valid
againſt all others, and often may be turned into com
pleat property. 2. The right of ſucceſſion ,which one
# Perfatio damni. † Penfare quod intereſt.
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Book II. may have to goods, while another retains all the other
parts of property

except that of alienating. 3. The

rights of a mortgage or pledge. 4. Rights to ſome ſmall
uſes of the goodsof others, called ſervitudes.

As to the right of poffeffion. The poffeffor by fraud
or unjuſt violence has no right: any onewho inclines
to recover the goods to the owner may juſtly diſpof
ſeſs him . But he who poſſeſſes without fraud or unjuſt
violence the goods he knows belong to others, has a

right valid againſt all except the proprietor, or ſuch as
claim under him . If none ſuch can be found, or if

the proprietor quits his claim, the poffeffor becomes
proprietor by occupation. The poſſeſſor is alwaysob
liged to make publick intimation that he has ſuch
goods, and to uſe all reaſonable means to make it

known to the proprietor. Deſigned concealment of
them is no better than theft. When the poſſeſſor

reſtores, he may juſtly demand to be repaid all pru
dent expences made upon the goods, or upon giving
publick intimation about them .

III . In inſtances where one poſſeſſes goods belong
ing to others which yet he obtained upon ſome plau

Rights of the
prefumptive por
yor.

fible title, ſuch as donation, legacy, ſucceſſion , or pur
chaſe, and believes them to be his own t ; the fol

lowing rules ſeem equitable. 1. If the goods have pe
riſhed by any accident without any fault of the poſſeſ
for, he is not obliged to any compenſation. 2. If he has

conſumed them he is obliged to reſtore as far as he
+ This is the bonae fidei poffeffor of the Civilians, not importing that all other poffef
ſors are fraudulent.
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was profited by them , or in proportion to the advan- Char. 3.
tage or pleaſure he obtained by them , which other

ways would have conſumed like goods of his own :
for he is ſo far enriched as he ſpared his own goods.

But as to pleaſure enjoyed and not neceſſary mainte

nance, if the poffeffor enjoyed it only becauſe he be
lieved theſe goods to be his own, and otherways would
not have been at ſuch expence in matters of pleaſure,

one cannot pronounce univerſally that he is obliged
to compenſate the value. 'Tis the honourable part
to do it whenever the proprietor is indigent, andthe
poffeffor wealthy ; or if they are in equal circumſtan
ces ; or if the compenſating would not diſtreſs the

poffeffor in his affairs. But ifcompenſating would di
ſtreſs him , if he obtained the goods by an onerous

title, ſuch as by paying a price for them which he can
not now recover he would at leaſt in moſt caſes ſeem

to be under no other obligation than that of huma

nity, which might perhaps direct to ſharing the loſs,
where it would be too ſenſibly felt were it to fall ſin
gly on the original poſſeſſor.
3. When the goods yet remain, the poſſeſſor is ob
liged to reſtore them with all their acceſſions after

deducting all prudent expences he has made about
them. If he purchaſed them , he has recourſe for the

price upon the ſeller..
4. If the ſeller is not to be found, or is inſolvent,
the caſe is more difficult. Here a certain lofs muſt be

ſuſtained either by the proprietor, or the preſump

cive poſſeſſor: both are ſuppoſed alike innocent: which
VOL . I.
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Book II. of them muſt bear it? The caſe of both is equally fa
vourable, and no publick advantage requires the caſ
ring the whole lofs on one ratherthan the other. If
freeing the proprietor from it will make purchaſers

more cautious and inquiſitive about the titles of thoſe

they deal with, and thus thefts may be detected ; the
fubjecting the proprietors to the loſs, will make men

more vigilant to prevent thefts, and prevent their goods
thus becoming a ſnare to honeſt purchaſers. In ſtrict
juſtice one would think the loſs ſhould be divided e
qually among all thoſe through whoſe hands the goods
paſſed without fraud, along with the proprietor, un
til they can recover the whole from the author of the
fraud .

In theſe queſtions our reaſon is diſturbed by ſome
within olisconfuſed imagination of property as ſome phyſical
Asnjhen in

quality or chain between the goods, and the propri

etor, conceived to found a more ſacred right than
many other moſt equitable claims . And yet it can
not be of a more ſacred kind than the rights ariſing
from contracts and fair purchaſes; ſince 'tis by con

tracts and purchaſes that property is moſt frequently
acquired : and there is no reaſon that an innocent man
fhould ſuffer becauſe of any vice of another in which
he had no hand .

Abftraéting from ſuch imaginations; property is
thus determined by the law of nature ;in certain cir
cumſtances we ſee at once that it would be cruel and

inhuman toward an individual, to deprive him of the

full uſe of certain goods ; as when they were acqui
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red by his own innocent labour, or by any fair con. Chap. 8 .
tract ; and we ſee alſo that like practices generally pre
vailing would be detrimental to fociety. In theſe cir
cumſtances we pronounce that the man has the right

of property. When equal circumſtances of particu
lar humanity plead for two perſons in oppoſition to
each other ; we then conſider any circumſtance on one
ſide which ſome remote intereſt of ſociety may re

quire to be regarded ; and we deem the right to go
along with that circumſtance : or at leaſt, when a law
or cuſtom is once received on account of this remote

utility, we deem the property to be on that ſide, and
do not regard the weaker claim of the other : tho' a
humane man would not diſregard it altogether.Other

caſes happen where the pleas from remote utilities of
ſociety are alſo equal : and in them, there is no other
remedy but dividing the loſs among all concerned, in
ſome proportion or other.

One ſells me an horſe this hour, in diſcharge of an sume Examples.
old debt he owed me : and next hour, upon a price paid
down , ſells and delivers him to another who knew
nothing of my bargain. If the ſeller can be found, and
is folvent, there is leſs difficulty : but if he is not ; on
whom ſhall the loſs be caſt? The contract and price

paid, the grand foundations of the titles and pleas of
humanity, are the fame on both ſides. 'Tis equally
hard that either of the innocent men ſhould ſuffer.

Cuſtom and civil laws regarding a remote intereſt of
aſcertaining commerce, and preventing frauds, make
the delivery a moſt important circumſtance for the
X x 2
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Book II.of themmuſtbear it? The caſe of both is equally fa
R

vourable, and no publick advantage requires the caſ

ring the whole loſs on one rather than the other. If

freeing the proprietor from it will makepurchaſers
more cautious and inquiſitive about the titles of thoſe

they deal with, and thus thefts may be detected ; the
fubjecting the proprietors to the loſs, will make men
more vigilant to prevent thefts, and prevent their goods

thus becoming a ſnare to honeſt purchaſers. In ſtrict
juſtice one would think the loſs ſhould be divided e

qually among all thoſe through whoſe hands the goods
paſſed without fraud, along with the proprietor, un
til they can recover the whole from the author of the
fraud.
A.-

In theſe queſtions our reaſon is diſturbed by ſome

abitudinisconfuſed imagination of property as ſome phyſical
quality or chain between the goods, and the propri
etor, conceived to found a more ſacred right than

many other moſt equitable claims. And yet it can
not be of a more ſacred kind than the rights ariſing
from contracts and fair purchaſes; ſince 'tis by con
cracts and purchaſes that property is moſt frequently
acquired : and there is no reaſon that an innocent man

fhould ſuffer becauſe of any vice of another in which
he had no hand .

Abſtracting from ſuch imaginations; propertyis
thus determined by the law of nature; in certain cir
cumſtances we fee at once that it would be cruel and

inhuman toward an individual, to deprive him of the

full uſe of certain goods ; as when they were acqui
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red by his own innocent labour, or by any fair con. Cap. 8.
tract; and we ſee alſo that like practices generally pre
vailing would be detrimental to ſociety . In theſe cir
cumſtances we pronounce that the man has the right
of property. When equal circumſtances of particu
lar humanity plead for two perſons in oppoſition to
each other ; we then conſider any circumſtance on one

ſide which ſome remote intereſt of ſociety may re
quire to be regarded; and we deem the right to go
along with that circumſtance : or at leaſt, when a law
or cuſtom is once received on account of this remote

utility, we deem the property to be on that ſide, and
do not regard the weaker claim of the other : tho' a

humane man would not diſregard it altogether. Other
caſes happen where the pleas froin remote utilities of
ſociety are alſo equal : and in them , there is no other
remedy but dividing the loſs among all concerned, in
ſome proportion or other.

One ſells me an horſe this hour, in diſcharge of an sme Examples.
old debt he owed me : and next hour, upon a price paid
down , ſells and delivers him to another who knew

nothing of my bargain. If the ſeller can be found, and
is ſolvent, there is leſs difficulty : but if he is not ; on
whom ſhall the loſs be caft ? The contract and price

paid, the grand foundations of the titles and pleas of
humanity, are the ſame on both ſides. 'Tis equally
hard that either of the innocent men ſhould ſuffer.

Cuſtom and civil laws regarding a remote intereſt of

aſcertaining commerce, and preventing frauds, make
the delivery a moſt important circumſtance for the
X x 2

.
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Book II. later. But were it not for this remote intereſt, the

priority in time would plead for the former. Suppofe
that the horſe had alſo been delivered to the former,
but the ſeller allowed to keep him ſome hours in his

ſtables. When other circumſtances are now equal,

priority of time is of great importance, and is much
regarded in all contracts; as there can be no ſuſpici
on of fraud in the firſt purchaſer ; and as a regard to

this circumſtance too isof great neceſſity to aſcertain
commerce. In our prefent queſtion about the claim
of the fair purchaſer to obtain the price he paid from

the proprietor, when he can have no recovery from the
ſeller, all pleas, both of a private and publick nature,
are pretty near equal on both ſides. And the ſame

general obſervation about the original notions of pro
perty will be of conſiderable uſe in other queſtions,

particularly theſe concerning the rights by teftament,
and by ſucceſſion to the inteſtate.
Ile toneura.

In this and many like caſes there are obvious rea

le port a'way' ſons of humanity and mercy to ſhew a good man what

Clear

is the lovely and honourable part. If the poffeffor de
poor, and the proprietor rich, it would be barbarous if

the proprietor didnot indemnify thehoneſt poſſeſſor as
to the price he paid. If the poſſeſſor is wealthy, and the
proprietor poor, it would be inhuman in the poſſeſſor
to inſiſt on the price paid, when it bore no ſuch pro
portion to his wealththat the want of it could diſtreſs

him. If their fortunes are nearly equal they ſhould di
vide the loſs, whatever civil laws may determine; or

ſhould bear it in proportion to their wealth, when
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their wealth is unequal, but neither in diſtreſs. The Cilap. 8.
want of obvious reaſons for caſting all the loſs on one

ſide in this and ſome other caſes, will be little regre

ted by any but ſuch ſelfiſh wretches as are graſping
at every advantage they can obtain without incurring
the infamy of direct injuſtice, and have no humanity
to others .

In general, as far as ſuch poffeffors are enriched or
profited by means of the goods of others, ſo far they

are obliged to reſtore; but they are enriched only by
what remains after all expences they made in preſer

ving, improving, or cultivating are deducted; and
theſe expences the proprietor is obliged to reſtore

when he obtains his goods . Goods obtained by do
nation, ſucceſſion , or any gratuitous title, ſhould plain

ly be reſtored without any other compenſation from
the proprietor than that of thoſe expences for preſer
vation and improvement.

IV. The next claſs of real rights often ſeparated Right of fucces
from property is that of ſucceſſions in entails. When fion inentails.

one who has unlimited property conveys a right of
ſucceſſion to ſeveral perſons, in a certain ſeries, upon
certain contingencies, theſe perſons have a right to

this ſucceſſion juſt as valid as men acquire by any
donation; as unlimited property includes a right of
diſpoſing upon any contingency or condition , as well
as abſolutely. Such entails may be made imprudent

ly, or contrary to reaſons of humanity, and ſo may
donations. When they are ſo, the preſent tenant for

life who has all the other rights of property cxcept
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Book II. that of alienating, is not culpable in taking all me
thods conſiſtent with the peace and order of ſociety,
to break the entail : as a man would not be culpable

who uſed ſuch peaceful methods to prevent impru
dent or inhuman donations, or to get them revoked.

But where there is nothing imprudent or inhuman in
the entail, the tenant in reverſion has as good a right

to ſucceed as the preſent poſſeſſor has to enjoy for
life; and it would be criminal to defraud him of it.

And the peace of ſociety often requires the confirma
tion even of imprudent and inhuman conveyances, of
which hereafter ; tho' the perſon to whom they are
made cannot with a good conſcience inſiſt on them.

Civil laws however may juſtly limit this power of en
tail as the intereſt of the ſtate, or the neceſſity of

encouraging induſtry may require.
Rights by mort
V. The third ſort of real rights ſeparable from the

guze or pledge. reſt of the property are thoſe of the mortgagee, and
of the perſon to whom moveable goods are pledged,
and delivered for ſecurity of ſome debt. By either of
theſe a right is given to the creditor, in caſe the debt
is not duly diſcharged, to appropriate to himſelf the

lands mortgaged ,or the goods pledged *, notwith
ſtanding any prior perſonalrightsof others againſt the
debtor . The aſſuming a property in the lands mort

gaged, or the moveables pledged, upon non-payment,
has no iniquity in it if the pledger or mortgager ob
tain all ſurplus of the value of the lands or goods
* Lex commiforia in pignoribus.
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above what diſcharges the principal debt with all in- Chap. 8.
tereſt and expences.

VI. The fourth claſs of real rights feparable from

the reſt of the property areſervitudes, when one has a
right to ſome ſmall uſe of the goods of another. All
ſervitudes are real rights terminating on ſome definite
lands or tenements, or goods. But ſome are conſti
tured in favour of a perſon and only for his behoof ;

and others for the advantage of ſome adjacent farm
or tenement be the proprietor who he will. The for

mer, from the ſubjects of theſe rights, and not from
the object on which they terminate, are called perſo
nal ſervitudes, expiring with the perſon; the later for
the like reaſon are called real ſervitudes, and may be

perpetual. Thus the uſe of an houſe or a farm gran
ted to a friend for his life-time when the property is

in another, is a perſonal ſervitude, which cannot be
conveyed by him to another : but when a farm is

fubjected to a road for the convenience of the poſſef
fors of an adjacent farm , or the poſſeſſors of one te
nement in a town have a right to put in beams into
the gabels of the contiguous houſe for ſupporting the
floors or roof, theſe are real ſervitudes, which may be
conſtituted for the convenience of lands or tenements ,

and may be perpetual. The nature of the contracts
or deeds by which ſuch ſervitudes are conſtituted fhews

the rights, and obligations of the parties, which too
depend much upon the cuſtoms of the places where
they are received.
+ See Inſtit. I. ii. tit. 3, 4, 5.
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VII. The complete property may be transferred

Book II.
Tranſlation of

either by the voluntary deed of the proprietor, or by

compliasproper-the diſpoſition of the law ofnature, without his con
19 feveral ways fent, for the intereſt of others. By deed of the pro
prietor it may be transferred either during his life, or
upon the event of his death. And by diſpoſition of the
law of nature, without his conſent, property may be
transferred either during the proprietor's life, or on
the event of his death . Of theſe four in order.
Voluntary deed
during life.

1. By voluntary deed of the proprietor during his
life, either gratuitouſly by donation, or for a certain
price or valuable conſideration ; of this we treat in the

following chapter about contracts.
By teftament.

2. Property is conveyed by the voluntary act of

the proprietor upon the event of his death by laſt will
or teſtament. This right of deviſing by will is natu
rally included in the property, which contains a right

of diſpoſing upon any condition or contingency. Take
away this right and induſtry ſhall be much diſcoura

ged after men are tolerably provided with neceſſaries
for themſelves and their families during life; or men
muſt be forced into a pretty hazardous conduct by ac

tually giving away during life whatever they acquire
beyond their own probable conſumption in their life

time. Not to mention that they muſt give away as
ſoon as they acquire any ſurpluſſes, ſince the ſudden
neſs of death, or a delirium , may make them inca

pable of donations upon the approach of death. This
right therefore of deviſing by will ſeems manifeſtly

founded in the law of nature, tho' civil laws may li
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mit the exerciſe of it in common with all other rights Chap. 8.

reſpecting property, ſuch as the diſinheriting or paf
ſing by achild without any fault of his, or the con
veying almoſt all a man's wealth to one of his nume

rous poſterityfrom a fooliſh deſire of raiſing onegreat
family. Civil laws alſo juſtly oblige men to ſuch forms
as ſhall beſt prevent forgeries. By the law of nature
every

declaration ofa man's will of which credible evi

dence can be given, is valid and obligatory on thoſc
concerned : but that all men may be engaged to uſe
the moſt convenient forms, civil laws may confirm no
teſtaments made without them.

That the law of nature and the intereſt of ſociety of

right of

eſtabliſh this right of deviſing by will is as plain as teßaments.
that they eſtabliſh other rights of the proprietor. The
natural deſign of mankind in any acquiſitions beyond
their own conſumption is to promote by them the

happineſs of thoſe they love; this happineſs one de
ſires they mayobtain not only during his life, but af
ter his deceaſe.

Theſe kind affections and ſuitable

offices to make others happy, whether we are to live
with them or not, are the natural, joyful, and honour
able exerciſes of the human ſoul while we live. And

'cis cruel and unjuſt to hinder a man either from ſuch

good offices while he lives, or to deprive him of the
joyful hope that his ſurviving friends ſhall be profited

by the fruits of his labours. " Tis cruel to theſe friends
to intercept the benefit deſigned them by their friend
now deceaſed . There is no method fo convenient for

individuals, or for the ſociety, by which goods can be
VOL.I.
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Book 11. transferred to ſurvivors as that by teſtament, or a
" declaration of the will of the proprietor revocable,
- and not to take effect till after his death .” + To leave

the goods of the deceaſed in common open to occu
pation muſt occaſion the moſt odious contentions and
miſchiefs. To all theſe reaſons we may add that a

wiſely contrived will is generally in conſequence of
moral obligation, and a fulfilling of the rights or
claims either of a perfect or imperfect kind which the
ſurvivors had upon the goods of the deceaſed. All

which proves abundantly the right of deviſing, and
the obligation upon all to obſerve and maintain the
will of the teſtator, where it is tolerably prudent , and

not contrary to ſome ſtrong principles of humanity.
Where it is contrary, there may be no injuſtice in an
nulling it.
VIII. The third manner of transferring property
Traniliation by

le long de la forcesis by the plain law of nature, without conſent of the
tre proprietor. proprietor, during his life, whenever it is requiſite to
ſatisfy any juſt claim another had againſt him which
he declines to comply with. This will be conſidered

hereafter among the rights ariſing from the injuries
done by others. Thus for compenſation of damage, or

diſcharging a juſt debt, a man's goods are juſtly ſeized,
+ Some improper uſe of metaphyficks
in this ſubject has raiſed great controver
fies to little purpoſe, as if the validity of

an innocent ſatisfaction of men that their

wills imported fome phyſical action done

not require it ? which are obvious . See

when the agent was dead ; ſome trifling
objections are raiſed too from the nature

Barbeyraque's notes on Puffend. de jure
nat. et gent. lib. iv. c. 10. and authors

of other tranſactions. The queſtion is

there cited .

truly this, whether it is not requiſite for

teſtaments be obſerved after their death ?

and whether the intereſt of ſociety does
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and the property of them acquired by the perſons who Chap. 8.
had ſuch claims .

The fourth manner of tranſlation is by the law of theIninteſta
fucceßion
to
te,

nature, without the deed of the proprietor, upon the
event of his death , in the ſucceſſions to the inteſtate.
The grounds of it are theſe. The intention of the
deceaſed in all his acquiſitions beyond his own uſe,

was contributing to the happineſs of ſuch as were
dear to him , as 'tis abundantly known to all. We fee

that one's poſterity, and failing thoſe his kinſmen, are
dearer to men univerſally than others, tho' they may
happen to have converſed more with others, in mat
ters of buſineſs or pleaſure. When men declare their
wills, we ſee the general inclination to improve the

fortunes of their poſterity and kinſmen, and juſtly pre
ſume the ſame where it is not expreſsly declared. " Tis
cruel, without ſome publick intereſt requiring it, to
defeat this natural hope of ſucceſſion foundedby the

tyes of blood. Our children, and failing theſe our
kinſmen have plainly a right where ſome undutiful
conduct has not forfeited it, not only to ſupport from
us in their indigent ſtate, but to have their condition

improved by any ſurplus of goods we have beyond our
own conſumption. 'Tis contrary to nature, as well as
humanity, to defeat this claim when no publick in

tereſt requires it. 'Tis plain alſo that leaving the goods
of the inteſtate in common to be occupied would
cauſe the greateſt confuſion.

If friends were admitted along with kindred, it
Yy 2

d
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Book II. muſt be in ſome proportion to the degrees of friend
ſhip; but theſe cannot now be determined ; and much

leſs could they be determined if the hopes of ſucceſ
fion invited all flatterers. We juſtly too preſume
upon the will of the inteſtate from this, that ſince
1

the cuſtom has univerſally obtained, in all nations al
moſt, to admit only kinſmen to ſucceſſion, had the
deceaſed intended that others ſhould be admitted, he

would have expreſsly declared this peculiar and leſs
uſual deſire.
The natural u'ay

of fuccefion .

The natural affections of men ſhew that their po

ſterity ſhould be admitted in the firſt place, viz. chil
dren and grandchildren ; grandchildren at leaſt ad
mitted to their parents ſhare among them , where a
deccaſed child has left more than one : and along with

poſterity parents ſhould be admitted, if they are in
ftraits. In default of both, brothers and ſiſters, and

along with them the children ofa brother or ſiſter de
ceaſed, at leaſt to the ſhare their parent would have
goe had the parent been alive. Reaſons of humanity
would recommend other proportions ſometimes, but

they would occaſion great controverſies. In default

1

of ſuch relations all kindred of equal degrees ſhould
!

generally come in equally, and exclude the more re
mote .

Voxatural cuf

The notion of having fome one repreſentative of
the perſon deceaſed, ſucceeding to all his rights, and

ſubjected to all his obligations, as the Roman heir
was, has no foundation in nature ; nor is there any rea
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fon why a far greater part of the inheritance ſhould Chap. 8.
go univerſally to one of many children, or one ofma

ny in the ſame degree; nor why ſeniority among chil
dren, or kinſmen of the ſame degree, ſhould have

ſuch preference; nor why the diſtinction of ſex ſhould
in the firſt degree of children take place of all other
conſiderations, and yet be quite neglected in the de

gree of grandchildren, or be poſtponed to that of fe
niority of the parent, ſo that an infant grand-daugh
ter of an elder fon deceaſed, ſhould take before an

S

adult grand-ſon by a ſecond ſon , nay before the ſecond
ſon himſelf. A niece by an elder brother deceaſed ,

nay her daughter, take place of even a younger bro
ther himſelf,aswell as the male deſcendants of young

er brothers. All theſe things are founded only in
civil laws. In the ſucceſſion to private fortunes there
is ſeldom any reafon for having one heir rather than

many equally related to the deceaſed. Cuſtoms of
many nations and their civil laws about theſe mac

ters are very fooliſh , and have ſome pernicious effects
upon ſociety.

IX. Perſonal rights are conſtituted againſt a man; Perfonal rights
when he has limited ſome part of his natural liberty,

or his power of diſpoſing of his actions and goods,
and transferred it to another, who thence acquires the

perſonal right. And when this right or claim of ano
ther is fulfilled, or aboliſhed , the natural liberty of

the perſon obliged becomes again in this reſpect en
tire, or the perſonal right is conſolidated with it, as

1
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Book II.it was before the right ſubſiſted. Such rights ariſe ei
ther from ſome contract, or ſome deed of the per

fon obliged; and the conſideration of them leads to

the ſubject of contracts or covenants, the main en
gine of conſtituting either perſonal rights or real.

THE END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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